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PREFACE.

The circumstances which have led to the publica-

tion of the present work are the following :

A few private friends of the late Rev. Dr. Thom
were privileged with a sight of several MSS. left by
him, and which had been carefully prepared with a

view to their publication.

Their perusal excited a strong desire that the

MS. on " Soul and Spirit" should be given to the

world.

It is well known to those who are familiar with

the writings of our late revered and lamented

friend, that to his acquaintance with the scriptural

distinction referred to, he ascribed many of his most

glorious views of divine truth.

The members of his late congregation especially,

and his numerous friends in this country and in dis-

tant parts of the world, will therefore we are sure

hail with gladness their possession of a work which

will give completeness to his own writings.

The present volume bears date 1836. It was writ-

ten with great care by its beloved author, and was

well-nigh ready for the press. The duties of the Edi-

tor have therefore been very light indeed. His chief

work has been to choose, between two or three dif-

ferent forms of expression, that which, in his judg-
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ment, appeared besl adapted to express the meaning
the writer.

He would adopt as his own, the language of his
 friend in his preface to

"
Barclays without

•'/ without God" re-published in Liverpool in

L836 :

" Nol ning myself justified in tampering
with the writings of another, what follows lias been

almost verbatim from the Edition last men-
aed."

[ndeed, those acquainted with the Author's stylo,

and with the constructs *n of his sentences, will sec at

once who is the writer of this work.

It is scarcely necessary to say that it lias been a

melancholy pleasure to prepare this publication for

the press.

To be able to render any service, however small,
•

iwards such an object, has indeed been a labour of

lo\

Indebted to the author for relief, under God,
from many most painful religious perplexities which

none of the popular systems of theology could help

jolve, and permitted for many years to be privi-

d with his instructive and edifying correspon-

dence as well as to share in his affectionate chris-

tian confidence, how can he feel otherwise than

grateful in being permitted to help forward such an

undertaking ?

The production of such a work as this, too, at a

time when so many professing the religion of

Christ, are turning again to the "beggarly ele-

from which they professed to have been de-

livered, and are found substituting human reason-
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ings on the one hand, or ritualistic practices on the

other, for the "simplicity that is in Christ" cannot

be otherwise than seasonable : while the profound
and glorious truths contained in these pages, will

furnish a delightful contrast to the superficial

and merely human notions which pass current for

the religion of the Son of God.

Strongly tempted is the Editor to make a refer-

ence to the character and attainments—the natural

and spiritual endowments—the human and divine

excellencies possessed by the author of this work.

But he forbears.

So high is his estimate of, so profound his venera-

tion for, and so ardent his attachment to the mem-

ory his beloved friend, that lie feels anything he

might say, would in this age of cold propriety sa-

vour of exaggeration.
-As his removal from the present scene of chv.i .

•

and suffering was to the writer one of the greatest
of his trials, . so the hope of everlasting reunion

with him in the kingdom of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ, is among the fondest of his antici-

pations.

It is important to observe, that the third chapter
of the second part of this work, entitled "

the object

or purpose of Spirit," does not appear to have been

written.

This is to be regretted and of course interferes

with its completeness.
—Those of us, however, who

know and love the views contained in this volume,
can easily imagine how gloriously tlio writer would

have rilled up the portion he was never spared to
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write—how luminously he would have exhibited

the ultimate purpose of God in the temporary exis-

tence of Soul, ami its subserviency to the everlasting

existence of Spirit
—how delightfully he would have

dwelt on the triumphant consummation of the con-

troversy long pending between the former and the

latter—the one condemned, in the death of Adam,
in the sacrifice <>i" Christ, and in the ultimate ter-

mination of an earthly and inferior state of

things altogether
—the other vindicated, primarily

in the resurrection of the Son of God from the dead,

subsequently in the salvation of his specially re-

deemed ones, and finally in the new creation of all

things in Jesus Christ as second Adam, and their

being rendered thereby partakers of the divine na-

ture—the "living soul" superseded by "the quick-

ening spirit"
—the shadows of time absorbed in the

r< alities of eternity
—and God being revealed in the

fulness of manifestation to every creature as the

"
all and in all."
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SOUL AND SPIRIT.

INTRODUCTION.

SECTION I.

Opening Obsekvations.

.For the correctness of the views presented in the

following pages, an appeal is made, not to the writings of

fallible men, but to the word of the living and true God.

Philosophers, both ancient and modern, have speculated
at great length, and with much ingenuity respecting the

origin, constitution, and destiny, of the human mind. But
their labours have had no satisfactory result. They either

possessed not or rejected, the only way by which know-

ledge of the subject is accessible. Involved thereby in a

labyrinth of doubt and perplexities themselves, it cannot

surprise us to find their followers likewise "
in wandering

mazes lost." To other sources of information, and to other

guides, those must turn, who would escape the delusions

by which their j>redecessors ^ ^s path of enquiry have
been led astray.

It is high time for all who profess attachment to the

volume of inspiration, to show that attachment in some-

thing more than mere words. Eespect to God's word con-

sists not in saying we respect it. Nay, it consists not in

examining the integrity of the text and watching over the

canon, with ever wakeful zeal and assiduity, like that which

protected the garden of Hesperides of old. All this ex-

ternal respect, all this jealous watchfulness against the

slightest corruption or adulteration of the letter of the Old
Testament Scriptures, the Jews have uniformly exhibited;

B
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and yet they are accused by the Lord Jesus of* making use
11 this as a cloak, fi r renderiny the word of God of none
I by their tradition. Is not a similar charge applicable to

numbers in our own time? Not many years have ola;
siiuv the apocryphal controversy agitated the n ligious part
of the community. Strong was the language used, and yet
n.>: stronger than was deserved, by those who reprobated
every encroachment on the purity and integrity of the sacred
volume. But among those who were the most bitter and

unsparing in their rancorous denunciations of the frauds com-
mitted by the officials of the P>ible Society, can one bo point-
ed out, against whom the charge of teachingfor doctrines the

commandments of men, might not with the utmost truth and

justice be brought?
The true way of honouring the Bible, as a revelation from

above, is to receive all our theological notions direct from it.

Scripture should be to Christians, what the field of nature
is to the philosopher. As since the days of Bacon, no preju-
dice, however inveterate, no principles however long establish-

ed, can in scientific pursuits be allowed to stand in opposition
to facts observed and authenticated by the slow and cautious,
but certain method of induction; so, were professors of re-

ligion wise, and true to their principles, the inspired writings
would be to them a storehouse and treasury of spiritual facts '

to which every theory of mere human origin would be made
to bend. Painful it is to think, that this beau ideal of Christ-

ian practice, has never yet, at least on any extensive scale

been realized. In consequence of this, how striking the con-

trast between the present state of theology, and that of

science. By making nature her guide, Science is every where

removing the obstructions which prejudice and authority in

former times had thrown in her path, and is advancing with

rapid and gigantic strides towards that temporal supremacy
which is her due. By neglecting the scriptures, or by look-

ing at them only through the medium of human explanations
of their meaning, Theology by her side droops and languishes.
When will this state of matters come to an end ? When shall

creeds, confessions of faith, and articles of religion, with other

formularies of mere human origin, submit to be tried by the

scriptures instead of arrogantly insisting on the God of truth,
as He speaks iu His word, making His appearance at their

bar ? One thing is certain, that until human expositions of

divine things shall have been abandoned, and the only com-
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petent authority in such matters shall have been submitted

to, theology must continue to occupy the low and stationary
condition in which for ages it has appeared.

Considering these things, I have been induced to apply
to the scriptures alone for information respecting the subject.
Nor in my researches have I been disappointed. Quitting
the fairy regions of conjecture, and planting my- foot on the

terra firma of divine revelation, a new world of truth and

reality has opened up to my astonished gaze. Man has ap-

peared to me as he is. The veil which ignorance, prejudice,
and sophistry had conspired to draw over his character, has

been removed, and he has stood forth confessed in all his

native vileness, worthlessness, and deformity. The natural

dignity, and the natural immortality of man, have, in the

light of revelation, vanished into air. His body corruptible,
his mind earthly, have turned out to be but the shadows and

representation of something better. In these pages I pre-
sent to my readers the fruit of my researches. Susceptible
of improvement the system may be, nay, unquestionably is ;

but its foundations are laid too deeply and firmly in the

scriptures themselves, ever to be subverted.

In these circumstances, it behoves every man who would
add to the already existing stock of divine knowledge, to be

particularly careful in the mode of prosecuting his research-

es. It is not enough that he abstain from adopting, as

the basis of his enquiries, the maxims of philosophy, falsely
so called. Much more indispensable is it, that he dismiss

from his mind, all the groundless and fanciful conjectures,
with which a spurious theology may previously have stored

and imbued it. Not that either Philosophers or Theologians
have been altogether mistaken in the views which in their

respective systems they have presented. So far from this,,

many of their statements and reasonings receive the amplest
confirmation from holy writ. But the reason of putting
aside the authority of man entirely in divine things is, that

God alone can be the witness to their truth. Besides, the

principles to be borne in mind, and acted upon, by every
Christian enquirer, are these : that all that is really true

and valuable in the views of human beings concerning those

topics which revelation discloses have, at one time or another,
and in one mode or another, been already borowed from the

same source ; and that the purity, as well as enlargement,
of our religious notions is always in proportion to the degree

b2
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in which they are drawn direct from the fountain of inspira-
tion itM'lf.

With these sentiments I have been influenced in con-

ducting the enquiry, the result of which is now submitted
to my readers. Of human nature, God, in His word, pro-

- i" treat, nay, ITe there declares, that He alone is com-

petent t" do so. Thi heart of wan, whocan "know it? I the

I I search tin hearty I bry the reins. To know what man is,

we musl tin refore have reeom-.se to the scriptures alone. If

desirous accurately and thoroughly to investigate the Bubject,
our determination must be that of the Psalmist, 7 will hear

what God (hi \ ill speale. Upon this principle I have

acted, nor has the result disappointed my expectations.
Man, in the light of scripture, has appeared to me as he is.

The sacred volume tills me of his origin
—traces up his

actions to their principles
— connects the latter with his

constitution, and the former with his outward circumstances—
its to his shadowy and transient nature—and as such

Bhews his entire subserviency to the introduction and estab-

lishment of another and more glorious state of things. And
is not this the very information of which we stand in need?

Neglecting then the speculations of philosophers, and of the

mere drudges of theology, concerning what man is and is des-

tined to be, or availing myself of them only when confirmed

by superior authority, I now present to my readers a scheme
of human nature in a great measure new, and, because based

upon the word of God, in its leaning features, infallible.

Ignorant of the grand distinction brought out in these

pages as mankind hitherto have been, it is not a little inte-

resting to observe the approaches to it, which natural sagacity,
or traditional information, has enabled individuals in former

ages to make. When we find the ancients distinguishing
between y^y^ and the vovg, or between the sensitive and
the rational soul-, we are tempted to enquire, whence
the suggestion of any existing difference? We are still

more struck at the acuteness which could reject an immor-

tality of the soul a parte post, unless conjoined with an im-

mortality a parte ante. Is it possible, we are ready to

exclaim, that some far seeing, and more than ordinarily

gifted mind can have anticipated the very doctrine which

our blessed Lord predicates concerning his own nature, as

distinguished from that of mere men ? Glorify me with

thine own self, with the glory which I had with thee, before
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the world was? Among the approximations which have
taken place in modern times, to the leading position of the

present work, none with which I am acquainted is more re-

markable than that of Luther himself. In his commentaries
on Eccles'iastes he almost touches it. He there maintains the

entire dependency of soul on body, connects the dissolution

of the one with the extinction of consciousness in the other,
allows of no existence of the soul apart from the corporeal

frame, and ascribes to the resurrection alone the joint re-

vival of both. The defect of Luther's system is, not so much
that he had an incorrect notion of Soul, as that he failed of

attaining to a correct notion of Spirit, as a principle totally
distinct from it. And yet, perhaps, he knew more than in

the existing state of the reformed communities he found it

convenient to disclose. Calvin had chosen fiercely to con-

test his theory, and he might deem it advisable to let the

matter drop. Since that period, Luther's basis has been

frequently taken up, and with various degrees of success

brought under public notice. Almost in our own day, Law
in some tracts at the end of his Considerations on the Theory

of Religion, has illustrated it; and Priestely in his Disquisi-
tions relating to Matter and Spirit, and his friendly Discus-

sion with Dr. Price, has caricatured it. But I am not aware,
that until the publication of the first edition of my Three

Questions in 1828 any real advance had been made beyond
Luther's conception.

SECTION II.

The Distinction between Soul and Spirit, a Scriptural one.

That distinction between Soul and Spirit, which it is the

object of the present volume to explain and illustrate, comes
out both in the Old, and in the New Testament Scriptures.

Although in a statement of truths which have been gra-

dually developed, it is sometimes convenient to adhere to
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the order of tinu'. there are cases, and the present appears
to be one, in which that order maybe advantageously dis-

sed with. By all enlightened ( hristians, it is well known
thai the New Testament opens up the meaning of the Old,
and that the Epistles afford a key to the understanding <»f

the Gospels. In the Epistles, then, we should look for,

cause we are most likely to find, the clearest exhibition of di-

vine truth. An.i receiving our views from them, we shall bo

enabled to bring their Light to bear on the obscurer
|

; he inspired volui

It ia that I am indebted for my first

distinction in question. By the assistance

which fchej afforded me, I was enabled to trace it throughout
the i the scriptures. And in the order in which infor-

mation was conveyed to myself, I now present it to my rea-

ders.

The p which first arrested my attention, and which
1 have ii" hesitation in placing at the head oftn i by which
the difference in question is established, is,

i Corinth, xv. 45,
77" first Adam was made a living soul [sis tyvxyv £a?cray) the

a quickening spirit. (ei$ tfvevpa. ^caoiroiovv.)* Ob-

serve, the former was a Soul, the latter is a Spirit. It is

respectfully intimated to the mere English reader, that the

words rendered Soul and Spirit, are not in the Greek lan-

guage the same; but that there is a difference in the original

corresponding to that which obtains in the translation.

In the four following passages the distinction is brought
<iut with almost equal force and luininousness. Heb. iv. 12 :

Soul and Spirit {''j'-yj^ re xa) itvsvyM.ro s). Judo 19: sensual

(•>„;/. x.-j, Boulical), not having the spirit.
—

1 Corinth, ii. 14:

The natural man ^vp^txog §s avQpwiros, (the soulical man, or

man with a soul,) receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God
because they are spiritually discerned. Here is implied the

necessity of a principle of which he is destitute. To see the

mattei- in a still clearer
light, let the following verse in Greek

be compared with Eeb. iv. 12, already noticed, 1 Corinth, xv.

I I : /A< rt is " natural body (o-wfw -y.yjy.ov, a soulical body, or

body for the soul), and there is a spiritual body {trwpa, irvevfjui-

rixov.) Concerning which last text it deserves to be remark-

ed, that not only does the distinction contended for appear

Connect with this John iv, 24, God is Spirit.
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on the face of it, but it is made the foundation of that ex-

press assertion of a difference between soul and spirit which

appears in the following verse. As if the Apostle had
said, there is a soulical body, and there is a spiritual

body, because there exist two distinct principles, soul and

spirit, by which respectively they are to be occupied. (See,
1 Thessal. v. 23.

Neither in the Gospels, nor in the Old Testament scrip-

tures, are we to exspect the same clearness of statement as
in the Epistles. And yet even in the former, traces of the
doctrine in question are distinctly visible.

Among the Evangelists, John, in many respects, stands

pre-eminent. Passing by what he says of the Aoyog or Word,
of the qualities by which it is distinguished, and of the ef-

fects resulting from its manifestation in flesh, I would call

attention to such passages as the following : John iii. 3.

as introductory to v. 6. That which is bom of the flesh,
is flesh ; and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit. The
force of this will be best seen, by reading it in connec-
tion with Romans viii. 5, afterwards to be enlarged on.
In neither passage is spirit contrasted with soul in so

many words, but with something, which may afterwards
but found to be soul's equivalent. Again : throughout the

greater part of the sixth chapter of John's Gospel there is

a contrast instituted between flesh and spirit, or between
views which Christ ascribes to the Jews, and views which he

represents himself as the appointed medium of disclosing,
vi. 63. The words that I speak unto you, they are spirit and

they are
life. In Matt. xvi. 17, we are informed, in regard

to Peter's confession, that Jesus was the Christ, the Son of
the living God, that flesh and blood, or principles dependent
on and connected with human nature, had not revealed it

unto him, but our Lord's Father which was in Heaven. If

these, and corresponding passages do not, in so many words,
declare the existence of a distinction between Soul and

Spirit, they at all events bring under our notice certain

effects as flowing from flesh, and different and superior
effects as proceeding from Spirit, which upon examination

may be found to imply the same thing.
The Old Testament Scriptures, without saying expressly

that soul differs from spirit, bring out the ground of that

distinction in a variety of ways. I will not dwell on such

facts, as, that spirit is represented as having been the grand
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agent in the work of Creation; Gen: i. 2. j that it was spirit
which Btrove with man previona to the flood; Gen. vi. 5. ; aud
so on. Nay, I omit the fact, that in Old Testament times, Spi-
rit, which Peter in his 1st. Epistle, i. chapter 11th verse, in-

forms us was the spirit of Christ, is represented as

haying supernaturally revealed to holy men of old future

events, and enabled them to perform miraculous works.
But after directing my readers' attention to Psalm xlix,

1:!, aud Ecclesiastes iii. 18—20, in which man's nature

merely animal, is placed with regard to its hading
features, on a level with that of the beasts which perish,
I would remind thcin of such remarkable passages as the

following, in which qualities are ascribed to Spirit, total-

ly different from, and superior to, those which characterise

mere human principles. Isiah xliv. 3. Here to Spirit,
or a principle superior to any possessed by man, as

poured out copiously at a period of time then future, are

ascribed refreshing and revivifying effects, or effects which

imply the putting forth of divine power. In Ezekiel,
xxxvii. 1— 1 1

.-,
the nature cf spirit, as not merely a prin-

ciple of life, but as destined in a future age to impart life

to what had previously been dead, is strikingly set forth.

Dry bones are shewn to the prophet; to these by the divine

command he speaks, and into them them the vital principle
La thereby conveyed. In reference to the symbolical action,
God thus addresses the House of Israel: I xuill put my
spirit in you, and ye shall live. Whatever moy be alleged
as to the obscurity of the Old Testament Scriptures in

other respects it cannot be denied, that they thus ascribe

to Spirit, powers and qualities totally diiferent from those

which can be predicated concerning the mind of man. If

not the verbal distinction contended for, does not its tho-

rough consistency with that distinction strike the most super-
ficial observer ?

Notwithstanding what I have stated, I am far from

having overlooked the different senses in which Soul and

Spirit, or rather the corresponding Hebrew and Greek words,
occur in the sacred writings. I am aware that y-j'/rj in

the sense of self or as denoting 'personality of
<., I h ace,

is applied even to the Supreme Being ; that it is frequently

equivalent to the English word 'person; and so on. Also,
that xveofta signifies merely wind or breath in a great num-
ber of instances. All that I contend for is, that, besides
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the literal meaning of the words, and the various senses

springing out of these in which they are employed both

by sacred and profane writers, they have what may be

called a distinctive or relative sense, with which the scriptures
make us acquainted, and which we are bound to receive

upon their authority. Soul has been contradistinguished
from Spirit, by the author of revelation Himself

; and,

therefore, while we use the words in their popular accep-
tation where the meaning of the passage evidently requires

it, let us take care that we acquisce in the inspired dis-

tinction, where that distinction has obviously been made.

Assuming, then, that .the New Testament is the only
authorized interpreter of the Old, and that the Epistles

explain what from the necessity of the case was but par-

tially revealed during our Lord's personal abode upon Earth,
and is therefore obscurely intimated in the Gospels, the

two following facts are, I think, established :
—

First. That there is a distinction laid down in scripture
between Soul and Spirit.

Secondly. That Soul, when used distinctively, denotes

the mind, as connected with the vital principle, of Adam;
Spirit, the mind, or superior and supernatural vital principle,
of Christ Jesus.

SECTION in.

Soul and Spirit not a mere verbal distinction.

But the distinction between Soul and Spirit has a some-
what deeper foundation than in mere words. So much
so, indeed, that, of any particular terms, the views presented

throughout the main portion of this work are completely

independent. Let any of my readers, then, deny that Soul

and Spirit are ever used in the sacred writings in a dis-

tinctive sense, if believers in the truth of scripture at all,

they shall be forced to acknowledge the existence of an es-

sential distinction between the mind of Adam and the mind of

Christ. And this conviction having been carried home to then,'

minds, they shall be at perfect liberty to apply to the two dis-

tinct minds, any two words, or any two sets of phrases, which

they may please. If, in the after part of this work, I employ
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soul and spirit
as expressive of the distinction, it is merely bo-

cause 1 conceive thai Bcripture sanctions the usage, and in

order to avoid circumlocution. But wherever the words soul

or spirit occur, the substitution ^l' cither of the two terms
which opp isers may deem preferable will be found to an-
swer my purpose equally well.

There are two ways of obtruding conviction on the

consciences of my readers in reference to the distinction

contended for.

The one is, through the medium of the wrgumenbwm ad

hominem, or that species of reasoning which makes a man's
own avowed sentiments the means of convicting him.

Nothing is easier than this in regard to the subject in

stion. Passing by the mere humanitarian, (and yet, if

it were worth while, difficulties which it would puzzle even
them to solve on their own principles, might be started), I

confine myself to those who are commonly denominated
ins and Trinitarians. By the former of thes es, the

Lord Jesus is admitted to have had a supernatural origin,
and to have been a supernatural being ; by the latter, i

maintained that he was God himself manifest in' flesh. Now,
what possibility is there that the mind of one who, by the

confession of both these parties, was Adam's creator, con Id

have been the same with that of His creature? That for wise,

holy, and beneficent purposes, the mind of the former was
immodated to the state and circumstances of the latter,

not only may be, but in an after-part of the work will be
shewn to have been, true. But that the mind of the Crea-

tor, should have been in all respects the same with that of

the creature, is, of course, in the nature of things an im-

possibility. If, then, the Arian and the Trinitarian will

deny the applicability, of the term soul to the mind of Adam
and of the term spirit to the mind of Christ, let them do so.

It is enough for me, that by the nature of their respective

creeds, they maintain the two minds to be different; and
that with any other two distinct terms which they may em-

ploy in preference to mine, the same conclusion will be

brought out. How can they, if dealing uprightly and with-

out abandoning their respective principles, evade the con-

clusion upon which I force them ?

There is, however, another and a better way of extorting
the suffrages of opponents than the foregoing.

Every one endowed with common sense knows, that,
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from a difference in the effects produced, we argue and can-
not help arguing, to the existence of a difference in the
causesto which they owe their origin. Our blessed Lord
assuming this principle, enquires: Do men gather grapes
of thorns, or figs of thistles ? Matt. vii. 16. And one of
his apostles, without the slightest dread of being called in

question for having recourse to this mode of reasoning, pro-
poses similar queries. Both a fountain, send forth at the
same place, sweet water and bitter ? Can the fig tree, my
brethren, bear olive berries ? Either a vine, figs ? So can
no fountain yield both salt ivater and fresh. James hi. 1 1,
12. On the same principle do I proceed to demand from
those who may hitherto have demurred to the correctness
of my statments, a concession of the existence of such an
essential difference between the mind of Adam, and the
mind of Christ Jesus, as renders it impossible, without an
utter confusion of ideas, to employ one and the same term
to denote both. It matters not to my present argument,
what a man's religious sentiments otherwise may be : it

being enough that he acknowledge the truth and divine

origin of the scriptures.
Does the word of God represent the same effects as having

flowed from the mind of Adam, and the mind of Christ? If
it does, the remainder of my work is useless. But if the
mind of Jesus be there exhibited as the source of views and
practices essentially different from, and superior to, those to
which the mind of Adam has given birth, what can hinder
the conclusion, that there exists an essential difference be-
tween the two minds themselves? Do not the different

phenomena observable in brutes and men, entitle us to con-
clude that there is a difference between the natures of both ?

And, from the still greater difference subsisting between the

phenomena observable in Adam and Jesus, can we help
arguing to the still greater difference between then- respec-
tive natures ?

To this point, then, do I bring the matter. I pledge
myself to shew, from a series of facts recorded in scripture,
that the nature of Adam stands there expressly distinguished
from the nature of the Lord Jesus. The two men will be
shewn, certainly, to have had much in common

; nay in

so far as the type must correspond to the anti-type, every
thing in common. But in connection with, and contrast

to, every resemblance, a difference will be pointed out ;
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the observable being so great, as to render it

impossible for us to regard, or speak of, tho two natures

m'ally the same. The whole subject shall then be left

with the consciences ofmy readers. I shall have established

my graud proposition that the distinction between soul and
3 imi a mere verbal one.

In what follows, with a view to perspecuity, I treat

first, of Soul, or the mind of the creature; and, secondly,
of Spirit, or the mind of the Creator.



PART I.

SOUL,
OR THE

MIND OF THE CREATURE.

This subject will be best disposed and treated of under
these following heads :

—
1. The nature and constitution of Soul or creature mind.
2. Its most remarkable phenomena, or the most remark-

able appearances which it presents.
3. The ends or purposes for which it has been called into

existence.

CHAPTEE I.

The Nature and Constitution or Soul or Creature Mind.

SECTION I.

Soul, the same as Fleshly Mind.

The identity of sold and fleshly mind is apparent in the

light of the fact, that if the former be contrasted with spirit-

ual mind, or the mind of Christ Jesus, so also is the latter.

If Adam was a living soul, Christ a quickening spirit ;
so

also are Adam and his descendants distinguished by fleshly
mind. This latter distinction is strikingly set before us in

the Epistle to the Romans. The mind or minding, of the

flesh, (see margin), is death, the mind, or minding, of the spirit,

is life and peace. Rom. viii. 6.

Again, the same qualities which are ascribed to soul when
used distinctively, are also ascribed to flesh or fleshly mind.

Such are : 1. Inability to comprehend divine things. Com-

pare John iii. 3—13, and vi. 63 ; with 1 Corinth, ii. through-
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out, especially versea II and 15, in the original. -. Gross

Bensuality. Compare Jade, verses L8 and 19 with Galatians

v. L9—21- 3, Limitation or confinemenl to this present
world. Compare 1 Corinth, xv. I I, \-<, and Matt. x. 28, with

1 Corinth, xv. 50, Rom. viii. L0, I I, John iii. 3, 5, and vi. <io,

all taken together. Many other resemblances In t wren what

is predicated of soul and fleshly mind will occur to the en-

lightened student of the holy scriptui

Taking these facts into consideration, I liave been oblig-
ed t<> conclude, that soul, and fleshly mind, are merely dif-

ferenl terms employed by the Holy Spirit for denoting the

natural or Adamic mind ; and that, consequently, whatever

may be predicated of the one may likewise be predicated of

tlm other.

It may be alleged, that there is this distinction between
soul and //'.-A/// mind, that the former when used distinctively

signifies not only the Adamic mind but also the principle of life

as connected with that mind, whereas the latter is confined

to the mind itself. That is, the former is a generic, the

latter a specific term. This distinction, if insisted on, I have
neither wish nor occasion to dispute. Its admission on my
part would not in any respect whatever interfere with the

fact, that soul and fleshly mind are to all practical purposes
identical, and may be spoken and ti*eated of as such. In

considering fleshly mind as abstracted from the principle of

life, we certainly never for a single moment suppose that,

independently of that principle it either does or can exist.

SECTION II.

A MOTION OF THE ORTHODOX CONCERNING FlKSHLY MlND
STATED.

So far as the identity of fleshly mind and the present state

of the minds of Adam's posterity is concerned, between the
orthodox and myself there is no difference. Ordiuary theo-

logians maintain, as one of the articles of their creed, that
the mind of every human being is by nature fleshly. A
person, not accustomed to religious controversy, would be

apt to think, that this was equivalent to an admission of the
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Adamic mind having been originally and essentially fleshly,
and of this fleshliness of nature constituting the very basis

of the distinction between the mind of Adam, and the mind
of Christ. Nothing, I can assure my readers, is further from
the intention of those who arrogate to themselves the title

of Orthodox, than to make such an admission as this.

In the vocabulary of Orthodoxy, fleshly mind signifies,
not mind originally fleshly, but mind which has become so

by transgression. That is, the present fleshly nature or

character of human mind, which by ordinary religionists is

admitted, is represented by them not as essential to it, but
as a mere accident superadded to it by the entrance of sin.

Can this be true ? is a question which will occur to every lov-

er of the Bible; and which he will desire to have solved by a
reference to its sacred pages. To how many erroneous

doctrines, and erroneous consequences neccessarily deducible
from them, have serious individuals been induced to give
their asseut, from neglecting to bring the bold presumptions
of fallible men like themselves to the infallible standard of
the law and the testimony.

section iii.

Popular notions respecting the origin op the fleshly
character op the human mind, not authorized by
scripture

; besides, they lead to consequences perfect-
ly untenable.

In every case where men, professing to found their

dogmas on the word of Grod, venture to promulgate any
religious opinions, they may fairly be called on to produce
the passage or passages of scripture, in which the view con-
tended for by them is asserted. And in the event of their

being unable to do so, or of the passages upon which they
rest being clearly irrelevant, then theory may at once be set

aside as an unauthorized assumption.
This is the very predicament in which the popular notion

respecting the cause of the fleshliness of the Adamic mind
is placed. It may plead the support of human authority in

its behalf, but its grand defect is, the complete want of a

standing place in the word of God. In not a single passage
of scripture is it declared, that the human mind, originally
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something else, has been rendered fleshly by means of the

firsl transgression. So far from this, in the next section it

will be shewn thai the inspired volume traces up its fleshli-

ness to a very different, and much more satisfactory, cause.

Whaf other treatment can a view, thus not only destitute of

scriptural evidence, but even in direct opposition to what
God himself hath declared, expect to meet with at the hands
of the enlightened followers of Christ, but instant and un-

•

tating rejection ?

As fco the ordinary proofs which are afforded of the cor-

rectni 9S of the popular dogma, they have absolutely nothing
whatever to do with the subject.

"
Man/' say its supporters,

"
was. as he came from God's hands, pronounced to be very

good; Gen. i. 31 j and, in another passage, is declared to

have been created upright ;
Eccles. vii. 29

; ergo, his mind
was not originally fleshly." I grant the truth of the pre-
mises; but must demur to the conclusion. Are the soi-dis-

ant orthodox to be permitted to assume that a fleshly mind
could not have been originally good and upright, and then
from the circumstance of its having been good and upright
to infer that it could not have been fleshly, thus viciously

reasoning in a circle ? Why, a mere child may detect the

fallacy of such reasoning. On the other hand, supposing
the mind of Adam to have been originally very good as a

fleshly mind, just as the minds of brutes are very good, as

brutish minds
;
and supposing his mind to have been also

originally upright, also as a fleshly mind; both of which

assumptions will afterwards be proved ; what then, becomes
of the conclusion which popular religionists attempt to fasten

upon the words cjood and up? ight ? The fact is, and when we are

brought by divine teaching to reflect on the subject is clearly
seen to be so, that, to infer from the circumstance of Adam's
mind having been good and upright, that it could not at

first have been originally fleshly, is one of these glaring
•

ances of absurd and uncon sequential reasoning which

although swallowed greedily by the gudgeons of religion,
would not, if applied to secular matters, pass current for a

single moment with shrewd and practised men of the world.
V< rily, in more respects than one, the children of this world
shew themselves to be wiser in their generation than the

children of light.
But over and above the fact that the popular dogma

respecting the origin of the fleshliness of man's mind is
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destitute of all scriptural foundation, even if admitted, argu-
ments causa, it leads to consequences which of themselves

demonstrate its fallacy.

First. If man's mind was not originally fleshly, it must

originally have been spiritual,
—

-fleshly mind, and spiritual
m ind, being the only two intelligent minds of which scrip-
ture makes any mention. Indeed, it is unnecessary to

have recourse to a conclusion, it being distinctly held

and declared by the orthodox, that the mind of man
was at first spiritual. Now the consequences of hold-

in a; this sentiment are subversive of all that God's word
teaches us. For, first, as Adam was not the savie with him
who was to come, but merely his type, figure, or likeness,

Rom. v. 15, we cannot ascribe to Adam the same quali-
ties with those which the Lord Jesus possesses, without

confounding the type with the anti-type, the nature of

the creature with the nature of the Creator. As respective-

ly type and anti-type, similar or rather analogous properties
the two must have possessed : but, under such circumstances

for them to have had the same properties, is an utter impossi-

bility. And yet, as Christ is Spirit, 1. Corinth, xv. 45, and
His nature is Spiritual, John. hi. 56. ; vi. 63; 1. Corinth, ii.

14. 15
;
xv. 46.

;
2 Corinth, hi. throughout, etc. : upon this

very impossibility those who represent Adam, merely the type
of Christ, as having been originally spiritual, necessarily run
themselves. Secondly. If Adam was originally spirit-

ual, and if Christ be no more than spiritual, then, instead

of the Lord Jesus conferring upon us something more

glorious than Adam originally had, he merely restores to

us the forfeited earthly inheritance. That is, the Creator

was made manifest in flesh, lived, and died, and rose

again, for no other and no higher purpose, than merely
to bring us back to the condition in which Adam, previous
to his creation, was placed ! But how can this be re-

conciled with his own words, or with what scripture de-

clares concerning him ?—With his own words : I am come
that they might have life, and thai they might have it more abun-

dantly. John x. 10.—Or with what scripture declares : the

inheritance to which through Christ we are raised, is not,
like that of Adam, capable of being lost, but is incor-

ruptible, undefiled, and fadeth not away. 1 Peter i. 4.

Secondly. If man's mind was not originally fleshly, it is

impossible to give any rational, consistent or satisfactory,
c
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account of tin 1 entrance of sin. It is obvious from the

result, thai spiritual mind, or the mind of Christ,
nol obnoxious to sin; therefore, spiritual, in the si

being the same as Christ's mind, Adam's mind could not

naturally have been. What, then, was the A.damic mind

naturally? Liable to sin, unquestionably, as is proved by
the fad of its actually having sinned. Bui whal is a mind
thai is liable I" sin, and yel »'s not fleshly mind ?—If, with
a view to obviate this conclusion, the desperate expedient
bo had recourse to, of denying that man's mind was

originally liable to sin, and was rendered so only by the

first transgression, whal is gained thereby? This mode of

attempting to get rid of the difficulty is merely saying
man became liable to sin by sin! Whence, however,
the first sin? is still the question. If man's mind was

by its very nature and constitution fleshly, the difficulty
vanishes in a moment. If not so, how came sin to ob-

tain a footing there? To say that sin, which is merely
an effect, could have resulted from a mind which had
no predisposition or tendency to it, or at all events, no

capability of it, is one of those absurdities, which only
those who can conceive of an effect as existing without

a cause, may be expected to swallow. On the other hand,
to admit, that the mind of Adam, even before it actually

transgressed, must have been capable of transgression, (no

great stretch of concession, after all), is to admit, that

there must have existed a cause of that capability. That
this cause was its essential and inherant fleshliness, it

will now be my business to shew.

SECTION IV.

SOUL, OR HUMAN MIND, FLESHLY, WHY ?

"When, abandoning the regions of theory and conjec-

ture, we consult the sacred record itself, nothing can be

conceived simpler or more satisfactory than the reason,

which it assigns for the mind of man being denomina-

ted fleshly mind.
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These reasons are twofold; first, its origin; and se-

condly, its nature.

First. Its origin.
—The account of the creation of

man is given in the following few and impressive words :

And the Lord God, formed man of the dust of the ground
and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man
became a living soul, Gen. ii. 7*

That man's origin was earthly, or that his bodily frame
was compounded of materials taken from the ground on
which he treads, is not only declared in the words just

quoted, but, as if to obviate all cavilling or possibility
of mistake, is re-asserted in more than one other passage
of holy writ. Such are, first^ the language of God in

pronouncing the sentence to which by sin man had ren-

dered himself obnoxious : Dust thou art, and unto dust

shall thou return. Gen. hi. 19. Secondly.
—The Apos-

tle Paul lays down Adam's earthly origin, as that which

mainly distinguishes him froni the Lord Jesus, his glo-
rious anti-type : The first man is of the earth, earthy,
1 Corinth, xv. 47.

It was not until the bodily frame of man had been
constructed and organized, that a vital principle and mind

adapted to it, were, by the Divine Creator, conferred

upon it ; that is, the earthly materials were first fashion-

ed into human flesh, and then a mind fitted for dwell-

ing in such flesh became its occupant. The mind did

not exist first, and then produce a body adapted for its

dwelling place; but the body existed first, and drew to

it, as it were, a mind suited and accommodated to it.

Does not this derivation of human mind from human flesh,

easily and satisfactorily explain why the former is called

fleshly mind ?

And as in the case of Adam, so also in that of his

posterity. The almighty word, "increase and multiply,"

having gone forth, the effect has necessarily followed.

Innumerable myriads of intelligent beings, constituted

like Adam, have sprung from him. And have sprung
from him, too, in a way exactly corresponding to that

in which his own nature was originally brought into ex-

istence. As is the earthy, such also are the earthy. As

* Or living creature, or creature that lives by breathing. See Gen-
i. 2D, &c, in the original.

c 2
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in \u> case, first of all, flesh was constructed and then
a vital principle and mind accommodated to ii, were be-

stowed; so, in the case of his posterity, flesh, proceed-
ing from flesh, first of all is conceived, and then in

dne time, ;i vita] principle, and, as necessarily implied
in that, a mind, accommodated to flesh, make their ap-
pearance. Thns, the previous existence of organized flesh

in the case of Adam, and the previous existence of or-

ganized flesh, derived in m his, in the case of other human
beings, is implied, in order to the existence of human life

and mind. That is, speaking familiarly, human life and
mind have been in the cases both of the ancestor and his

posterity, derived from flesh. Is not mind thus derived, by
its very origin, fleshly mind

SECTION V.

The same subject continued.

Secondly. Soul is fleshly likewise by its nature.

This the doctrine of scripture clearly demonstrates. Our
blessed Lord, conversing with Nicodemus, lays it down as

an axiom, that whatever is bom of the flesh, is fiesh. John hi.

6. By attending to the context of the passage in which the

words occur, it becomes obvious that it is not merely of our

bodies as bom of flesh, but of our minds as also partaking
of the fleshly nature of the bodies from which they proceed
and with which they are connected, that our Saviour is speak-
ing:. For, it is the incorrectness of the views of Nicodemus
which he is exposing \

and the grand argument which he

makes use of for the purpose of doing so is, that they owed
their origin to flesh, no less than his body did. Hence the

meaning of his words is :

" our natural notions respecting
divine things being derived from flesh, are necessarily fleshly

as well as our bodies
; and, relating to a subject concerning

which flesh is incompetent to judge, are consequently not to

be relied on." But it has appeared, in the preceding sec-

tion, that Adam's mind was as decidedly derived from or

born of flesh, as are the minds of his descendants. His mind,
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therefore, must, upon our Lord's principle, nave been by its

very nature fleshly as well as theirs.

Indeed, looking at the facts recorded in scripture, fleshly
in every point of view does the mind of man appear from
its very origin to have been. It was fleshly, for it

had no existence until flesh had been previously formed and

organized. It was fleshly, for comforts and enjoyments
adapted only to a fleshly nature were provided for it. It

was fleshly, for the only prohibition to which it was subjected,

respected fleshly appetite. It was fleshly, for it was be-

trayed into the commission of evil. And it was flesh-

ly, for, with the existence of flesh, it likewise ceased to

exist.

And fleshly by its very nature is the mind of all Adam's
descendants. Laying theory aside, that mind evidently

begins with flesh, and ends with flesh. From the cradle to

the grave, in every shape of human life, it is dependent on
flesh. Let the brain be affected, and the mind of course is

affected
;

let the head be crushed or separated from the body,
and where, then, is the mind ? Can it, for a single moment,
survive the destruction of its earthly tenement? Besides,
as will be shewn afterwards, while the human mind exists,
all its ideas, propensities and desires— all the affections

which it cherishes, and all the objects at which it aims,
—are

necessarily fleshly. Is it possible for any man respecting
the authority of scripture,

—
nay, is it possible even for one

who is guided in his judgment by mere matter of fact, to

seek for any other or stronger reason of the mind of man
being denominated fleshly, than the fact of its having been

essentially and necessarily dependent on flesh from the first

moment of its existence until now ?

SECTION VI.

An Argument from Analogy stated.

Having endeavoured to shew from the scriptures them-

selves that the soul or natural mind of man is denominated

fleshly, not in consequence of any thing that has occurred to

it since its creation, but on account of its origin and nature,
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it tn;i\ tend to illustrate whal I have said, if] point to the

very remarkable analogy which in tin's respecl subsists be-

tween man and the inferior animals.

It has frequently been shewn by physiologists, that from
the lowest order of animated beings up to man, there is a

regular gradation of the parts of which they consist, and
the organs by which they are distinguished. The lmvestclass-

';ill are destitute of brain, and vet even among them
there are the relations of the inferior and the superior.
And beginmg with the animals among which the rudiments
of a brain appear, ami advancing through the whole series

with which natural history makes us acquainted, we perceive
the size, structure, and symmetry of that portion of the

frame gradually to increase, until at last we arrive at man
himself, in whom the most perfect specimen of brain makes
its appearance.

ue interesting and instructive details on this sub-

ject will be found in Lawrence's Lectures on Physiology.
It matters not to me, nor to others, with what object that

work may have been composed. It is with his facts only that

I or my readers are concerned.

The facts respecting the brain brought to light by modern

physiologists may be thus stated.

First. Such of the inferior animals as have vitality with

out brain, seem to be governed in then- actions not by un-

derstanding but by mere instinct.

Secondly. The first rudiments of mind seem to begin
with the first rudiments of brain

;
and the degree of mind

possessed by the inferior animals seems to depend on, and
be in proportion to, the size, structure, and symmetry, of

their respective brains.

Thirdly. As in man we find a brain superior as a whole
to those which the inferior animals possess, and in connec-
tion with this a mind also superior to theirs, and yet as we
find his mind to be as dependent for its existence on brain

a> theirs are, is it not the fair conclusion from all this, that,
in whatever respects man may differ from the inferior ani-

mals, fleshjiness of mind is a principle which, by the very
constitution of his nature, he shares in common with them ?

This is not only a legitimate inference, but possesses the

advantage of being accordant to the dictates of revelation.

A man hath no pre-eminence above a beast, says the inspired
author of the book of Ecclesiastes. Chap, iii 19. And this
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position, matter of fact amply illustrates. All, as well men
as beasts, are of the dust. ib. v. 20. Hence that ivhich be-

falleth the one, also befalleth the other, v. 19. Men, like

beasts, have organized bodies, constituted of earthly ma-
terials ; the minds of the former no less than those of the

latter, come into existence with these bodies, are accomoda-
ted to them, and throughout life depend on them,—and
when the corporeal frames of both return to the dust the

minds of both equally come to an end and disappear. In that

very day the thoughts of man, no less than the thoughts of

these animals necessarily perish. Psalm, cxlvi. 4. Indeed, in

another passage, the resemblance of man's fate, to that of the

inferior animals, is expressly declared : Man being in honour,
abideth not, but is like the beasts that perish. Psalm, xlix. 12.

Thus man hath no pre-eminence above the beast, in regard
to the origin, constitution, structure, and fate of his mind. In
both it is necessarily and essentially fleshly : and reviewed in

the light of this fact, how humbling and instructive is the lan-

guage of Solomon found to be, when he declares, that the

object of God in his dealings with the sons of men is, that He
might manifest them, and that they might see that they themselves

are beasts. Eccles. iii. 18.

SECTION VII.

Why Soul is spoken op as Fleshly, not Material Mind.

Here it might be sufficient to observe thatfleshly mind is a

scriptural term, material mind is not. And upon the princi-

ple, that language employed by God himself is always to be

preferred to a phraseology invented by man, the preference

given by me to the former mode of expression might be

abundantly justified.
But other, and, if not equally satisfactory at all events

very valid reasons may be assigned for my preference of the

phrase which I have chosen to make use of.

First. When I call the mind of man fleshly, I point at

once and unequivocally to that with which it stands connect-

ed. Matter moulded into a particular form, subsisting after
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a particular manner, and invested with particular properties,

immediately suggests itself to my readers, as that on which
b a mind of necessity depends. Not - lenom-

inate it material mind. The vagueness of the appellation is

:ely c >mpatible, with its presenting any distinct or defin-
i;

• idea. Nay, it is more than p that such a phr
if employed by me would suggest a vi my meaning
which was completely erroneous. Every risk of this kind is

avoided, when 1 call the mind of man fleshly mind, that is,

mind (I it. not on jnatter in general, bu1 on matter pe-
culiarly i tized, and animated by a peculiar living pri

pie.

Secondly. Were 1 to speak of the mind ofman as essen-

tially material, it is but too probable that 1 should be

down, by the great majority of my readers, as acquiescing
some one or other of the numerous philosophical theories
which have been broached by ingenious men i ing the

subject.
It is abundantly plain to me, that the mind of man, or

rather of Adam the earthly man and his descendants, is ma-

!, that is, is necessarily connected with, and dependent
on brain, or matter peculiarly organized. Nay, beside, be-

ing directly dependent on brain, I am satisfied that it is also

indirectly dependent on temperament, and the circumstances

in which the human frame may for the time be placed. The
work of Mr. Cabanis was the means of first suggesting to me
a variety of most interesting facts connected with the influ-

ence of the structure of the body, and the changes which it is

constantly undergoing, on the constitution and tendencies

of the mind. Sir Charles Bell's "
Physiology" has since suppli-

ed me with more. Without pledging myself to adopt every
fact which such writers may suppose themselves to have ob-

served, or all the conclusions which even from real facts they

may have deduced, I am as fully satisfied as they can be of

the earthly,fleshly, or, if they will, material nature of the hu-

man mind, and this, not as a highly probable theory foun

on observed facts, but as an article of divine faith founded on
the express declarations of the Most High, which, like every-

thing else that is actually his testimony, are necessarily con-

sistent with matters of fact.

But the more convinced I am of the material character of

man's mind as a doctrine of revelation, the more do I dread

being supposed to give in to any mere human theory on the
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subject. Eor instance, although agreeing in many respects
with Dr. Hartley in the views which he has brought forward
and illustrated in his profound work on the Constitution of
Man, and in the main with what his disciple Dr. Priestley
has stated in his Disquisitions on Matter and Spirit, and in

his defence of himself against the objections of his acute
and ingenious antagonist, Dr. Price, I should be very sorry
indeed to have it imagined, that I acquiesce in all their as-

sumed facts and subtile reasonings. So far as I adopt them,
it is certainly right that I should be held amenable for them.
But I disclaim any farther liability. I have neither inclina-

tion nor necessity to burden myself and my cause with the

problematical notions of any man, however learned and

distinguished he may be.

To prevent, therefore, any taking upon themselves to

identify my sentiments with those of others who have pre-

viously advocated the materialism of the human mind, I use
the phrase fleshly mind, in preference to that which is com-

monly employed.*

SECTION VIII.

Modern Science op Phrenology.

It was scarcely to be supposed that, in a work like the

present, I should omit taking notice of one of the most sur-

prising and valuable discoveries of modern times. I mean,
that of phrenology. So closely connected is it with the sub-

* In order to pick up, if I could, some farther information respecting
the materiality of the human mind, I took the trouble, some years since,
to wade through the celebrated System of Nature commonly ascribed to

the Abbe Mirabaud, but in reality the production of Dr. Holbeech, and
the infidel crew with whom he was associated. Although in some places

powerfully declamatory, and throughout in no small degree insinuating,
it is on the whole superficial, and is not a work to which I would send

any one for facts. Productions of far less notoriety may for this purpose
be consulted with more advantage.
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jeci of which I am treating, flint any remarks which confirm

and illustrate the one, necessarily tend also to throw light on
the other.

Phrenology is avowedly a demonstration a posteriori, or

from a copious induction of particulars, that the mind of man
is of necessity /A .<///</. Resides shewing in general that the

brain is fche seat of thought and feeling, it professes to point
ont in the different parts of which the cerebral mass consists,

the organs of intellect, sentiment and appetite. In so far

as the dependence of the mind on flesh or matter peculiarly

organized, especially on brain, is concerned, it will be ob-

vious, after considering what has been already written, that

phrenology merely echoes the language of scripture and
common observation. As to the connection of certain turns

of mind, of certain capacities, dispositions, and tendencies,
with certain forms of brain, this must be decided by enlarg-
ed induction and enlightened experience. At the same

time, after admitting that mind is dependent on brain in

general, the fair inference even a priori seems to be, that as

is the structure of the individual brain, such will be the char-

acter of the mind which stands connected with it.

My own mind was long decidedly adverse to the claims

of phrenology. Regarding it as resting on fancies, not facts,

for its basis, I declined paying any attention to it. But,

through the medium of the word of God, it was at last forced

on my notice. In the year 1826, the fifteenth chapter of

the first Epistle to the Corinthians suggested to me the dis-

tinction between Soul and Spirit ; and, in an especial man-

ner, obliged me to reflect on the circumstance of the first

man being represented as essentially and by his very nature

of the eat th, earthy. Somewhat more than three years after-

wards, in 1829, I had an opportunity of listening to twelve

lectures on the subject of phrenology delivered by the late

Dr. Spurzheim. The statements of that highly gifted,

amiable, and accomplished man struck me, not only as im-

portant in themselves, but as, to a very extraordinary degree,

according with views which the scriptures had already taught
me. In consequence of this, I was induced to prosecute my
researches into the subject still further. Several leading
works in which phrenology is treated of, or which are written

on its principles, were consulted by me. I may instance, be-

sides the treatises of Dr. Spurzheim, Mr. Combe's " Elements
of Phrenology," his work on "the Constitution of Man,"
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Mr. Simpson's treatise on Education, Mr. Carinichael's Life

of Spurzheim, the Phrenological Journal, &c. The result

has been, that, if not an out-and-out believer in all that

phrenologists have written on the subject of their favourite

science, I may with perfect truth rank myself among the
number of converts to their cause.

Indeed, I go much farther, in some respects, than the
most zealous phrenologists are likely to follow me. How
many of them can say with sincerity, that phrenology must
be true, because God, in his word, has declared it to be so ?

This I have no hesitation in maintaining, that, if the scriptures
be the word of God the leading principles of phrenology
must be true : seeing that the divine author of the scriptures
bears his infallible testimony to the truth of these principles.

Observe, my statement is exactly the converse of the scepti-
cal one. I do not, because phrenology appears to me to be
founded upon it, whisper or insinuate suspicions as to the
truth of the inspired record. Nay, I do not, by a kind of

scepticism which is more covert but equally hostile to

the divine testimony, pretend that that testimony can re-

ceive any confirmation from human science. On the contrary,
assuming the scriptures to be the word of God, which they
are to my conscience as well as to that of every other fol-

lower of the Lamb, I receive as absolutely and infallibly
true whatever they declare. They assert that the mind of
man is earthy or fleshly. I believe this fact, then, on their

authority ; and am ready to listen to every system which

professes to recognize this fact as its basis. Phrenology
does so. Therefore am I inclined to give to its statements
the best consideration. But while I am delighted to find

sound, inductive philosophy, both as to mind and matter,
more and more prevailing at the present day, phrenologists,
as well as other scientific men, must excuse me, if I exercise
the utmost vigilance in regard to their facts and reasonings.
Facts which really are such, I never at any time reject :

but I dread having the mere assumptions of man palmed upon
me as facts, being entangled in reasonings which have fancy
only or in a great measure for their basis, or acquiescing in

any insinuation against the divine origin of that book, on
the authority of which alone even the leading principles of

phrenology are received by me.
I say, the leading principles of phrenology ;

for to much
that phrenologists have maintained as true, I am constrained
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to put in my demurrer. That the brain as a wliole is the

organ of mind,
— that its anterior lobe is connected with the

intellectual powers, the basilar and lateral lobes with the
animal propensities and impulsive energy, and the upper
portion o{' the middle lobe with the sentiments and moral

qualities
—and that the doctrine of mind, taken in the largest

acceptation of the term, is essentially the physiology of the

brain, I cheerfully admit. But I am not sure that the very
limited extent to which hitherto their opportunities of obser-

vation have gone, justify the admirers of the science in set-

ting down so many organs as established, or in expressing
themselves in some other respects so confidently, as they do.

They may after all be right. Subsequent investigation

may confirm many, perhaps most, of their ingenious con-

jectures.

Objections, however, to phrenology, as now taught, occur

to me. Although I regard it, when perfected, as destined

to be one of the most splended and valuable expositors of

the earthly, Adamic, or mere human mind, and as even al-

ready shedding much light on the subjects of education,
criminal procedure, and the treatment of the insane, I do
not admit it to have any thing whatever to do with Spirit,
or the mind of Christ. That is bestowed, not according to

favourable natural developments, individual merit, or antici-

pations founded on our own views of what is right, but ac-

cording to the good pleasure of Him from whom cometh
down every good and every perfect gift. Me will have mercy
upon whom he will have mercy. Athough the gift of spiri-

tual mind is in every case the result of consummate wisdom,
and might be shewn to be so to all who possess the degree
of spiritual illumination requisite to enable them to com-

prehend it, God neither will, nor indeed can, to the mere
Adamic mind give any account of this, or of any other of his

matters. 1 Corinth, ii. 14, 15. Psalm xxv. Therefore, al-

though I grant that some natural minds are more capable
of religious feeling than others, or, to use phrenological lan-

guage, have the organ of veneration more largely developed
than others, yet I deny, that the religion which such persons
are capable of understanding, and that the religious feelings
which they cherish, have any concern whatever with the

mind, nature, or religion of Christ. The religion which
such persons have and feel is slavish, superstitious dread

;

and stands diametrically opposed to that freedom, that per-
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feet, glorious, everlasting freedom, with which the Son ofGod
makes his genuine disciples free. John viii. 36. 1 John iv, 18.

Upon similar principles, as will afterwards be shewn more

fully, do I object to the ascription of really benevolent or

generous feelings to the mere human mind. The shadow
of benevolence does exist in man, and in some men more
than in others, the reality of benevolence, being connected
with the mind or nature of Christ, never had, never can have,
a residence in the mere fleshly mind.

SECTION IX.

On the Immateriality and Immortality of Soul.

There are two assertions commonly made respecting the

human mind or Soul :
—

First. That it is immaterial
;
that is, that it not only does

not consist of the particles which enter into the composition
of body, but has nothing in common with it.

Secondly. That as a necessary consequence of this, soul

is immortal, or survives the dissolution of the body and exists

for ever.

First. With respect to the immortality of soul.

Putting aside the numerous unauthorized assumptions of

the advocates of immaterialism, the following appear to me
the only two facts of any consequence upon which with any
show of reason they are entitled to rest their theory.

1 . That the human mind or soul is not possessed of visi-

ble and tangible qualities, indeed, that it does not fall di-

rectly under the cognizance of the bodily senses.

2. That the presence of soul in body is essential to the

existence of the latter in an organized form, the withdrawal

of the soul from body being the signal for its dissolution.

These two facts, taken together, prove unquestionably,
that there is a difference between soul and the qualities com-

monly ascribed to body, and that, in so far as the existence

of body in an organized form is concerned, it is entirely de-

pendent upon soul.
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Notwithstanding tliis, however, before the system of im-

materialism as a whole could be established, it would be

requisite for its supporters fairly,
and without having recourse

to quibbling, to gel over such objections as the following :

1. In maintaining that soul is not a quality of hotly

peculiarly organized, Imt is of itself a substance essentially
differenl from body, do not immaterialists assume what it is

their business to prove. Let it be granted, that soul differs

from the ordinary qualities of body; yet, surely, it does not

follow from this, that it is not a quality of body.
•J. When immaterialists assert that the human mind has

no properly in common with matter, besides assuming the

very point in dispute, do they not cut away from under them
tlu \ t t\ ground upon which any connection between mind
and matter could take place ?

3. Organized matter, it is confessed, is, popularly speak-

ing, a collection or combination of parts. But what is soul ?

Why a bundle, collection, or, if you will, succession of con-

sciousnesses. Viewed in this light, soul is no more a simple
substance than body itself is. If it be contended that sold,

in a certain sense, is one
; why so, in a certain sense, is body

also. The fact is, that the boasted argument for an essential

difference between soul and body, grounded on the supposed
fact of the former being a simpi* -principle, which the latter

is not, will not bear a moment's examination.

4. To the preceding objections must be added this, that

the principles of immaterialism necessarily involve its sup-

porters in a consequence, which the majority of them profess
to regard with abhorrence. If the phenomena of mind in

man be utterly inexplicable, except on the principle of sup-

posing mind to be a substance essentially different from

matter, is not a similar immateriality, with all its attendant

consequences, necessarily ascribable to the minds or souls

of brutes ?

In deliberating on the qiuestio vexata of immaterialism,
I have been forcibly impressed with a conviction of the par-
tial views of the subject which have been taken by the

disputants on both sides, and of the simple and satis-

factory solution of all difficulties with which the scrip-
tures abound.

That soul is a quality, affection, or attribute of body,

peculiarly constituted and organized, is obviously the

meaning of the inspired record, when it describes its
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origin, and applies to it the terra fleshly. See Galatians

v. 19, &c. Besides as we shall afterwards have occa-

sion to point out, it is on the principle of its being a

quality of body, that its various phenomena, as set be-

fore us in scripture, are susceptible of explanation. See
Galatians v. &c.

But that soul is not merely a quality of body, the same

scriptures are equally explicit in demonstrating. If it be a

quality of body, as being dependent on it
;
it is also in certain

respects body's superior, as keeping it together in an organized
form, as regulating its movements, and subjecting it to its

will. In this latter point of view, viz. as body's superior, soul

is at once the shadow and the germ of a superior mental prin-

ciple. It is its shadow, seeing that soul or Iranian mind, is

the type or figure of spirit or divine mind. It is also its

germ, for it is only as having previously partaken of the
mind of the earthy, that any can partake of the mind of the

heavenly. Besides, and this perhaps more decidedly than

any thing else evinces the superiority of soul to body, it is

upon the earthly mind directly, that the heavenly mind is, if

I may so express myself, hooked or fastened. My meaning
is, as will be shewn afterwards at greater length, that, al-

though natural body is the type or figure of spiritual body,

yet the two bodies are not brought into contact directly, but

through the intervention of the two minds with which they
are respectively connected. Although natural body goes
before, that is, has existence previous to, soul or natural

mind, yet, in regard to spiritual mind and body, the state

of things is exactly reversed. Spiritual mind is not preceded
by, but goes before spiritual body. Hence it is, that na-

tural mind is brought directly into contact with spiritual

mind; and that the change from the shadow to the sub-

stance, or, rather the swallowing up of the shadow in the sub -

stance, as to the body, is effected, not through any direct

action of the two bodies upon each other, but through the

medium of the soul or natural mind having been previously

exchanged for, and swallowed up in, the spiritual mind.

Thus, it is through mind, now in many respects depen-
dent on and subjected to matter, that matter is ultimate-

ly and completely triumphed over. And thus it is that

soul or natural mind, although not immaterial in the

sense of being substantial and as thereby contrasted with

body viewed as unsubstantial or shadowy, is neverthe-
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. even as the shadow of the principle which is ulti-

mately triumphant, different from, and in sumo respects

superior to, the sister shadow with which Bhe is so close-

ly associated.

The fad is,
it is this very circumstance of body and soul

being both shadows that fits them for their connection

with one another. Harmony of parts
—the congruity of

any one principle to the other principles with which it

may be associated—constitutes, we perceive, one of the

grand and distinguishing laws of nature. We set' not

animal or vegetable life possessed by the mere mineral ;

nor are the inferior bodily frame and cerebral develop-
ments of the dog or monkey ever endowed with the sup-
erior human mind. Guided by this all-pervading analogy,
we are entitled even a, priori to conclude, that for the

unsubstantial or shadowy body of man a shadowy mind is the

only suitable associate. And this, matter of fact, as brought
out in scripture, amply confirms. Body and soul instead

of having no property in common with each other, as the

whole tribe of immaterialists are asserting, are thus in re-

spect of both being equally unsubstantial, thoroughly alike

aud thoroughly adapted to each other. A substantial body
does not disturb the workings of a mere shadowy mind;
nor is a substantial mind continually interfering with the func-

tions, and, by its fervid heavenly nature, consuming the ener-

gies of its mere shadowy companion ;
but soul and body pos-

sessing the same unsubstantial nature are thereby admirably
fitted for that mutual, but temporary, action and reaction

which are indispensable to the purposes for which they
have been called into existence.

Is it objected: "According to you, soul and body are

both alike immaterial." My answer is, certainly if by the

word immaterial be meant unsubstantial. But as, properly

speaking, body is material; so, as depending on body,
and accommodated to it, but not as composed of earthly

ingredients, soul or natural mind may fitly enough in a

popular sense, be spoken of as material likewise.

Secondly. We now proceed to offer a few observations

respecting the immortality of send.

This subject which has exercised the wits, and employ-
ed the pens, of so many learned and able men, and this, to

the exposure of their utter inability upon natural principles
to come to any definite and satisfactory conclusion res-
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pecting it, is settled by the word of God in the clearest,

easiest, and simplest manner imaginable.
The life of soul, or human mind, was, as we perceive

from Genesis ii. 17, to have been conditionally protracted
for ever

; or, if the phrase be better liked, had a condi-

tional immortality conferred upon it. But the condition

was violated. Gen. iii. 1—6. Of this violation, the death

of soul was the immediate and necessary result : 7th and

following verses. Leaving out of view, therefore, for the

present, the question as to whether soul was in its original
state really immortal or not, it is, if the declarations of

the word of God are to be rested in, a fact, that now
at least it is mortal, or, more correctly speaking, dead.

To one suitably enlightened, there is no difficulty what-

ever in perceiving what the original life of the soul consisted

in, and what was the death which, by violating the condi-

tion, it incurred. Intelligent mind, it appears from scrip-

ture, is capable of existing in three different states, and in

three different states only. First. A state in which it is

unacquainted with either good or evil
;
a state of happiness,

undoubtedly, but one in which the happiness is merely and

perfectly negative, being connected with, and implying the

continuance of, ignorance and inexperience on the part of

the individual. Secondly. A state in which there is the

knowledge of good and evil. That is, the knowledge of good
forfeited, and evil incurred. This is a state inconsistent with

happiness either negative or positive. The knowledge or

suspicion of the good that is lost, or, if you will, the sense

of remorse, prevents the negative enjoyments connected with

ignorance of evil ; whilst on the other hand that ignorance

of what is truly good, which constitutes one of the leading
features of this state, stands in the way of those positive

enjoyments which are only and inseparably connected with

the knowledge of it. Thirdly. There is a state of the intel-

ligent mind which consists in the Jcnoiuledge of good ; or, if

you will, in the knowledge of evil as having been subservient

to and terminating in good. This is the only state in which

positive happiness can be enjoyed; and this because it is

permanent, being the state, to which the other two states

were merely means or introductory. Now, the two former

of these states constitute soul, or natural mind; the third

state, is spirit or supernatural mind. The first state, is soul

alive ; the second state, is soul dead. The first, or negative
D
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Btate of happiness,
is tin- type or figure of the third, or jinsi-

stat< of happiness; and yet from the very constitution

of mind, there is no possibiKty of arriving at that third state,

except through the medium of the second state, or death of

soul. Am I now understood ? Soul, according to scripture,
did not become mortal merely, but actually died, the moment
thai Adam transgressed ; transgression, or, if you will, the

necessary effect of transgression, having been its death :

and dead, it has ever since continued, and as soul ever will

continue.

Beautifully consistent with this scriptural view of things
are, as a matter of course, all the discoveries with which
accurate observation, and true philosophy, make us acquaint- i

ed.

First. The soul as we have seen, is not an immaterial,

meaning thereby, & substantial principle; but is merely the

type, figure or shadow of such a substantial principle. Every
conclusion, therefore, drawn from this its assumed substantiali-

ty, and, among the rest, the supposed inference that it is na-

turally and essentially immortal, falls to the ground with
the premises upon which it is erected. A shadowy mind,
so far from necessarily existing for ever, may, nay must, like

a shadowy body, pass away or die.

Secondly. Soul as by its very nature depending on

body, must share in its fate. I grant, cheerfully, that there

is a sense in which the fate of body was to be determined

by that of soul. Upon rnan's abstaining, or not abstaining,
from transgression, the indefinite prolongation of his life

upon earth was made to depend. But why so ? To bring
out, or make manifest, the real superiority of mind, such as

his was, to body, by kis everlasting abstinence from evil ?

Exactly the reverse. It was, as the result testifies, to make
manifest, that a mind essentially fleshly, that is, partaking
of the nature of body and depending on it, must follow

the tendencies of that body. But the body, as composed
of parts capable of being resolved at any time into their prim-
itive elements, and held together only by the vital princi-

ple, has, like every other compound, a tendency to dissolu-

tion. Now, upon a body so constituted, soul, or natural

mind, it has been shewn, depends. What is the fair infer-

ence from this, but that the mind, which depends upon a

body thus naturally liable to mortality and decay, should
follow its tendencies and share in its fate ? And what is the
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narrative contained in the second and third chapters of

Genesis but merely this conclusion exhibited as a matter of

fact?

Thirdly. The absurdity of maintaining that soul is im-
mortal becomes manifest, when we allow ourselves to con-

sider calmly and impartially what soul is. That body is

undergoing incessant alterations, the parts which constitute

it at any given period, differing totally from those of which
it consists years or months or even days, afterwards, is one of

the boasted discoveries of modern philosophy. But if constant

change be essential to the human body, is it less so a pro-

perty of the human mind ? Scripture, observation, experi-
ence answer, no. From his very origin man was a being
fitted to live only in the present moment. His life consisted

essentially in consciousness
;

and consciousness is, by its

very nature, connected only with time present. As he came
from his maker's hands, consciousness was to him necessary

although momentary enjoyment ; seeing that the retrospect
of the past was unattended with the sense of guilt, and the

prospect of the future consequently brought with it no anx-

iety. In this, it was the type or emblem of the divine

nature, and of the future happiness of the glorified saints,

which is, by the very necessity of the case, everlastingly pre-
sent enjoyment. But the entrance of sin altered the face

of things. Rather, it exposed the utter and inherent worth-
lessness of an enjoyment, which existed only in the present

fleeting moment, and which implied total ignorance on the

part of the individual. The worthlessness of a present en-

joyment, which can consist only with total ignorance on
the part of the individual, was thereby made strikingly

apparent. Man was thenceforward dead in the only way
in which, as to his mind, he had formerly lived. Present

consciousness ceased to be present enjoyment to man. In
the present consciousness of existence alone he originally

lived, and in present consciousness alone he is fitted to

live,
—his only mental life now,—if life, such a state of ex-

istence can be called,
—which consists in vain regrets of

the past, or equally vain anticipations of the future. The

present moment, the brief and fleeting but only period in

which a being constituted like man could have Lived, passes
over his head unnoticed and unenjoyed. He is thus dead,
even while he lives. But if the mind of man be thus, as

our own experience shews it to be, a mere succession of

d2
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consciousnesses, each one of which perishes in the very
moment of its existence, how absurd to speak of a princi-

ple like this as being necessarily immortal ! It dies in-

cessantly; or, rather, as present consciousness is no longer

present enjoyment, it is dead. What, then, is the event

commonly denominated death, in so far as the human
mind is concerned, but merely the interruption, or rather

termination, of a series of perishing consciousnesses ? In-

stead of thus gratuitously ascribing immortality to soul,

or the human mind, how much more consistent with fact,

as well as satisfactory, to regard it as merely the type or

figure of a higher principle, which, although agreeing with

what man's mind originally was, in being present enjoy-

ment, nevertheless diners from it in admitting of no suc-

cession, and, consequently, of neither alteration nor end.

SECTION X.

Abridged view op the subject.

The preceding statements respecting the nature and
constitution of soul, or creature mind, may be thus a-

bridged :
—

First. That mind had no existence until the body
intended for its reception and residence had been creat-

ed and organized. It was not until God had formed
man's body of the dust of the ground, and breathed

into his nostrils the breath of life, that he became a

living soul. Gen. ii. 7. It is not until the bodily frame
of every one of Adam's descendants has been formed
and organized in the womb, that the quickening prin-

ciple is imparted. Natural body, therefore, exists neces-

sarily before the existence of soul or natural mind.

Secondly. Soul or natural mind is connected with,

dependent on, and conformed to, the bodily frame and

organization. It is connected with them, for apart from

body, soul is never met with. It is dependent on them,
for when the bodily frame is weakened, the mind partakes
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of its debility; and when brain, the special organ of soul

is injured, the degree in which the mind is thereby af-

fected is always found to correspond to the extent of
the physical injury sustained. It is conformed' to them,
for after making due allowances for the effects of edu-

cation, the temper, talent and tendencies, of each indi-

vidual may with ease be predicated by those who have
studied the subject, from a knowledge of the structure
of his brain, and his physical temperament.

Thirdly. Natural mind terminates with natural life,

that is, at the period when the dissolution of the body
under ordinary circumstances, begins. The body being
shadow, the shadowy mind which depends on it shares
in its fate.

Soul, or creature mind, thus neither has, nor can have,

any existence except in connection with flesh or organ-
ized matter: in other words, it is mind, the existence
and operation of which, beginning and ending with body,
is necessarily limited to time.
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CHAPTER II.

The Phenomena of Soul or Cbeatube Mind.

Hitherto we have spoken of the nature of soul; now
we are to bring under the notice of the reader some
of its most remarkable appearances. By a description
of these a far more intelligible view of the subject will

be presented.
The phenomena of Soul may be classed and treated

of, under the four following Heads. First. Those which
are connected with, and result from, its limited nature.

Secondly. Such as fall to be explained on the princi-

ple of its native and inherent selfishness. Thirdly. Such
as can be accounted for only on the ground of its being
a shadow. And, fourthly, religious phenomena. The
last division, properly speaking, is included under tho

other three, especially under that of selfishness
; but, for

the sake of perspicuity, I have preferred treating of it

separately.
This division of the phenomena of natural mind was

suggested to me by James iii. 15. The wisdom which
descendeth not from above is there declared to be earthly,

nial and devilish. The first of these expressions sug-

gested to me the bounded character of the human mind;
the second, more fitly translated soulical, •/jyjKrl , its sha-

dowy nature, as contrasted with spirit ;
and the third,

devilish, the true meaning of which, it strikes me, is

idolatrous, $xi[mvm$t)s, (see Acts, xvii. 22, and 1 Corinth-

ians, x. 20. 21, compared with context,) by leading me
to reflect on the religious phenomena of soul brought
also before me its necessary and inherent selfishness. And
when I came to observe and examine the actual appear-
ances of soul, I found them easily and naturally re-

ducible under these different head .
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DIVISION FIRST.

Phenomena op Soul. Those arising from its earthly
NATURE.

SECTION I.

What we are entitled to anticipate.

Soul, it has been proved, is mind which comes into
existence in connection with flesh, continues through-
out life dependent on its material companion, and ter-

minates with its dissolution. Soul is thus essentially
earthy.

It is a fan presumption froin these facts, that the

phenomena, or external appearances of soul, shall cor-

respond to its nature. That, being earthy, the motives
of its actions as well as the ends at which it aims, shall
be earthy likewise. Nay, not only that they are so,
but that they must be so, and can be nothing else.

What can a mind, which is

" In kindred union wedded to the dust/'

have in common with a state of existence different from
and superior to the present ?

God has adapted the nature and capacities of every
other beiug with which we are acquainted to the state

and circumstances in which He has seen meet to place
it. Why should it be otherwise with man? From the
fact of infinite wisdom, which always adapts its means
to its end, having placed man upon earth, and having
thereby obviously intended him for an earthly existence,
we are entitled to argue, that the faculties assigned to
him must have been suitable to such a state. Living
upon earth, and living in time, and thus limited by his

very nature both as to space and duration, it would be
absurd to suppose that his desires, conceptions, and pur-
suits, could be otherwise than bounded. And is not this

the reality ?

Nothing in regard to the infei^ior animals is more re-

markable than then possession of the rudiments, and
sometimes even more than the rudiments, of every facuL-
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ty and capacity visible in mnn. I say, every faculty
and capacity; far, /

"''
, Dr. Gregory* and others, not only

do many of them exhibit very obvious traces of the work-

ing of the principle of ambition, but I am not sure that

the basis of the religious principle is in them altogether a-

wanting. By religious prmdple3
of course I do not

mean, that which is connected with spirit or divine mind;
nor do I mean the capability of understanding even na-

turally the proposition respecting the existence of a being
superior to man

;
but I mean the capacity which certain

brutes have to understand the difference between right
and wrong, and the veneration with which most, perhaps all,

of them, regard the human species. The dog's master,
for instance, is to him his God, and is by him treated

accordingly. Who, however, ever regarded the instincts

of brutes as exhibitions of more than earthly principle ?

They spring confessedly from earthly natures—they tend
as confessedly to mere earthly ends. And yet have those

who make such admissions observed their tendency ? I

suspect not. If the sensuality of the sow, the hoarding
propensities of the bee, the ant, and the beaver, and
the earnest desire of superiority evinced occasionally by
the elephant, the horse, or the dog, are in them con-

fessedly mere earthly principles, query, why should we assign a

higher origin and nature to similar dispositions as pos-
sessed and exhibited by the human race ?

SECTION II.

The phenomena op soul in their grosser forms earthly.
The earthliness of soul's motives and tendencies.

Scripture, the dictates of which always and necessari-

ly coincide with those of sound philosophy, informs us,
that all that is in the world, is th> hist of iheflesh, the

* '•' One animal governs another only by superior force or cunning
nor can it by any address or train of reasoning secure to itself the

protection and good offices of another. There is no sense of super-
iority or subordination among them". Gregory's Comparative View of
the state and faculties of Man, &c. 1798. ^Edinburgh.
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lust of the eyes, and pride of life, 1 John ii. 16. Fleshly
appetites, love of pomp and ostentation, and the principle
of ambition, are generally, and I think justly, understood
as meant by these expressions.

That the principles of appetite, covetousness, and ambi-

tion, are connected with man's earthly nature, and aim at

gratifications to be realized only upon earth, it requires
no lengthened statement of facts to prove.

Hunger, thirst, and the sexual appetite, the two for-

mer of which have for their object the preservation of
the individual, and the last the perpetuation of the species,

spring directly from body, and connect man most obvious-

ly with the inferior animals. Indeed, they are possessed
by many of the brutes in even greater strength and per-
fection than they are by man. Low as is the place to which

they degrade man in the scale of intelligent creation,
how large a portion of human life is spent either in

gratifying them, or in making provision for their grati-
fication !

The love of money, or covetousness, is also confessed-

ly an earthly principle. Its object is to lay up trea-

sures upon earth. To this it is stimulated not only by
the desire of fleshly gratification, but by the dread of

want, a wish to indulge ostentatious feelings, and a num-
ber of other subsidiary and auxiliary principles of a simi-
lar kind.

Nor is ambition, whether in its grosser aims or in its more
refined forms, less earthly than either of the other two,

Anta3us-like, it springs from the ground. It is, no
doubt, the highest reach of soul, the infirmity of noble
minds. But it is towards the acquisition of the king-
doms of this world, and the glory of them, that it is,

in its highest flights, directed. More of earthly power
than it has ever yet attained to, it is continually desir-

ing. Beyond this, however, its aspirations do not, can-

not, reach.

In regard to these grosser manifestations of the fleshly

appetites, the love of money, and the ambitious tenden-
cies of human nature, I have been thus brief, as it is

impossible to suppose that any will call in question their

thoroughly earthly origin and nature.
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SECTION III.

Not less earthly aim: they ix theib most kktined forms.

When I speak of the refined phenomena of soul, I do
not allude to the appearances which it, presents among
the upper classes of Bociety.

"
Disguise it as they may,"

men, in pampering their palates, following after wealth,
and aspiring to worldly honours and dignities, are, in the

higher, no less than in the lower, walks of life, actuated by
earthly motives and aiming at earthly ends.

There arc, however, phenomena of soul which, as at first

sight they appear to be of a more exalted nature and tend-

ency than those of which I have been treating, require a

little more examination.

Who would suppose, for instance, that the feeling of

curiosity, the desire of social intercourse, the pleasure taken
aentifie pursuits, and the loftiest flights of genius were

principles as decidedly earth-born and earth-tending, as vul-

gar a
', avarice and ambition ? And yet, so it is.

Prom the nature of soul, as the germ of a principle su-

»r to body, we are naturally led to anticipate its ex-

hibiting some marks or evidences of that superiority; and

yet. as depending on body, we also expect to find these

tokens of superiority bearing the stamp and impress of

their earthly origin. That is, we conceive ourselves jus-
tified in expecting to discover these appetites and pas-
sions which have directly and unequivocally an earthly

origin and tendency, associated with another class of men-
tal phenomena which are superior to the others as be-

longing properly speaking to mind, and yet after all

brought down to the level of the former as springing
from mind dependent upon body. The phenomena with

which observation supplies us correspond exactly to such

an anticipation. If we have appetites and desires which are

dir •//'/ of a bodily origin, we have others also which
are indirectly so.

Flesh, we have seen, is directly productive of certain

lists or appetites prompting to fleshly gratification. But
flesh has al>o imparted its nature and image to desires

which at first sight appear to be purely mental. For

instance, curiosity, when examined into, is found to be neith-

er more nor less than the appetite of hunger and thirst in a
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more refined form. The soul, no lees than the body, craves

its appropriate food. But what is that? It is and can only
be earthly knowledge. Whatever indirectly may be the case,
the principle of curiosity neither seeks for, nor finds gratifi-
cation in, the communication of heavenly truth. This is to

the soul or natural mind
;
what the manna, its type, was to the

Israelites in the desert, light and consequently loathsome food.

The lowest gossip, the most trifling information, regarding
the life that now is, is what is greedily sought for, and swal-

lowed, by the mind, under the influence of this much vaunted

principle. Just so, likewise has the other fleshly appetite
an indirect, over and above its direct influence. That desire

of social intercourse, that almost ungovernable appetite of

communicating to others what they know and feel, which
is shared by the highest with the very lowest of mankind,
bears a nearer affinity to the love of sex than the majority
of metaphysicians have ever yet suspected. The primary
appetites corresponding to these, are confessedly fleshly or

earthly. But can the secondary appetites just spoken of,

which aim at the acquisition and communication of mere

earthly knowledge, be regarded as less so ?

The principle of covetousness leads commonly to the

acquisition and hoarding up of money. This also has its

mental counterpart. In the eagerness with which some men
engage in literary and scientific pursuits, the delight with
which they accumulate their discoveries, and the pleasure
which they take in gloating over their intellectual wealth,
we have avarice putting on a more refined aspect than it

usually does. The analogy between the two forms of the

covetous feeling is complete. As there are some whose in-

stinctive love of wealth can never be satisfied, who are add-

ing house to house, and field to field, continually, so there are

others whose longing after discoveries in literature and
science are equally insatiable. And not more vain of his trea-

sures is the vulgarly covetous man, than is his more refined

counterpart, of the acquisitions which learning, industry, and

talents, may have enabled him to make. Indeed, so tho-

roughly identical at bottom is the principle from which both
these persons act, that, although at the commencement of

their career what they respectively aim at may be followed

after chiefly as means to an end, yet in process of time the

end almost necessarily merges in the means itself. To gain

money, without any reference to an ulterior object, becomes
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at Inst the miser's feeling; in the desiro to add one scienti-

fic discovery to another, irrespective of anything further,

every other object of his more refined and intellectual brother

usually terminates. Under such circumstances what right have
the sons of science to look down with contempt on the ordi-

nary exhibitions of the covetous principle? It is true, the

love of money is a vulgar feeling. It has an earthly, grovell-

ing aspect, which stamps upon it at once its nature and

tendency. But can the feelings of the philosopher boast of

a much higher origin, or can the ends at which he aims be

f
ratified except in connection with this present world?

lind, I admit, is somewhat more concerned in his pursuits,
than in those of the ordinary miser. But it is mind neverthe-

less, under the influence of flesh
;

and mind, therefore, by
the very necessity of the case, bounded and restrained by
earthly feelings, and tending to earthly ends.

SECTION IV.

This still fabtheb pboved.

Perhaps, at this point I shall bo met by the objection :

" You have been giving us a theory of your own respecting
the nature and tendencies of the human mind on its more
refined state. This, however, is not what we want. Let us

have facts. Let us have the productions of men of enlarged
and refined understandings placed before us, so that we may
be enabled to judge for ourselves. For you have no right
to expect our assent to your proposition, that the soul, or

human mind, is only subservient and available to earthly

purposes, unless you establish it by suitable evidence."

Well, then, since I am defied to the proof, I at once tako

up the gauntlet.
For the present, I put out of view the proofs of the earth-

ly character of the human mind, which are derived from its

religious productions and phenomena. These will be treated

of in the following section.
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All the literary productions of man, independently of the

class just spoken of, may be arranged under one or other of

the three following heads. First. Those which directly
minister to luxury or amusement. Secondly. Those which

may be styled commercial, taking the word in an enlarged
sense. And, thirdly, those which may fitly be styled politi-
cal. It may, sometimes, be difficult to say to which of these

heads a particular work should be assigned. But under one
or another, or all of these classes, every human production,
with the exception above mentioned, (and even that excep-
tion understood partially), may, with the utmost ease be

arranged.
The reason is, that all such productions are addressed

necessarily to the appetites, the principle of covetousness,
or the lust of power, either in their grosser, or in their more
refined states,

—these being the only principles naturally
resident in the mind.

It is clear that, by the very necessity of the case, works
of literature must be addressed to some one or other of the

earthly principles of human beings and must be intended to

promote purposes connected with this present world. In-

deed, what is the most enlarged and comprehensive object
which an ambitious statesman, or enlightened philanthropist,
can propose to himself? To better the circumstances, to im-

prove the morals, to advance the knowledge and happiness
of mankind, must, I have no hesitation in saying, be the
answer. It was the object avowdly aimed at by Condorcet,
and the other euthusiasts to whom the French Revolution
owed its origin. It was the professed object of Mr. Owen,
their disciple and fellow enthusiast. It is the object, besides,
of a much soberer class of persons.

But this, requiring only the exercise of man's ordinary
faculties, and being destined to receive its accomplishment
in time, an admission that it is the highest at which the

most enlightened can aim, of course tends to establish my
position as to the complete earthliness of soul or creature

mind.
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SECTION V.

S IULICA1 RELIGION, i [ALLY KAKTIli i

There is another set of phenomena, arising out of tho

earthly nature of soul, of which I now proceed to speak. I

mean, those which are connected with the subject of reli-

gion.

Religious phenomena of every kind are, not merely by
the vulgar, but even by nun calling themselves philosophers,
ascribed to one and the same origin. Now no classification

can be more incorrect. All religion, certainly, is the result

of God having made a revelation of himself, and of that re-

velation having been in one way or another heard of by
human beings. But so far from the great majority of re-

ligious phenomena implying that this revelation has been

understood, they imply the very reverse. While some reli-

gious appearances spring from spiritual mind, that is, from
the mind which revelation understood creates and implies,

by far the larger proportion of the appearances so denomi-

nated, are merely the result of natural mind taking occasion

from the existence of a divine revelation to produce effects,

and display itself under aspects which otherwise it could not
have done. Of this latter description of appearances no
small number owe their origin to the earthly nature of soul.

Even among the religious phenomena of soul, considered

as an earthly principle, a division must be made. Some are

grosser, some more refined. These, for the sake perspicuity,
I treat of separately.

First. The grosser phenomena of this kind arc con-

nected with the assumption of a religious exterior as a cloak

for the indulgence of vicious passions, and the forwarding
of secular interests.

That this frequently takes place is matter of notoriety.
Some render their profession of religion directly subservient

to the gratification of fleshly lusts. Many more, of a some-
what soberer character, are found under the mask of piety,

devoting themselves to the acquisition of wealth. While
the grand aim of a third class is, by appearing to be religious,
to increase their influence among their fellow men. Surely
there can be no doubt of the earthliness of tho motives and

objects of persons who indulge in such practices. But how

large a proportion of religious phenomena are referable to
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one or other of these classes ! And how obtuse must that

mind be, which allows for a single moment that true religion,
a principle essentially heavenly, can sanction, or can have

any thing whatever to do with, phenomena like these !

Indeed, nothing is more striking to a spiritually-en-

lightened mind, than the way in which mankind judge re-

specting the subject of religion. Propose to them abstractly,
the fact of a religious profession being employed as a cloak

for the advancement of any secular interest or purpose, and

immediately then common sense and outraged feelings are

up in arms against it. But break up the subject into details

and observe how differently is the judgment pronounced. It

will be found that there is not one of the practices by
which religion has been secularized, which has not been,
and which is not approved by the world. It may condemn
the licentious pretender to piety, but it can see nothing re-

markably wrong in, nay, perhaps may applaud, the clerical

pluralist who is distinguished for nothing so much as his

devotedness to the pleasures of the table ! It may occasion-

ally condemn an avaricious professor of Christianity who
oversteps the bounds which conventional morality has pre-
scribed, but in general, the religious man who endeavours to

make and save money is the object of its marked approba-
tion ! It may condemn the clergyman, or the lay professor,
who aims too undisguisedly at power, that is, the man who
by refusing to throw a veil over his motives and feelings
does not pay the requisite homage to the world's hypocrisy,
but the acquisition of respectability, and thereby of influence

by pious men, so far from being censured, is, what, it is con-

ceived, they should strive for ! Strange ! that after, not

merely concurring, but apparently desiring to be foremost,
in the condemnation of the principle of rendering some

earthly object the end of a religious profession, it should turn

out that it is merely the conceived excessive indulgence of

the worldly feeling, which by the world is regarded as blame-
able !

But if the world in general be thus inconsistent with

itself on the judgments which it pronounces upon the conduct

of religious characters who render their religious profession
subservient to the advancement of secular interests, and if its

inability to rise above mere earthly views of the subject be
then made strikingly apparent, there is still more important

although melancholy instruction to be derived from a
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consideration of the sentiments entertained by the religious
themselves respecting the matter. To a mind enlightened
and rendered honesty by the imparted knowledge of (iod's

mosl blessed word, nothing can be plainer, than that every
exhibition of appetite, avarice and ambition, on the part of

the followers of the Lamb are there equally and pointedly
condemned. It is not one, or two, but every carnal motive
and feeling, which by divine authority is there interdicted.

Our Lord Jesus, was not more distinguished by his personal

purity of deportment, than by his total abstinence from

every attempt to improve his worldly circumstances, and his

positive refusal of all secular power and dignity. Although
he had the riches of the universe at his command, as was

proved by his miraculous feeding of the multitude, the mira-

culous draught of fishes, and the miraculous mode of procur-
ing and paying the tribute money, he chose to spend his

life in poverty, being able to say of himself emphatically,
but truly, that he had not where to lay his head

;
and al-

though the whole human family were his creatures, and as

such subservient to his purposes, he declined acting as a

judge and divider, or acceding to the wishes of the giddy
multitude by becoming their King. And as he was content

to be poor and trampled on himself, so has he inculcated

the pursuit of a similar line of conduct on his disciples. Lay
not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, and be not ye
called masters, for one is your master, even Christ, are

his express and authoritative prohibitions. That is, while

his people are enjoined to be diligent and industrious in

their secular callings, it is not that they may thereby become

rich, for they are forbidden to make the acquisition of money
their object ;

and while they are to be ready to do all that

in them lies to promote the interests of their fellow men, it

is not that they may thereby become their favourites, or

attain to personal influence among them, for they are not

permitted to aim at Avorldly rank and dignity. Riches un-

sought may come to them, and honours may accidentally
be conferred on them, but towards the obtaining of neither

the one nor the other can they as christians, direct their

efforts. They are to remember, and, in so far as they
are influenced by the Spirit of Christ, they do remember,
that their enjoyments, wealth, and honours, are all, properly

speaking, like those of their head, heavenly ;
not possessed

in time, but partaken of by them with their Divine Master
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at the period of the resurrection of the just.
—Now is this

the estimate of the matter formed by those who are com-

monly called religious, and profess to be the followers of

the Lord Jesus? Were it so, then unquestionably ordinary

religion, and the religion of Christ Jesus, would be one and
the same. But is not the fact notoriously the reverse ? In-

stead of acquiescing in our Lord's representations of the

nature of his religion, and acting accordingly, are not the

great majority of those who are called christians, either ac-

tively engaged in the pursuit of secidar objects themselves,
or in devising apologies for those who are so engaged?
"Christians may," say our modern casuists, "pursue wealth,

provided it be done moderately, with a view to make pro-
vision for then families, and so on."—"

They may aim at

worldly dignities, provided it be for the purpose of increas-

ing their means of doing good to their fellow men." That

is, the very persons who condemn the Jews for making void

the law of Moses by their traditions, are actually treading in

the footsteps of those very Jews by making void to the ut-

most of their power the law of Christ ! In the very teeth

of the prohibition against doing evil that good may come,

they are found indulging in what they know, and even some-
times acknowledge to be wrong, that thence, forsooth they

may become possessed of more enlarged means of doing

good! Consistent followers of the self-denying Lamb of God!
The heavenly-minded professor of Christianity, actively en-

gaged in laying up treasures upon earth ! The humble pro-
fessor of Christianity strainiug every nerve, and making
every effort, to obtain bishoprics, and other secular honours !

Remember, my good friends, that worldly desires of no de-

scription can, under the influence of a christian spirit, be in-

dulged in. We can, as christians, no more aim at the acquis-
ition of wealth and honours, than we can at the gratification
of fleshly lusts of the most debasing kind.—fr

¥es, we may
strive for the former, although not for the latter," say those

who by their profane dicta presume to set aside the most

express prohibitions of the heavenly Lawgiver. Well, pain-
ful in many respects as all this is to one who is possessed
of the Spirit of Christ, it is exceedingly instructive. How
strikingly does it establish the thorough earthliness of soul

or creature mind. Could perfect example have rendered
that mind heavenly, example is not awanting. Could precepts
have accomplished the same end, such precepts exist in

E
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abundance. Spirit, or heavenly mind, 1ms bi hibited

in the person of the Son of God j
and the nature of i1 has

d set forth in his maxims and precepts, as well as in his

practice. Yet, until th mind shall itself have been

imparted, it is absolutely impossible for the creature

either to comprehend what its nature is, or to acl according
to its tendencies. Son!, while it continues such, will merelj

m from the existence and manifestation of heav-

enly mind, to exhibit its own earthly and loathesome fea-

tures, in broad and decided contrast with it. While Chri

heavenly mind led necessarily to an exhibition of Heavenly

pers, desires, and pursuits, and while the possession of

the same mind by his people leads necessarily, in proportion
to the degree in which it exists in them, to the Bame results,

the earthly mind of man will, even under a religious exterior,

always manifest its existence and influence as well by the
- of the pursuits personally indulged in, as by the

apologies framed for, if not even the positive approbation
bestowed on, the indulgence of similar pursuits by others.

Grossly earthly, I admit, are all those phenomena of soul

which exhibit religion professed in subserviency to the at-

tainment of objects confessedly secular; and yet, gross
as they are, such phenomena constitute a large number,

perhaps, the large.-t number, of the appearances commonly
denominated religious.

Secondly. There are, however, religious phenomena
of a somewhat more refined description, which, by men

ignorant of the subject, are regarded and represented as

having a more exalted origin than the foregoing. To
these we now direct our attention.

It has been observed,
1. That there are persons who, apparently without any

_• : rd to the gratification of fleshly lusts or the attainment

of earthly honours and dignities, take delight in views of

religion which excite their feelings, and stir them up to

cxerci :ent, and protracted devotion.

2. That there are others, of a less excitable tempera-
ment than those just spoken of, but with apparently the

ae disinterested objects, who are not merely careful to

shun every ep of outward evil, but devote themselves

heart and soul to the performance of deeds of charity and

benevolence; and in particular, are always ready to come
forward in support of any scheme which appears calculated

to promote the interests of mankind.
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3. That there is a third class of individuals, more retired

than either of the two former classes, who, not only in secret

cultivate heart-religion, and in secret minister their alms,
but add to all this a strictness of self-denial, and a disposi-
tion to avoid unnecessary intercourse with the world, which
seems to advance their claims to the profession of pure and
undefiled religion to the highest possible degree which we
are capable of conceiving.

Now that these three distinct classes of religious pro-
fessors do exist, I admit. That their religion is of a much
more refined nature than that which has for its object the

indulgence of lustful, avaricious, or ambitious propensities,
and that it is more beneficial to society as well as per-

manently more gratifying to themselves, I admit likewise.

Nay, I go so far as to admit, that many of the features

which I have just described may be found co-existing in the

same mind with genuine Christianity. But I deny that any
or all of the phenomena enumerated spring from spiritual

religion. So far from this, they are all without exception
of the earth, earthy, and may with the utmost ease be shown
to be so.

The first class of phenomena are decidedly sensual.

They spring as directly from flesh as hunger, thirst, or the

sexual appetite, do. This becomes obvious when we re-

flect, that it is chiefly in persons prone by nature to the

pleasures of sense that they make their appearance. The
man of pleasure, it has in every age been observed, always
makes the best devotee. Now, as an addictedness to the

gratification of low, sensual appetites, in preference to the

cultivation of the mental powers, has independently of re-

ligion been found to characterise the great mass of society,

just so, a disposition to indulge the feelings, in preference
to the exercise of the judgment, has been found equally to

characterise the great mass of those who make a profession
of religion. The indulgence of feeling in religion is, indeed,

merely the principle of sensuality assuming a refined dis-

guise. And disguised it is, for, as in feeling such religion

begins, is it not matter of notoriety, that in feeling it almost

always evaporates? How often is the man who has shed

tears under a touching sermon, and who with loud and

apparently sincere professions of penitence has bewailed his

previously licentious life, found after a while abandoning the

semblance of piety, and even, perchance launching out his

e 2
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blasphemies against the most High! How often have the

highly wrought up religious feelings of the young, the

thoughtless, and the inexperienced. l>een tin; precursors of
events the mosl awful and distressing I* The grand principle
of Scripture is, t lmt . whatever springs from the dust, may,
nay must, to the dust return again. A mere religion of

feeling has nothing more than an earthly origin. When
earthly mind has been cast into a religious mould corres-

ponding to its nature, it cnincs out hungering and thirsting
after sensible excitements, and becomes desirous to propagate
these toothers. Eence phenomena with which men ofobser-

vation in a country like this are conversant every day. But
all excitement of the feelings tends downwards. Soul, being
mere earthly mind, is necessarily dragged down by that

upon which it is dependent. Thus it happens that a reli-

gion of mere feeling, the exercise of mere sensible devotion,
cannot long be kept up at its originally exalted pitch. It

gradually, sometimes indeed rapidly, declines. FaeiUs
decensus averni. Down, down, it slides from worse to worse.

At last it generally terminates, as is natural, in the dog re-

turning to his vomit again, and the sow that was washed to

her wallowing in the mire.

Secondly. The principle of ostentation will be found
to explain easily and satisfactorily a large number of religious

phenomena. Many things are done that the performers
of them may be seen of men. By means of this principle
our blessed Lord accounted for the religious practices of

the Pharisees of his time
;
and it is no less useful to us in

disclosing the secret springs of human conduct at the pre-
sent day. The man in whose breast this principle predo-
minates, cares little or nothing for sensible excitements

;

nay, perhaps, joins with Christians in expressly condemn-

ing them. To gain the good opinion of others, is the end
at which he aims

;
and to which every thing else is sacri-

ficed. It is no imaginary character that I now delineate.

The observation and experience of years have furnished me
with almost innumerable instances of it. What is the only
real ground of religious confidence of nine out of ten of the

more sober class of those who make a profession of piety ?

• See the conclusion of Burns' Holy Friar. Burns, although dread-

fully debased and licentious himself, was a shrewd observer of human
nature.
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Why, just this, that others, circumstanced like themselves,
think well of them. A good hope of their state expressed
by some supposed experienced christian, is to them a fore-

taste of heaven. While, on the other hand, a doubt express-
ed, or even implied, concerning it, by such a one, fills them
with agonies indescribable. What is all this, but man living
on man. What is it, but man seeking for the honour which
cometh from fellow worms of the dust, in preference to the

honour which cometh from God only ? And yet, let me
not be understood as unduly running down the ostentatious,
or depreciating the services which they render to society.

They are generally blessings to the community in which

they reside. The tone of public morals is improved by their

conduct. If wealthy, by their contributions to hospitals, and

dispensaries, and bible societies, and missionary societies

and tract societies, they not only directly benefit their fellow

men, but are indirectly the means of stimulating others to

acts of liberality and beneficence. But although thus, re-

ligiously considered, rich, and increased in goods, it is not,
alas ! towards God. The religious treasures which' they
have been so painfully engaged in accumulating, have been
amassed for the purpose of purchasing golden opinions from
their fellow men. The structure of good works which dur-

ing a lifetime they are employed in rearing, is merely a

pedestal upon the summit of which they propose to place
themselves, that they may there be gazed at and admired

by others. Now, will any man say, that objects like these
can lay claim to more than an earthly origin ? Persons of
the character in question, expend their time, their money,
and their influence, that they may receive in exchange the

approbation of their fellow men. It is with them, therefore

a mere matter of bargain and sale. They introduce the com-
mercial principle into religion. Gaining applause, as they
obtain what they aim at, they have their reward. What is all

this, however, but the earthly mind of man, under one par-
ticular phase or aspect, shewing its utter inability to rise

above mere earthly conceptions of religion ?

But earthliness of views is not confined to those who
seek in religion for animal excitement, or the applauses of

others. It is as strikingly exemplified in the conduct of the

serious, retired, self-denying personages, who bring up the
rear. According to their own statements such persons seek
God. Him it is, that by their strenuous efforts, and self-
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righteous services, they profess to be desirous to propitiate.
But who is the being that in reality they serve? Jt can-

not be the God of the scriptures j
for he is unchangeable,

hois already propitious, and, instead of being induced to

confer his favours by the actions or importunity of his crea-

tures, he bestows them freely. It must be some other

being inferior to God, of whom change, capability of being
influenced by others, and a disposition to barter his favours,
are the characteristics. And in whom are these features

to be found? In man, evidently, and in none be-

sides. That is, man is the God of the natural mind. And
this, for the best of all reasons, that human nature, in its

conceptions, is incapable of rising above itself. To one un-

taught from above, man is the highest being with whom
he is, or can become, acquainted ;

and therefore, towards
a being invested at the utmost with human attributes, must
the worship and services of such an one be directed. I say
at the utmost, for heathens have frequently shewn them-
selves unable, in their conceptions of Deity to rise even to

the level of human nature itself. But, surely, to conceive

of Deity as mere man, requires no higher capacities than
those of the earthly mind. Besides, in so conceiving of

God, the earthly principle of ambition, finds ample and ap-

propriate gratification. If to have influence with our fellow

men, especially with those of exalted rank, be pleasing to

the human mind, how much more to be capable of prevail-

ing even with God himself ! Milton's Satan, bringing down
the godhead to his own level, and then "

daring to defy the

omnipotent to arms," is merely the personification of this

principle. The man, then, who proposes to himself by a

course of self-denying and self-righteous conduct, to render

Deity propitious, that is, to effect a change in the mind and

purposes of Deity towards him, by this very fact of regarding
God as changeable, shews himself to be regarding him as a

being who is altogether such as he himself is. To call the

being so conceived of his God, may be all well enough; but
to confound this imaginary being with the living and true

God of tin scriptures, is the height of absurdity as well as

-phemy. And yet, thus to conceive God, is the loftiest

flight which the natural mind of man is capable of taking.
To sum up all in a few words. To conceive of God as what
he hath revealed himself to be in the scriptures, the un-

changeable Jehovah, sovereign arbiter of the fate of his
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creatures, and bestowing upon them eternal life freely, is to

have been taught from above, and to have had the mind
thereby rendered spiritual. To conceive of God, however,
as a mere man, which every one must do who hopes to be
able to influence Deity to become propitious towards him,
requires no teaching beyond that which common sense and

ordinary observation can supply.
Painful, I am aware, it must be, to not a few, thus to

have religious character stripped of the external disguises,

by which so many of them continue to impose on them-
selves and others. And yet, how can I avoid the exposure ?

Surely, it is incumbent on all who know the religion of
Christ Jesus, and who have been enabled thereby to dis-

tinguish between it and a religion of mere flesh and blood,
to do all that in them lies to undeceive their fellow men
in regard to this momentous topic. Too justly deserved in

every age, is the severe remark of Pascal, originally applied
to the theologians of his time, "le monde se paye de paroles :

peu approfou dissent les choses."* Knowing that this is but
too true, shall we, who are somewhat better instructed than
our neighbours, by neglecting to point out an essential dif-

ference, which we know to exist, contribute to keep up the

long-prevailing delusion? Religion is a term applied to

phenomena in their nature "wide as the poles asunder." With
the world it means generally little more than a correct exterior

;

or, if a few advance farther, it is merely to include under
the term likewise an earnest desire, by strenuous efforts, and
self-denying exercises, to escape from the wrath to come.
In the scriptures, on the contrary, it means the knowledge
of God as what he is, that is, as love

;
the possession of

peace of conscience, and the certainty of eternal life, flowing
from this knowledge ;

and the habitual influence exercised

by love to God as having first loved us over the mind, in

constraining us to live, not unto ourselves, but unto him,
and thereby to bring forth fruit to his praise and glory.Now how is it possible for one, actuated by a principle of
common honesty even, much less by divine love, when he
finds the word religion used in senses so totally different
as these, and when he knows that the former view of the

subject, however common is decidedly erroneous, to hesi-

*
Provinciates, Lettre 2de.
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tate about opening up to his fellow men, at whatever haz-

ard, the mere earthly origin of the religious practices
which are most highly esteemed among thorn?

Let me not be understood as asserting, that the pheno-
mena of which I have been treating separately, are always,
or indeed commonly found existing apart from one another.

Because a man's ordinary religious views and pursuits aro

of a grossly sensual character, it does not follow, that he
must be altogether destitute of religious feelings of a more
refined description. Nor, because his religious character

is on the whole refined, are wo to suppose that he is an utter

stranger to grosser desires and affections. On the contrary,
the two descriptions of phenomena are found continually

passing into one another by almost imperceptible gradations.
The licentious professor of Christianity is often barely dis-

tinguishable from the high-toned and reckless enthusiast,

man whose whole soul seems to be bent on the acquisi-
tion of money, often, from motives of sheer ostentation, plays
the part of the man of liberality. And he, whose desires to

obtain the favour of God have been for a time so strong and

overweening as to impose even on himself, has been known
to doff the air of humility, which for a while he had assumed,
and to stand forth confessed the victim of intense and un-

governable ambition. In fact, it is an observation as old as

the oldest period of society to which the annals of mankind

reach, that differences of age, residence, occupation, and
other circumstances, necessarily affect and modify the hu-

man character. .But whatever the alteration effected by
change of state or other circumstances may be, if the hu-

man mind alone be concerned, it is at the utmost a transition

from the exhibition of one set of earthly feelings and phe-
nomena, to that of another. There is a certain limited range,
within which the human mind can act. From one part of

this to another it can pass with ease. It finds no difficulty

in putting off tho character of the licentious profligate, for

that of the man who cultivates religion for the sake of its

devotional fervours, or vice versa. But to overstep the

bounds prescribed to it, and, of itself, to attain to spirit-

ual, that is, real, views of religion, this is an impossibi-

lity.

Buch, then, is the human mind, and such its progress from

its lowest to its highest manifestations. Independently of

religion, the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyo, and the
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pride of life, mere earthly principles, are so decidedly and

exclusively its motives of conduct, that, viewed in this light,
there cannot exist the shadow of a doubt as to its essentially

earthly nature. Even when religion is introduced to its

notice, it generally shews itself unable to conceive of that

heavenly principle, except after a very low earthly fashiou,
that is, as subservient to the gratification of low, sensual, gro-

velling desires. Hence the constantly-recurring phenomena
of licentious, covetous, and ambitious professors of Chris-

tianity. Occasionally, however, the mind takes a loftier

flight, and, spurning the ordinary objects of human pursuit,

aims, by its religious exercises, to attain to sensible excite-

ments, which it is apt to regard as sweet spiritual feeling,
the applauses of the world, or the approbation of a creature of
its own imagination, which it denominates God. I say, a crea-

ture of its own imagination, for who, in this highest stretch

of human religion, and, consequently, of the human mind,
is the being worshipped by man? Not the God of the

scriptures; for he is unchangeable and he is known by his

worshippers, for it is as having bestowed upon them eternal

life freely through his Son, that their services are rendered
to him. Whereas the God worshipped by men naturally is

a changeable being ;
of his intentions towards them they are

ignorant ;
and the only hope cherished by them is that by

the services which they render to him they may be enabled
to bend him to their wishes. In other words, the God of
mankind naturally, is, at the utmost, a being like themselves.
To conceive of God as a mere man, is, however, the highest
attainment of soul or natural mind. What, however, is

proved by this, except that the human mind as earthly by
its nature, is necessarily earthly also in all, even its highest,
manifestations ?

SECTION VI.

Additional remarks confirmatory of the complete earth-
liness of soul even in its religious manifestations.

Enough, and more than enough, has been said to prove
to the generality of mankind, the thorough earthliness of

soul. But I confess that I have not satisfied myself.
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And it is probable that some of the more reflective class

of my readers may be desirous to see a somewhat ampler
development of my last position, thai the God of the

mere natural mind is at the utmost a being invested

with human attributes. There are men who are suspi-

ciouSj and properly suspicious, of what, are commonly re-

garded as demonstrations in theology.
"
We," say they,

"
will nol be put oil" with mere words. We must have

facts in proof of your assertions." This demand is just
and reasonable. To endeavour to meet the wishes of

those who make it in reference to my position respect-

ing the complete earthliness of the human soul, and yet
to do so in as short compass as possible, is my object
in the present section.

There are two facts, continually presenting themselves
to us in the views and language of mankind in gen-
eral concerning religion, which are to my mind conclu-

sive as to the complete earthliness of their notions. The
first is, that it is on human testimony alone that the

professed belief of the great majority of mankind in Chris-

tianity is founded. And the second, that what are called

spiritual and divine blessings, are almost universally re-

garded and represented as being bestowed conditionally.
What is particularly striking in the whole matter is, that

these two facts are equally susceptible of proof, whether
we have recourse to the learned or the unlearned.

First. It is on human, not on divine, testimony, that

such conviction of the truth of Christianity as is pos-
d by the great majority of mankind is found to

rest.

Whence the professed reception of Christianity on the

part of the great majority of the inhabitants of this

country? It owes its origin, unquestionably, to the early
instructions of parents and teachers, to prevailing cus-

tom, and to the numerous secular advantages which are

found to stand connected with it. That is, in Great Brit-

ian Christianity is professed generally on the very same

grounds on which human beings are Mahometans in Tur-

key, and idolators in Hindostin. But who will venture
to say, that the credit given by the former to the Koran,
and by the latter to their Shastras and Vedas, is more
than the result of human testimony ? Their fathers have
so believed, therefore, they themselves believe. Does not
this shew, that a sort of belief ia what is actually di-
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vine revelation, on the mere authority of man, is possi-
ble ? nay, more than possible, is highly probable ? And
is not the matter of fact, as it may be observed in this

our native land, exactly such as, with the foregoing pre-
mises to warrant our conclusion, we might have anticipat-
ed ? Take away those whose belief in the Holy Scrip-
tures, such as it is, springs from the testimony of their

fathers, and the power of early prejudice, and how few,
alas ! remain ! But does the credit which human beings
attach to any topic

—no matter what it may be—on the

authority of man, require to be traced to any higher or
nobler principle than mere earthly mind ?

"
Surely, however, the belief of our men of letters

is better founded". Wait a little, and we shall see. That
their belief is in many cases the result of more laborious
and painful investigation, than is that of the common peo-
ple, I readily admit. But upon what principles are their

enquiries conducted, and to what conclusion do they
tend? vVhy, their endeavour is to see at one glance,
and in a concentrated point of view, every species of
human evidence that can be adduced in behalf of the

scriptures, and thereby to have then* conviction of their

truth carried out to the highest pitch imaginable. For
this purpose, they bring together the testimonies of an-
cient writers, sacred and profane, to the truth of the

gospel history
—

try to satisfy themselves, from the ob-
vious and well-known laws of the human mind, that the

apostles in giving testimony to the facts of Christ's mis-
sion could neither have been deceived themselves, nor
could have intended to deceive others—and by having re-

course to these, and various similar expedients certainly
do contrive to make out what lawyers would have no
hesitation in denominating a very strong case. Nay, if

you will, the strongest case of accumulated human tes-

timony ever yet brought forward. And what is the con-

clusion at which, after all their efforts, they arrive ? Why,
merely a conviction resulting from human testimony. It

is stronger, it is better founded, it is more reasonable,
than that with which the great bulk of mankind satisfy

themselves; but having man's statements, and man's rea-

sonings, alone, for its only basis, and then resting upon
principles with which man as an inhabitant of this pre-
sent world is conversant, in what, except in degree, does
it surpass any other conviction of the human mind ?
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The facts last mentioned; men of powerful understand-

ings, bui aoeptica] in fcheir notions, have not failed to

perceive and take advantage of. Some of them, such
as Hume and his followers, catching at the common prac-
tice of attempting to prove miracles, things by their very
nature divine, by human testimony, that is, at the attempt
to prove the greater by the lesser, have tried to insinuate,

tirst, that human testimony is had recourse to, because
it is the strongest which can be obtained in regard to

the point in question, and, secondly, that human testimony
as inferior never can prove that which is divine. In other

words, they have had the acuteness to perceive, that the

common practice of resting divine testimony on the basis

of that which is human, affords them a most commodious
lever by which to get rid of divine Revelation altogether.
Another class of men, such as the German Naturalists, a-

ware of the strength of the human testimony by which
the main facts of the gospel history is proved, and not

having any experience in their own minds of the power
of a higher testimony, have regarded human testimony as all

that is required to prove that which is divine, and, conse-

quently, have considered themselves entitled to bring both

the human, testimony, and that which avowedly rests upon
it, to the tribunal of their own natural minds.—Curious-

ly enough, both the one class and the other of these a-

cute and profoundly thinking men, by the mode of pro-
cedure which they severally adopt, concur in establishing

my main proposition. Hume and the German Natural-

ists both equally disclaim all supernatural revelation to

themselves. They thereby acknowledge the thorough earth-

lines.s of their own views. And demonstrating, the one,
that human testimony can never prove that which is di-

vine, and the other, that what is entitled to be ad-

mitted as divine testimony is something which must have

been previously established by human testimony, they both

most happily establish, each after his own peculiar fash-

ion, the ignorance, folly, and mere earthliness of the no-

tions, of those, whose only reason for believing the re-

cord concerning Christ Jesus to be divine, is their hav-

ing succeeded in proving it to be so by mere rational and
human expedients.

Beautifully has our blessed Lord, in a passage of scrip-

ture rarely observed, and still more rarely understood, laid
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down the distinction between what man can, and what
he cannot do, with regard to divine testimony, between the

respective provinces of earthly and heavenly mind. John
v. 32. There is another that beareth witness of me and
I know that tlte witness which he witnesseth of me, is true* .

Ye sent unto John, and he bare witness unto the truth.

That is, acknowledging, as you Jews do, the divine mis-

sion of John, the testimony which he hath borne con-

cerning me as the Messiah, is sufficient to convict you,
in the event of your persevering in your opposition to

me, upon your own principles". verse 34. But I re-

ceive not testimony from man—36. / have greater wit-

ness than that of John—37. The Father himself which

hath sent me, hath borne witness of me.—38. Ye have

not his word abiding in you; for whom he hath sent him

ye believe not. That is, "this testimony of John, al-

though sufficient negatively to convict you, or bring you
in guilty in your own consciences, is not sufficient 'posi-

tively to satisfy you of my divine nature and character.

Indeed it was never intended to do so. Higher testi-

mony than that of John, or of any other mere man, even
the testimony of God himself, is requisite for that pur-

pose. And until you can hear me, who am truth itself,

addressing you as the faithful and the true witness—un-

til you can feel the force, and recognize the authority,
of my verily, verily

—
a,[x,yjv apjv; as it is only man's tes-

timony you hear, so it is only by a conviction resulting
from such testimony that you can be influenced.'" Thus,
then, according to our Lord, a conviction arising from
human testimony, even with regard to topics in them-
selves divine, is the highest to which the earthly mind
of man can reach. Human testimony concerning Christ

Jesus may drive, and frequently has driven, the sceptic
and the infidel into a corner ; has exposed his subter-

fuges, and made him feel the littleness of the evasions,
to which from time to time he has had recourse. Nay,
there are natural minds, gifted with more honesty than
is possessed by others, from which, after much sturdy

*
Singular language, if the truth of Christ's Messiahship had de-

pended on a creature's testimony. The language is, however, what

it should be. It is, the Creator, hearing testimony to the creature

even when, for the sake of argument, he is availing himself of the crea-

ture's testimony.
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and embittered opposition, the Btrong human evidence of

the truth and majesty of Christ's character has extorted

forth an open and manly avowa] oi faith in his name.

Bui all such conviction, being merely negative, and the

!{ of the exercise of men's earthly faculties, however

powerfully it may operate for a while is liable at any
time to be subverted and pass away. God himself must

enlighten the mind, by becoming, through his word, the

witness to his own truth, before there can (\i\t in man

any positive belief—any principle superior to what is earth-

ly
—

any conviction, as it requires not, nay, rejects, all

confirmation from human authority so it is equally incap-
able of being shaken or subverted by human opposition.
A second view of the thorough earth]mess of the hu-

man rnind is afforded us by the fact, that by it all spi-
ritual and divine blessings are regarded as being be-

stowed conditionally.
That every act of kindness conferred by man upon

his fellow man, results from the existence or performance
of conditions, is too obvious to require any lengthened
illustration. I must stand in some particular relation to

an individual—I must have conferred upon him some fa-

vour—or I must in some one way or another be likely
to promote his interests—before I am entitled to expect
benefits at his hand. The necessity of possessing or per-

forming conditions is, then, the view of the ground of

the obligation to confer favours enforced upon mankind

by their earthly state and circumstances.

Into the subject of religion man necessarily carries this

earthly idea. He imagines, that upon the possession or

performance of conditions by himself depend all his hopes
of enjoying the divine favour. His teachers, in general

Ignorant of the subject as he himelf is, take care to

foster and encourage this idea. And the more strenu-

ously they exhort him to perform the condition of eter-

nal life and th< reby become his own Saviour, the more
do they appeal to views and principles already existing in his

bosom, and the more likely are they to succeed in acquir-

ing and retaining an ascendancy over him.

Now what is the fact in regard to this matter?

Why, first, God himself enforces the necessity of con-

ditions being performed, before any one can enjoy his

favour, and enter into his glory. But there are these strik-
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ing differences between the conditions proposed by man,
and those proposed by God. 1. While man's conditions

are brought down to the level of man's ability, God's
conditions are absolutely impossible for man to perform.

They consist of love to God, with all the heart, mind,
soul and strength, and love to our neighbour as ourselves.

2. While the conditions proposed by man yet remain
in one way or another to be performed, all the conditions

of obtaining eternal life proposed by God have already
and gloriously on man's behalf been fulfilled. The Son
of God hath by himself brought in an everlasting right-

eousness, having magnified the law and made it honour-

able, hath taken away sin by the sacrifice of himself,
and hath thus left nothing whatever to be done by the

creature in order to his being saved. That is, while accord-

ing to man, judging according to his earthly notions, the

salvation of the creature may be wrought out by himself

and still remain to be accomplished by him
;
on the

other hand, according to the word of God, the work of

salvation is what no creature can accomplish, and yet
this work of salvation nevertheless has been accomplished.

Secondly. The enforcement of the necessity of con-

ditions being performed at all, in order to the enjoyment
of salvation by the creature, is merely an accommodation
on the part of God to the mind of the creature. For,

according to scripture, as the conditions were imposed by
God, so likewise he by whom they have been fulfilled

is God. What, howevei', is this but to inform the crea-

thre, in a way suited to his capacities that properly speak-
ing, there are no conditions of eternal life at all? Ob-

serve, the conditions could not be fulfilled by the crea-

tine
;
Rom. v. 20

; they have nevertheless been fulfilled

by the Creator. Rom. viiL 3. Instead of their being
conditions properly speaking, they must be means through
which God makes known to us, in a way suited to our

capacities, that eternal life is bestowed freely by him up-
on the children of men. And laying all reasonings a-

side, is it not the fact, that eternal life is expressly de-

clared to be the gift of God ?
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section vii.

Phenomena op insanity.

1 am not aware of t lie existence of any set of cir-

cumstances which proves so distinctly and decidedly the

thorough eartkhness of soul as the phenomena connected

with insanity.
In whatever point of view insanity be considered, whe-

ther as idiocy, that is natural defect of understanding, or

lunacy, that is, superinduced derangement of understand-

ing, or either, in both of these cases, it will be found

iepend on, and be regulated by, the state of the brain,
and other parts of the physical system of the individual.

In the following cases insanity springs so evidently
and directly from the state of the brain as to render de-

tails and illustrations altogether unnecessary.
1. When the brain is obviously defective, as in the

case of those who are idiots from their birth.

'2. In the case of those whose insanity has been su-

perinduced by injuries inflicted from without; such as,

blows on the head, wounds inflicted on the cerebral mass,
&c.

3. The same connection between physical injury, and
mental alienation is obvious in cases where the brain is

affected from internal causes such as effusion of blood or

serum, pressure of any portion of the cranium on the

cerebral mass, habitual intoxication producing delirium

tremens, or even habitual insanity. If I remember right-

ly, in a work of Dr. Haslam's on Insanity, perused

by me many years since, it is stated that in almost all,

if not all, the post mortem examinations of the brain of

insane patients instituted by the author, it was found that

effusion of some one kind or another had taken place.
There are two other kinds of insanity, in the produc-

tion of which the influence of physical causes is almost equal-

ly manifest.

1. I mention those cases in which it appears to be

hereditary. The very matter of the body holds insanity
in a latent state, as it were, for a while, but ready to

break out whenever the suitable exciting cause shall be

presented.

J
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2. There are changes connected with age and sex from
time to time taking place in the human body. These,
it is well known, are in many instances critical as to

the future state of the understanding. Many a mind,
apparently sane, in the ordinary sense of the term, up to

the time of some one or other of these changes occurring,
has fallen a victim to the influence of the physical causes

by which that change has been produced.
In all the cases mentioned, the connection subsisting

between certain bodily circumstances as the cause and cer-

tain mental phenomena as the effect, is clear and strik-

ing.
"But" it may be alleged, "physical causes afford but

a limited explanation of the reasons and appearances of in-

sanity. There are moral causes likewise in operation.

These, as far as we can judge, seem to be in numerous
instances perfectly independent of body or external circum-
stances. The mind, and it alone, by its internal workings,
gives birth to them. The body, it is true, from the intimate

connection between it and mind may ultimately come to

be affected by them, but it is not in any particular state

of body that they begin. The existence of such phenomena,
therefore, does not necessarily infer the earthliness of

soul."

In answer to this objection I observe,
1. W^e have here nothing but an assertion that the phe-

nomena in question do not spring from bodily causes, and

this, without any attempt whatever to disprove the fact al-

ready established by an overwhelming mass of evidence,
that natural mind as such is completely dependent on body.

2. Many of the phenomena of insanity which in former

ages were supposed to be exclusively mental, have, by more
accurate and better conducted researches, been traced up
latterly to physical causes

;
and even many of those which

are upon the whole still considered to be moral, are by the

best authorities, admitted to be so mixed up with such as

are physical, as to render it extremely difficult, if not im-

possible, in such cases to distinguish between the one and
the other.

3. The science of phrenology, whether truly or erroneous-

ly it mattei*s not, professes to be able to trace up all the

cases of insanity of which we are now treating, either to

the existence of an original disproportion among the vari-

p
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ous organs of which the brain consists, or to the undue
excitement of some one, or fcwOj or more, of these par-
ticular organs. Now here we have an express, and what at

least must be acknowledged to be a very plausible explanation
of the whole matter. ( Ian those who maintain i tie existence

of mental, independently of physical, causes of insanity, pro-
duce a better? Can they shew it to be untrue? Although
i'r 'iii the very recent appearance of phrenology, and the com-

paratively few and slender opportunities for observing which
its advocates and supporters have possessed, the positive evi-

dence in behalf of the solution proposed by them may be

defective, it strikes me, that, reasoning from analogy, and
from the data which they actually have, there exists a

very strong prima facii case in their favour. And should
the event, as J am convinced it will, turn out to be a com-

plete confirmation of their theory in this respect, how de-

cidedly, then, will it be proved to the satisfaction of every
one capable of judging on the subject, that, soul is from
its very nature entirely dependent on body.

But even were we, for the sake of argument, to grant
it to be impossible to point out in every case the physi-
cal origin of mental derangementj at all events we can shew
what are the subjects upon which insanity uniformly and

necessarily turns; and as these are uniformly something
earthly, are always something or other connected with

this present world, in that way at least, the thorough and
intense earthliness of the natural mind of man can be made
out.

Mental derangement, in all those cases which are com-

monly regarded and treated as moral, turns on one or other

of the following topics:
—animal let ling, avarice, ambition

and religion.
Of the earthly character of the three first of these topics,

it is unnecessary for me, after the details into which I have

already gone, to say much. Only this may be remarked,
that the thorough earthliness of the natural mind comes
out more undisguisedly in such cases, than when the intel-

lectual powers, the rudder of the soul, are able in some
measure to regulate its motions, and keep its ebullitions

under check and control. All who have had much to do

with the insane, especially those who are conversant with

the sights and sounds of woe familiar to the inmates of a

lunatic asylum, must have been struck at the proofs afford-
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ed by the language and actions of patients labouring un-

der an access of phrensy, of the value of reason, in however
slender a degree it may be possessed. The purest ofthe pure,
in the estimation of friends, neighbour's and acquaintances,

giving unrestrained utterance to words the filthiest and most
obscene—the man of previously unsuspected miserly habits,

now hoarding with care and avidity the nails or counters, or

rags, or whatever else comes within his reach, and the ap-

parently modest and unobtrusive, now, by the pleasure
which he takes in his crown of plaited straw, and in giv-

ing laws to imaginary subjects, unintentionally confessing
that it is pride which has driven him from the busy haunts of

men, furnish striking although melancholy comments on the

thorough earthliness of the human mind, and the wisdom,
as well as goodness of God as exhibited, in the degree of

restraint to which in those who pass for sane its more dis-

gusting traits are commonly subjected.
As to religion, I never yet heard or read of the relig-

ion of Christ Jesus having sent any one to an asylum, or

having rendered it necessary that he should be put under
restraint. Nay, I have known instances of persons saved
from incipient phrensy by the soothing and salutary influ-

ence of divine truth. The reason is, that God is always
presented to the mind of him by whom he is believed in as

Love, or what he is
;

and thus the necessary effect of true

religion, by speaking certain and everlasting peace to the

conscience, is to still its agitations, to soothe and tranquil-
lize it. The religion of Jesus is indeed the spirit of a sound
mind. But the victims of false religion are innumerable.

They are positively Legion. If from time to time men, to

whom God is presented in the character of a gloomy tyrant

everlastingly gloating over the sufferings of his victims, or

what is worse because tantallizing, to whom he is presented
as a being whom they themselves must in some way or ano-
ther propitiate, have their reason overturned, there is no-

thing wonderful in such a result. Nay, there is an obvious
connection between cause and effect. Positive alarm and
constant anxiety lead, by most obvious steps, to mental

derangement. But all this merely proves earthliness of mind
as well in those who propose, as in those who are impres-
sed by, such views of Deity. It is religion certainly, which
is the proximate cause of such mental aberrations. But
it is a grievous mistake to represent persons as rendered

p2
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by the religion of Christ, whose derangement has

pre I from their having been Led to ascrib< to him who
rei led as Love, the character of the vilesl and

mt ble  

'

his cr al an -.

There is one case, and one only, in which I can conceive

it possible for the mind to 1 e injuriously affected by true reli-

:i. That is. when the gospel of Christ is first made known
to it. There is something so gloriously, so overwhelming-

ly, delightful, in the first manifestation of the truth to a

nee long harrassed by a sense of guilt, or long an-

noyed by the misrepresentations of blundering or i ed

hat it is perfectly possible for the mental pow-
- to be for a while unhinged and unsettled by the ex-

cess of joy consequent thereon. This, I am satisfied, but

ran", happens, lore i< another proof of the earthliness

of the natural mind. Fitted only and properly for world-

ly things, it cannot bear the sudden inroad of a princi]
so totally foreign to its nature as the discovery of what be-

longs to a higher and a heavenly state. Besides, so copious
a disclosure of divine truth, all at once, but rarely oc-

curs. The same God, who, having given us the constitu-

tion which we have, knoweth well we are but dust, and whose

Son, during his manifestation in flesh, taught his disciples
as they were able to bear, generally introduces the truth

in a much more gradual way, and in one much more suit-

able to the limited and fragile nature of the human facul-

ties, into the conscience. And, when at any time, in the

exercise of his infinite wisdom and sovereignty, he does

give some poor priest-ridden, sin-harassed, mental slave, all

at once such a glorious discovery of sin as already pardon-
ed, of salvation as perfectly secure, and of eternal life being
unconditionally bestowed, as, by the excess of pleasure con-

nected with the discovery, to suspend for a while the or-

dinary and healthful action of the intellectual faculties, this

state of things he permits not to continue. The animal

excitement speedily subsid s. The realities of our earth-

ly condition soon demand the exercise of our most vigorous
exertions. And divine truth being by its very nature, the

reverse of turbulent and exciting
—

being calm, peaceful,
and tranquillizing

—the temporary insanity, if insanity it

can be called, which a divine principle for the first time

taking hold of human faculties may have produced, soon

gives place to that real soundness of mind in regard to
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this world and its concerns, by which the very few who
are in reality partakers of the divine nature, are necessarily

distinguished.

SECTION VIII.

Scripture uniformly represents the human mind as
EARTHLY.

Few have observed, because few have read and reflected

for themselves, that God's dealings with the human race,
as made known to us in the holy scriptures, have, from the

very first, been conducted on the principle of the thorough
earthliness of the natural mind. On the contrary, so stupid in-

deed, are mankind as regards divine things, that God has been

supposed to have treated our first parents, while in their state

of innocence, as beings capable of understanding and relish-

ing spiritual things. The facts of the case constitute the

best refutation of so monstrous and romantic an idea. It

was in circumstances of mere earthly comfort and happi-
ness that man was originally placed. And the Lord God
took the man, and put him into the garden of Eden, to dress

it and to Iceep it. Gen. ii. 15. It was earthly dominion

merely that was conceded to him. And God said unto them,
subdue the earth, and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and,

over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that mov-
eth upon the earth. Gen. i. 21. It was a continuance of

earthly life only, that was promised in the event of his con-

tinued abstinence from transgression. In the day thou eat-

est thereof, thou shalt surely die. ii. 17. Out of the ground wast

thou taken, for dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return.

iii. 19. Are my statements disputed ? Let any one who
calls them in question, have the goodness to put his finger upon
a single passage in the three first chapters of Genesis in

which, except in type, heavenly blessings are spoken of and
revealed. They will not deny that, literally at all events,
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mention is made of earthly enjoyments. So far we are n-

greed. Bui they say that . along with these, our first par< nts

enjoyments of a higher kind. As this, from
defect of scripture evidence, must rest upon their own bare

•

rtion; and as, by making the state of Adam originally
to have been the same with thai which our blessed Lord is

the means of introducing, they do away with the distinction

between the type and the antitype, they must excuse me
if] prefer scriptural authority to theirs: and if, perceiving
that Adam in his originally pure condition was dealt with

merely as a being of the earth, cartlty, I thence draw a con-

clusion as to the native, essential, and thorough earthliness

of his mind.
1 am forced on the same inference when I consider God's

dealings with the nation of the Jews. Their typical charac-

ter, I deny nut. They were clearly the representatives of

that spiritual Israel whom God is bringing to the knowledge
of himself out of every kindred, and tongue, and people, and
nation

;
and the land of Canaan into which, after their wan-

derings in the wilderness, they were brought, as clearly

denotes, the state of glory and blessedness into which the

spiritual Israel, the church of the living God, is ultimately
introduced. But, in a literal sense God dealt with the Jews

merely after an earthly fashion, and as capable of viewing
things merely in an earthly point of view. I need not recur

to Warburton's Divine Legation of Moses in proof of this.

Its evidence is of a higher kind than the questionable posi-
tions of that learned and original but decidedly paradoxical
writer. It is evinced by such facts as:— 1st, God sejDarated
the Jews, not spiritually, but merely as a nation of this

world, from the other earthly nations of the earth by which

they were surrounded. 2nd, He bestowed upon them, as an

earthly nation, the possession of the land of Canaan, that is

of an earthly country, as their peculiar inheritance. 3rd,

It was by motives of an earthly kind they were deterred

from transgression. By continuing obedient, they were to

continue God's favourite people, to retain possession of the

land of Canaan, and were to enjoy the fruits of the ground,
and other earthly blessings, in rich abundance. By trans-

gression, on the contrary, they were to forfeit all their pe-
culiar earthly privileges. Deut. xxviii throughout. Now is it

possible to conceive proofs of the thorough earthliness of the
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human mind more decided and incontrovertible than these ?—God, after having selected the descendants of Abraham to

be a peculiar people to himself, can only draw forth their

gratitude, and restrain them within the bounds of obedience,
in connexion with the bestowment or forfeiture of earthly

blessings. Surely this, to a reflecting mind speaks, vol-

umes as to the utter incapacity of the natural mind of man
to conceive of heavenly things, or to be influenced by hea-

venly motives.

Nor is our inference in the slightest degree impaired by
a consideration of God's dealings with the members of his

true Church in every age, especially in New Testament
times. On the contrary, his procedure towards them fur-

nishes us with its strongest confirmation. Believers of the

gospel are, according to the 7th and 8th chapters of the

Romans, partakers of two distinct natures or minds. They
have, as Adam's descendants, the nature and mind of the

earthy ; they, have, as begotten again by the word of truth,

the first fruits of the nature or mind of the Heavenly. They
have not soul merely, but also the first fruits or beginnings
of spirit. Agreeably to this fact we might anticipate that

they would be capable of being operated on by two distinct

sets of motives, corresponding to the two distinct sets of

principles of which they are possessed. And so it is. If

the love of God, dwelling in their heai-ts by faith, be the

principle which, in so far as it exists and operates, constrains-

them to live not unto themselves, but unto God ; thereby

standing connected with, indeed constituting, spirit, or

the divine nature, John iv. 24, 1 John iv. 8
; they are

also restrained from evil, by motives addressed to them
as still possessing earthly minds, and as still inhabitants of

this present world. They are warned continually as to the

temporal injurious consequences of misconduct. If they in-

dulge in any species of evil, no matter what, they are given
to understand that, instead of escaping punishment or hav-

ing it mitigated to them, they shall be still more severely
chastened upon earth, than such as have the plea of com-

parative ignorance to adduce in their behalf. How strikingly
thus is the native and intense earthliness of the mere human
mind established. If even in those who have the first fruits

of heavenly principle, earthly mind still requires to be dealt

with in a manner corresponding to its earthly nature
;

of
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course, in those who me destitute of such heavenly principle,
there is nothing else hut earthly mind on which to operate.

DIVISION SECOND.

Phenomena of soul, explained by its shadowy nature.

I am not able to adduce any instance in which ^vxy

directly signifies shadowy mind. In 1 Corinth, xv. 45, it

might, without any violation of the sense of the passage, and

in a way calculated to throw much light both on tho text

and context, be rendered shadowy being. The words would

then read :
—The first man Adam was made, or was, a living

shadowy />•
ing, the last Adam was made or was, a life giving

substantial being. If correct in this, what is to hinder the

adjective v-yjw, derived from the noun tyt>x
r
i>

l'rora sig-

nifying shadowy, or connected with a shadowy being, in James
iii. 15.

Upon this translation, however, I neither insist, nor do

I intend to make it the foundation of any inference. Inde-

pendently of it altogether, I know from Komans v. 14, that

Adam was the type, figure, or shadow, of him that was to

come. Hence his nature in general, and his mind in par-

ticular, was merely figurative or shadowy. The value of

this fact, as solving with ease, numerous phenomena of the

human mind which are otherwise inexplicable, will be best

seen as we proceed.

SECTION I.

Shadow, what ?

There is good reason to believe, that the word shadow,

although in every one's mouth, and although we have been

accustom 1 to apply it to the subject of religion from our

earliest infancy, conveys but a vague and indistinct notion

of things to the mind. If, then, we would proceed with
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advantage, the very first step to be taken is to define its

meaning. This becomes the more necessary, as no word
is used in scripture except in a fixed and definite sense

;
it

being the great beauty of the sacred writings, that the

words of which they consist as the words of the Lord,, are

pure words ; that they are as silver tried in a furnace of

fire, 'purified seven times. Psalm xii. 6.

A very slight degree of reflection will suggest the three

following leading facts as connected with the use and ap-

plication of the word shadow.

First. It denotes something which, by its nature, is

destitute of solidity, and consequently passes away. This,

indeed, is almost the only signification which popularly it

has. We perceive it in the axiom,
" what shadows we are,

and what shadows we pursue." It is correct so far as it

goes ; but, as we shall see immediately, it is very far from

embracing the whole truth regarding the matter.

Secondly. Shadow necessarily implies the existence of

substance. In other words there can be no shadow, unless

there exist a substance by which it may be projected.
Whithout the gnomon, of what use were the sun dial?

Simple and obvious as this fact is, and readily as it will be

acquiesced in by every one to whom it is proposed, it is

truly astonishing how seldom it is present to the mind when
the word shadow is made use of figuratively in common
conversation. That shadow is something transient, occurs

at once to every mind
;

that it necessarily implies the ex-

istence of a substance corresponding to it, by which it is

produced, although a fact which, when stated to them, all

will readily admit, is nevertheless, strange to tell ! what

few, and that rarely likewise, are found taking into account.

In morals and religion this fact is by the majority continually
overlooked. Now I have no hesitation in laying it down
as an axiom, no substance, no shadow, the truth of which in

reference to the present subject, will soon be made ap-

parent.

Thirdly. There can be no shadow where there is per-
fect darkness

; there can be none where there is perfect

fight. This may be easily verified by a reference to the

sun dial. During the night, if perfectly dark, no shadow

is, or can be, projected by the gnomon. And in tropical

countries, whenever the sun comes to be directly overhead,
that is, whenever light has attained to its acme, the shadow,
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which up to that time had been gradually diminishing, ceases
t" exist. It is absorbed in the substance. Tims, then,
shadow can exisf only in a period and in circumstances
intermediate between the beginning and the perfection of

light. And farther, in the morning, the shadows are neces-

sarily Longer and larger, but worse denned, than they are
found to be as the sun advances towards the zenith. As we
approach the fulness and perfection of the meridian blaze,
the shadows, while they shorten, acquire a distinctness of

outline, and present themselves to us with a minuteness and

accuracy of shape, which in many cases supersede the

necessity of our looking at the substances themselves, in

order to discover what they are.

SECTION II.

The Law op Moses.

The meaning of the immediately preceding paragraph
will be best illustrated, and the correctness of my statements

best established, by a brief* allusion to what the New Test-

ament Scriptures have mentioned respecting the Mosaic
Law.

In bis Epistle to the Colossians, Chap. ii. verses 16 and
1 7, the Apostle Paul thus expresses himself:—Let no man
therefon judg> you in meat or in chink, or in respect of an

holy day, or of the new moon, or of the sabbath days: which

are a shadow of things to come; but the both/ is of Christ."

And so, likewise, in his Epistle to the Hebrews, chap. viii.

verses 4 and 5:—For if he were on earth, he should not be a

priest, seeing that there (ire priests t/iaf offer gifts according to

the law: who serve unto the example and s/mdoto of heavenly

things; as Moses was adnmnlshed of Gu</, irh>-n he was about

to make the tabernacle. For see, saith he, that thou ma/re all

thlnys according to the pattern shewed to thee in the mount."

Chap, ix, 23, 24. It was therefore necessary that the

patterns of things in the heavens should be purified with these ;

but the heavenly thinys themselves with better sacrifices than
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these. For Christ is not entered into the holy places made with

hands, ivhich are the figures of the true ; but into heaven
itself,

noiv to appear in the presence of God for us."

Now tke Mosaic law, or the series of ritual institutions

which God by the instrumentality of Moses imposed upon
the Jewish people, consisted merely of shadows, for :

—
1. All those institutions were, by their very nature tem-

porary and transient. They were appointed to continue

only till the time of reformation. Heb. ix. 10.

2. They implied the existence of substances correspond-
ing to them, which, in due time, were to be revealed. The
work of Christ, as consummated by his sacrifice of himself,
and the mediatorial kingdom which he was to set up, were
"
the coming events" which "

cast" the rites and ceremo-
nies of the Mosaic law as so many

" shadows before." But
for

"
the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world," and

" the church which he hath purchased with his own blood,"
the Mosaic ceremonial, and the nation of the Jews, never
could have existed.

3. The morning of divine revelation had dawned before
the shadows of the law made their appearance. At first,

the intimations of the coming Messiah, although numerous
and widely spread, were extremely obscure. Afterwards,
as the time for his advent approached, one prophet after

another was commissioned to speak of him in a way better
defined and more distinct. Until at last, in the full meridian
blaze of the sun of righteousness, these shadows were at

once and for ever swallowed up in himself their substance.

SECTION ni.

The faculties and properties of soul, shadowy.

Hoping that I have succeeded in making mvself under-
stood with respect to the meaning of the word shadow, I
now proceed to apply the foregoing remarks to the elucida-
tion of some of the leading phenomena of the human mind.
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Those who have considered man in a moral ami religious
'

view, and have given to the world (ho benefit of

their re is, have almosl always Bhewn a disposition to

lean i" other of the two following extremes :

—
First. r they have been so eager to represent man

impletely vile and worthless as to have denied him even
the semblance of virtue, and to have represented him as in

all his actions knowingly and intentionally aiming at the de-

ception and injury of his fellow men.
I h\ their ideas of mau's excellence and perfectibility of

character have been such, as to have led them to ascribe to

him the possession of every conceivable virtuous principle,
and to represent him as having been kept hitherto only by
circumstances from the exhibition of these.

Now, it so happens, that the real phenomena of human
nature, when accurately, cautiously, and impartially, ob-

ed, do not agree with, and cannot by any possible man-

agement be made to agree with, either of these two extreme
theories. On the one hand, man, however vile and worthless

he may be, is continually, by deeds and offices of kindness,

solacing the minds, and relieving the wants, of his fellow

nun. On the other hand, his most amiable traits of charac-

ter appear to be limited by their very nature, and, not un-
: inly, appear connected in the same individual with

news, feelings, and conduct, of a totally incongruous de-

scription. Man as a whole, is apparently a being completely
at variance with himself. How is all this to be accounted
for? If totally evil, whence his occasional exhibition of

benevolence and generosity ? If thoroughly virtuous, whence
his constant aberrations from the strict path of duty, and
the low, grovelling, earthly character, which he is constantly

exhibiting? Assuming the truth of either of these extreme
theories just mentioned the phenomena of human nature are

perfectly inexplicable.
What either of these, however, fails to do, the under-

standing of the shadowy character of the human mind, with
ease accomplishes. It furnishes us with a satisfactory solu-

tion of every difficulty.

By metaphysicians of almost every description, the

powers and faculties of the human mind have been classified

or arranged under two heads : those of the understanding,
and those of tin- will.

To begin with those of the understanding.
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To the view which I am now to present, it is of no con-

sequence what particular classification of these may be made.
Let us reduce them to a very small number with the school
of Helvetius and Condillac, or represent them as numerous
with the phrenologists, it is all one. In whatever point of

light we regard them, we find that they are merely shadowy
or representative.

This shadowy character of theirs, appears in the first

place, when we consider them objectively, or with a reference
to the subject matter about which they are conversant. The
ordinary affairs of human life, or the arts and sciences, are
what generally occupy the human mind. But these are all

matters connected with time, that is, with a transient state

of existence. In this point of view, then, they are sha-

dowy.
—

Again, the range of human investigation is most
extensive. There is no topic into which the mind of man
does not attempt to pry, or, if already inquired into, with
which it does not attempt to render itself still more familiar.

Is not this apparent boundlessness of range of the human
mind, the fit shadow or representative of that real bound-
lessness of a still higher understanding, from whose glance
nothing is hidden, to whose penetrating eye all nature lies

open ? Still farther, the tendency of the human mind, as

it a Ivances in its researches and acquirements is to simplify

yet more and more the objects of human knowledge and
research, and, thereby to reduce them within narrow com-

pass. -The arts and sciences in the earlier and ruder stages
of society, have a loose, straggling, and indefinite appearance,
and present but comparatively few points of resemblance
to one another. This want of connection, however, as know-

ledge advances, gradually more and more disappears. Ana-

logies subsisting among different branches of science are
from time to time observed, which had previously failed to

arrest attention. Witness, for instance, those surprising
recent discoveries, by which the identity of magnetism, elec-

tricity, and galvanism, has been all but established. But
we have seen, that as natural light increases in intensity by
approaching towards the zenith, the tendency of the shadow
is to diminish in size, and become better denned. Does not
the fact of the various topics which come within the range
of human knowledge gradually becoming simpler and better

defined, and thereby capable of being reduced within nar-

rower compass, as the light of science advances, shew that
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in this respect, likewise, the form shadowy is strikingly ap-

plicable to the human understanding?
I'm. in t lie second place, it is when viewed subjectively

or with a specific reference to what they are in themselves,
thai tin' shadowy nature and character of the powers of the

human understanding most completely appear. Looked
at in this light, the principle thing that strikes us in regard
to them is their indefiniteness. Wecannot (ix the boundaries

of human capacity. Not more certainly is the rude Jlot-

I tot or North American Indian unable to conceive of the

appearances which mind has put on among civilized nations,
—

not more unable were our barbarous ancestors in the dark

ages to anticipate the mental vigour, and range of thought,

displayed by the Newtons, the ILalleys, and the Leibnitz's,
of happier periods, than we are to assign limits to the ex-

panse of the intellectual faculties at some remote asra of the

world. And yet, unable as we may be to circumscribe the

utmost bounds of human ability, bounds we know it must

have, for it is not infinite. Do not these facts, taken to-

gether, practically attest the shadowy nature of the human

understanding? It is not infinite, and thereby stands dis-

tinguished from the mind of God. But the exact boundary
of its efforts and capacity who can assign ? It is always

growing, always expanding, so that it is impossible for us

at any ]
(articular period of its progress to say of it, thus far

it has gone, but it shall go no farther. What is all this,

however, but to represent man's understanding as the exact

and appropriate image of that of God? God's mind neither

has. nor can have, bounds. To the mind of man we are un-

able to assign any. That is, the latter, although not in re-

ality boundless, is to us as if it were so. Expressed in an-

other form, what is the import of this? Why, merely to

admit, what it has been my object to prove, that the hu-

man understanding is, by its very indefiniteness, the sha-

dow or representative of that which is infinite because

divine.

Let us now direct attention to the powers of the will
;

or, as these have been sometimes denominated, the active

powers.
No question has been more fiercely agitated in the

shools of metaphysics ami theology, than that respecting
the freedom of the will. The exercise of will or volition,

is, among two or more trains of thought, or courses of con-
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duct, which lie open to us, to adopt one in preference to

another. In so doing is man acting freely, that is, sovereign-
ly and unconstrainedly ; or, is he, of necessity, even in

choosing, compelled to act as he does ? This, I conceive, is

a fair statement of the question.
Had the doctrine which I am now engaged in propound-

ing been rightly understood, this question would never
have been agitated ; or, if so, would soon have been adjust-
ed to the satisfaction of all parties. Man's shadowy na-
ture affords its solution.

All voluntary actions are those in which we act with

choice, or according to our own pleasure ; and when acting
voluntarily we certainly have no sense or feeling of con-
straint. This, although a most decided necessitarian, I most

readily concede. But when more than this is demanded, con-
siderations of the most weighty kind compel me to with-
hold it. In the first place, to suppose that the creature should
in any case, it matters not what, will that which it was not
the intention of the Creator he should will, is to my mind to

suppose the creature to be so far independent of the Cre-
ator. This, however, cannot be; for, the withdrawal of
the former in any respect whatever from the jurisdiction
of the latter, would be an express denial of the divine om-
nipotence.

—In the second place, a vast number of the dif-

ficulties with which this question has been complicated, have
arisen from not understanding aright the relation in which
the will of the creature stands to that of the Creator. What
the creature aims at, or the object of its volitions, is in some way
or another, its own gratification. But will those who, pro-
fessing to believe in the divine omnipotence, venture to as-

sert that there is any thing in the circumstance of the crea-
ture naturally aiming at its own gratification, or at an end
different from the Creator, which disqualifies it to be an in-

strument in that very respect in the hands of the Creator ?

What is there to hinder God from making use of and over-

ruling this very difference between the respective aims of
his creatures and himself, as one grand medium of mani-

festing by contrast what he himself is ? See, in proof, Rom.
ix. In the third place, when God is pleased to communi-
cate to any one the knowledge of himself, he does not, pro-
perly speaking, and paradoxical as the expression at first

sight may appear, bring the will of man into greater sub-

jection to himself than formerly it was. For, the will of the
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ire was, and by the wry necessity of its nature be-

to b when int ntiondlly opposing it, com-

pletely subject bo, and fulfilling, the will, or intention, of
ir. Rom. viii. 20. in believing the truth then,

this : :h subjection of the creature's will, is v>l begun
but <-"itli)tit- Compare Rom. vi. 16-18, with Rom. vii.

'2b. in the original. But the change is this. Naturally,
the creature although in reality fulfilling the will of the

Creal ir, was, in so far as its own purpose was concerned,
 

al an end or purpose
1 different from that of the Cre-

»r. Supernaturally, the will of the creature, or the end
which the creature aims at, becomes the same with the will

of the Creator. Naturally, the aims of the creature and
the Creator are totally different; supernaturally, they coin-

cide. In both situations, the creature is necessarily and

equally subjected to the will of the Creator. But in the
former situation his subjection is unintentional, from the
difference between the ends aimed at by himself and God;
in the latter, man's will, ami Cod's will, happily coinciding.

These things being premised, the shadowy nature of
the human will, may, 1 think, be stated with every prospect
of my being understood. In the first place, man, in all

his volitions or acts of will, is influenced by motives; every
particular volition being always the result of, and agreeable
to, that motive, or combination of motives, which, for the
time being, happens to be the strongest. In this respect
it is a beautiful typo, figure, or shadowy resemblance of the
will of God himself, which, although uninfluenced by any
thing out of itself, is, if I may so speak, constrained to be
what it is by the very purity and perfection of his nature.

In the second place, man, in acting voluntarily, has the feel-

in g of his thoughts and actions springing only and ultimate-

ly from himself; a feeling which, although deceptive and
and th" result of his ignorance, is essential to, and necess-

arily connected with, remorse or self-approbation, that is

all the phenomena of the moral sense. This very feel-

ing of the self-origination of what he voluntarily thinks and

does, renders man, as to his will, the appropriate shadow
or repr< iweofhimin whose will all things in reality

originate, and concerning whom it is declared by the

Apostle, that of him, and through him, and to him, are all

things. Horn. xi. 36. In the last place, the will of man, al-

though naturally different from and opposed to the will of
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God, becomes the same with that of God, or man, in his

thoughts and actions, comes to aim at the divine glory, the
same end at which God himself aims, in exact proportion
as the divine nature is communicated to him and dwells in
him.

It may be interesting to some of my readers to know
that the shadowy or representative nature of the human
mind, and human things in general, does not seem alto-

gether to have escaped the notice of our justly celebrated
Milton. The following passage taken from the Paradise
Lost is remarkable :

What surmounts the reach
Of human sense I shall delineate so,

By likening spiritual to corporal forms,
As may express them best; though what of earth
Be but the shadow of Heaven, &c.

For farther information respecting Milton's sentiments,
on this point, I refer to a note on the 18th page of
the translation of his posthumous Treatise on Christian
Doctrine.

SECTION IV.

Instinct.

Nothing tends to prove more decidedly the shadowy
character of soul, or natural mind, than the facts which are
connected with the subject of instinct.

Instinct stands to reason, in the same relation that rea-
son does to spirit. Eeason is the shadow or representative
of spirit; instinct, therefore, is the shadow of reason.

By instinct the lower animals, and even man himself in
the earlier stages of life, perform a number of actions con-

ducive, nay absolutely necessary, to their existence and well-

being, without understanding the reasons why they are per-
formed, and, consequently, without being influenced by rea-
son to their performance. The actions to which by instinct

they are prompted, are always the best which, under existing
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circumstances, they could do— often superior, indnd. to those

which have their origin on the ex< rcise of the rational facul-

ties—but springing as they do from a blind impulsive influ-

. musl ever occupy an inferior rank in the scale of

intellect to actions, the motives as well as the objects of

which are understood.
The instincts of man may be classed under two heads :

—
se which have a reference to the life that now is, and
3e which have a reference to that which is to come.
In man, the former class of instincts are fewer than

in the inferior animals. Ami this because the possession of

-on by him enables him to dispense with many of them.

They are also chiefly temporary; most of them, like the

desire of suck, being confined to the period of infancy.* Such
instincts of this description, however, as man has, he shares

in common with the brutes.

It is to the latter class of human instincts, or those which
have a reference to a highi r state ef existence, thai I would
direct attention. Of these, the brutes exhibit not the slight-
est vestige. They are peculiar to man. They constitute one
of his grand and distinguishing attributes. And by means
of them the shadowy character of the human mind beco.

strikingly manifest.

I treat, first, of the iit.<!<nrt of happiness.
Man is always and necessarily dissatisfied with his pre-

sent condition. To the future he looks forward for the enjoy-
ment of a happiness which he has never realized in the

present or the past.
This desire of felicity in man is of the nature of an in-

stinct. It is a mere sentiment and not the result of the

exercise of the rational faculties. Hence it appears in every
human being, and at every period of human existence. Age,

u, that quells the fire of passion, cami' inguish it. It

is so wrought into the very constitution of man's ^nature, that

with man's existence only it can cease to exist.

In no respect, perhaps, does the instinctive nature of the

:i-e of happiness become more perceptible, than when
looked at with a reference to the objects of its pursuit. It

seeks for gratification in the things of time and sense. No
matter, however much disappointed others may have been,

*
P'or the shadowy nature, even of this, I would direct attention to

I Peter, ii. 2.
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nay, however much we ourselves may have been, in time past,
it is from such things alone that happiness is still anticipated.
The man whose life has been one continued series of disap-

pointments,
—who, in the language of Johnson, has found

that "human life is everywhere a state in which much is to be

endured,"— still looks to the world to indemnify him at some
future period for the trials and privations which in time past
it has forced him to undergo. Is not this the very height of

folly and extravagance ? Is there any way of accounting for

conduct so irrational, except on the ground of its springing
from an instinct deeply and indestructibly implanted in hu-
man nature ?

The instinct of happiness, however trifling in itself, acquires
value and importance when viewed as the image and repre-
sentative of a higher principle. Man desires happiness,
because happiness is to be found. It is true, that as the

feeling dwells in human bosoms naturally, or as it is a mere
souldcal principle, it can never be satisfied. And this, because
there it is shadowy, and as such seeks after shadowy sources

of gratification. But there is a substantial principle, corre-

sponding to the shadowy one, which never can be disappointed.
I mean, that desire of enjoying God, which necessarily results

from the knowledge and love of him. To this, the desire of

happiness common to all men instinctively points, and in this

finds its appropriate termination. The moment that God is

made known to any human being, that moment is implanted
in the mind the first fruits of the substantial principle, of

which the ordinary desire of happiness is merely the shadow.
He now begins to desire intelligently, what formerly he de-

sired only instinctively. Formerly, the desire of happiness,
to whatever degree disappointed, still clung to the creature

for its gratification ; now, in consequence of the earnest of

real happiness already enjoyed, it is exchanged for, or rather

swallowed up in, the substantial desire of and delight in

realities.

Would my readers see at once the analogy and the con-

trast simply and strikingly exhibited ? Let them look at the

respective characters of Adam and Jesus Christ. In both,
there was the desire of happiness : but in the former, its

tendency was merely to the continuance of earthly enjoy-
ments ;

in the latter, to the joy which was set before him in

a higher and heavenly state, to God as the strength of his

heart, and his portion for ever.

G 2
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Let me direct attention, in the second place, to the instinct

I

I y advisedly, tlie instinct of immortality,
for more than

an instinctive tendency in regard to tin's all-important sub-

ject cannot dwell in the human mind naturally. A
" Fond desire, an earnest hope,

A longing after immortality,"

if it be used to signify more than an instinctive tendency
of man can only be regarded as a mere figmenl of poetry.

And what is it that this instinct points to? To immor-

tality, considered as eternal life or the life of God? Not
directly, I trow. If it did, the instinct in question would
be a divine principle, and the distinction between Soul and

Spirit, for which throughout this work I am contending,
would be subverted. No, the natural desire of immortality,
like the natural desire of happiness, is a mere negative prin-

ciple. It is a desire to avoid losing the life that now is,

not a desire to possess that which is to come. What Adam
naturally wished tor, was the unceasing prolongation of his

earthly existence, the only advantage connected with contin-

ued obedience. Forfeited although this natural life has been

by transgression, his posterity, as inheriting his mind, have

naturally no higher object than he himself had. To retain

the life that now is merely, or to be immortal in the sense
of escaping the stroke of death, is all that the instinct in

question directly leads to.

Thus am I well aware, that the instinctive desire of im-

mortality, or rather the feeling of unwillingness to part with
their present life, which mankind naturally exhibit, is never
once to be confounded with the heavenly principles of faith

and hope. These have respect, not to the earthly existence

which Adam forfeited, but to that fulness of joy which is in

God's immediate presence, those rivers of pleasures which
are at his right hand for evermore. Psalm xvi. 11. Faith be-

ing the substa/nce of things hoped for, the evidence of things

,
Heb. xi. 1, and resting directly on the authority of

God himself, 1 John. v. 9—11, is a confident and spiritually

intelligent anticipation of a future eternal existence, the

earnest of which is in itself already enjoyed. Between that

reluctance to part with the present life which dwells in

every human bosom, and that certainty of immortality which
is the peculiar portion of the children of God, there exists
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then, this difference, that the one directly has respect to an

earthly, the other to a heavenly principle, and this because
the one is of Soul, the other of Spirit. And yet, distinguish-
ed as they are, the one is the shadow or representative, as
well as first fruits, of the other. The instinct of immortality
never could have sprung up in the mind of a single child

of the dust, unless immortality itself had existed to gratify
it. In the breasts of his creatures God hath implanted no
instinct in vain. Do the young lions rear after their prey,
and seek their meat from God? Psalm civ. 21. It is because
he hath made ample provision for giving them their meat in

due season. 27. And doth God take care for the inferior

animals ? 1 Corinth is. 9. Hath he implanted no instinct

in the brutal tribes without assigning to it a suitable grati-

fication, and shall he be supposed to have implanted the

highest of all conceivable instincts in his intelligent creature
man merely for the purpose of frustrating it? God forbid

that such a thought should be cherished by us for a single
moment. The very reverse is the fact. The earnest expec-
tation of the creation, and especially of man himself as the
head of that creation, waiting for the manifestation of the
sons of God, Rom viii. 19. as to it the source of emancipation
from the bondage of corruption, and thereby of life and im-

mortality, this expectation, instinctive though it be, shall not
be disappointed. The shadowy feeling shall ultimately be
swallowed up in the substantial enjoyment, and shall thereby,
to the satisfaction of all, demonstrate its present representa-
tive character. Even already the instinct in question is

known to be shadowy by us who believe, in consequence of
the first fruits of what it points to having been conferred on
us. W e have passedfrom death unto

life. John v. 24. To
know God, and Jesus Christ whom he hath sent, is, we find
in our blessed experience, to possess eternal life in its be-

ginnings. Johnxvii. 3. And if, by means of the burdens
and trials of life, if annoyed by ourselves as well as by the

world, we groan within ourselves waiting for the adoption,
to ivit, the redemption of the body, Rom. viii. 23, the first

fruits of the substantial principle in us are merely tending
forward understandingly, to what the shadowy principle in

the majority of mankind is tending to instinctively, viz. the

gratification of both, in the complete and ultimate enjoy-
ment of immortality by all.
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section v.

The pbinoiple op Conscience.

This, although when understood one of the simplest of

all subjects, lias, by the ignorance and perverse ingenuity of

man, been more entangled and perplexed than almost any
oth

That conscience is at best a shadowy, emblematic or

representative principle, a very few remarks will suffice to

shew.
1 ; 3 function is to pronounce sentence on the moral

quality, that is, on the goodness or badness, of the thoughts

indulged in, and t ho actions performed, by ourselves and
others. To enable it to discharge its office aright, it is pro-
vided with certain rules of judgment or a certain standard

of right and wrong. The highest demand which we are

entitled to make upon it is, that it shall judge truly, without

fear, favour, or affection, according to the measure of light
which it has, not according to that which it has not.

Conscience is almost incessantly impelled to the exercise

of its judicial authority. It is scarcely ever allowed to be

altogether quiescent. In our own minds, while awake, we

may, if attentive, detect ourselves almost constantly pro-

nouncing moral judgments with respect to ourselves or

others. Our thoughts the meanwhile are accusing or excus-

ing one another. Rom. ii. 15. To sit in judgment thus

internally, evil doing, not well doing, is the grand, original,

impulsive can Law having been enacted, not for the

righteous, but for the unrighteous, not to reward the good,
but to restrain and punish the bad, 1 Tim. i. 9, conscience,
or the internal faculty of deciding according to law, is sti-

mulated to action, not by goodness, but by real or supposed
wickedness. The result of the moral investigation may be
to acquit, or pronounce good, that is to decide that the

thoughts or actions in question have been according to law,
but the cause of such an investigation will always be the

r suspicion or insinuation of evil, and the grand means
of conducting it, will always be the contrast of supposed
evil and supposed good. Conscience has for the range of

i lecisions the territory which lies between violation of its

own standard of right and wrong, and the observation of it.
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Over this territory, its jurisdiction is complete. Absolute

goodness, however, that is, goodness as uncontrasted with

wickedness, it has nothing to do with.

These things being premised, it is obvious that the

authority of conscience is extremely limited and imperfect.
It judges on defective knowledge, and it has to do, properly
speaking, only with evil. However valuable, therefore,
in the absence of higher principle, it can never be certain

that in its decisions it is absolutely right. It can never do
more than pronounce relatively to its own standard of right
and wrong, by whatever means that may have been acquired.
To whatever degree or extent it may be enlightened,
for ought it knows, it may be calling evil good, and good
evil.

Such is the highest standard for estimating the morali-

ty of actions with which soul, or the natural mind of man,
can supply us. This standard may be higher, or it may be
lower

; the mind which applies it may be more, or it may
be less, enlightened ;* but to rise above relative notions of

things, to conceive of goodness as any thing more than the

negation of evil, is for mere man absolutely impossible. To
be liable to mistake continually in our moral judgment, no
less than to err in our practice, is the very condition of

humanity. A state of things like this cannot by its very
nature be permanent ; and yet it may be the emblem of

something that is so. Is this actually found to be the
case?

The scriptures remove all doubt with regard to this point.

They contrast the defective moral judgments of the mere
human mind, with a judgment in such matters which is

always according to truth. They contrast human virtue,
or mere abstinence from evil, and its echo conscience, with
love to God, or principle of positive goodness, and faith in

divine testimony as its unseparable concomitant. There is

thus set before us a substantia] principle completely corre-

sponding to, and yet completely contrasted with, the shadowy
one.

Beautifully, as well as satisfactorily, is this instruction

conveyed. The operations of conscience are exemplified
in Adam, and Adam's posterity ;

the operations of a prin-

ciple higher than conscience, appear embodied in the life

and chai-acter of Jesus Christ. Human beings, proceeding
on defective principles, and employing as the medium of
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their moral judgments defective faculties, can never be per-

fectly right j the Son of Grod, proceeding on the principles
of eternal truth and applying these to existing circumstances

by supernatural faculties, was raised above tho possibility
of mistake. To avoid violating law, and thereby to satisfy
the dictates of conscience; was the highesl objeel thai Adam
could have aimed at or attained to j

to exhibit the influence

of the principle of love, a principle by which law as merely
prohibitory is entirely superseded, was at once the object
and the attainment of the mind of Jesus Christ. Need more
be said to point out the analogy, and yet the difference

between natural conscience, and the mind that was in Christ

Jesus? They both pronounce moral judgments and that

authoritatively; and there is a sense in which they both
are courts of ultimate appeal, it being as impossible, while

the human mind continues unenlightened from above, to

reach any higher tribunal, as it is in reality to get beyond
the judgment of God. So far, then, they are analogous.
But they differ, also widely; for the one class of judgments
proceed upon partial, the other, upon general principles ;

the one may be reversed, the other, cannot ;
the one nega-

tive, the other positive ;
the one are judgments of the crea-

ture, the other of the Creator. By the judgments of God,
all the moral judgments of man, which are certainly emblema-
tic of them, are ultimately rectified. What is all this,

however, except in other words to declare, that the princi-

ple of natural conscience is shadowy, or emblematic of a

higher principle ?

SECTION VI.

Sin and Death.

Sin and death may be regarded as suggesting righteous-
ness and life by way of contrast. For this purpose they are

often employed in the sacred writings, especial ly in the New
•.iment scriptures. Rom. x. 27, v. 23, vi. 21, 1 Cor. xv.
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20-22. This however is not the point of light in which I

now intend presenting them.

They are not so much, properly speaking, the shadows
of righteousness and life, as proofs that the righteousness and
life of which respectively they are the terminations are

shadowy. To make myself understood, be it observed :
— 

there are in scripture two kinds of righteousness, and two
kinds of life spoken of ; the righteousness and life of the

creature, and the righteousness and life of the Creator. The
former kind of righteousness consisted in Adam's abstinence

from violating the single divine prohibition, and the former

kind of life, on his exemption from undergoing the punish-
ment conditionally threatened. His righteousness and life

consequently, were both negative. The latter kind of

righteousness, however or that of Christ, consisted in the

exhibition of love, or the complete fulfilment of divine law
in principle and practice ;

and the latter kind of life, in the

possession of a divine and heavenly existence, by which death

is for ever and completely destroyed. Consequently, the

righteousness and life now spoken of were -positive.

If this be understood, the relation occupied by sin and
death becomes at once apparent. The creature or negative

righteousness and life might by transgression come to an
end or were capable of being forfeited ; the divine or positive

righteousness and life, however, nothing could subvert or

destroy.
Sin and death are thus the terminations of shadowy states,

and not properly speaking, shadows themselves. It was
Adam's original righteousness, not his sin, that was the type
or shadow of Christ's divine righteousness ; it was Adam's

original life, not his death, which was the type or shadow of

Christ's everlasting life. The use of sin and death, among
other objects, was to prove, that the righteousness and life

of the creature were but shadowy. Had this simple fact

been understood by the myriads of those who have under-
taken to write on the subject of theology, we should never
have had the state of the Creature, confounded with that of

the Creator,
—we should never have had that righteousness

and life of Adam which at the best were merely soulical or

natural, represented as spiritual, and thereby placed upon a

footing of equality with that which they merely typified, the

righteousness and life of Jesus Christ.
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DIVISION THIRD.

Soul explained by cts S lpish Nature.

section i.

The definition of Selfishness.

By selfishness I mean that principle of a created nature,
bher brutal or intelligent, which prompts the individual

lake his own gratification, in one way or another, the

thoughts and actions.

I 1' g that the terms of this definition may be attended

to, and takes in the strictest sense in which they cau be
construed. 'The makinsr of self gratification the end at which
we aim. is what constitutes the very essence of selfishness.

It matters not what the means adopted for the accom-

plishment of this purpose may be. It may be the indulgence
of the animal appetites, it may be the cultivation of the

intellectual powers, it may be the reiined pleasures atten-

dant on the moral sentiments, or, perchance it may be the

due and well-regulated adjustment of all these
;
but if the

course pursued terminate in self, selfishness is the appropriate
name of the principle from which our exertions spring.

Now this principle of selfishness is one of the grand
characteristics, is, perhaps, emphatic*?, the grand characteristic,

of soul. It is man's very nature. Strip him of selfishness,

from that moment he ceases to be what he is. As will after-

wards be shewn, generosity, or the principle which makes

good of others its object, so far from belonging to man,
is the divine nature. Indeed, we can never see clearly the

distinction between Adam, the man of the earth, earthy, and

Jesus, the second man, the Lord from heaven, until we are

brought to understand, that selfishness was the nature,

because the principle of the actions, of the one—generosity
the nature, because the principle of the actions, of the other.

SECTION II.

SEL] i

—THE IMMEDIATE CAUSE OF SlN.

The reason of this is obvious. To have selfishness, or

self-gratification, for the end of our thoughts and actions,
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is absolutely inconsistent •with subjugation to divine law.

Selfishness can be satisfied, and satisfied only, with unre-
strained indulgence. On the contrary, the very nature of

law, whether human or divine, is prohibitory, or, its very
purpose is to restrain. Its language to him who is sub-

jected to its operation is, whatever the wishes, desires or

inclinations of your mind may be, to a limitation of these
in certain respects you must submit. Divine law, there-

fore, authoritatively sets bounds to the indulgence of the
selfish principle. What is this, however, except in other
words to declare, that the tendencies of man, and the na-
ture of divine law, are essentially and necessarily at vari-

ance with each other? The human mind is prompted to

unlimited self-gratification by the strongest of all natural laws,
that of its very constitution

;
but the law of a superior,

or law emanating from superior authority) prohibits the

indulgence of this feeling. From this very contrariety be-
tween the necessary tendencies of soul or creature mind,
and the restraint imposed upon it by the prohibition of
the Creator, we may see obviously laid the foundation of
disobedience or sin.

And from these very sources sin has actually proceed-
ed. The mind of Adam was at its origin and by its consti-

tution selfish. It aimed at self-gratification and could aim
at nothing higher ;

of this fact the grand reason will in the
next section be developed. To meet and gratify this na-
ture of man, the whole system of things was, in every respect
but one, constructed. The exception consisted of the single
divine prohibition, or law, to which he was subjected. This,
like a disturbing force in physics, tended to the destruction

of that natural harmony which otherwise universally pre-
vailed. Trifling as in itself it was, by assailing man's self-

ishness, it assailed his nature in its tenderest point. Not
only did it prescribe bounds to appetite, and make man
feel, by reminding him of, the incompleteness of his know-

ledge, but, its tendency was, in the keenest and most of-

fensive manner, to wound his sense of fancied independence.
While inviolate, the selfish principle, that grand law of man's

nature, could not be thoroughly complied with. Nay, this

single prohibition tended to mar all the enjoyments derived
from the gratification of selfishness otherwise. To gratify
self thoroughly, a thing to be accomplished only by violating
the prohibition, was, therefore, the irrepressible tendency
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of man's mind. And when at last, by the presenting of

the suitable temptation, the sensual appetite, the desire of

knowledge, and the feeling oi' pride, which constitute man's

nature, wore all at once and completely operated on, the

principle of selfishness having acquired its full strength and

intensity, every barrier and impediment gave way, and sin,

or t!i
 vi lation of divine law with a view to the gratification

of self, for the first time took place.
As it was at first, so also was it afterwards. The law

of Moses was neither more nor less than a series of restraints

imposed on the selfishness of man. In prohibiting the in-

dulgence of propensities natural to every human being, it

proclaimed the existence of an authority higher and greater
than the gratification of self. This was to attack human
nature in its strong-hold. Hence, as a matter of course,
a rebellion on the part of those subjected to its sway against
its authority. Our lips are our own; who is Lord over

us ? i the language of defiance to which it prompt-
ed. The restraints of law opposed a feeble and inefficient

barrier to the feeling of pride thus roused
; nay, by irrita-

ting it, they were found to stimulate it to still more vigorous
and decided action. In the asserting of his fancied self-

independence, one divine prohibition after another was by
man trampled under foot, or, in other words, sin after sin

was by him committed.
Under the immediate influence of the selfish principle,

sin in New-Testament times likewise is committed. Indeed,
the greater restraints which Christianity imposes on this

principle is the cause of its being now a still more fruitful

parent of sin. It is not a single prohibition, as in the case of

Adam; it is not a series of restraints almost solely external,
as in that of the Jews; but commands, reaching to the

thoughts and intents of the heart, to which, since the com-

ing of the Messiah, mankind have been subjected. Self-

ishness, in its almost imperceptible risings, in its minu-
test ramifications, is now prohibited. Thou shalt not covet

is now the language of divine law to all who can hear its

injunctions. And what has been the result? To pro-
duce a greater tendency to obedience ? To make the selfish

principle alter its nature, and forego its authority ? Just

the opposite of all this. If a single transgression was com-
mitted by Adam,—if sin abounded among the Jews,—it

has actually superalxiundod among the nominal followers
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of Jesus Christ. The attempt to subject the selfish principle
itself to restraint, has merely had the effect of rousing that

principle into more fearful and devilish activity. Sin, in

the minds of men made acquainted with the restraining na-
ture of divine law, but ignorant of the only way in which
alone it can be complied with, works all manner of concupis-
cence. Eom. vii. 8. If the animal desires cannot be gratified

consistently with conscience, man takes refuge in the cul-

tivation of the intellectual faculties- and if the cultivation
even of these, is found to trench on the dictates of that eter.
nal monitor, the moral sentiment will be called into action
with a view to its gratification. The fact is, that, in one

way or another, self must be complied with. It is the law
of man's nature, aud, therefore compels obedience. No mat-
ter what impediments may be thrown in its way, it will always
maintain its ascendancy. Prohibitions addressed to it, re-

straints imposed upon it, merely afford it so many oppor-
tunities for manifesting its sovereignty. So necessarily is

the gratification of self the end of man's actions, that the
more numerous the attempts to rein it in, the more numerous
are the occasions afforded it of shewing that to it, laws must
yield, not it to them. To selfishness, the law of man's nature,
every other law must give place, except the law or principle
of a higher nature itself; Rom. viii. 1, 2, or, in other words,
to try to subject selfishness in its internal workings to pro-
hibitions, is merely to open so many additional avenues
to the entrance of sin, by affording so many additional op-
portunities for the violation of law.

SECTION III.

Itself an effect of man's situation and circumstances.

If selfishness be the immediate cause of sin, it neverthe-
less claims to occupy no higher rank than that of being it-

self merely an effect.
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prings directly from the dependence of soul or na-

tural mind on cerebral development. Thai portion of or-

ganized matter which is the seal of mind being limited,
the mind which depends on it is necessarily limited also.

Indeed, the quantity of intelligence displayed, is in every

evidently in ezacl proportion to the quantity and con-

densation of the nervous matter with which it stands con-

ned In animals of the radiate class, i1 is scarcely if at

all, discernable; and in those thai are vertebrate, it is uni-

formly regulated by the size and development of brain. But
D is, in every case, a limited portion of matter; and

ther< the mind which is dependent on it, whether that

of the inferior animals, or that of man, is necessarily limited

also. Now it is this limitation of mind, or intelligence, which
constitutes the very essence of the selfish principle. For
selfishness is neither more nor less than the human mind

endeavouring to promote a limited object, that is, operating
in a way suitable to its limited nature. This will be obvious

when we consider, that to be bounded, and to bo capable
of aiming at an object that is boundless, implies a manifest in-

consistency. Yet this inconsistency is held by every one, who,
admitting the dependence of the human mind on brain,
nevertheless denies its natural and necessary selfishness.

But one of two distinct ends can be intelligently aimed at

by any human being. The one is a limited, the other an
unlimited one. An unlimited end it cannot be; for, by an
unlimited understanding alone, which man's confessedly is

not, can such an end be conceived of. The end, or object,

pursued by man must, therefore, be limited. And what

obje Why, evidently, something within the bounds
or limits of that which operates. But the mind of each
individual or person, himself is the utmost extent of the

operating principle. It follows, therefore, that the mind of

each individual, or he himself, must be at one and the same
time the agent, and the utmost end, of the actions which ho

performs.
But I should do justice, neither to myself, nor to my

argument, were I to stop here. In every animal, selfishness

is, for the reason just stated, an essential property of its

nature. Human selfishness, however, if it does not spring
from, is at all events augmented and strengthened by, a

cause peculiar to itself. While the acquisitions of other ani-

mated beings are confined within certain definite bounds, it is
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impossible to assign limits to the intellectual and moral at-

tainments of man. The dog, the horse, the elephant, of

to day, are what the same animals were a thousand years
since ; or if particular individuals of their respective species

may by training acquire a degree of sagacity surpassing
that of their fellows, the superiority is confined to themselves.

It extends not to the various tribes to which they belong.
Not so, however, with man. We find the species, as well as

the individual, in a state of continual progress. The discover-

ies and experience of one generation having been added to

that of another, human beings at present far surpass their

predecessors of a remote age in the extent of their know-

ledge and cultivation
;
and will, in their turn, be completely

outstripped, and thrown into the shade, by those who succeed.

It is this capability of indefinite advancement which com-
municates a peculiar intensity to human selfishness. Giving
the appearance of boundlessness to that which is in reality

bounded, it flatters man by suggesting to his finite under-

standing the idea of its ultimately being enabled to grasp
that which is infinite. That is, gradually enlarging the

boundaries of natural mind it gradually strengthens the prin-

ciple which we denominate self—a principle,
" the appetite

of which grows by what it feeds on." To a mind which,
as bounded, is thus necessarily selfish, how captivating, al-

though delusive, the prospect of extending the range of its

intellectual empire without limits and without end ! The
error lies in confounding what is indefinite, with what is

infinite
—in overlooking the fact, that a mind's capability

of indefinite progress, renders it fit to be merely the

shadow or image of, not the same with, the infinite mind of

the Creator—and in not understanding, that to attain to

real boundlessness, whether of existence or knowledge, man
must have his own shadowy nature exchanged for, and swal-

lowed up in, the substantial nature of God.

SECTION IV.

The Insanity op Selfishness.

Selfishness, and human nature, or selfishness and soul or

natural mind, are, we have thus seen, for all practical
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purposes, synonymous and convertible terms. Whatever,
then, can be proved r< specting the one, is of necessity proved
also respecting the other. New, of man by nature i1 is de-

clared in scripture, both by implication and expressly, that

he is insane. The Apostle Paul writing to Timothy, says,

Bpeaking of himself and other believers,God hath not given us

of'fear ; but of <power} and of law, and of a sound
mind. 2 Tim. i. 7. This obviously implies, that where the

the truth is net beli< ved, thai is, where the man is in a state

of nature, his mind is unsound. Farther
;
the wisest of men,

1 re the advent of Christ, thus speaks of humau beings in

the book of Ecclesiastes : madness is in the heart of the sons

<<j
men while they live. Pccles. ix. 3. God's word thus, in

terms the mosl explicit ascribing unsoundness of mind to the

children of men, supposing- me to stop here, would not the

insanity of selfishness, as the grand principle of human na-

ture, be thereby of itself sufficiently established?

Bui over and above the proofs of the insanity of the

selfish principle thus furnished, the same thing may be
evinced by a variety of other arguments.

First. To make any thing which by its nature is limited,
an end or final cause, is merely the very height of absurdity.
Yet this is what the soul, or the natural mind of an intelli-

gent being like man, always and necessarily does. It

proposes to him, his own pleasures or gratification, that is,

bi in self, as the end of all his pursuits and actions. And
with its suggestions, notwithstanding the checks which con-

science and circumstances are continually giving, we find

him as a matter of course complying. That is, in obedienco
to the dictates of the selfish principle, he, puts what is bound-
ed in the place which, even his own understanding tells

him, can only properly be occupied by that which is bound-
less. Is not this folly ? Nay, does it not deserve a harsher

appellation ?

Secondly. When opposite commands are issued by
conflicting authorities, common sense dictates our yielding
obedience to him who has the rightful claim to it, and who in

the event of being resisted is able to punish. Such, how-

ever, has not been the result produced by the operation of

the selfish principle. Under its influence, human beings,
in every age, and during tho subsistence of every dispensa-

tion, have preferred complying with tho suggestions and

temptations of the creature, to observing the express com-
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mands of the Creator. Is not this the complete establish-

ment of my position, that selfishness is a principle radically
insane? Adam was forbidden by his Creator, that is, by
Him who had a right to his obedience, to eat the fruit of the

tree of the knowledge of good and evil. In him, as pos-
sessed merely of soul or creature mind, there was nothing
upon which the Creator could operate except the selfish

principle; and had that principle in its purest state

been sound, compliance with divine authority must have
been the result. It is true, by the prohibition bounds
were imposed on his selfishness : but they were im-

posed by Him who as the boundless one, had a perfect right
to dispose of his creatures and their actions as he pleased.
But the selfish principle in Adam was operated on from
another quarter. The creature held out to him in the event

of compliance with the temptation, the prospect of inde-

pendence of his Maker
; that is, flattered his bounded under-

standing with a prospect of acquiring, by compliance with

the temptation, unbounded existence and enjoyment. God
by the prohibition had suggested what was true, the bounded
nature of the creature mind

; the creature by the temptation
had suggested what was false, the possibility of its becoming
boundless. But, the principle of selfishness was restrained

by the divine prohibition
—

whereas, it was flattered with

th e idea of being emancipated from restraint, by the crea-

ture temptation. The result was, that obscuring the right
of the Creator to obedience, and the certainty of punishment
in the event of disobedience, the selfish principle in Adam
naturally and necessarily incapable ofjudging soundly in such

matters, prompted to transgression, and thereby to its own
destruction.

Another exhibition of the unsoundness of the self-

ish principle has been afforded in the case of the Jews.

Temporal blessings were largely bestowed on them, and God
undertook to continue their protector and friend in the

event of their not violating by disobedience the Covenant into

which he had seen meet to enter with them. Selfishness, if

sound and enlightened, would have dictated compliance
with injunctions so reasonable ; proceeding too as they did,

from one who had the right to demand obedience, as well

as the power to punish should he be disobeyed. But no.

Selfishness, in their case, as in that of our progenitor, show-

ed itself to be a principle incapable of prompting to sane

H
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ami judicious conduct. Operated on by creature iempta-
tdona suitable to its nature, it urged the descendants of

Abraham to acts of increasingly daring transgression ;
until

at Last, it led to their complete and Bignal overthrow.
lias selfishness prompted to sound conduct in our days?

Let facts speak. The church of Christ, although enjoined to

hear the Lord alone, and threatened with the severest judg-
ments should she listen to false and corrupt human teachers,
is now, as in former ages she has been, under the influence

of the same selfish principle, disobeying her divine head,
and thereby treasuring up to herself wrath against the day
of wrath, and revelation of the righteous displeasure of God.
Who that considers aright these various exhibitions of the

nature and tendency of the selfish principle in man will

venture to deny that it is rootedly and essentially unsound ?

Thirdly. Selfishness shews itself to be a principle of

insanity, by leading to results which, in proportion as they
are realized, are productive of misery. It prompts the de-

bauchee to acts of intemperance : but, instead of the longed
for and expected gratification, distress of body, anguish of

mind, and shortening of life, constitute the only harvest

which he reaps from his excesses. It prompts the man of

avaricious mind to go on heaping wealth, in the hope of

acquiring thereby a satisfaction of which at the present
moment he knows himself to be destitute: but alas! the

only fruit of his laborious and persevering toils is pain at every

step of accumulation, and ultimately anxiety lest by any
adverse fortune his gains should be wrested from his grasp.
In no respect, however, is the insane character of selfishness

more manifest, than when viewed in the light of its intellec-

tual and moral results. What is the necessary consequence
of advancement in classical Learning? of success in scientific

research? Increasing happiness, or, at least, permanent
tranquillity ? Let the experience of the learned and the

philosophic answer. If candid, they must admit— nay,
when candid, they have admitted—that increase of know-

ledge, is increase of misery. As, in mountainous regions,
the more elevated the traveller is, the more qualified is he

to judge of the heights which yet lie before him, and the diffi-

culties winch it is necessary for him still to surmount, so

the more enlightened upon natural principles the mind of

man is, the more is it made to feel the limitation of its views

and the narrowness of its conceptions. That species of in-
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toxication which is produced by intellectual greatness, can-
not blind the mind of him who labours under it to the fact,
that the more enlarged his apprehensions of things have be-

come, the more points has he presented to the assaults of

enemies, and the more opportunities has he afforded for the

inflicting of wounds upon his self-love. In one word, a

painful sense of weakness and limitation is all that he has

reaped from his most daring excursions into the regions of
science and philosophy. Can the principle of selfishness,
as leading even in its loftiest flights to effects so certain and so

melancholy, be regarded, or spoken of as any thing else than

by its very nature insane ? This, however, is not all. It

is when looked at in a moral point of view, that the insani-

ty of selfishness becomes still more marked and conspicuous.
It prompts to indulgence, whatever inpediment, human or

divine, may stand in the way. And, supposing it gratified,
what follows ? Either self-reproach, or remorse of conscience,
or perchance both. The loss of outward respect, occasioned

by violations of public opinion, gives birth to the former;
the consciousness of violating our own convictions of right
and wrong, to the latter. Need I say, such feelings are

misery, pure, unvarnished, misery? And as, to the en-

durance of such feelings, selfishness, by scorning and throw-

ing off all restraint, natively and necessarily tends, is any
thing more required to characterise it as a principle by its

very nature and constitution unsound ?

SECTION V.

Impossibility op satisfying the selfish principle by in-

dulging it.

The truth of this is so obvious, and so generally ad-

mitted, that it almost sets illustration at defiance.

Lives there a single human being, however isolated,
who at one period or another of his career has not been

h 2
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brought into contact with that most disagreeable of all per-

sonages, a spoiled child ? The sport of whim and caprice
—

men! desiring what the nexl he loathes—irritated at

the slightest incident that runs counter to his wishes—tho

tormentor of himself and others. And whence this pheno-
menon? Why, merely from the indulgence of the selfish

principle. Instead of being crushed and controlled—instead

of being subjected to the salutary discipline of restraint—
the little creature is from his earliest years accustomed to

have every wish and caprice gratified, perhaps, even antici-

pated,
—and thus to have feelings roused into premature

and preternatural activity, upon the due regulation of which
his own happiness, and that of his immediate connections,

absolutely depends. The process of spoiling is thus extreme-

ly simple. Selfishness demands gratification; parents and

gxtardians, instead of controlling, indulge, and thereby
strengthen, it; and, although they know that sooner or

later circumstances will impose restraint, they have the

cruelty to leave to the harsh and rigorous teaching of the

world, a lesson which, in a kindlier form, should properly
come from themselves. Well, hath infinite wisdom declared,
he that spareth the rod, hateth the child.

Effects similar to those which have been just mentioned,
flow from tho demands of selfishness being yielded to by
the adult. His leading passion, whatever it may be, is

never satisfied. The more it is indulged, the more it craves

indulgence. This is notoriously the case with the sensual

and covetous propensities. Tho debauchee and the miser
are merely specimens of human beings in whom these have
been indulged to such an extent as to give them an entire

mastery over the understanding. In no one case, however,
is the impossibility of satisfying tho selfish principle by
yielding to it more strikingly apparent than of that of the

ambitious. It matters not whether the schemes cherished,
and the objects aimed at, be those of literature or of con-

quest. A Demosthenes, a Cicero, a Voltaire, or a Scott, are

just as incapable of reposing on their laurels, as an Alexan-

der, a Cassar, or a Napoleon. More reputation must at all

hazard, be acquired ;
for the past has failed to satisfy, or,

rather, past success has contributed only to whet an appetite
which by indulgence has now become absolutely ungoverna-
ble. Need I add a word more in confirmation of that with

which, even the merest tyro in tho observation of human
nature, must be well acquainted ?
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SECTION VI.

Ordinary notions op religion cannot satisfy it.

However diversified in other respects the various forms
of religion which have obtained at different times anion or

mankind may be, they all agree in this, that they are all so

many attempts to satisfy by indulging the selfish principle.
For the reason of this, we have not far to seek. It

springs directly and unequivocally from the constitution of

the human mind, as that existed originally in Adam, and has
been transmitted from him to his posterity. Man was, by
the very circumstances of his creation, a selfish being. He
was placed in a situation of almost boundless physical enjoy-
ment, and to preserve this, was the very highest end at which
he was capable of aiming. To his nature and circumstances

any thing in the shape of a divine communication behoved,
of course, to be accommodated. An unconditional promise
would not have suited it, for this among other reasons that
it could not have been understood.

He was addressed, therefore, in the language of threaten-

ing ;
a species of declaration which, while it is always con-

nected with restraints imposed upon the selfish principle, is

also a pretty intelligible appeal to it. Selfishness, stimulated

by temptation from without, rising up in rebellion against
this supposed infringement of her rights, led as we have seen,
to the first transgression. Man thus became guilty in the

sight of God ;
but his nature underwent no change. If it

was selfish originally, it continued selfish still. Divine

declarations, if addressed to it, behoved still to rest on self-

fishness as their basis ; and if the human mind were to forge
and fancy divine declarations of its own, it was matter of
absolute necessity that they should be constructed upon
selfish principles. The grand proof of the former is, the

prohibitory and menacing character of the enactments issued
from Mount Sinai

; copious and satisfactory evidence of the
latter is afforded by every religious theory of man's devising
from the time of Cain down to the present day.

It is to me a matter of perfect indifference in regard to

what nation, or among what sect or party, the facts in

disproof of my position may be sought for.
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Any who may feel inclined to dispute my position, arc

welcome to the entire range of time and place. Whatever

they may adduce, I pledge myself to prove, that an attempt
•

-

y the selfishness of the human mind, by indulging
it, is the principle of every religion, and of every modifica-

tion of religion, that ever has existed, or that now cm
and 1 pledge myself farther to prove, that in this attempt
every individual and sect is, and of necessity must be, unsuc-

sfiil. From the observations now to be made I specifically

except the religion of Christ Jesus, not as commonly under-

stood and professed, but as it really is, it being my intention

to speak of it separately in the following section.

But although the law of Moses was in reality addressed to

selfishness as the only principle of soul or natural mind, I

should wrong myself and be accessory to the betraying of my
readers into an exceedingly mistaken view of the subject, did

I fail to point out some remarkable difference subsisting
between it, and human systems of religion. Moses' law con-

tains no promises of happiness in a future life to the observers

of it. All the prospects wdiich it held out were merely
temporal, or destined to be realized in this present world.

This, the celebrated author of the Divine Legation of Mo-
ses long since perceived ; although he has failed in as-

signing the true reason of it. It was not because God was
desirous to shew the superiority of a divine religion without

the sanctions of future rewards and punishments, over religions
of mere human origin with all the advantages to be derived

from such sanctions, that the old-testament dispensation was
constituted destitute of them ;

but because there was an
absolute impossibility that a religion like that of the Jews
could be fenced around wdth any other than earthly and

temporal sanctions. The highest way in which the selfish

principle can be operated on in man, with even the shadow
of a prospect of success, is, after having conferred upon him

temporal benefits, to render his continued possession of these

dependent on his conduct. Indeed, in the nature of things,
there can exist, in connection with a temporal or earthly

system, no 'positive 'promises, or promises of good to be be-

stowed in a future and higher state of existence,
—all the

'promises connected with such a system being at the utmost

merely negative, or declarations, that, avoiding transgression,

blessings already possessed shall not be forfeited. In con-

tradistinction to these, positive promises of eternal life are
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given and fulfilled through the dispensation of Jesus Christ,

the fulfilment of them in no respect whatever depending on

the actions of the creature, and the realization of them in our

minds, being to us the first fruits of spiritual or heavenly-

principle.

Such, however, are not the instruments for effecting their

purposes of which religions of mere human origin avail them-

selves. Benefits to be realized, and sufferings to be endured

in time, they spurn from them, as utterly unworthy of their

regard, as paltry and inefficacious. Nothing appears to

them to be able to restrain from evil, or prompt to obedience,

short of future rewards and punishments. Hence they all

aim at bribing mankind with the one, and terrifying them
with the other. There is not a single exception to this that

I am aware of. "The untutored Indian" holds out to himself

and his friends, as the great incitement to virtue, the prospect
of hereafter escaping the vengeance, and enjoying the favour

of "the Great Spirit ;"
—the Mahommedan is taught to fear

the decision of the narrow bridge, while he is allured by the

beauty of his houris, and the enchantment of his voluptuous

paradise ;

—the Roman Catholic is, by his ghostly instructors^

sometimes frightened with the torments of purgatory, some-

times solaced with promises of the exclusive enjoyment of

celestial happiness, while his protestant neighbour, laughing
at his imaginary hopes and fears, and despising his subser-

viency to priestly influence, conceives that it depends upon
every man's own doings, whether he shall be subjected to

the pains of Hell or introduced into the joys of Heaven.

Even our very courts of justice have caught the contagion.
A solemn declaration that we will tell the truth the in-

fringement of which may be punished by the state,
—

nay, an

oath sanctioned by the imprecation of temporal vengeance
in the event of perjury,

—will not suffice when we are

summoned to give evidence. Our selfishness must be still

more deeply appealed to, and this through the medium of our

being obliged to imprecate on ourselves future and awful

punishment, should we be found to falsify. Untaught by
God's dealings towards the Jews, as recorded in the Old

Testament Scriptures that it is arrant folly to attempt to

operate on the selfish principles of human nature by more
than temporal sanctions, our Legislators, and Courts of

Justice, thus actually bend the bow until they make it snap
under their hands. Clearly do all the facts just adverted to,
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prove the correctness of my statement, that to selfishness,

as ilx" grand principle v\' human nature, the religion of Muses

as well as all mere human religions, arc accommodated,
—

while the fact thai Moses' law merely threatened the loss

of temporal blessings already possessed in the event of its

ing transgressed, and that human religions pretend I

connect m »nduct in time, with blessings to be enjoyed,
or sufferings to be endured by him in eternity, exhibits a

curious and most instructive contrast between the way in

which the selfish principle is appealed to on the one hand,

by God, and on the other by man.

Among no class of professing religionists, is the operation
of the selfish principle more deserving of notice than among
those who are commonly denominated the pious or serious.

Their object, like that of other natural characters, is their

own personal salvation; but they aim at obtaining it by
means which to themselves appear to be more likely to en-

sure that desirable result. External services, although requi-

site, they conceive tobe but a subordinate part ofthe obligations
incumbent on them. While, therefore, they are regular and
devout in their attendance at church or chapel, it is by
striving to keep their hearts with all diligence, by avoiding
mental irregularities, that they expect to obtain admission

within the walls of the heavenly Zion. The poor Hindu,
with his flesh-torturing, and Ganges-frequenting, propensi-

ties,
—the Mahoinrned^n with his incessant invocations of

Allah, his fasts, and his abstinence from wine,
—-the Papist

with his beads, his genuflexions, and his worship of his wafer

God,—nay, their own fellow-protestants, who are content

with a sedulous observance of tho external ceremonials of

their religion, are with them objects of pity, if not even of

contempt. Such they conceive to be in the gall of bitterness

and bond of iniquity. Stand by, we are holier than you, is

tho language of their hearts, if not of their lips, in regard to

them. Nothing but heart religion for the serious. And yet,
what are they, after all, but more intensely, more devilishly sel-

fish, than the wretched creatures whom they affect to despise?
Self is their idol. Their own salvation is the object, and the

highest object, at which by all their exertions, all their

instances of mental self-denial, they are capable of aiming.
In conceiving that a religion of pure motives and principles
has a closer connection with salvation than one of mere extern-

al abstinence and ceremonies, there is a marked superiority in
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their sentiments over those of the ordinary classes of natural-

ists
;
so marked, indeed, as to justify us in saying of them, in

the words of our blessed Lord, that, in a certain sense, they
are not so far as the others from the kingdom of heaven

;

—
but in fancying that this purity of heart is capable of being at-

tained to by their own efforts, and that by it they render them-

selves deserving of everlasting happiness, as they thereby think

more highly of their own capabilities, and desire to engross
to themselves a larger measure of future enjoyment, than

the poor, ignorant besotted idolater, they exhibit, conse-

quently the selfish principle in themselves, in more intense,

fearful, and devilish activity, than it appears in him.

Are any of those who are commonly denominated the evan-

gelical and the pious offended by my statements ? Well may
they be so. They are the very men at whose hearts and
consciences I am aiming. Entrenched behind devilish pride,

making use of the Messiah as a pedestal upon which to exalt

themselves, and ascribing to the God of Revelation attributes

which they would be ashamed to ascribe to a respectable fel-

low man, in order that they may feed their self-complacency

by dwelling on the contrast between their own excellencies and
the character of the being whom they have thus debased
and caricatured—I must make a direct assault upon them.—
You sit and feel as gods among your fellow men. Their

inferiority of character and pretensions affords constant

aliment to your pride. The Supreme Being himself is but
the minister to your selfishness, by enabling you, in your
own opinion, to work out your own salvation. To satisfy the

voracious appetite of self, all your religious services are

offered up, your pretended acts of divine worship being in

reality merely the worship of yourselves
—to still the clamor-

ous voice of natural conscience, is all your aim and all your
desire. For this end you deny yourselves

—for this end

your alms are given, and your other beneficent actions are

performed
—for this end your sour, demure, and pharisaical

countenances are assumed, your fastings and prayers are

engaged in,
—and a proud, austere demeanour towards those

that are without, is exhibited. And this, forsooth, you would

pass on us as the religion of Christ Jesus !
—Do you know,

that to perform your religious services with a view to pro-
cure your own salvation, or in any way whatever to forward

your own happiness hereafter, is merely attempting to gratify
the very same principle which leads the more disreputable
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--vs of mankind to the brothel or the gambling house?
You startle at this, perhaps. It is nevertheless true. To
endeavour to promote the interests of self by religious per-
formances is merely a more refined way of indulging human
nature. Your godships will, 1 admit, find many, and these

too ranking among the more pious members of the commu-
nity, to applaud you. You will have the incense of flattery
offered up t'> you by them in rich abundance, while the writer

of this will be stigmatized as vain, self-sufficient, envious,

malignant, and so on. To such, by all means make your
appeal. But no matter. It so happens that the things
which are most highly esteemed amonu-

men, are an abomi-
nation in the sight of God. Aiming at the satisfaction of

your own consciences, and thereby the gratification of self,

as the end of your actions, you are chargeable with self-

worship, or idolatry, in its intensest and most refined form—
and while so doing, you look down from the height of your
purity, witli contempt on the debauchee and the drunkard,

you are, by the very depth and intensity of your self devotion,
ten-fold more the child of Hell than either of them is.

Such, then, is the object of all religious theories of human

origin. They attempt to satisfy the selfishness of man by
the indulgence of it. But in doing so, are they, are any of

them, successful ? Let scripture, experience, the necessity
of the ease, return the answer.

Selfishness never has been, never will be, satisfied by this

mode of treatment. On the contrary, in proportion as, by the

very attempt to gratify its tendencies, there has been impart-
ed to it additional vigour and intensity, in the same propor-
tion is the difficulty of gratifying it, found to increase.

Ordinary religion, then, so far from diminishing, increas-

ing the strength of the selfish principle, being, indeed, the

food by which it is properly nourished, and furnishing it with

the materials for the demands which it is continually and

increasingly putting forth—does it not obviously follow, from
the very necessity of the case, that, to satisfy the selfish prin-

ciple by our religious exercises, and religious abstinences,
must be felt to be a growingly difficult, should I not rather

say, a growingly impossible, task ?
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SECTION VII.

Selfishness can only be satisfied by being exhausted.

This arises from the respective natures of Soul and Spirit
as already pointed out. Soul is an indefinite principle.

Spirit is an infinite one. Now by what means is the former
to be satisfied ? As indefinite, it is boundless in so far as

the creature is concerned; for we have just seen that all

attempts to satisfy it on the part of the creature, so far

from succeeding, terminate in the strengthening of it, and in

the consequent enlargement of its demands. As indefinite,

however, it is not in reality boundless. It is merely at the

utmost, the type, figure, or representative, of that which is

so. As a type or shadow, it is, as has been shewn, capable of

being satisfied by its substance. That is, Soul as indefinite

is capable of being satisfied by Spirit which is infinite. But
the satisfaction of shadow by substance is the swallowing up
of the former in the latter. When light is most intense,
and substance thereby most thoroughly developed, shadow

necessarily disappears. The satisfaction, then, of the sha-

dowy principle Soul, by the substantial principle Spirit, is at

the same time the annihilation or exhaustion of the former

by the latter.

To explain what has been stated. The selfishness of man
requires, in order to its satisfaction, something that shall be
at least as boundless as itself. This in time, and in the

creature, it cannot discover. Time, and the things of time,
are limited. Of earthly good things it can receive only a

limited portion, and this only for a limited time. By such

things of course it cannot be satisfied. Even religion, as

commonly presented to, and understood by it, cannot meet
its demands. The mind of man when brought into contact

with the scriptures is continually making the discovery, that

divine law has depths and heights, and breadths and lengths,
more extensive than any which it has ever yet conceived
of. Thus, then, the limited obedience of the creature cannot

satisfy the unlimited tendencies, or indefiniteness, of the na-
tural mind. But what is unlimited, satisfies it.—The creature,

although instinctively tending towards what is unlimited, in

so far as it acts intelligently endeavours to satisfy itself with
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what is limited. Hence its unsuccessful attempts to obey Law

personally; as thai by which it is to be relieved from fear and
anxieties respecting futurity. All at once and unexpectedly,
however, there is presented to a mind, here and there, the

disc »very of the fact, that law has received an unlimited

obedience, ami that in this unlimited obedience, the individu-

al to whom the discovery is made is interested. The view

itself is supernatural, and appropriately enough has for its

subject that which is supernatural likewise. It is tho mak-

ing known the fact that divine law has been obeyed to the

very uttermost, and this by the Creator himself manifest

in tiesh. The law of the Creator has thus received satisfac-

tion from the Creator hinself personally. The same superna-
tural authority goes on to shew, to the individual, that the

advantage which might have redounded to the Creator him-

self personally from his obedience, in its enabling him to

retain his earthly life for ever had he so pleased, he chose to

part with, by its voluntary sacrifice. And that by this sacri-

fice of his earthly life, he earned for himself a heavenly life

which, as the family of man are one with him, he necessarily
earned for them likewise. The information is then, all at

once given to the individual, that independently of all efforts

of his own, eternal life is his. In other words the discovery
is made to the mind, that the Creator made himself tempo-
rarily one with the family of man by taking hold of their

flesh, that he might make them throughout eternity one with

himself, by giving them to participate in the results of his own

righteousness or perfect obedience. 2 Cor. v. 21. The indi-

vidual is thus astonished as well as delighted, to find,
that in divine obedience he has discovered that which sati

and alone could have satisfied, divine law
;

and that in the

same divine obedience he has discovered that, which stands

connected with, and alone could have stood connected with,
divine life*. And farther, that from the necessary and ever-

lasting union subsisting between the being by whom this

obedience was rendered and this life is possessed, with him-

self, he has secured to him advantages which he could never
have attained to by any efforts of his own. Tho indefinite

cravings of soul are thus satisfied, not by the performance
of a limited obedience by the creature, but by the manifesta-

* Which eternal life is.
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tion to it as its own of the unlimited obedience of the Crea-
tor.

This, however, is not all. Selfishness in man is by this

discovery not only satisfied, but exhausted. The righteous-
ness of the Messiah being divine, of course satisfied divine law.

But it did more. Being carried out to the extent of sacrifi-

cing the nature which he had rendered righteous in himself, it

actually exhausted divine law, and all its demands. What
more had law to demand from him, who, after having obeyed
its requirements to the utmost extent that he could do so

while voluntarily subject to it, complied with its demands
still farther by voluntarily depriving himself of all the advan-

tages which he would personally have been entitled to by
continuing to obey it ? By this sacrifice of his it was shewn,
that not a nature subject to law, but a nature superior to

law, that is, the nature of the Creator, had yielded the obedi-
ence required ; for, after having obeyed in flesh, it could
afford to part with the flesh which had obeyed, which no

being possessed of flesh merely, that is, no mere creature,
could by any possibility have done. The resurrection of the
Messiah from the dead was, therefore, neither more nor less

than the Creator asserting his own rights and resuming his

own dignity, that of being superior to law. Now the man to

whom this divine righteousness is revealed as his own, is, as

to his mind, risen with Christ. As one with God, and as

interested, consequently, in all that God has done and is, he
is raised above law and all its demands. Love, springing
from the knowledge of God's love to him, is now the prevail-

ing principle in his bosom : love, as the principle of law, is, of

course, not subject to law. And, as the principle of genero-

sity, which is the opposite of selfishness, instead of leading
us to endeavour to hoard up our acts of obedience as a

treasure upon which to draw for comfort, which the selfish

principle necessarily does, it gives away all its acts of obedi-

ence. Having divine righteousness as its own, it can afford

to part with mere human righteousness. Nay more, having
love, which as divine is by the very necessity of its nature

generous, for the principle of its obedience, it is positively
constrained to live, not to itself, as it formerly and naturally,
and necessarily did, but unto him that died for it, and that

rose again. Thus is the righteousness of the law fulfilled,

not in those who walk after the flesh, or are possessed merely
of Adamic principle, but in us who, as possessed of the
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principle of love, or the divine nature, are walking not after

tlic flesh, but a ftor the Spirit.
A word or two more with a view to obviate misapprehen-

sion. When I say that selfishness is satisfied, as well as

exhausted, in myself, and my fellow believers, by the mani-
festation to us of God's righteousness, and God's life, as ours,
let me be understood as speaking with a reference to our

consciences alone. Our minds, in so far as they are

dependent on flesh, are selfish still
;

and selfish they
must continue to be, until their final destruction shall have
been accomplished. The reason of which is, that nothing
can effect any alteration in any part of Adam's nature, short

of its destruction. Hence when the believer looks to what he
is in himself, and especially to the incessant workings of

those evil and earthly principles in him which exist and

operate in every other human being, he can behold in his

Adamic nature, nothing wherein to glory before God. But
as to his conscience, he is made new. The righteousness of

God entering into it as his righteousness, has changed, by
satisfying, and by thereby effecting the destruction of, the

conscience which he naturally had. What, therefore, has

happened in regard to his natural conscience is merely an

example of the position just laid down, that no change can
be effected in any part of Adam's nature, short of the de-

struction of it. While unsatisfied, the believer's conscience

was selfish or Adamic. Whatever good deeds were from
time to time presented to it, its constant cry still was, give,

give. It was impossible for us, do what we would, to still

its clamours. But God's righteousness has been unexpectedly
and undeservedly exhibited to it as its own. The necessary
result of this has been, not only to leave it nothing more to

desire, but actually to destroy its selfish nature altogether.

Having no longer any occasion for its good deeds, it now gives
them away. It is now generous. No thanks to it unques-
tionably for being so ; for it is because God's righteousness
is seen by it to be its own, that all desire, along with all

occasion, for satisfying itself, by means of its own paltry
human righteousness, is found to be done away with, and
obliterated. But although deserving of no thanks or commen-
dation for being what we now find it to be, it is a matter of

fact, that the conscience of the believer is now necessarily

generous. It is sanctified, (that is, separated or distinguished
from what it formerly was, and what the consciences of
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ordinary men continue to be,) by the truth. In the conscience

then, in the conscience alone, is the believer a new creature.

In it a change has taken place, by the satisfaction, and

thereby the destruction, of what it naturally was. There,
old things have 'passed away; there, (/// tilings have become

new. For, he who formerly, like the more serious portion
of his fellow men, was endeavouring to satisfy the selfish

cravings of conscience by all the creature obedience which he
could render to it, or by all the marks and evidences of a

change in himself which he fancied he could discover, has
now all these selfish tendencies in him completely, gloriously,

everlastingly, satisfied and extinguished, by the discovery to

himself ofa righteousness as his own, which, being that of God
himself, supersedes the possibility equally of addition or

diminution, from any quarter, or of any description.

Where, now, is ordinary, evangelical religion ? Its

votaries, notwithstanding all their pretensions, never seeing
the divine righteousness as certainly, because gratuitously,

theirs, never have their consciences satisfied. They never,

consequently, become new creatures. The old principle of

selfishness reigns sole and predominant in their bosoms. In-

formed, and so far truly, that the law of God requires per-
fect obedience of heart, as well as life, they set about, with
all their might and main, yielding that obedience to it per-

sonally. Thus acting, thus attempting to establish their own
righteousness, they never to be sure succeed in satisfying
their consciences, but they certainly do succeed in rendering
these consciences more devilishly selfish than they even

naturally were. Offering to them that obedience, which,
if enlightened by divine testimony, they would offer to God
himself, and thereby giving to their creature minds the

honours and services due to Deity, no wonder if we find

them, like then genuine predecessors
—the Pharisees of old,

tenfold more the children of Hell than ordinary human beings
are. I speak strongly, I speak feelingly, but, God being my
witness, as may be seen by consulting the inspired record,
I speak truly. To be a new creature, in the scriptural sense

of the term, is to have the natural, selfish, conscience destroy-
ed. This it can only be, by having its requirements satisfied

and thereby swallowed up, in divine righteousness. This it

is in every child of God. His conscience is divine. We
know that we are of God, by having had his righteousness,
and his life, introduced into our minds as our own, through
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the medium of his testimony. This being the case, and

knowing thai none are members of the heavenly family, but
those \vln> like ua have had the Spirit Bpeaking in the word

witnessing to their spirits enlightened by that word, as to

the fact oi' their divine sonship, by having had shewn to

them their oneness with, and interest in, Christ Jesus—shall

we, with snch a spiritual understanding of the subject, allow

men, in whom it is evident that the selfish principle remains

unextinguished, fancy that they nevertheless may be

having an interest in heavenly blessings? Forbid it, heaven-

ly Father ! Scripture hath declared, and our consciences

enlightened by scripture bear testimony to the truth of the

declaration that being justified by faith in the divine righteous-
ness as ours, we have, not, may have, peace with God, through
our Lord Jesus Christ; and bears us out, consequently, in

maintaining that, wherever this perfect, certain, unchanging,
peace is wanting, it must be because there selfishness, the

principle of soul, is still holding complete and undisputed
supremacy.
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CHAPTER III.

The use or purpose of Soul.

introductory 'section.

Every one enlightened by the divine testimony must
be aware, that in perfect wisdom all God's works have been
constructed. This, in so far as respects inanimate nature, and
the inferior animals, has often been strikingly and beautifully
illustrated. The principle holds of course just as decidedly
with respect to man. In perfect wisdom must he, both as

to body and mind, have been constituted.

The part of wisdom is to propose to itself the best ends,
and to aim at the accomplishment of these by the means
which are best fitted to promote them. Now what is the

end, or, what are the ends, which God hath proposed to

Himself in the creation of Soul ? Be it observed, I am not

enquiring, what ends we, in the exercise of our own imagina-

tions, may be pleased to impute to him
; but, what are the

objects which he himself gives us to understand he has had in

view? And farther, it is not the inferior and subordinate

ends, with which I concern myself; my business being to as-

certain if possible from scripture what God has ultimately
aimed at. To this subject, and to this alone, do I now ad-

dress myself.
Two grand ends or objects the word of God shews us to

have been in the view of the Creator, when Soul, or creature

mind, was by Him summoned into existence. The first was,
to obtain the opportunity thereby of manifesting to intelli-

gent beings themselves the nature, the necessarily inferior

and worthless nature, of such mind. And the second, to

render, the natural mind, thus originally bestowed, subservi-

ent to the future manifestation and enjoyment of supernatu-
ral intelligence. As we proceed, the former of these

ends will appear to be inseparably connected with the

latter.
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DIVISION FIRST.

One object of the creation of soul to render manifest
what soul is.

SECTION I.

Popular notions respecting the object of soul's creation.

These may be stated very briefly.

In chapter first, we have shewn, that, according to the

popular system, soul was not originally fleshly, but has been
so rendered by transgression. Conformably to this, it is held

by the adherents of that system, that God, having created

Adam righteous and holy, placed him in the garden of Eden,
entered into a covenant of life with him, and, by means of

the law respecting the tree of knowledge of good and evil,

gave him an opportunity of exhibiting the perfect rectitude of

his character.

To afford Adam an opportunity of shewing how excellent

a being he was, especially as to his mind and moral qualifica-

tions, is thus, by our ordinary divines, supposed to have been
the purpose of God in his creation.

Upon this fundamental principle every other part of their

various, and otherwise discordant, systems, is constructed.

To man, the breach of this supposed Covenant on Adam's

part is supposed to afford matter of wailing, lamentation and
woe. Besides, God having, by means of the first transgres-

sion, been disappointed in his original purpose, is supposed
to have been thereby laid under the necessity of providing
a remedy for the untoward event. Everything is conceived

to have been thereby put out of joint. And the whole
scheme of salvation by Christ Jesus is, consistently enough
by such persons, regarded as being merely a plan devised by-

infinite wisdom to do away with the effects and consequences
of this awkward contretemps, by restoring, recovering, or

bringing back, man, to that state of holiness and happiness
from which by transgression he has fallen.

Am I caricuturiug, nay, am I in the slightest degree

:epresenting, the popular system ? I have, no doubt,
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for the sake of sparing the time and patience of my readers,

very considerably abridged it. But should any one feel

disposed to call in question the faithfulness of my abstract,
let him, before condemning me, take up a copy, either of

Milton's Paradise Lost, or of Boston's Fourfold State, works

easily procured, and, after having perused the speeches put
into the mouths of the Father and the Son in the third book
of the former, and the First State, or that which treats of

man's innocence and primitive integrity, of the latter, let

him then, but not till then, put his hand upon his heart, and

say. that I have been guilty of exaggeration.

SECTION IT.

Reasons op these.

One of the first steps towards the understanding of what
is right, is very frequently a clear conception of the causes

which have led our predecessors in any particular path of

enquiry astray. The grounds of error may in the present
case with great ease be pointed out.

The grand reason of the view of Adam's original or

creation state commonly entertained by theologians, is their

being destitute of that knowledge in the light of which
alone it can be understood. Whatsoever doth make mani-

fest is light Now spirituality, or the principles of the

divine nature, as laid down and developed in the scriptures,

constitute, by their superiority, the only light, which is capa-
ble of manifesting what human nature is, and what are the

purposes for which it exists. But upon the principles of

human nature themselves, disregarding those with which

scripture furnishes us, our theologians, like other metaphysi-
cians, choose to proceed in their attempts to investigate this

all-important, but difficult, subject. That is, in the most
difficult of all enquiries, they prefer the light of a mere ignis

fatuus, to that of the meridian sun. Shall we wonder to

find them, under such circumstances, continually going
astray ?—ever learning, without ever being able to come to

the knowledge of the truth ?

i 2



Ait attempt to look at human nature, not in the light of the
divine nature bul as it is in itself, is thus the grand master-

error, and the grand sourc< of the mistakes of which we are
now treating. Of these we may specify the following:

—
1. Ordinary theologians are obliged by the necessity of

the case to take human nature itself" as the standard of purity
and excellence. The best specimens of human lyings with
which they are acquainted, either by history or personal ob-

servation, constitute the test to which all other light
and by which their claims and conduct arc tried. Even Adam
and the Lord Jesus, although as spoken of in scripture, in

reality constituting tin- standards by which the nature of the
man of the earth, earthy, and of the second man the

Lord from Heaven, respectively, are to be measured, are by
Ordinary minds brought to, and measured by the standards
with which they themselves naturally are acquainted. Hence,
as uncontrasted with a superior, human nature can never
stand out to the view of such individuals as what it is. It

can never be seen by them as essentially earthly, shadowy,
and selfish. On the contrary, the better specimens of it con-

stituting the only standard of excellence in their minds, the
contrast to them is, not between human nature and a superi-
or nature, but between human nature viewed under its appa-
rently best aspects, and the inferior specimens of it. Looking
at it in this light, their most strenuous efforts are directed

merely towards the elevation of the outwardly gross, vile,

and immoral, to the level which their better educated, better

principled, and better circumstanced, neighbours, appear to

occupy. If this could but be accomplished, all, in their opin-
ion would be well. And that there is a probability of this

being accomplished, certain depths of moral principle and
moral feeling, perhaps even of spirituality, (for they do not
hesitate thus to misapply the term) existing in man's nature,
seem to them to furnish rational grounds for anticipating.
Is not this fact of human nature being made, by ordinary
religious teachers, the standard or touchstone of itself, the

secret, although the true, cause of the excellence and spiritual

perfection of character so commonly, but gratuitously, ascrib-

ed to Adam in his creation state; and of the notion broached,
under so many forms, of Jesus having made his appearance
upon earth merely to recover or restore what Adam had lost ?

2. As intimately connected with, indeed as a species of

corollory from, the error of which I have been speaking, and
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as another reason of the view commonly taken respecting
the object of God in the creation of Adam, may be mentioned
the prevailing notion of sin, not being essential to, but

merely an accident of, human nature. "Adam," our ordinary
theologians suppose,

"
might have avoided transgression. It

was not necessary for him to violate the divine law. So pure,
indeed, was his nature in its original creation state, that he
behoved to do violence to it in eating of the fruit of the for-

bidden tree/' In one word, sin, according to these gentle-
men, took place, not necessarily, but by a kind of unlucky
accident. This follows from their making human nature the
standard of itself. For if any man, or men, can, as possessed
of the principles of human nature alone, possess and exhibit

genuine excellence of character, then must it, as a matter of

necessity, be conceded that sin, or the coming short of this

excellence, to whatever extent it may prevail, and however
much it may be regretted, is nevertheless merely accidental.

Were this notion true, then, certainly, was Adam created,

placed in the garden of Eden, and endowed with the faculties

and principles which he originally had, with a view to afford

him an opportunity of exhibiting his native excellence and

dignity. And then farther, certainly, must it be the object
of God, although temporarily frustrated in his designs,
merely to get rid of the effects of this accident, and, by a
series of physical and moral means adapted to the purpose,
to bring back Adam's posterity to that moral purity and
excellence which according to such systems, constitute the
essential properties of human nature.

A tremendous hue and cry, it is not unlikely, will at

this point be raised against me. I shall in all probability be

charged with ignorance of what I am writing about, if not

represented as being actuated by a most malicious spirit,

seeing that I confound the notions of Socinians, and men
of Socinian sentiments, with those of men of a decidedly
evangelical stamp and character. "It is true," say my in-

dignant antagonists, "that Unitarians, and men of that de-

scription, suppose the existence of something good in human
nature, and anticipate from the hitherto unexplored depths
of its imaginary virtues, the future regeneration of the world.
But we have never entertained so insane, so unscriptural an
idea. To us human nature appears to be thoroughly vile.

We loathe it, and loathe ourselves as possessed of it. And
we maintain the necessity of our being born again, in order
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ur seeing the kingdom of God. Why, then, with such
a t ital disregard of truth unless we can suppose you to have

done il ignorantly, represent us as holding sentiments which
from our inmosl souls we disclaim and detest."

Fairly and softly, my good friends, 1 beseech you. I

neither intentionally misrepresent you, nor am 1 ignorant of

your sentiments. The evidence which I have adduced, and
am still farther to adduce, of what your views actually arc,

demonstrate the accuracy of my statements; and too good
have I to know what yon think, to allow me to avail

my plea of ignorance. No, my friends. I admit,
that your language and sentiments differ in many respects
from those of your Socinian antagonists. I admit, that you
arc - advocates in your own way for what you de-

bhe depravity of human nature P>ut at bottom

your principles, and the conclusions which you draw from

them, are identically the same with those of the very men

against whom your bitterest taunt-, and your most awful

denunci -. are directed. You may not speak, to be sure,
of the present virtues of human nature, although tho doing
so cannot with truth be disclaimed by all of you, but you
take human nature as you co 'it to have existed origin-

ally in the creature Adam as the standard of excellence and

perfection, and hack to this standard you expect that ulti-

mately it will be restored. You may speak in the strongest
terms 3^ou please of tho depravity of human nature, but you
mean thereby merely its fin-sat depravity ; you have no con-

ception that human nature was, at its very origin, earthly
\ sinful; on the contrary, it appears to you that

depravity is superinduced on, not essential to, human nature.

Why, even Socinians will concede to you, the present exist-

ence of much depravity among mankind, while like yourselves

they will represent this as something extrinsic and accidental

circumstance not arable from human nature. As to

your insisting on the ni by of being born again, pray,
what is your new birth worth? Is it not merely, you your-
selves being judges, a restoration to the knowledge, righteous-
ness, and true holiness, which, gratuitously, nay, in flat

contradiction to the passage which you profess to quote,*

•
Eph. iv. 24 &c. where it was not the old man Adam, hut the new

man Christ, who constitutes the model of knowledge, righteousness and
holiness of the truth, after which believer" are new created.
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you persevere in ascribing to Adam in his creation state?

Do you not perceive, that if believers of the gospel were

merely restored to Adam's original state of purity, it would
not be a new birth at all, but merely the perfecting or comple-
tion of the old birth, so far from being a rendering of all

things new,* it would merely be a bringing of them back to

their old, former creation state ? Besides, in maintaining
this restoration to Adam's creation state as that in which the

new birth consists, you are playing the game most beautifully
into the hands of your antagonists ; for, while they speak,

openly and unequivocably, of regenerating the world by calling
into existence dormant human virtues, it appears that your
regeneration, your new birth, is after all,

—when stripped of

its verbiage, merely the same thing. A goodly subject for

quarrelling, this difference between you, after all ! Your

regeneration is, a bringing back to virtues which Adam origi-

nally had,
—their regeneration is drawn out of virtues still

existing in human nature. Both of you, however, and this is

the main point, find your regeneration (absurd term, thus ap-

plied,) in human nature itself. My good friends, make up your
quarrel with your Socinian antagonists. You are embarked in

the same cause, and why, therefore, not act as becomes allies ?

All the difference between you is—and why not turn this to

account as a means of forwarding your common cause ?—
th:it while, Socinians, openly make human nature the stand-

ard of itself, and openly represent sin as something merely
accidental, you Evangelicals, under the influence of more

powerfully awakened natural consciences, make the pure hu-

man nature of Adam the standard, and make that which was
accidental to him, essential to his posterity.

The fact is, that all existing classes of religionists, with

the exception of two or three very small bodies, are totally

ignorant of certain great principles which run through the

oracles of truth ;" and, while they continue to be so, can never

form a correct idea of Adam's creation state, or of the pur-

pose for which soul or earthly mind was originally conferred

on him. These principles are :
—

1. That the putting of an intelligent being under law im-

plies the unrighteousness of his nature. Scarcely one man in

a thousand has observed, that this principle is formally an-

nounced by Paul in his first Epistle to Timothy, first chapter ;

* 2 Corinth, v. 17.
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law, ^ays he, ('5 not made for a righteous man, butfor the law-
I 88 and disobedu nt,for the ungodly, and for sinners ; verse 9;
and those who have observed the Apostle's words, not having
understood them, have failed in making the requisite applica-
tion. The issuing of a law or prohibiten to Adam as well

as the issuing of a series of laws or prohibitions to the

Jews, so far from proving their nature to be good, nay, so far

from proving the possibility of its either being or doing good,
proves the very reverse. It was because the nature of Adam
and the Jews was evil, or unrighteous, that it was put under
law. And as it was subjected to law because it was bad, it

seems to be a pretty obvious corollary, that it could not have
been subjected to law for the purpose of giving it an opportu-
nity of shewing that it was good. On this subject I need say
no more.

2. Another principle, closely, indeed inseparably, con-
nected with that just laid down, is that no intelligent being
under law, can, while properly speaking, do that which is

good. Of this principle our evangelical folks are as ignorant
as, perhaps, more ignorant than, even of the former. I ques

•

tion much, judging from their writings and sermons, if

even the slightest notion of it has entered the mind of
almost any one of them. And yet, without comprehending
it, the nature, necessity, and efficacy, of the atonement never
can be understood. My dear friends, for as having once,

belonged to your number I have a sort of kindly feeling
towards you, let me enquire, if you have ever brought the

language and principles
1 of the New Testament as a whole, to

bear on our blessed Lord's remarkable conversation with the

young man, recorded Matt. xix. 10.—22. *
along with the

following comment to the disciples, 23—26 ? Or, have you
ever reflected on the language of the Redeemer in Luke xvii.

7— 10, particularly on what he says in the last quoted verse?
So likewise ye, when ye shall have done all these things which
are commanded you, say, %ve are unprofitable servants; ive have
don>' tint! which it was our duty to do. If you do not feel

quite at home in regard to these passages, pray have any of

you studied the philosophy of Epictetus? For my present
purpose, an acquaintance with what he has written will an-
swer tolerably well. Let me suppose, then, that you have

*

Compare verse 21 with Psalm cxii. 9, and both with 2 Corinth, viii. 9.
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studied his Enchiridion. You are aware, that, according to

the sentiments of that eminently enlightened individual and
the other philosophers of his school, the obedience rendered by
an individual who is under law, being due to that law, can
never consequently, by any possibility, entitle him to a re-

ward. The utmost extent of the virtue of such a being is

abstinence from evil, that is, is merely negative; virtus est

fugere vitium ; and the utmost extent of his reward, if the

phrase can be so applied, is exemption from punishment, that

is, corresponds to his virtue by being merely negative like-

wise. In other words, a man who does not break law, does
not incur the penalty of breaking law. He is let alone. But
as to any positive reward, that, under such circumstances, is

entirely out of the question. His entire obedience being due,
when he has rendered it, all that he is entitled to claim is, that
he shall not be punished. So far Epictetus. As to what fol-

lows, the word of God must be our sole and exclusive guide.
God, as our blessed Lord informs us, alone is good. Matt. xix.

17. The divine nature, consequently, is the only good nature.

But a leading characteristic of the divine nature is, that it is

not subject to law. Its very essence being Love, 1 John iv. 8,
and 16, or the principle of law, Romans xiii. 8—10, and as

being thereby shown to be essentially righteous. Eom. viii. 3,

4, it requires not to be subjected to law. For any one to be

good, or to be capable of doing good, then, he must possess
the divine nature ; and as possessed of the divine nature, he
must be raised above law. In order to be good, instead of

continuing under law, the person must be set free from law, by
means of love, the divine nature, and principle of law, having
been implanted in his mind. Compare Rom. viii. 4, and
Heb. viii. 10, 11, with Rom. vii. 13 and 14. Adam's obedi-

ence, by abstaining from eating the forbidden fruit, having
been due, Gen. ii. 16, 17, he could never by persevering in

that obedience progress to or exhibit real goodness.* Christ's

obedience in pure flesh, although springing from divine prin-

ciple, Rom. viii. 3, having, from his voluntary assumption of

flesh, become due to divine law, he could never, properly
speaking, while in flesh, do what was goodf ;

and could never,

consequently, claim more while on earth than exemption from
punishment. No man iaketh my life from me. John x. 18.

* Shadowy, he might.
t Ps. xv ii. 2.
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It was only by the sacrifice of the pure Hesh and blood which

he h imed, of the nature in which righteousness or per-

obedience to divine law had been wrought out, that he

could gel rid of the obligations of law, as well as of sin and

death. Tims having swallowed up law in himself, and having
beeu thereby personally raised above law, he imparts,

through faith, the privilege of being raised above law,

and thai through tin- principle of law which is love, to us

his people. N i

'

himself, and now as raised above law

able of doing good he imparts the divine nature, or princi-

ple of goodness, to us likewise. See Horn. viii. 1
— ±. Ephes.

ii. 1

—
8, &c. And thus is it shewn, with evidence the most

;ent and irresistible, that, whatever might have been God's

object in subjectim.'; Adam to law, it certainly could not have

been for the purpose of enabling him to shew his goodness.

section iii.

Whi was Soul ok ceeature mind subjected to law?

In the first chapter of this part we have gone at some
rh into the nature of soul. Although the creature of

God, and in this sense originating from him, we have seen,

nevertheless, that tracing it from its first appearance in Adam
as well as in his posterity, it comes into being subsequent to

flesh, and is throughout the whole course of its existence

dependent upon flesh. It is truly and emphatically fleshly
1
'. Kom. vii. 14, 25

;
viii. 0'

—9. A consideration of

some of its leading phenomena has contributed to shew us,
how strictly cou^tmit its nature, as declared in scripture, is

with matter of fact.

Why was intelligent mind thus called into existence, and ex-

hibited in a fleshly state ? The answer which scripture gives,
the only answer indeed which can be given, is, that the circum-

stances of the case, and the ulterior purposes of God, rendered
this procedure necessary. Of the former, that is, of the cir-

cumstances of the case, we now speak ;
and by these it was
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rendered necessary ;
for mind behoved to be connected with

flesh, in order to our Heavenly Father having the opportunity
of shewing what mind so situated was.

This we gather from his having condescended to acquaint
us with the purpose for which he gave law to man. Our

superficial popular divines say, God issued law, that man
might obey it. They are right, if they mean the man Christ

Jesus, the Lord from Heaven, and those in whom the Spirit
of this heavenly man dwells. Rom. viii. 3, 4. But they are

wrong, if they mean ordinary human beings, possessed mere-

ly of the ordinaiy principles of human nature. They are

wrong, because, if so, God's purpose has been frustrated
; the

Supreme Being having aimed at an end which in that case

he has been unable to accomplish. Are they prepared to

maintain this undisguised blasphemy? They are wrong,
likewise, because inspired authority has expressly declared,
that divine law, instead of having been given to mere man,
that mere man might fulfil it, was on the contrary, given to

him, that his inability to obey it might thereby be made
strikingly manifest. The law entered, that the offence might
abound. Bom. v. 20. Yet, strange to tell ! it is for the pur-

pose of being obeyed by man, a purpose condemned alike by
fact and scripture, that God is commonly supposed to have
issued law to man. "He gave it," say our popular divines,
"that mere man might obey it." But man uniformly and

necessarily disobeys it. Divine law never has been obeyed,
never can be obeyed, by mere human nature. Rom. vii. 13,

14; viii. 7. See the monstrous consequences into which,

my good friends, you plunge yourselves. If God issued law
to man, hoping that man might obey it, and has been dis-

appointed by the result, what becomes of the divine wisdom ?

If, however, he gave it, knowing that it would be disobeyed
by man, how could he, as having conferred on man the na-

ture and faculties which he possessed, and as having placed
him in the circumstances in which he was, have intended
obedience to it on the part of man ?

It will not avail to get rid of the difficulty, to attempt
a distinction between the purpose for which the law of Moses
was given, and that for which the original prohibition was
issued to man. " The abounding of sin was the object of

the former, not of the latter," it may be alleged. Let me
grant, that there are circumstantial differences between the

two laws. Especially, that the law of Moses aimed at bring-
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ing out '

Hug of sin, an object wliirli the single pro-
hibition issued i" Adam could not have contemplated. Yet,
what is all this to the purpose? If the numerous prohibi-
tions of M*  issued for the purpose of displaying
the ling of sin. might not the original prohibition to

Adam have been issued with a view to the display of sin's

If God gave laws to the Jews, not that they
might obey, but that in the sense just stated they might
disobey them

;
what is to prevent his giving one law to

Adam, not that Adam might obey, but that in a similar sense
he might disobey it? The principle being conceded by
opponents in so far as respects the nation of the Jews, to

contend against its application to the case of Adam is to fight
for a shadow.

Reasonings and circumlocution apart, one grand object
for which the original prohibition was given to Adam, was
not that he might obey it, but that the total inability of

fleshly mind even in its purest state, to obey divine law

might be made manifest.

.Man knows nothing, and can know nothing, of the
substances or essences of things; his knowledge of their

nature can only be acquired through the medium of observ-

ing their qualities or external phenomena. Such is the
view not taken by Locke merely ;

it is the dictate of common
sense. Our acting on this principle is the foundation of all

our present scientific superiority. If man, therefore, was to

know any thing concerning his own nature, it must have
been by means of an external display of the qualities of that

nature. But how could these qualities have been displayed,

except by means of an opportunity having been afforded to

them to shew themselves? To bring out or shew, then,
what human nature is, especially to shew its utter inability
even when pure to yield obedience to divine law, and thereby
to make manifest that even in its best estate it is altogether
vanity, was one grand object for which divine law was ori-

ginally given.
To exhibit what any nature is, one investigation rightly

conducted, one phenomenon rightly observed, is as good as

a thousand. Now the law given to Adam, and the effects of
that law, are perfectly sufficient, in whatever point of light
we regard them, for determining what human nature is.

This law was enforced on a nature which up to the period of

the first transgression was pure and uncorrupt ; therefore, if,
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under such circumstances, unable to comply with it, a fori
how much less when fallen and degraded. It was a prohibi-
tion enforcing the most trifling of all abstinences ; therefore,
if from the eating of the fruit of a single tree man could not

refrain, how much less from the violation of laws imposing
more severe restrictions. It was only one restraint, while all

besides was indulgence; therefore, if, with every natural

advantage on his side, man could not refrain from violating a

single law, how much stronger the disposition and tendency
to violate, when laws are multiplied almost ad infinitum-, and
when every circumstance internal and external is against
him. To shew that soul, or creature mind, even when pure,
was, as, to any disposition and capacity to obey divine law

perfectly powerless, was evidently the object of God in issu-

ing to man the original prohibition ;
and the experiment,

{experiment, in the sense of teaching man, not God,) in what-
ever light we view it, appears to have been, for the purpose
for which it was instituted, completely successful.

He, by whom this conclusive experiment was made, hath
for our sakes seen meet to repeat it. One act of transgres-
sion, committed under the circumstances in which man was

originally placed, was sufficient to indicate the existence of evil,

but one act could not to minds constituted like ours, have in-

dicated the extent to which evil 'prevailed. To shew that the

commision of sin by Adam while in Paradise was not accident-

al, but the result of a principle of evil deeply rooted in hu-
man nature, the law of Moses was given. And the end for

which it was given, it has fully answered. Rom. v. 20. One
mode more of evincing the extent and prevalence of sin, and
one more only, remained. The law of Moses had, with one

exception, prohibited external evil merely. By Christ a law
was issued which forbade the sinful thought, desire, or inten-

tion. See Matt v. 20 to end. This brought the exhibition

of the sinfulness of human nature to its climax. If the re-

sult of the prohibition given to Adam proved, that human
nature, even when pure, could not comply with the divine

law—if the result of the prohibitions given to the Jews

proved, that from external transgressions, even the circum-

stance of their being the favourite people of God could not

induce them to refrain— the prohibitions against heart

offences given to the spiritual Israel now, and the fact that

they have been totally unable to comply with these, prove,
that in us, that is, in our flesh, there dwelleth no good thing.
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i. vii. That is, it carries out the proof of the sinfulness

and worth! f human nature to its greatest height.
All the three laws, just spoken of, have Lad one and the

jectj viz. not to prove the ability of human beings
to obey law, but to bring out, aud make manifest, then'

I inability, to yield obedience to it. And, as the result

shew-:, all have, in so far as respects the end aimed at, been

illy successful. According to the system i elation,

the divine pur have not been fustrated. Sin, by law,

cially by the truth commandment, as opened up and en-

forced by our blessed Lord, has become, that is, has been
manifested to be, exceeding sinful. Horn. vii. !-'>.

The moment this fact is understood, that divine law was

;i, not that man might obey it, but that man's ina-

bility to obey it might be rendered manifest, a host of

such passages of scripture as the following become plain and

intelligible. Without law, there can hu >m transgression. By
tin law is ti" lenowledge of sin. /,<>" worketh wrath. And,
above all, that remarkable one, the fleshly mind or mind of

the flesh, is enmity against God; it is not subject to his /""',

neither, indeed, run

section iv.

Original Sin.

Men whose acquaintance with the word of God is not

very considerable, may be startled when I say, that of all the

topics which have agitated the professing christian world,

that, which is commonly denominated the doctrine of ori-

ginal sin is, with the aid of a few scriptural principles, sus-

ceptible of by far the easiest solution.

The doctrine, as heard from the lips of our Evangelical
divines, is, that the first transgression of Adam, being re-

garded and treated by God, as not only his own personal
offence, but the offence likewise of his posterity, the punish-
ment due to it attaches not to himself only but also to them.
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That is, they suffer and die, not on account of their owu per-
sonal offences, but on account of this original offence of their

progenitor. And in proof of the correctness of this view

they vouch Eom. v. 12 &c. and 1 Cor. xv. 21, 22, &c.

Against this sentiment of theirs, the batteries of Pelagian and

Socinian theology have in every age been directed ;
the sys-

tem into which it enters as a constituent part being charac-

terized as cruel, absurd, unjust, and unworthy of the divine

attributes
;

—and instead of the view taken by the orthodox,
each man has been represented as dying on account of his

own personal offences.

Liberal divinity, in this, as well as in many other respects,
stands diametrically opposed to the word of God. But it

must be admitted that men, whose views on the whole have

been tolerably correct and scriptural, have not always ex-

pressed themselves in regard to this matter in a way calcu-

lated to disarm opposition, and to present the nature and

consequences of man's original transgression in their true

and unsophisticated colours. Assertions respecting this sub-

ject have been hazarded which even common sense, not to

say scripture, is able to convict of self-inconsistency and ab-

surdity.
No man can understand this subject thoroughly who is

ignorant of sin being essential to, may I not rather say the

very essence of, human nature. Let the nature of Adam be

seen to have been originally and essentially fleshly, and the

first prohibition to have been issued for the purpose of

rendering this fact externally manifest, and all is plain. The
reason of the original sin of Adam having been regarded
and treated as "the sin of all his descendants becomes, in

the light of this fact, self-evident. But let the first sin be

supposed to have been merely an accident,
—a something

counter to the will of God, and which consequently might
have been avoided,

—I defy any man with such views to

make his way through the difficulties of the subject, so as

to shield himself from the assaults of Pelagian antagonists.
In order then, to draw the line of demarcation between

what is false, and what is true, in regard to this subject, I

observe,

Negatively, I do not maintain, that Adam's personal

offence, was the personal offence of any or all of his posterity.

Let those who are chargeable with holding and avowing
such a sentiment, if any such there be, be held up to the
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ridicule which they bo justly descr The act of any indi

vidualj i iv l>o the act of that individual, let his rank
or circumstances, be what they may. But

Positively, the original transgression of Adam is re-

garded and treated as the transgression of, or, if the phrase
be better liked, is imput< d to, all his posterity, in so far as,
ea.-h one of them suffers and dies just as if he himself had

personally committed it. And this imputation of his sin to

them takes place for reasons the most valid and substantial.

Such as :

—
1. Adam's original sin derived all its virulence and atroci-

ty, not from what it was in itself, for as a mere act it was
the most trifling of all conceivable offences, but from the

nature of which it was the first external indication. Now
the nature from which that transgression sprung in him, has

by ordinary generation been transmitted to us, we inherit

from him the cause of his first tansgression. His sin, there-

fore, is imputed to us, not as our personal act but as the

act of a nature which we share with him by whom it was
committed.

2. Another reason of this first offence being imputed to

us is, that under similar circumstances, each one of us would
have committed it. This properly speaking, is merely a

corollary from the preceding reason. I state it separately,

however, that I may have an opportunity of meeting and

obviating a supposed difficulty.
" How do you prove the

sameness of our nature with that of Adam ? and whence the

justice and propriety of imputing to us what was committed

by him ? We prove the sameness of the nature, by the uni-

form sameness of the conduct of human beings when at an
after period subjected to divine law and thereby placed in

circumstances similar to those of Adam originally. To the

nation of the Jews, at a subsequent period, a series of divine

laws or prohibitions was given. But by them, no more than

by Adam, were the divine laws ever obeyed as such. If com-

plied with in any respect, it was always upon other motives

and considerations than those of their having emanated from

God. Divine law, as such, never was able, never will be able,

to impart strength to mere human nature to resist temptation.
Jt is weak through the flesh. Kern, viii. 3. It has been, therefore,

uniformly violated by man, and this however strong might
be the motives to induce compliance with it. For illustra-

tion of this argument, let me refer the reader to Rom. v.
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from the 12th verse, to the end of the chapter. The nature

which in every subsequent period of the world, and among
every nation, has uniformly violated divine law, proves itself

thereby to be the same nature as that which, in the infancy
of the world, and case of Adam, first violated it; and by
this very circumstance justifies the imputation to it of the

first offence.

3. And lastly. Love dictated the enclosure of the whole
human race in the net of Adam's first transgression. They
have all been dealt with, on one and the same footing of jus-

tice, that they might all be dealt with, on one and the same

footing of mercy. God hath co a•laded thenn all in unbelief,
that he might have mercy upon all. Horn. ii. 32.

The result of the whole is, then, that we ordinary human
beings suffer and die, not properly speaking as the perpetra-
tors of Adam's sin, but as the possessors of Adam's nature.

That is, we possess that from which his first transgresssion as

an effect, a necessary efft
'. sprung ;

and as possessing the

cause, we are treated, and justly treated, as if that cause had

produced in each one of us the particular effect.

Many valuable and important consequences result from
this view of matters. One or two of these may be hinted at.

] . It explains to us the death of infants. As not having
committed actual transgression, it is impossible that death can
attach to any personal offences of theirs. But Grod is just.
He must, therefore, be thoroughly justified in the infliction

of death on the young of Adam's offspring. And how ?

Simply and solely on the principle of death attaching to the

nature of which they are possessed. The child has in him the

same nature as the adult ; and time, strength and opportu-

nity only, are wanted for its development. The innocency of

children, therefore, if such an absurd term can be applied to

beings so constituted, is merely negative, consisting in the fact

that they have not yet had an opportunity of shewing what
fcheir nature is. But having in them the nature of man,
which, from Adam's trangression and otherwise, has been
manifested to be a sinful nature, they are put to death by
our heavenly Father on the very same grounds on which we
should deem ourselves justified in crushing a nest of young
serpents. The creatures, while young, are harmless. But

they have the nature of serpents in them ;
and we consider

this, and deem it properly, a sufficiently valid reason for

their destruction. Dare we arraign the Creator for dealing
K
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with the serpent-like brood of man, on the very principle,
and in the very way, in which we conceive ourselves to be

perfectly justified in dealing with the young of noxious crea-

tures ?

2. When the nature of Adam as the cause, not ///' effect,

of sin, once comes to be thoroughly understood, we learn to

think and speak of evil in a way very different from what is

customary. Human beings direct their attention naturally
and exclusively to the outward transgression of themselves,
and their fellow men. Such outward offences, and such only,

appear to them to be sins. Hence the horror with which
atrocious crimes inspire the ordinary classes of the commu-
nity; as well as the fuel for pride which they contrive

to extract from them. Horror, because they appear to

spring from a nature more wicked and atrocious than that of

man
; pride and self-complacency, because being led to com-

pare ourselves with the beings whose actions we abhor, we feel

no small degree of self-complacency arising in our minds from
the consideration, that we are not constituted as such mon-
sters are. God we thank thee, that we are not as these men
are, is in such cases the language of our hearts. Human nature,

however, understood as the source of all evil, produces a very
different tone and temper of mind. As from human nature

Adam's first transgression flowed, so from human nature the

most atrocious crimes still continue to flow. But what is human
nature ? A nature possessed by the man in the moon ? No.—It

is a nature possessed by myself, and by every member of the

family of man. What ! do I possess the nature of the thief,

the adulterer, and the murderer ? Yes, even so. I possess
the very nature from which the vilest crimes that have ever

disgraced and stained humanity have sprung. But for edu-

cation, the circumstances in which I have been placed, and
the restraining hand of God, I might have been guilty of the

very villanies wherewith the vilest of the race are chargeable.
What is the wretch who expiates his crimes against society
at the gallows, or the poor houseless prostitute who walks

the streets ? Merely beings in whom the nature which I

share in common with them, has come out in more unmitiga-
ted and uncontrolled vileness than it has in myself and those

who are more happily situated. They are specimens of what
human nature in any one of us might have, and, unless

restrained, may yet, become. How humbling this to human

pride, and yet how true ! It is human nature, a nature
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possessed by every descendant of Adam, which has been the
cause of every moral evil. Having thus in us the cause of all

that is vile, can we triumph, then, merely because it has not

appeared in us in its worst and most disgusting effects?

Certainly not. The nature of man understood as the cause
not the consequence of evil, as the parent of every crime
whatever may be its complexion or atrocity, and as the
same in all of us, must ever afford humiliating but salutary
matter of reflection to the enlightened Christian mind. We
learn, thereby to apply the term sin, not to any, or to all of,
the effects of which human nature is productive, but to human
nature itself—the perennial source of all.

Before leaving the subject of original sin, it is neces-

sary to guard my readers against a mistake respecting
my sentiments into which otherwise they are liable to fall. I
have said, that, properly speaking, sufferings and death
attach to us as partakers of Adam's nature, not as committers
of Adam's sin. This is true. But were I not to explain
myself, it might be supposed by some, and insinuated by
others, that I meant to deny, or do away with, the connec-
tion subsisting between sufferings and death, and Adam's
first sin. Be it understood, then, that the entrance of sin

and death stands connected solely with Adam's first trans-

gression on the one hand
;

as the entrance of righteousness
and life everlasting stands connected solely with the perfect
work of Christ Jesus on the other. The sin which condemns
was just as decidedly Adam's, not our, personal act

;
as the

righteousness which justifies is Christ's, not our, personal
work. See Rom. v. 12th verse downwards.

DIVISION SECOND.

Another object of the Creation op Soul, to be subser-
vient to Spirit.

SECTION I.

Earthly Mind shewn to be what it is, in subserviency
to the manifestation of heavenly mind.

Absurd would it be to imagine, that our Heavenly Father
in aiming at the manifestation of what soul is, aimed at no

k 2
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other and no higher end. h would be absurd, because it

would be to su God to have had no other design than

merely to render man disco] d with himself and his lot.

Can this be? Defective wisdom might, from a miscalcula-

tion of its resources, have terminated in such a result, or

demoniacal malignity might have taken pleasure in the

jpect of rendering intelligent beings unhappy:
—but that

infinite love, guided by infinite wisdom, should have aimed
at no higher object than merely to hold up to the short-lived

race of men a mirror in width they origin contemplate views

of themselves calculated to render thou miserable, is what

no soundly-judging mind can for a single moment acquiesce
in.

But such a view of the divine procedure would not mere-

ly be absurd, it would be highly criminal. It would be di-

rectly in the teeth of the information which God himself

hath condesended to give. To his word we are indebted for

all our knowledge of the fact, that man's nature has been
manifested. To the same word we are indebted for knowing
that human nature hath been manifested merely in subser-

viency to the manifestation of a higher. Man, it is there

stated has been shewn to be what he is, that God might
have an opportunity thereby of shewing in bold and strik-

ing relief what He hims -If is. Adam sinned, that, in con-

trast with him as a transgressor, there might in due time

be exhibited a being by whom it was impossible that sin

could be committed. (Jan I, divinely taught, receive and

acquiesce in the one fact, without, at the same time, receiv-

ing and acquiescing in the other ?

The subserviency of the manifestation of Adam's nature,
to the manifestation of the nature of Christ, is the key to the

understanding of the scriptu Every part of them is

constructed upon tin's principl Adi a was the figure of

him that was to come. Hut he was more, lie was also his

foil. The earthliness and consequent sinfulness of human
nature were indis. iminaries to the manifestation

of a nature that is divine. View Adam alone, and he appears
d sstitute of all siiniificancy. But view him in connection

with that glorious persona e whom he was to introduce,
with whose righteou his own guilt was to stand con-

trasted, and by whose glory his own paradisaical state of

happiness was to be completely eclipsed, and what impor-
tance he assumes ! The creature now becomes the herald
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of the Creator ! It is true, that at his own expence he is so.

He is exposed in all his own native vileness and deformity,
that the Redeemer may appear in the fulness of his glory.
And yet, if this previous degradation must be submitted to,
is it not on account of the advantages thence to redound

ultimately to himself and his posterity ?

Divine wisdom hath so overruled the course of events,
that every thing which happens in however, many respects
an end, is in other respects merely a means to an end. It is

in conformity with this, that the display of Adam's nature
as sinful, becomes a means to the display of Christ's nature
as sinless.

The subject of which we are now speaking is merely an
illustration of this general principle. If the display of Adam's
sinful nature was an end, it was also a means to the display
of Chi'ist's sinless nature, a still higher end.

SECTION II.

The previous manifestation of earthly mind demanded
by the circumstances of the case.

What rendered the manifestation of soul or creature mind
first of all necessary ?

This is one of those queries, which, although necessarily

perplexing to the merely natural man, presents no difficulties

whatever to him who has been enlightened and satisfied by
divine testimony.

Scripture furnishes us with such answers to it as the

following :
—

First. The manifestation of Adam's nature, previously,
and in subordination, to the manifestation of Christ's nature,
was demanded by the limited nature of the human mind.
As limited, man could only acquire knowledge gradually.

Gradation, indeed, or the advance from the lower to the

higher, is stamped on every part of the divine procedure.
Inanimate preceded animate nature. Vegetables existed
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before animals. Reptiles, fishes, birds, and beasts were
created previous to man. Even man himself' was susceptible
of progrea Lve advancement. "When first summoned into

being ho was necessarily in a state of complete ignorance.
This ignorance he could only get rid of gradually, as God
was pleased to impart information to his mind. To be raised

from views of self, to views of God, or from the inferior to

the superior, was thus in the regular order of things. That

is, for God to have raised man to an understanding of the

divine character, before furnishing him with views of what
he himself was, would have been to have disturbed that

regular progression from the lower to the higher, which had
characterised every preceding step of the divine administra-

tion. So decided and violent a departure from the course

previously pursued, could not take place. Limited mind,
therefore, was by its author treated in a way corresponding
to its limited nature. It was taught gradually. Man was

placed in certain circumstances, and in these was, first of

all, made to exhibit himself as he was. Then, not till then,

following out the progressive course of instruction which the

limited mind of the creature required, God was pleased to

make known His own character in contradistinction to that

of man. That is, a limited view of what human nature is,

having first been given, a limited view of the divine nature

was immediately and graciously engrafted on it;
—the con-

stitution and capacity of the creature having in both been
most gloriously consulted. Beautifully and conclusively is

this sketch of the argument laid by the Apostle Paul
in 1 Corinth, xv. 20 verse downwards; but especially in

verses 46—49.

But, in the second place, the grand reason of the pre-
vious manifestation of the Adamic mind, is the impossibility
of man being instructed in divine things, otherwise than by
contrast. There can exist no such thing as direct and posi-
tive teaching of such matters. Not more certainly does the

lever in order to the efficiency of its operations require
a fulcrum, than does the mind of man require previous

displays of self, in order to its understanding of subse-

quent displays of God. Not more certainly must there be
a back ground to the picture, than are exhibitions required
of what human nature is, in order to the contrasted exhibi-

tion of what the divine nature is. By seeing man as he is,

we acquire the only means of seeing Hod as he is. Not that
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the nature and character of man can be understood in any-
other light than that of the manifested nature and character

of God. For it is an axiom in divine things, that human
nature receives all its illustration, and we, consequently, all

our understanding of what it is, from the divine nature as

exhibited to us in the word of God. But what I mean is,

that unless and until human nature shall have been first

embodied in some external fact or series of facts, the divine

nature has no scope for its operations,
—no medium through

which it can convey to us information concerning itself. The
whole will become more intelligible, perhaps, if I remark,
that the outward exhibitions of human nature constitute a

species of written, or rather symbolic, language. These

symbols our natural understandings enable us to observe, but
the meaning of them our natural understandings cannot

comprehend or explain. Still, however, as without a written

character a language could not be taught, so without the ex-

ternal indications of human nature there would exist no

possibility of conveying spiritual instinction to the mind.
These external indications, then, the Spirit of God seizes on,

and, by contrasting them with certain other external indi-

cations of a higher nature, explains their meaning. Thus,
then, the exhibition of human nature must precede, but the

exhibition of the divine nature coming after, can alone shew
its signification. Indeed, there must be contrast at every

step. Some display of the inferior nature must always go
before

;
but a subsequent display of the superior nature, as

contrasted with it, must always follow to explain its meaning..
And thus the contrast between the two natures must go on,

widening more and more at every step j
until having been

displayed as far as it can be in time, the complete contrast

shall be displayed in the light of eternity.
There is another and a more popular, method of exhibit-

ing the necessity of the manifestation of creature mind, pre-
vious to the manifestation of the mind of the Creator, which,
as likely to be more satisfactory to many of my readers, I
now proceed to lay before them.

By the New Testament Scriptures we are informed of

two things :
—First

;
that the grand object of God in all that

he does, is his own glory or the manifestation of himself as

what he is
;
Rom. xi. 36, &c.

; and, secondly, that in this

very manifestation to the creature of what God is, consists

the possession by the creature of eternal life. John xvii. 3.

I John v. 20, &c.
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Now, what is ( rod ?

Of him we neither know, nor can know, any thing,

pt in bo far ns he is manifested or made known.
what we do become acquainted with, when he is manife
to us, are merely the attributes of his character. Concerning
his essence, we must as creatures ever continue ignorant.
But, blessed be his name, although he dwelleth in a light which

no man can approach unto, 1 Tim. vi. 16, that light is never-
thelessfull of glory, or an abundant sourct of manifestation.
\\ e cannot know him a^ lie is in himself, but we can know
him as what he hath manifested himself to be,

—
-just, merciful,

wise, true, and powerful.
But how could he have become known to creatures con-

stituted as we are ? and how, consequently, could creatures

constituted as we are, have become partakers of life ever-

lasting ?

The only legitimate answer to this, however startling at

first sight it may appear to be, is, God could only have be-

come known to us by the entrance of sin.

And the reason is obvious. It was only through the
entrance of sin that God could have been exhibited as just
in inflicting upon transgression deserved punishment. Pre-
vious to the entrance of sin the existence of the notion of

justice in the mind of an intelligent being was an utter

impossibility.
—Again; it was only by sin entering that

God's character could have been exhibited as merciful. Mercy
i undeserved favour bestowed on the guilty. And except
in consequence of the existence and temporary triumph of

sin, could this most glorious of all the divine attributes have
become known'.- Wisdom is displayed in the prosecution
of the most important ends, by the means best adapted to

ir accomplishment. Is not the eternal welfare of
tli intelligent creation the mosl important of all the ends
which we arc capable of conceiving? And when the doc-

trines of the entrance of sin by Adam's first transgression,
and the destruction of it by the cross of Christ, are at once

understood, do not the means of effectuating the end aimed

at, appear to be the most suitable and glorious that could

by any possibility have been d L? Truth, in combining
the execution of threatenings and the fulfilment of promises,
could only have been displayed through sin incurring the

one, and the blessing of eternal life being freely bestowed,

affording an opportunity for giving forth, and carrying into
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effect, the other. And as to power, how could it have been
more remarkably exhibited than in God's so overruling- mat-
ters, as that death, an event which at first sight seems to
be the destruction of the intelligent creature, should actually
become the means of his living for ever ? How more re-

markably displayed, than in conquering the conqueror of
the whole human race ? And so of the other divine attri-

butes.

Thus, then, the entrance of sin was subservient, and

necessarily subservient, to the manifestation of the divine
character. And the manifestation of the divine character
was necessary in orTfbr to our possession of life everlasting.

Does the necessity of the entrance of sin into the world,
that is, of the creation and exhibiton of Adam's nature
as what it is, require any farther explanation ?

SECTION III.

Mind considered subjectively and objectively.

Without descending into all the metaphysical niceties

and vagaries of Kant, perhaps some hints, suggested by his

philosophy, may with advantage be brought to bear on our

present subject.
What is the mind of man ?

It consists partly, of a principle which he brings into the
world along with him. That is, it consists, in the first place,
of a principle which is conferred upon him even while in the

womb, which depends on bodily organization, which is

connected necessarily with life, and without which no men-
tal operation subsequent to birth could be performed.
Mind, thus considered as dwelling in the individual, is sub-

jective.

Mind is likewise to be viewed as created, stirred up into

activity, or dependent on, the objects with which after birth it

becomes acquainted. With the exception of what we derive
from reflection, all information is communicated to us from
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without. An.1. indeed, it is very questionable if even the

slenderest act of reflection could have been performed inde-

pendently of thai operation of external causes to which the

human mind is Bubject. One thing is plain, that, by the

t sternal objects which are presented to the mind through the

medium of the live senses, it is excited to think, as well as

furnished with the materials of thought. Without the ob-

jects, that is, the things external to it, which are every mo-

ment arresting its notice, and employing its faculties, what

would mind be ? Mind, therefore, in so far as it depends

on, or is created by, the things by which i^ is surrounded, is

objective.
Now let me entreat a little reflection on the part of my

readers.

Mind, it thus appears, is to be regarded both as subjective,

and as ol Subjective, as originally conferred on, and

as subsequently dwelling in, the individual
; objective,

in go

far as it is created by, and dependent on, the objects, that is,

the beings and circumstances, by which he is surrounded.

N ow arises in the adult a question.
—Whether is the human

mind properly speaking subjective, or chiefly objective? That

is, whether does that which' the mind subjectively is, conform

the objects with which it is conversant to itself? Or, do

these objects conform the mind to themselves ?

At first we should be apt to answer, the mind is little else

than the creature of external objects. And this, whether we

consider the slenderness of the subjective mental capacities of

the human being on the first occasion of his introduction into

the world, or consider the fact that almost all the knowledge
which in after life he comes to possess, almost all the materi-

als of his thinking, were originally, neither more nor less,

than objects presented to his notice. Really, when we take

into account the natural ignorance of man, and the neces-

sary superficiality of the mere human mind, one ceases to

wonder at the greediness with which the notions of Locke,

Godwin and the Socinian party, respecting the supposed na-

tural purity of soul, and its supposed entirely objective cons-

titution and character, have been swallowed by the learned,

the profound, and the intellectual, of the human race.

But these "mighty masters of the human mind," are in the

wrong. The Bible, whose testimony in regard to this matter

they reject, contains after all better philosophy than they

have ever yet formed any conception of. It shews, and as of
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divine origin its statements are as a matter of course consis-

tent with fact, that the mind of man necessarily conforms all

the objects with which it is conversant to that which itself

subjectively is.

The process by which this takes place is perfectly ob-

vious.

First. Mind, however feeble, is in existence before ob-

jects are presented to it. And this for the best of all rea-

sons. Without the previous existence of mind as a principle,
or in its subjective state, there would exist nothing to which

objects might be presented, and by which they might be

apprehended.
Secondly. Objects are not presented to the mind all at

once, on its introduction into the world, but gradually. Very
slowly and gradually at first, and with increasing rapidity
afterwards, as its faculties enlarge and strengthen.

Thirdly. This being understood, it is manifest, that

every object apprehended by the mind, entering into it, and

taking up its abode in it, by that very circumstance becomes

subjective. That is, objects presented to the mind, from its

first entrance on the step of life, constitute its peculiar and

appropriate nourishment
;

—its natural growth, strength, and

enlargement depending on the quantity of these, which it is

able to take in and assimilate. For objects presented to the

mind are to it, what food is to the body. As entering into

the mind, they lose their objective character, and become

subjective, or part and parcel of the mind itself. But, this

being the case, who sees not, that every thing entering into

the mind must conform to the subjective nature, whatever that

may be, of which it is originally possessed ? The few objects
at first taken in, are so conformed. The mind thus possessed,
not merely of its original subjective nature, but of that

strengthened by the objects which it has already contrived to

assimilate, goes on to conform to itself other objects. By
means of these being still farther strengthened and enlarged,
it is still farther prepared to continue the assimilating pro-
cess. Until, at last, thoroughly matured and confirmed by
the acquisition of advancing life, no sooner are things present-
ed to it objectively, than as if instinctively they take the tone
and hue of its own subjective nature.

Thus instead of objects conforming the mind to them-

selves, it is the mind which conforms them to itself; these

objects serving merely as food to the mind, and contribut-
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iii'jr tii draw out in powers and faculties, whatever these may

I n iyi proceed t i shew the bearings of this view on the

subserviency of soul, or natural mind, to spirit.

The objects presented to the soul, or natural mind, are of

two sort> :

—
First. Those which are earthly like itself, that is, such as

are conformable to its own nature. Such are objects of lust,

vanity, or ambition. These, it is obvious, will from their

sameness of nature readily assimilate to the xtihj<< -lirn princi-

ple, and contribute to draw out and strengthen its natural

tendencies, whatever these may be. Indeed, although on

principles already laid down, objects must take the character

of the subjective mind, not the subjective mind of them,

yel it is possible for the force of circumstances, and es-

pecially for a course of judicious instruction, very much
to modify natural tendencies, by bringing objects of a par-
ticular kind constantly to bear on the mental faculties.

But, secondly, the objects presented to the mind may be

heavenly and supernatural, and therefore superior to its own
nature. If so, one of four consequences only can take place
in regard to such objects :

—
First. They will attract no attention at all, being disre-

garded as absurd and insignificant.

Secondly. A false view of their nature may be taken,
which may inspire with a temporary interest in them; that

rest passing away when we find that they do not answer
our expectations.

Thirdly. We may take a view of their nature which,

although false, may nevertheless be retained by us through-
out life.

Fourthly. There may be communicated to us a true

and correct view of their heavenly nature.

Pun Lng aside the first cause, it is evident, that, in the se-

cond and third of these consequences, the human mind, as it

existed in its original subjective state, and as it has been
hened and enlarged by the aggregation of successive

natural objects, conceives of the divine and spiritual things
bed to it, not as i hey really are, but according to its

i nature. It necessarily brings them down to its own
level. It conceives of them, not as they are, but according to

the nature of its own powers and faculties. The objects

presented are spiritual ; but, in the second and third case,
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it is by a mind subjectively natural that they are apprehended,
or, rather, supposed to be apprehended ;

and hence, it is

only as strippeel of their objectively spiritual character, and

brought down to the level of the subjective natural mind,
that they are at all thought of. That is, the mind has no un-

derstanding of them whatever.
But in the fourth and last case, a consequence follows

which differs essentially from any of the other three. The
spiritual topics presented to the mind are in this case under-
stood by it. That is, what all along have ohjectively a spirit-
ual nature, to whatever class of persons they may be present-
ed, communicate subjectively likewise a spiritual nature to
those by whom they are understood. In the three former

cases, the mind which was natural or soulical before the

spiritual objects were set before it, continues natural or souli-

cal afterwards. These objects either attract no notice at all ;

or, after being dragged down to the low level of mere human
nature, they are conceived of merely after a natural fashion.

But, in this fourth case, the consequence of presenting them
to the mind is, that instead of the human mind operating
upon them, they operate upon the human mind; that, in-

stead of the human mind bringing them down to its level in
order to its conceiving of them after a human manner, they
elevate the mind to their own level by communicating to that
mind a real and spiritual conception of what they are. In
the three former cases, especially in the 2nd and 3rd, the
mind continues in itself, cr subjectively, soulical, although
spiritual things are presented to it objectively, and although
it may appear to other minds as soulical as itself to be ac-

quainted and conversant with such spiritual things; in the
fourth case, the mind, although previously like others subjec-

tively soulical, no longer continues so, but becomes subjective-

ly spiritual,
—the objective spiritual things having acquired a

subjective residence in it, that is, in other words, these objec-
tive spiritual things having conformed the mind subjectively
to themselves. The mind in this fourth case, and in it alone,
is made new. 2 Corinth, v. 17. And the Spirit speaking in

the word, now witnesses with our minds understanding that

word, that we are the children of God. Rom. viii. 15. John
vi. 45.

Does the intelligent and spiritually enlightened reader,

suppose me, in what I have last said, to have been weaving a

theory of my own ? Or, has it not rather occurred to him,
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that I have been presenting, in a somewhat altered Form, our

blessed Lord's instructive parable of the Sower?

Looking at that parable*, it is evident, at a glance, that

only one of the four classes of persons to whose outward ear

the word of truth came, are represented as having under-

stood it. And that is, the fourth or last class. "He that

'veih seed into the good ground, is he that heareth the word,
and understandeth it." Matt. xiii. 23. The other three class-

es understood it not. And why ? Because the natural un-

derstanding of all of them was left in full operation.
" Unto

them it was not given to know the mysteries of the kingdom of
Heaven." Matt. xiii. 1 1 . The natural understanding of

some, led them to treat the word carelessly ;
of others, to

conceive of its joyful message as something totally different

from what it actually was,
—as promising exemption from

tribulations upon earth, instead of ensuring rest with Christ

in Heaven
; and, of a third class, to reduce it to a system

perfectly compatible with the indulgence of earthly views,
desires and enjoyments. Matt. xiii. 19—22. In all the

three classes, the natural or soulical understanding, which

never did, and never can, comprehend divine truth, 1 Corinth,

ii. 14, continued in unchanged and uncontrolled operation, al-

though the objects about which that understanding was conver-

sant were divine. But in the fourth case, the word was under-

stood. Not understood by the mind as soidical, for the soulical

mind has no apprehension of divine things. But understood by
the mind as rendered spiritual,

—the understanding of divine

things spiritually, that is, according to their own nature, and
in their own light, being the only real understanding ot

which they are susceptible. Can any thing be plainer than

the whole scope and import of the parable ?

And now for the application of the distinction upon which
I have been insisting.

Without the previous existence of mind as subjectively

natural, there would have existed nothing to which objects

could have been presented j
and without the previous recep-

tion of natural objects by the mind, there could not have ex-

isted material by means of which to introduce divine and

spiritual things into the mind.

1. Unless natural mind had existed previously in a sub-

jective state, objects would have had nothing to be presented
to, and nothing, consequently by which they could have
been received. This is so plain as to require no illustra-

tion.
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2. Natural mind required to exist as subjective and as en-

larged and strengthened by natural objects, before spiritual
objects could have been presented to it, or could have taken
effect upon it. The force of my present argument lies in

this, that divine things can only be apprehended by contrast.

Natural things must first, to a certain degree, be understood

by us
; and then, the materials of contrast being possessed,

divine things may, if agreeable to our Heavenly Father, be
introduced into our minds. The natural is thus merely,
but necessarily, subsidiary and subservient to the superna-
tural.

The genealogy of mind, soulical and spiritual, may be
thus briefly stated :

—
1. Mind exists subjectively soulical.

2. Mind thus subjectively soulical conforms to itself, or
tends to conform to itself, all the objects presented to it, whe-
ther natural or supernatural.

3. Mind exists objectively spiritual.
4. This objectively spiritual mind, conforms soulical mind

to itself, by rendering it subjectively spiritual.

My readers can scarcely fail to observe, that subjective
mind, soulical and spiritual, occupies the extremes. It is

through mind objectively considered, that soul and spirit are

brought into contact, and that the transition from the one to
the other takes place. This fact is pregnant with the
most important consequences. It stands connected with
some of the most valuable doctrines of God's word.

The^ progress of soulical mind is from the subjective to
the objective. The progress of spiritual mind is from the

objective to the subjective. And yet they are inseparably con-

nected, the previous soulical progress being indispensable
to the subsequent spiritual one.

SECTION IV.

Adam's soulical nature in all respects subservient and
subsidiary.

St. Paul has "
peremptorily affirmed that human nature

is to survive in another state," says the well-known author
of the Natural History of Enthusiasm, in one of his more re-
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tactions '/ and upon this principle h< ! on to

e lively and ingenious theories, which,

rably suited to the meridian of the Adamic mind,
render him a favourite with the ignorant and the

ial.

>rtunately for tins im: ive gentleman's theory,
the systems of men of still more acute i

iprehensive m the argument of the Api
in the L5th of the 1st Corinthians, the chapter referred to by
him, is exactly t lie opposite of that which he states it to be.

; intaining survivancy of human nature hereafter,
the inspired writer is shewing, by a train of analogies and
contr:i-t- the most beautiful and conclusive, that it is con-

fined to this present life. The man of the earth, earthy,
and his posterity, live here, and here only. Human nature

according to the Apostle, has nothing whatev< r to do with
a future state.t It is the nature of Christ, as the nature of

. that lives for ever. And we live hereafter, not as

possessed of the nature of Adam, the earthy man, but as

possessed of the nature of Christ, the Heavenly man. Thus,
human nature, as it came from the dust, so it returns to the

dust. While the divine nature, as essentially immortal,
wherever it is found, exists tor ever.

True it is, we, who now are human beings, do live for

ever. This fact, not understood by the mere Adamic or

soulical mind, has been the source of errors innumerable.

Among these the following ranks as one of the most pro-
minent. "We live for ever;" therefore, (such has been the

common conclusion, a conclusion which we have not been
ashamed to borrow from the heathen world,) "we are na-

turally and necessarily immortal." No, say the scriptures,

your immortality has a totally different origin. Vou live

for ever, not because a fleshly nature like yours of itself, is

or can be immortal, but because God hath been manifested

in flesh, and because he hath thereby united flesh to himself

sparably and everlasting You live for ever, because

God, after having exhibited flesh pure and perfect in himself,
1 it, and becau le, by his resurrection from the dead,

having changed it in himself into a nature similar to his own,
he hath thereby fitted it for heavenly existence and enjoy-

* His Physical theory of another life. Chap. i. page 11.

t Except to introduce it.
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ment. You live for ever, because the nature into which he
hath changed flesh, and of which he is now in possession,
he is pleased graciously and gratuitously to communicate to

you. In a word, our immortality, according to the scrip-
tures, is not the result of our connection with an earthly
head, for through him we inherit death as our portion ;

but it is the result of the assumption, purification, sacrifice,
and glorification of human nature by the Son of God. It is

the result, not of our possessing human nature but of our

being made partakers through Christ of the divine nature.
'' But Butler, iu his Analogy, Taylor, in his Physical

theory of another life, and others, do not mean, that human
nature as such is to survive this present life. Their mean-
ing is the same as yours, when you say, that it is the na-
ture of Christ, or the divine nature, that is to live here-
after."

Supposing this apology to be made by any of the friends
and admirers of those learned and talented men, in what a
curious predicament do they place their principals. If we
live hereafter, not as partakers of human nature, but of the
divine nature, then what becomes of the much vaunted argu-
ment from analogy ? As, in that case, the two natures
stand contrasted with each other, as decidedly contrasted
indeed as darkness and light, of what use or avail are reason-

ings derived from supposed sameness ? Works constructed
on this last principle, in so far as truth is concerned, must
be absolutely worthless—must be labour completely thrown

away.
—

Besides, if so be that we live hereafter as partakers
of the divine nature, of what use is it to attempt by any
efforts of our own to find out what our future state shall be ?

All we can know of the divine nature is as manifested in

flesh. Consequently, all we can know of it is, as it makes its

appearance in this present world. By the rending of the
veil of mortality, and by that alone, shall we be able to com-
prehend it as it exists and is manifested in a higher state
of being. Indeed, the express declaration of an inspired
apostle hath put an extinguisher upon every profane at-

tempt to pry into futurity. It doth not yet appear, says he,
what we shall be. We merely know, (and this indeed is our

highest possible attainment,) that what he is now, we hereafter
shall be

;
and that when we are like him, but not till then,

we shall see him as he is. Now, in the teeth of a statement
like this, emanating from the infallible Jehovah, is there not
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Bomethuig that smacks dreadfully of infidelity, in a poor
conceited worm of the dust, pretending to understand, and

B able to hold up to the view of others, what shall be our
future state and circumstances? And. when examined into,

how laughable are the hypotheses in which all such eilbrts

are found necessarily to terminate. "A residence in the

material sun," forsooth,
"
may be our future destination.*

"
Man, know thy place, and be humbled under a sense of

thy ignorance," is the proper check to such presumption
and folly.

All the absurd theories which have been broached with

ard to a future stato of existence, and they are legion,
will be found to have had their origin in, or at all events

to have been connected with, ignorance of one, or other, or

both, of the two following scriptural principles :
—

First. That God so far from restoring, through his weJl-

beloved Son, the state of paradisiacal blessedness which Adam
originally possessed and forfeited, is on the contrary raising
us through his Son to a state of blessedness infinitely superior
to that which Adam in his original state either enjoyed, or

by any possibility could have enjoyed.
Few seem to have the least conception of the import and

bearing of such scriptural statements as :
—Adam was the

figure of him that was to come, and, the first man was of the

earth, earthy; the second man was the Lord from heaven.
1 la 1 ordinary religionists an understanding of the truths em-
bodied in these passages, they would see, that it is impossi-
ble to represent Adam as having been originally spiritual, or

as having originally ssed a pure, holy, and heavenly,

nature, without positively contradicting them. And yet
thus contradicted, they continually arc. "Adam was created

a spiritual and immortal being, but forfeited his original

spirituality and immortality by transgression." But if na-

turally spiritual and immortal, what, my good friends, be-

comes of Adam's typical or representative character? If,

spiritual originally, then, instead of having been the type or

figure of Christ, he must have been the same with him ! If

he was originally immortal, he was Christ's equal, not Christ's

inferior! That is, if Adam was spiritual and immortal as he
came from God's hands, his nature is made to have been
ike same with that of Christ, instead of having been, as scrip-

*
Physical Theory of Another Life.
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ture shews it to be, merely figuratively similar to it ! The
earthly man is in that case confounded with the Heavenly
man ! The fact is that the soulical mind sets up Adam's
paradisiacal earthly nature as the standard of excellence
and purity, and supposes that all things are concurring to

bring matters back to it. Whereas scripture states, and the

spiritual mind sees, that the standard of excellence and pu-
rity, is the heavenly nature of Christ Jesus and that all things
are concurring to carry matters forward to it. That is, there
neither is, nor according to scripture, can be, a restoration
of Adam's paradisiacal nature and state. When forfeited, it

was forfeited at once, and for ever. Adam's righteousness
originally was soulical, not spiritual. Adam's life originally
was indefinite, not infinite. In other words, his righteousness
and life, as originally possessed by him, were emblematic or

figurative of something better. It is this figurative character
of them, which renders their restoration impossible. For as

figures they necessarily passed away, or came to an end
;
and

thus contributed, not to their own restoration, but to the
introduction of the realities of which they were emblematic.
But upon this subject I have insisted at such length in my
Three Questions Proposed and Answered, and in my Assurance

of Faith, that for further information respecting my views,
I must content myself with referring to them.

Can any person, labouring under the erroneous impres-
sion of the restoration of the creature to Adam's paradisiacal
state of righteousness and life, ever have a clear and self-

consistent view of the gospel ?

A second scriptural principle, closely interwoven with the

preceding, in the understanding of which ordinary writers
on the subject of religion shew themselves to be woefully
ignorant, is, that this present world, and all that is connected
with it, especially the earthly nature of man, exist merely
as subsidiary, and in subserviency, to something higher and
better, or, in other words that they are merely of the nature
of means to an end.

Had this principle been understood we should never have
had human nature and sin represented as existing for ever.

Not human nature ; for, from scripture, it appears to have
been brought into being for no other purpose than to pave
the way for, and introduce, the divine nature. Beings clothed
with the nature of Adam exist here, in order to the existence
and manifestation of beings clothed with the nature of Christ

l 2
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hereafter. Not sin
;
for it has entered and abounded, not

that thereby it might receive everlasting confirmation, but
that thereby -race might enter and might more abound. Sin

has had a temporary and limited reign conferred upon it,

that, through the medium of the destruction of it and its

reign. Grace might ascend her throne, and establish a do-

minion which is unlimited and everlasting.
—

Say I theso

tilings on my own authority; or saith not the scripture the

same things also ? Js it not the express language of Kevela-

tion, that flesh and blood, or human nature, cannot inherit

the Kingdom of God ? and, that it is by the corruptible and
mortal nature of Adam, putting on the incorruptible and im-
mortal nature of Christ, that death is swallowed up in victory I'

1 Corinth, xv. 53, 54. Is it not its express language, that

sin reigns unto death, in order to the reign of grace through

righteousness, unto eternal life, by Jesus Christ our Lord?
Ivom. v. 21. Thus, then, old things exist now, in subser-

viency to, and in order to their being ultimately superseded

by, all things as made new. Soul, or the mind of the crea-

ture, especially, exists as the means of introducing Spirit,
or the mind of the Creator. Nature, from its first and low-

est material elements, up to soul or the mind of man, its top-

stone, or crowning point, is merely a scaffolding by means
of which God builds up a higher and more glorious struc-

ture— a series of means by which the grand end of di-

vine manifestation, in the production of a superior state of

things, is carried into ultimate and complete effect. Ignor-
ant of this fact, human beings, even the most learned and

tahntcd, have, like their predecessors the Manichees of old,

imagined, that qualities and persons belonging to time,
whose nature, therefore, is merely and necessarily subservient

and transitory, may nevertheless be carried out into eterni-

ty, and invested with the attributes of Deity itself. Ac-

quainted with this fact, believers of the truth, behold a great

propriety and beauty in the present existence of natural

objects, and see that they are admirably fitted for the pur-
s for which they have been called into being : but they

never for a single moment overlook the fact that they are

merely means, and merely constitute the old things which

are destined to pass away, and, consequently, never imagine
that they can enter into, or have any connection with, a

state, the essence of which consists in the supercession of

means by their end, and in the making of all things new.
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CHAPTER I.

The nature of Spirit.

section I.

Spirit exists.

To th9 consideration of the all-important topic of Spirit,
we now address ourselves.

It is clear, that there is no ordinary natural substance

of the nature of which we can form conceptions directly. At
the present day, it scarcely requires the penetrating genius
of a Locke to prove this. Even of soul itself, although most

nearly present to us, and the subject in which, by the con-

fession of the most acute understandings, all our ideas inhere,
our conceptions are limited to the phenomena which it pre-
sents. We know it only by reflection on its feelings, recol-

lections, and acts of judgment. If so, in what other way
can we become acquainted with the existence and nature of

Spirit ? And if capable of knowing it only by reflex opera-

tions, must we not content ourselves with comprehending,
and bringing under the notice of others, some of its leading

phenomena ?

Thus far all goes on swimmiugby. But here an important
idea suggests itself. It is true, that of natural things and
natural mind, all our conceptions are taken in by means of

their qualities or phenomena. And yet, this could not be, un-

less there existed soul or natural mind in which as their

subject or substance, these qualities, or phenomena, could
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inhere. Does not this seem to require, that, in the event

of the existence of spiritual qualities or phenomena, thai ig,

of phenomena superior to those with which soul, or natural

mind, is conversant, there must exist a spiritual mind, or

mind adequate to their reception? Natural qualities
are

treated of and spoken of by Soul, or natural mind. Rea-

soning analogically, must there not, in order to the appre-
hension and explanation of spiritual phenomena, exist Spirit,

or spiritual mind? lie who denies the existence of any
thing spiritual, has, of course, nothing to do with my argu-
ment. The moment, however, that a single quality superior
to those with which natural mind makes us acquainted is

supposed, I do not see how the conclusion as to the exis-

tence of spiritual mind can be got over.

But, reasoning apart, the word of God expressly asserts

that such a spiritual mind exists, and that to possess it, is

indispensable to our reception of spiritual subjects. There
is such a mind. But we, says Paul, have the mind of Christ ;

that is, as the context shews, we have a mind distinguished

from, and superior to, that which as human beings we de-

rive from Adam. Again: we home received, not the spirit

of the world, but t) .rit which is of God. Without pos-

sessing this mind, spiritual things cannot be apprehended.
The soulical man, or man with a soul, receiveth not the

thing.? of the spirit of <>od because they are foolish less unto

him, &c. Can any language more simply and explicitly de-

clare the fact of the existence of spiritual mind, and the

necessity of possessing it in order to the understanding of

spiritual subjects?

SECTION II.

What is Spirit -

If understood in the last section, I mean to assert the
two following

1

things :
—

1. That no man can form any i i ion of spirit, or

spiritual objects, who L not himself possessed of spiritual

principle.
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2. That, after all, our spiritual conception, although, like

our soulical ones, inhering in a mind corresponding to their

nature, are, like soulical ones, not conceptious of the sub-

stance of spirit directly, but merely of some of the pheno-
mena by which, to the spiritual mind, it manifests its ex-

istence.

When, therefore, in this chapter, I propose to treat of

the nature of spirit, I no more profess to be acquainted with

its essence, than the mere soulical man dare profess to be

acquainted with the essence of Soul. Indeed, far less. For
if unable to apprehend the essence of the finite, still less,

of course, the essence of the infinite. But when I propose
now to speak of the nature of Spirit, as distinguished from
its phenomena to be considered hereafter, my purpose is

merely to draw the attention of my readers at present to

points which are absolutely essential to the understanding
of the subject. Topics which depend on these general ob-

servations, and which consequently are secondary to them, I

intend to class under the head of phenomena.
The nature of Spirit, understanding the word nature in

the sense in which I have explained it, will be best seen and

presented by recurring at once to that grand storehouse of

spiritual knowledge, the sacred scriptures. And as this is a

subject which can only be apprehended by means of contrast,
let us try if the inspired volume does not so present the

character of Adam, in contradistinction to that of Christ

Jesus, as to furnish us with the required information.

The few following particulars, as briefly stated as is

consistent with perspicuity, will be sufficient for my pur-

pose.
1. To Adam, in Paradise, a single prohibition was given,

and that imposing so slender a restriction, as to imply hu-

manly speaking, no difficulty in the keeping of it. Yet be-

fore the most trifling of all temptations he fell.—To Jesus,
while on earth, was given the most severe and trying of all

commands, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God, loith all thy

heart, 8fc. This he fulfilled to the very uttermost. Tempta-
tion presented in its most alluring and powerful form had no
influence whatever over him. The loss of this present life

could not deter him from obeying the commandment which

he had received of the Father.—What do these contrasted

facts teach us ? Why that the former had a mind the nature

of which was to be overcome. The latter a mind the nature
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of which was bo overcome. Soul, then, is conquered; spirit

ig conquering, mind.
'2. To Adam was held out, not the prospect of acquiring

heavenly 1>1 . bu1 the risk of forfeiting earthly advan-
in the event of bis transgressing. /// the day fhon

'/ thou shall die.—To -lesus was held out the

prospect, not of retaining his earthly state, but of acquiring

heavenly blessings. It was the import of the Old Testament

prophecies concerning him, as he himself acquaints us, that

he should be betrayed into the bands of the chief priests and

elders, that they should crucify him, and that the third day
he should ri- _ lin. Agreeably to this it bad been declared

in the Epistle to the Hebrews, that not for earthly joys, but
for the joy set before him in the heavenly state, he endured
the cross, despising the shame.—Y>y this, are we not clearly
and convincingly taught, that the nature of Adam's mind was

rthly, and that the nature of Christ's mind was heavenly?
Soul, then, is earthly; Spirit is heavenly, mind.

'•. Adam's mind came into existence with flesh, through-
out his lifetime it depended on flesh, and, when be died, its

existence terminated. Hence, it is expressly denominated,
in the eighth of the Romans, fleshly mind.—The mind of

Jesus on the contrary existed before his appearance in flesh,

for he was the inspirer of the Old Testament prophets, 1

Peter i, 10—12; and it has continued to exist since he

put away flesh, for he is now at his Father's right hand ex-

pecting until his enemies shall be made his footstool.—Of the

former mind, then, it is the characteristic to depend on

flesh; of the latter not to depend on it. That is, soul is de-

pendent ; Spirit is independent, mind.

Perhaps the best, because the shortest way of bringing out

the nature of Spirit, in contradistinction to that of Soul, is

what follows :
—

I

'

jncerning Adam it is expressly asserted that he was

merely the figure of him that was to come. This being the

case, there must be the same difference between Adam and

Christ, as between a figure, and the reality which it represents.

A difference which must obtain in regard to their minds, no
less than in regard to their bodies. But Soul, or the mind of

Adam, was merely figurative mind. Spirit, or the mind of

Christ is, then, subsi mtial mind.

4. Heterodoxy and Orthodoxy sometimes pretty nearly
balanced.
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That Adam was the figure of Christ Jesus, is, curiously
enough, a view which the heterodox and the orthodox are,

by their respective systems, equally precluded from taking.
To shew this is easy ;

and the proof of it may perhaps contri-

bute to throw still farther light on the subject of which I am
treating.

According to the Unitarian body, Jesus was a mere crea-
ture. So likewise was Adam. But if so, with what proprie-
ty of language can the one be spoken of as the type or figure
of the other ?—One mere human being, the figure of another
mere human being ! Soul the figure of Soul '—The notion is

absurd. Degrade Christ Jesus to the level of Adam, and
that moment the typical character of Adam is an empty
name.

But are the views of ordinary Trinitarians more consistent
with the inspired record ? Let facts speak. Adam, in their

apprehension of things, was a spiritual being, and possessed a

spiritual nature, as he came from God's hands. Of Jesus

they can find nothing higher to say, than that he like-

wise was a spiritual being, and had a spiritual nature. That
is, according to them, a spiritual being, was the figure of a

spiritual being!
—After rating the Unitarians soundly for

degrading the Creator to the level of the creature, they, as if to

justify their opponents in what they have clone, and to shew
that they themselves can be quite . as absurd, proceed to
elevate the creature to the level of the Creator ! They represent
spirit, as being the emblem of spirit! That is, they make a

thing to be the figure of itself!—Under these circumstances,
pray, what material difference is there between the one class
of religionists and the other ?

In one word, how, according to either the system of the

heterodox, or that of the orthodox, can Adam be the figure
of Jesus ? The former bring down the Creator to the level

of the creature, making sold to be the figure of soid !

The latter, raise up the creature to the level of the

Creator, making spirit to be the figure of spirit! Both

equally subvert Adam's figurative character. In so far as

consistency with scripture is concerned, both seem to me to

be pretty much upon a par.
How simply are all difficulties got rid of and is the figura-

tive character of Adam preserved, by adopting the view
which it is the great object of this work to present. In

scripture, the mere creature Adam, is represented as the
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figure of the Creator manifest in flesh, Christ Jesus. Of

course, the mind of flic former, is not the same with, but

merely the figure of, the mind of the latter. But if so, soul

cannot be the figure of soul
;

nor can spirit bo the figure
of spirit. What remains but that soul, or the mind of

tho creature, is the figure of spirit, or the mind of the Crea-
tor ?

5. Spirit still farther defined.

Although, from the nature of the subject, it is absolutely

impossible to treat of Spirit except as contrasted with Soul,
I would fain try if I cannot submit to my readers, a still

more simple and distinct definition of Spirit than I have yet
done.

i. Spirit is internal mind. It may be appropriately

enough denominated the mind of mind.—In the mind of

Christ, dwelt the mind of God. The father thai is in me ho

doeth the works.—In us who believe, dwells the mind of

Christ and of God. Nevertheless I live; yet not I, but

Christ liveth in me.—The entrance of divine testimony is

thus actually the formation of a mind within tho mind which
wc naturally have.

ii. Spirit is substantial mind.—Soul, with all its faculties,

is shadowy. Hence it is necessarily the subject of error and
delusion. In Scripture, as if with a view to pour contempt
on the metaphysical acumen of a Berkeley, it, and its fancied

discoveries, are fitly characterised as a dream.—Spirit, how-

ever, is substantial. Its nature is truth. I am the truth.

Hence all its discoveries enter the mind possessed of the

principle of stability; and, having once obtained a footing
there abide for ever.

iii. Spirit is everlasting mind. Soul is depending on

flesh, comes into existence with it, and passes away with it.

lit that day, that is, in the day of death, his thoughts perish.
—

Spirit, as the mind of Christ, is independent of flesh, knows
neither beginning nor end. It existed, for it inspired tho

prophets before our Lord's incarnation; it has existed since

his resurrection, and it shall continue to exist for evermore.
In few words : Soul, is mind from beneath

; Spirit, mind
from above.

Soul is mind dependent upon flesh ; Spirit is mind upon
which Mesh and all things besides, are dependent.

6. The order of Spirit, the inverse order of Soul.

When, dismissing all theories, we ondeavour to ascer-
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tain what the scriptures have stated as matter of fact respect-

ing Adam and Christ Jesus, such circumstances, as those

about to be mentioned, attract our notice :
—

With respect to Adam. In the narrative of his creation,

the existence of his body is declared to have preceded that

of his mind. And the Lord God formed man of the dust

of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of

life; and man became a living soul. Thus, in the case

of Adam, body, in point of fact, existed first, and mind,
second.

With respect to Christ Jesus.—His mind, that is, he him-

self, we know existed before his appearance in flesh, for by
him were all things made ; indeed, he was before all things.
His body of flesh and blood, however, began to have exis-

tence, only between eighteen and nineteen hundred years
since. In his case, then, mind, in point of order, was first,

and body, second.

Thus, apart from all reasonings on the subject, and view-

ed as a mere matter of fact, the order of the existence of

the body and mind of Adam, was the opposite of that of the

mind and body of Christ Jesus. That is, the order of the

existence of the latter, was the inverse of the order of the

existence of the former.

Two very striking conclusions seen to result immediately
from the facts just stated :

—
i. That, as in Adam's case, his body existed previous to

his mind, it seems to follow, that his mind was made for his

body, and not his body for his mind. In other words, that

his mind was made to depend on his body.
—And, that as

in the case of the Lord Jesus, his mind existed before his

body, it seems equally to follow, that his body was made for

his mind, and not his mind for his body. In other words,
that his body was made to depend on his mind.

ii. That this inverse order of the existence of body and

mind, in the respective cases of Adam and Christ Jesus, was

for the purpose of effecting a connection between earth and

heaven. By the circumstance of Adam's body having been

created directly out of the dust of the ground, a necessary
connection was shewn to exist between man, and the earth.

Compare Gen. ii. 7, with iii. 19. By the circumstance of the

mind of the Lord Jesus having been heavenly, that is, by
the circumstance of he himself having come down from hea-

ven, a necessary connection was shewn to exist between the
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1 »rd Jesus and heaven. Ami as, what came from earth,

musl tend to earth, is the scope of the passages quoted from

Gem . what came from heaven nmsi tend to heaven,
is the scope of the who] ur blessed Lord's history, es-

pecially in his intercessory prayer recorded in the I7ih chap-
ol' John's Gospel.

— Bui the body of Adam the earthy, was
not brought iuto contact with the mind of Jesus the heav* nly,

directly and immediately. Such an immediate connection

impossible j and, had it been possible, would have been

worthless. Two intermediate steps were requisite, to connect
the one with tho other. It was necessary, 1st, that the

earthy and dependent mind of Adam should transgress, in

order to render divine interposition necessary aud possible.
And, 2dly, that the Creator should appear in a pure body
of flesh and blood, taken out of the creature, in order, on
the one hand, that his body should be fit for his reside net:

and fit to be sacrificed; and, on tho other, that his body
should be a connecting link between himself and tho crea-

ture.—Thus, then, while Adam's body connected man with

earth, and Christ's mind, connected the Messiah with Hea-
ven, it was .Adam's mind as sinful which stood directly con-

nected with the appearance of Christ's body as sinless, and

thereby connected the creature with the Creator. Gen. iii.

0, 15.

7. Generation and Regeneration.
The bodies and minds of Adam's posterity are propaga-

ted in the same order in which the body and mind of Adam
himself were originally created. First, the body is formed
in the Womb

;
and then, after the lapse of a certain time, the

quickening principle, or element of soul, is imparted. It is

body, first
; mind, second. Tims are human beings, like

their progenitor, connected by means of their bodies with

the dust from which he was originally taken; and thus are

their minds, as brought into existence subsequently to their

bodies, made like his necessarily to depend upon them.
JJut the order of regeneration is exactly the reverse of

this. It is the mind which, in the first place, is the subject of

the new birth or new creation; indeed, which alone has the

first fruits of a divine nature imparted to it upon earth. The
new creation of the body does not take place till the resur-

rection.—Simply and beautifully has the Apostle Paul set

the order of regeneration before us in his Epistle to the

Romans. Throughout the 7th and at tho beginning of the
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8th chapters he treats of some remarkable circumstances
connected with the manifestation of the character of God,
and thereby the new creation of mind, in the case of himself
and his fellow believers. Such persons, he shews, have had
conferred on them the first fruits of spirit, which, in them,
is

life and peace. Eom. viii. But they have as yet under-

gone no change of body. For the body is still dead because
of sin, although the spirit be life because of righteousness.
Eom. viii 11. But matters are not thus always to continue.

lor, if the spirit of him that raised up Jesus from the din, I

dwell in you, lie that raised up Christfrom the dead shall also

quicken your mortal bodies by his sj>irit that dwelleth in you,
VS. That is, having been regenerated as to your minds
now, you enjoy that privilege as the earnest and foretaste
of the regeneration of your bodies hereafter. Thus, as in

generation believers had been conformed to their earthly,
so in regeneration they are conformed to their heavenly,
head. As by his mind, which was heavenly and everlasting,
taking hold of human nature, it purified and prepared a

body of flesh and blood for its own especial residence,

heavenly mind having existed in the first, and body merely
in the second, place ; so by his heavenly mind conforming
to itself by faith the minds of his people here, and thereby
their bodies likewise hereafter, the existence of heavenly
mind in the first place, and heavenly body in the second

place, occurs in them, in the very same order in which they
had previously existed in him.

Have I been successful in shewing, in the section which
immediately precedes this, that the mind and body of Christ
Jesus exist, in the inverse order of the body and mind of
Adam ? In that case how striking must it be to observe,
that regeneration, by the new birth, first, of the minds, and,
secondly, of the bodies, of Christ's people, conforms them
to the inverse order of their heavenly head's existence

; just
as generation, by giving them, first, earthly bodies, and,
secondly, earthly minds, had conformed them to the order of
the existence of them earthly head.

8. Assimilating nature of Spirit.
There are only two grand principles of assimilation, that

is, principles which have the effect of conforming other

things to themselves, set before us in scripture. These are
flesh and spirit.

Flesh is the leading principle of the Adamic nature. It
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came first into existence in Adam himself, and it is the

medium by which his nature is conveyed to his posterity.
As taken from the earth originally and directly, its neces-

sary tendency is to assimilate to itself, and thereby to earth,
tin.' life or soul of man, and every thing belonging to him
to which it gives birth. Not more certainly does the body
of the brute, as composed of earthly materials, necessarily
assimilate to its earthy nature the mind and affections there-

with connected
;
than does the body of man, as equally taken

from the earth, necessarily assimilate to its earthly nature
and organisation, the mind and a flections therewith connect-
ed. Both are equally and certainly, of the earth, earthy.

Beyond this present world, it is absolutely impossible for the

Adamic mind, as necessarily earthy, either in its conceptions
or desires, to reach.

Spirit is the leading principle of tho Christ-like nature.

It existed from everlasting, and it shall exist to everlasting;
and is the only medium by which the divine nature can be

communicated from the Creator to the creature. As heavenly
in its origin, its necessary tendency is to assimilate to itself,

that is, to conform to its heavenly nature, all things with

which it brings itself into contact, and upon which it is its

good pleasure to operate. Not more certainly does fleshly

body tend to assimilate to itself soul or fleshly mind, than
does spirit, or heavenly mind, tend to assimilate or conform
to itself fleshly mind, and fleshly boely, and every thing else

which may be subjected to its influence.

1

;

'

these facts be well understood, then are we enabled;
i. To comprehend and relish tho argument of the Apostle

Paul, prosecuted throughout the 7th and 8th chapters of

the Epistle to the Itomans. In the 7th chapter, he speaks
of his having discovered in himself a mind which was

thoroughly opposed to God
;
not only unable to obey divine

law, but positively cherishing the most inveterate enmity
towards it. He also speaks of his having made this dis-

covery, in the light of his p ion of the first fruits of

a nature by which God's law is loved and delighted in. The
7th chapter at the end, and the 8th chapter at the beginning
abstract and bring to a point, the views dictated and insist-

ed on in tho 7th. To flesh, or rather to the dependence of

his natural mind on flesh, is traced up by him the fact, of

his natural thorough addictedness to sinning. With the

flesh T serve th law of sin. The mind of the flesh is enmi-
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ty against God
;

it is not subject to his law, neither, indeed,
can be. To spirit or the mind of Christ, as introduced into

his conscience by faith, is equally traced up his discovery of
evil in himself, and his conquest over it. So then, I find,
that is, discover in the light of a higher principle, a law in

my members, &c. With the mind, I serve the law of God.
The laiv of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus, hath made me
free, &c. In other words, to the assimilating tendencies of

flesh, he traces up his inability to obey divine law, although
in itself holy, and just, and good. And to the assimilating
tendencies of Spirit, as having in the Messiah thoroughly
obeyed divine law, and brought it to an end • and as being
in the Messiah's people a principle of love

;
is traced up

the possession and exhibition of the first fruits of righteous
or divine principle, by himself and his fellow believers.

ii. Flesh as a principle of assimilation, is limited
; Spirit

as a principle of assimilation, is unlimited. This arises from
flesh, being the principle of a creature; and, spirit, the

principle of the Creator. Flesh, as leading creature principle,
may subdue, and does subdue, fleshly or creature mind to
itself. But there its influence stops. It cannot, as mere
creature principle, reach higher. Spirit, on the contrary,
as the mind of the Creator, is universal and unlimited in its

influence. Nothing is withdrawn, or, is Capable of being
withdrawn, from its influence. Hence, while flesh is re-

cognized as capable of subduing only soul, or fleshly mind,
to itself; it is expressly declared, with regard to Him who
is possessed of the spirit ivithout measure, that he is able to

subdue all things unto himself. Both flesh and spirit, thus
have assimilating tendencies

;
but how delightful and glorious

to think, that the partial and temporary assimilation of some
things by the one, is subservient to, and to terminate in,
the complete and everlasting assimilation of all things by
the other.

9. The same subject.
What happened to our Lord's personal body affords

a simple and beautiful illustration of the assimilating na-
ture of Spirit.

Before shewing this, it may, be proper to submit some
preliminary observatious.

It is generally supposed, that the Lord Jesus, during
the period of his abode upon earth, was conformed in all

respects to the nature of the creature. This is in a certain

M
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souse true. Hut like every thing else connected with the

manifestation of the Creator in flesh it might be understood
with a Large salvo. For, in the first place, every tyro in the

knowledge of the scriptures must be aware that the nature
of the creature was not put upon Jesus involuntarily,

as ia

the case with us; but that he assumed it voluntarily. Lo,
I come i<> </<< thy will,

< > (.'<«/. In the second place, the na-

ture of the creature was assumed by the Creator, just in so

far as he could assume if. Tho value and importance of this

las! remark will be best appreciated by those who have been

enabled to enter into the spirit of the story of the brazen

serpent lifted up on the pole by Moses, as quoted and ap-

plied to himself by our Lord in the gospel of John, and as

briefly but instructively alluded to, by the Apostle Paul in

Rom. viii. 3. The cure of the Israelites was effected, not by
one of the serpents, which had stung them, but by a figure
fashioned exactly like one of those serpents. Just so, he by
\vh' >m sin was taken away, came not in sinful flesh, or in tho

serpent-like nature of man, but came in the likeness of sinful

flesh, as the antitype of the brazen serpent. What is all this

but informing us, that the Creator assumed and appeared in

the nature of the creature, just as far as the Creator could do
so

;
that is, in other words, that, when he assumed the nature

of the creature, and to appearance conformed himself to that

nature, he was in reality and of necessity, conforming that

nature to his own. It was the likeness of mere human nature,
not mere human nature itself that he appeared in. If, as a

man, the Creator was during his earthly state in all points
made like unto his brethren, or conformed himself to them

;

as a man, likewise, he was without sin, or conformed the

nature which he had assumed to his own divine nature.

These preliminaries being understood and admitted, I

observe, that, when we consider Christ's personal body,
two distinct steps in the process of its assimilation to spirit

are clearly discernible. First. The assimilation of flesh and
blood by Christ's personal body during its earthly state, to a

pure flesh and blood body. And Secondly. A still farther

assimulation is exhibited, in our Lord's converting what had
been a pure flesh and blood body, into a heavenly and glori-

ous body.
In tho first place, our blessed Lord manifested the assimi-

lating nature of Spirit by rendering the personal body which

he assumed, during his abode upon earth, a pure flesh and
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blood body.
—In Adam, body, like mind, had corresponded

to the nature of its possessor. As a creature, his body was

creaturely merely. But as a creature who was the type or figure
of the Creator, his body was the emblem of that superior body
in which the Creator was afterwards to make his appearance.
That superior body was the personal body of the Lord Jesus
Christ. A body hast thou prepared for me. As the product
of Spirit, or heavenly mind, operating upon flesh and blood,
and thereby assimilating these to itself, Christ's body while

similar to, was nevertheless thoroughly distinguished from
the bodies of Adam and his posterity. It was no doubt like

Adam's, rendered capable of suffering, and capable of dying.
But instead of having been like his shadowy, it was substan-
tial ; instead of having been impure, it was pure ; instead of

having been corruptible, it was incorruptible. So far from
his flesh and blood, having been imaginary, or merely appar-
ent, flesh and blood, an idea which the Docetas are charged
with having held, it was soul and substantial flesh and blood :

indeed, the only real and substantial flesh and blood that ever
existed. It was thus flesh and blood assimilated to spirit, as-

far as flesh and blood, while contiuuing such, were capable of

being.
—In this way, the impossibility of spirit, or the nature-

of the Creator, conforming itself to the nature of the crea-

ture, except through the medium of really conforming the
nature of the creature to itself began to be developed. And
by this first step of assimilating flesh and blood as such to

itself, was paved the way for that ulterior process of

assimilation by Spirit, of which we are now to speak.
In the second place. The rendering of the personal body

of the Lord Jesus pure, even as a flesh and blood body, was

merely subservient to the conversion of the pure flesh and
blood body into a spiritual body. This was to carry the pro-
cess of assimilation a step farther.—The history of the manner
in which this was effected, may be thus abridged. While on

earth, our blessed Lord was very peculiarly situated. His

body was pure ;
but pure as it was it had no right to enter

into the heavenly kingdom. From heaven it stood excluded

by the sentence, that flesh and blood should not inherit the

kingdom of God; a sentence which affected the Creator-

manifested in the nature of the creature, no less than the

mere creature himself. There was but one way in which the

Creator could introduce his personal body into heaven. That

was, by parting with or getting rid of, its flesh and blood, or
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-in. He required, t lacrifice or destroy
;

i and blood b

hn: assimi-
lai.ii i w.ni forth to a still g
than at first; and whai bad appeared, previous to his cruci-

and bl >od body, now appeared,
when risen from the dead, in the still higher form of a heaven-

.iul spiritual, body. It was the sam> body, as

was proved satisfactorily to Thomas ; but it was the same

bod)- in another, because' a state.—Jesus' body after

his resurrection from the dead, was no longer ilesh and
i. It was flesh and blood, formerly rendered pure, now

render I itiu I. In other words, it was pure flesh and

y converted into spiritual body; the same Spirit

which, by the birth of Jesus into this world, had accomplish-
ed the former step in the process of assimilation, having,

by his resurrection from the dead which was his birth into

the heavenly state, accomplished the latter also. With
his body thus rendered spiritual, Jesus appeared and dis-

appeared at pleasure ;
and with it thus changed, he finally

tided into Heaven. One step in the assimilation of

Christ's personal body by Spirit to itself, thus having been
subservient and preliminary only to a second and higher

step, how strikingly is there thus evinced to us the tendency
of Spirit, as supreme power, to assimilate all other things to

its own nature. And how absurd, thereby, are proved to

be the news of those who, while, correctly enough, they
maintain that Christ carried with him to heaven the same
bo ly which he had on earth, speak as if they conceived

him to possess that body now in the same form in which he
had it then.—" He has," say they, "a ilesh and blood, or

human, body, now."—No truly. His flesh and blood body,
or, rather, his body in its flesh and blood form, he parted

with, and parted with for ever, when he voluntarily sacrificed

it on mount Calvary.
10. te after his resurrection, the same as pre-

vious to his incarnation.

Some remarkable circumstances connected with the re-

surrection state of the Lord Jesus, may here be fitly alluded

to. Alluded to, I say, for it is far from being my intention

to exhaust the sub By a mind pretty well taught from

above, the nature of Spirit, as i aished from Soul, will,

through the medium of what f bo more correctly ap-
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prehended. Minds of another description, I would recom-

mend to pass over this section entirely ; as, if they attach

any meaning to it at all, it is but too probable they will

suppose my intention to be exactly the opposite of what

it is.

Be it observed, then, that as time, no less than space,

is a mere state or affection of the human mind, we are unable

to conceive of any person or thing except as existing in time.

There is but one way in which, consistently with this mental

constitution of ours, eternity, and things connected with

eternity, can be presented or rather suggested, to us. We
must have it shewn to us, not absolutely, but as existing,

previous to time, and subsequent to time. It is in accord-

ance with this principle, that the nature of our blessed

Lord, as eternal, is set before us. He had a time existence
;

or, there was a period during which he appeared on earth,

and as a man had intercourse with men. But his existence,

properly speaking, was an eternal one. In appearing in

flesh, he wa3 merely accommodating to a certain degree the

nature which was peculiar to him, to our understandings and

to our circumstances. How was the higher intimation to be

conveyed to us, that he was an eternal being? Why, mere-

ly by shewing him as existing previous to his becoming man,
and as existing subsequently to his ceasing to be man.—But

existence previous to time, and existence subsequent to time,

are all the conception which we are able to form of eternity.—When Jesus then, is declared to have existed before he

assumed flesh, and to continue to exist after he has put off

flesh, he is thereby declared to be possessed of eternal ex-

istence. He is the same yesterday, and to day, and for
ever.

This, by the way, while it furnishes us with the only concep-
tion of eternal existence which, while in flesh, we are capa-
ble of attaining to, furnishes us also, with the true dis-

tinction between Soul and Spirit. Soul is mind confined

in its existence to time. Spirit is mind which existed before

time began, shewed itself for certain purposes existing in

time, and continues to exist after time comes to an end.

Soul, therefore, cannot be the same as Spirit ; although it

may be, as in scripture it is, actually represented to be the

figure of Spirit. Plato evidently had caught a glimpse, from

Revelation, of the truth in regard to this matter, when
_

he

held, that immortality a parte post, or future immortality,
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necessarily implies immortality a parte ante, or past immor-

tality. Thai is, his acute mind, could not separate an eter-

nal existence after time, from an eternal existence before

time, lie blundered, undoubtedly, in supposing- that such
an existence could be predicated of the mere human soul.

But his blunder was not greater than that of the majority of

those calling themselves Christians, who while they deny to

the soul an immortality a parti ante, nevertheless contend
for its p ing an immortality a parte post. Xay.it was
less. For, in the first place, he had not the advantage of

that gospel Revelation, by which life and immortality have
been brought to light. And, In the second place, by esta-

lishing the necessary connection between a past, and a fu-

ture, immortality, although he neither succeeded, nor could

have succeeded, in shewing that such an immortality belong-
ed to the mere human soul, he may nevertheless be said to

have in some measure anticipated, one of the most glorious
New-Testament discoveries, respecting the nature of spirit.

But to return.

The following circumstances of resemblance, or rather

identity, between the state of the Being who spoke to the

Old Testament Fathers, and the state of him who conversed
with his disciples during forty days after his resurrction, are

selected out of many others that might be adduced and in-

sisted on. They appear to me to be so remarkable that I

think they can scarcely fail to arrest the notice of even the

most undiscerningf.

i. It appears to have been one in the form of a man, who
conversed with our first parents in Paradise, and with Abra-
ham at the tree under Mamre. It was one in the form of a

man, with whi >m Jacob struggled during the whole night, even
until break of day ;

and from whom he ultimately received

the blessing. It was one in the likeness of a man, who pro-
claimed himself to Joshua, to be the Captain of the Lord's

host ;
who did wondrously in the sight of Manoah

;
who

spoke to Moses from the burning bush, &c. So Jesus, in

the form of a man, conversed with his disciples frequently
after his resurrection. Especially, on the evening on which
that event took place ;

on the evening of that day se'nnight ;

at the Lake of Tiberias
;
and at the period of his ascension.

ii. The Being who appeared as a man to the Old Testa-

ment Patriarchs and Prophets, was possessed of sovereign
authority ; issuing his commands, bestowing his rewards, and
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inflicting his punishments, as such.— So, Jesus, after his

resurrection, assured his disciples, that all power was given
to him in heaven and earth

;
the promises which he gave

to them personally, and the exact fulfilment of these, testi-

fying to the truth of his statement, and the right which he
had to issue the Apostolic Commission.

iii. He who appeared in the form of a man to Abraham,
condescended to partake of the food prepared by Sarah,
which the Partriarch set before him.—He who appeared to

his disciples at the Lake of Tiberias, also ate of their pro-
visions.

iv. The being who conversed with the Patriarchs, appear-
ed and disappeared, that is, assumed and laid aside, the

human form, at pleasure.
—So did the Son of God, after his

resurrection. He all at once appeared in the midst of the

eleven while they set at meat
;

not by suddenly opening and

shutting the door, after the manner of a juggler as has been

supposed ;
but by assuming for the time, and for a particular

purpose, the human form. This, both before his incarnation,
and subsequent to his resurrection, was to him perfectly

easy. He was then the substantial being. In putting on
the human form it was the substantial, for the moment as-

suming a shadowy appearance. Very differently, however,
was he situated while on earth. He had then, for a most

glorious, and to us all-important, purpose, substantialized

in himself our shadowy nature. But when he had accomplished
the purposes for which that temporary assumption had taken

place, he destroyed, by sacrificing it, this substantialized hu-
man nature. Thenceforward human nature became, as pre-
vious to his incarnation it had been, a mere shadowy nature.

And as, previous to his appearance in flesh he shewed it to

be shadowy, by assuming it and laying it aside, at pleasure ;

so, after his resurrection, by appearing and disappearing at

pleasure, he not only shewed himself to be the same being
who had manifested himself to the patriarchs previous to his

incarnation, but also, that he had returned again to the very
same state, in which he had been previously.

Observing and understanding then, this singular fact, of

the Messiah having appeared subsequent to his resurrection,
in the same state in which he appeared previous to his incar-

nation, some passages of scripture, otherwise puzzling, be-

come quite easy and intelligible. We now perceive how it

was, that he who ascended into Heaven, is the same being
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who had previously descended from heaven
; how, during the

days of Ins flesh, the Messiah could pray, bo be glorified wiih

liis Eeavenly Father, with i ho glory which he had had with

him, before the world w;is ; and, above all how the glorious

Being, whom John saw in mystic vision, could use the sublimo

language ;
I <<m the first, and the last ; / atn he that liveth,

and was dead ; and, behold, Tarn alivefor evermore. 1 hit, what
is still more to our present purpose, in the light of the scrip-
tural phi aomenon of mind existing befori time, and existing after

time, we acquire our best, because our most correct, notions,

of what spirit, as distinguished from soul, is. And in the light
of spirit, having clothed itself with an existence in time, that it

might thereby acquire an opportunity of bestowing upon
soul an existenci throughout eternity, we acquire a more cor-

rect idea of the manner in which soul becomes immortal,
than by adopting the common, but unscriptural, view, of

ascribing to soul, immortality of itself.

"But is there not something excessively puzzling in the

proposed conception of a Being, whose state previous to his

incarnation, was exactly the same as that in which he appear-
ed subsequent to his resurrection ?"

There is
;

and that simply because the idea proposed is a

spiritual one. Were eternity spoken of after the popular
fashion, as time which has neither beginning nor end, tho

natural mind is able, or, what is to the same effect, fancies

that it is able, to form some conception of it. Time is one of

the original modes, forms, or affections, of the human soul ;

and, therefore, the protracting of time indefinitely backwards
and forwards, is within the scope of a mere soulical effort.

But, let eternity be spoken of as what is before and after

time; that is, as what is indej >>iident of it; immediately soul

is hurried out of its depth : and this, because a spiritual idea,
that is, an idea svprrior to those with which it is naturally

conversant, has been presented to it. To suppose that under
such circumstances mere soul should not be puzzled, would be,
both to contradict the express language of the Apostle in 1

Corinth, ii. 11, and to suppose the existence of a more stu-

pendous miracle than any of those which stand recorded in

the scriptures of truth.

11. Assimilating nature of Spirit, resumed.
To resume the consideration of the subject treated of, in

the last section but one.

We have seen, that Spirit assimilated to itself the person-
al body of the Messiah.
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i. By rendering it a pure flesh and blood body. That

is, Spirit in apparently conforming itself to the nature of

the earthy, was in reality conforming the nature of the earthy
to itself.

ii. By the still farther step of converting the pure flesh and
blood body, through death, and the resurrection from the

dead, into a spiritual body. That is, the partial conformity
of the earthy to the spiritual which took place in the former

step, ran up into complete conformity in the present one.

The complete spiritual mind, now inhabited complete spiritual

body.
But the assimilating power displayed by Spirit, in its

operation on the personal body of the Messiah, was far from

having exhausted itself in that glorious result. On the con-

trary, the blessed change effected on the Messiah's body by
means of the resurrection, was merely the precursor and first

fruits of still more glorious consequences to follow :
—

1. The work of assimilation is carried on farther, in con-

forming to Spirit, even during their fleshly existence, the
minds of a few privileged individuals of the human family.
This is effected by means of a process the most simple and
efficacious. A discovery is made to them of God, not as

what he necessarily appeared to be previous to the Messiah's

resurrection, the prescriber of law, and exactor of its fulfil-

ment, but as announcing the fulfilment, nay, the complete
exhaustion of law, by Him who was necessarily and essenti-

ally one with us. Rom. x. 4. To have this fact revealed to

the conscience of any one on divine authority, is to have God
manifested to that individual as what he is, viz, Love. And
to have the knowledge of God as Love, is to have that enmi-

ty to God wherein the essence of fleshly mind consists, Rom.
viii. 7, superseded by love to God, as having first loved us, 1

John iv. 19, the essence of spiritual mind. Rom. viiii.

2, 5, &c. Thus, then, to have had conferred upon us the

first fruits of spiritual mind, is to have experienced the ass-

milating influence of Spirit within.

2. Spirit having thus succeeded in assimilating to itself

the minds of certain human beings, and this by establishing in

their consciences the first fruits of spiritual principle, thereby

paves the way for that resurrection of their bodies from the

dead, glorious and spiritual bodies, in which a still further

display of its assimilating power is afforded. Thus does the

energy of Spirit travel downwards. Having subdued to itself

N
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during the currency of their earthly life the impure soulical

ids <>t

-

tlu> destined heirs of salvation, by the manifestation

to them of <>"d as he is revealed in Christ, it exhibits still

further power, in conforming to itself, at the resurrection of

the just, even the h fleshly
l>< lies of these same individu-

als. Sown in corruption, ir raises them in incorruption ;

.- wn in dishonour, it raises them in glory ;
sown in weak-

ness, it raises them in power; sown as soulical bodies, it

^l'S them as spiritual bodies. 1 Corinth, xv. The spirit of

him that raised up Jesus from the dead, having, while they
were on earth, dwelt in them, a divine power had been put
forth in them, which, reaching and penetrating to their mor-
tal bodies, ultimately, <|iiickens even them; that is, by rais-

ing them from the dead in due time glorious bodies, ulti-

mately conforms and assimilates even them, to the spiritual
nature of their minds. In this way it is shewn, that the

power of Spirit, although, in regard to us, it begins by the

reconciliation, and thereby the assimilation, of impure minds
to itself, is not limited to this effort

;
but is able, in the case

of & certain quantity of impure fleshly matter at least, to con-
form or assimilate even it to its own nature.

Does the process of assimilation to itself by Spirit end
here ?

Most of those who make a profession of Christianity think

that it does. Spirit appears to them, in the resurrection of

Christ and his believing people, to have exhausted its assimi-

lating energy. Thenceforward, it is engaged in a hopeless
and everlasting struggle with the opposite principle of flesh :

\h having succeeded in assimilating to itself the whole fami-

ly of man, fiom. iii. 10—20; and spirit being able to wrest
and rescue from its grasp, only a small proportion of those

thus originally subjected to its sway. This view of matters is

satisfactory to such persons, because, they themselves being
destitute of I

principles altogether, or having but very
feeble apprehensions of spiritual things, have never compre-
hended the object of the manifestation of God in flesh, nor
the glorious steps by which that object has been accomplish-
ed. And, therefore it is that the eternal struggle of the good
principle with the evil one, the grand dogma of Manichean-

isui, comes, for want of a better, to be acquiesced in as true,

by religionists of almost all descriptions.
Persona somewhat better, because spiritually informed,

in regard to these matters, ha^e their attention arrested
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by the following suggestions and declarations of the word of

God.
First. To its suggestions. These are,

—
1. That all persons and things which were once seen, or

are now beheld, are mere figures.
—This is shewn in regard

to the inferior animals. In how many passages of scripture
are they introduced, when it is apparent, that what they

signify, and are calculated to teach, and not what they are

in themselves, is the object kept in view by the inspired
writers. See, in proof of this, Psalm civ, Isaiah xi. 6—9 and
innumerable other portions of sacred writ.—It is shewn in

regard to man. Adam is expressly declared to have been
the figure of him that was to come. So were, in different

ways, the patriarchs, priests, and kings of old, as is manifest

as well by express references to them, as by the general
tenor of their history. The King of Babylon, Nineveh, etc.,

were figurative. The Jews, as a nation, were embltmatic of

of the New Testament Church. And so on.—It is shewn in

regard to the Old Testament Dispensation. All its ceremo-
nies were the shadows of better things to come, and figures
of the true.—It is shewn in regard to the present heavens
and earth. These, as now figurative of, are destined in due
time to give place to, new Heavens and a new Earth, where-
in dwelleth righteousness.

2. That all natural things are to undergo a thorough
change, by being made new. That a new state of things
was to supersede that which existed before the coming of the

Messiah, is the declaration of more than one passage of the
Old Testament Scriptures. Let one serve for a specimen of
the rest. Behold the days come, saith the Lord, that I will

make a new Covenant with the house of Israel, and with the

house of Juda.li—This shall be the Covenant that I will wake
with the house of Israel. After those days, saith the Lord, I
v ill put my law in their inward parts, and write it in their

hearts, and will he their God, and they shall be my people. Jer.

xxxi. 31, 33. And that a new state of things is to supersede
that which at present exists, is equally the declaration of the
New Testament. The Heavens shall pass away villi a great

noise, and the elements sJiall melt with fervent heat ; the earth,

also, and all the tilings that are therein, shall be burnt up.
2. Peter hi. 10. The former prophecy received its accomplish-
ment in the passing away of the law, as having been fulfilled

and exhausted by the Son of God
;
the latter shall receive

n 2
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it- accomplishment, likewise, in the passing away of the

things of time and sense, as having been realized in. and
Uowed up by, the same glorious personaj

 whal is the hint, in regard to Creation, suggested
by the figurative character of all things that now are, and by
the fact of their being ultimately superseded by a new and
more glorious state of things? \\ hy, evidently, this: that the

elements of the present material creation are not substances,
or realities, for, if so, they could nol have passed away; and

therefore, that what is commonly denominated creation, was
not the bringing of substances, or realities, into • ice.

Second. Let ns now listen to what the word of God de-

clares directly respecting the nature of CreatioD ?

The information wanted is contained in the following'

passage :
—

Throughfaith we understand that the worlds were framed
by I, I of God, so thai things that are seen, were not made

of tirings which do appear. Hebrews xi. 3. For an explana-
tion of this passage, clear and simple when understood as it

is, it will be in vain to look into the pages of that dull ami

stupid, although laborious, writer, .Me Knight. Occupied
as his mind was among Greek particles, a subject which, al-

though minute and suited to his range of intellectual vision,

he seems never to have scripturally understood, his views of

divine truth when he chooses to propound them, are of

the most superficial and worthless description. But, blessed

be God, the latter part of the verse quoted, the only part of

it with which we are now concerned, speaks for itself. The
mere English reader, if taught from above, needs not to have

recourse to Commentators for its meaning.
First. It evidently states, that the things which are seen

were not made out of nothing. They were produced out of

things which do not. appear; fW] ex tpaivopevcov.

Secondly. It as evidently states that visible things were

not made, out of any i\v\, or pre-existent matter, similar in

its nature to theirs. They were produced not out of such

matter, which would have been shadowy but out of tilings not

now appt iring, that is, out of substances.

Taking these facts, along with the indirect suggestions
contained in this verse, what is the conclusion to which

they 1- ad ?

Why, certainly this:—that the things of the visible crea-

tion, are not substances, but shadowy resemblances projected
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into space and time, from substances, actually and eternally

existing, and destined in due time to make their appearance,
but not now, either beheld, or capable of being beheld. See
1 John iii. 2. That is, the putting forth of creative energy
by Clod, through His word, was certainly the giving of a

temporary existence to things which had not possessed that

temporary existence before, and the doing so, not out ofmate-
rials corresponding to these things previously in being ;

but

nevertheless, the things thus called into temporary existence
were shadows, not substances

;
and for the temporary existence

conferred on them, they were indebted to that everlasting
existence of substances, whose shadowy resemblances they are,
and into which, as is fitting, they are ultimately again to be
resolved.

This theory has the advantage of being, not only simple
and the sense of the passage quoted ; but, what is of far more
importance, of being self-consistent, consistent with the
whole tenor of divine revelation, and capable of explaining
and removing all the difficulties connected with the subject
under which the profoundest philosophers have hitherto con-

fessedly laboured. It is the lever which Kant, the profoundest
of them all, evidently wanted, as appears from his observations
on Substance, in his prolegomena to Metaphysic, and the

confessedly sceptical results of his Theology.
Are the bearings of the preceding observations upon the

subject of Spirit in any way ambiguous ? I should think not.

What is Spirit
—but the mind to which Creation owes its

origin, and of whose glories and excellencies the various parts
of creation are strikingly emblematic ? What is Soul—but
the mind which was brought into existence with Creation,
which is fitted for its contemplation and enjoyment, and
which, as itself a portion of creation, is destined to expire
along with it ? Shadowy things, as all things are which we
behold, are thus fitly apprehended, by an equally shadowy
mind. But, this shadowy mind, no more than the external
shadows by which it is surrounded, could have existed, unless

there had existed previously and everlastingly a substantial

mind of which it was the figure and emblem.
This Spirit, or substantial mind, was exhibited in flesh in

the person of the Son of Grod. And, delightful to think, oc-

casionally likewise even still there appear in time, the first

fruits of substantial or spiritual mind, in a few individuals

possessed of the divine principle of faith ; forming in their
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case a closer connection between their present, and a future,

'. t ban what falls to the lot of the ordinary sons anddaugh-
ters of humanity.

Creation was thus the giving of a shadowy, temporary,
and nee to the things which we now behold.

The new Creation, ismerelythe rendering of the realities

oft' wy things, visible to, and capable of being en-

1 by, those who had themselves previously constituted

a portion of the natural creation. And this is effected by
means of tho making of those persons themselves new, and

using i bo become a portion of the New crea-

tion, by i i of God.

Beautifully is this subject, especially the contrast between
the Old, and the New, Creation, set forth in the 8th Psalm.
M a, contemplated wit! to the former, appears to

be a being of the utmost insignificance. The reason of

this is. that man as a portion of the natural crec

is merely one of a number of shadows, and is actually
himself dependent for his existence, paltry as it is, up-
on these very shadows. But let the picture be reversed

and man be viewed with a reference to the spiritual creation,

and the prospect becomes most glorious. Jesus the divine

man, as having made all things new in himself, and we as

one with him, are then represented as having all things under

our feet, and subjected to our sway. The natural creation

is then seen to have been a mere series of figures and repre-

sentations, emblematic of the glory and happiness which we,

through Christ, and as partakers of his nature, are destined

to enjoy. How wonderful to think, that the very ideas of

the natural mind,
—those ideas which some philosophers have

been inclined to regard as the only real o> es,
—are

thus shewn to have substantiality, not certainly in them-

selves, for in themselves they are shadows,
—but in that

knowledge, and in those ideas, and those enjoyments, which

constitute the very essence of the divine nature.

1 2. The Atonement.
Another way in which the nature of Spirit may be ex-

hibited, is through the medium of a scriptural view of tho

doctrine of the atom
This doctrine, mosi ious in itself, has been complete-

ly overloaded with mistakes by those who are commonly
c tiled the Orthodox. 1 . God, in consequence of the atonement,

been represented as being reconciled to the creature;
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at the expense of bringing a charge of changeableness a-

gainst the Most High. 2. God after uttering threats of

eternal damnation, has been represented as. for the sake of

Christ, not carrying these into effect
;
at the expense of the

divine veracity. 3. The creature has been represented as

needing to perform the conditions of faith, &c. in order to

render the atonement effectual and available to himself, the

completeness, and perfection of the atonement being there-

by of course denied.

Vile, however, as this caricature of the atonement is, blessed

be God, we are not, in consequence of rejecting it, obliged to

avail ourselves of the unscriptural system of Socinus and

his followers. We can repudiate the dreams of orthodoxy
without embracing the infidelity, childishness, and natural-

ism, of the Racovian Catechism. While we maintain, borne

out by the inspired record, that it is not the Creator who is

reconciled to the creatine, but the Creator who, in Christ, is

reconciling the creature to Himself;—that the Creator, after

having issued threatenings executes them exactly, and to

the very uttermost, the benefit of the atonement consisting,

not in God passing from, or dispensing with any of his

threatenings, but in his rendering the complete execution

of them, consistent through the work of Christ with the free

gift of eternal life
;
—and that the completeness of the atone-

ment is such as to supersede the possibility of any condition

being performed, or any thing being added to it, by the

creature;
— we can nevertheless contend for the necessity,

and magnify the glory, of that atonement which was finished

on the cross, in strains as lofty, and with gratitude as strong,

as ever emanated from the lips, or were experienced by the

hearts of any of those who arrogate to themselves the ex-

clusive appellation of the orthodox.

Without entering into any investigation of the meaning
of the English word atonement, and assuming reconciliation,

or atonement, to be an adequate representation of what is

implied in the Greek word xaraWayy, I observe that, with

all those who really understand the subject, I receive and

maintain, as one of the prime articles of my creed, the doc-

trine of sin having been taken away by the self-sacrifice of

the Son of God, and of the creature having been reconciled

to the Creator thereby.
So completely has this exceedingly plain and simple sub-

ject been deformed and obscured by errors on every side,
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that my difficulty is to seize upon the point of view in which

I may at one and the same moment, present it clearly, and

also expose the mistakes by which it has been neutralized.

In my Assurance of Faith, vol. ii. pp. 100—117, I have

thrown out some hints regarding this matter, which maybe
useful to those who choose to peruse them. Here, my in-

tention is, while I bring before my readers, the same general
idea of the subject which is there given, to avoid as much as

possible travelling over the same ground which I have there

done; and to avail myself of those clearer notions, as well

as of that greater ability to simplify my views, which have

been the result of some years' additional divine teaching and

reflection.

There are two parts of the popular scheme of the atone-

ment which carry with them a very decided approximation
to truth. The one is, that the atonement was wrought out by
means of Christ's fulfilment of divine law. The other, that we
are saved by the combined influence of his active and passive

righteousness; that is by what he did, taken along with

what he suffered. There is truth in both these averments;
but truth alas ! so vaguely expressed, and so inadequately

apprehended, as to be, in so far as a clear exhibition of the

subject and other practical purposes are concerned, nearly

unavailing.
The fact is, 1st, that although the. atonement did take

place in connection with Christ's fulfilment of divine law, yet
it implied, not merely fulfilment of it in the sense of yielding

perfect obedience to it, but also such absolute and complete
exhaustion of it, as to leave it no longer any existence or

possibility of existence. And, 2ndly, that although Christ's

obedience to law previous to the closing scene, as well as his

enduring of the accursed death of the cross, are both concern-

ed in the atonement
; they are so in two very different

senses; the former, indirectly, the latter, directly; the for-

mer as a preliminary step, the latter, as that to which the

preliminary step pointed, and from which it received all its

worth and efficacy.
I! itaining what is valuable in the two views just adverted

to, and dismissing the rest, I observe, that the atonement

is represented in scripture as having been accomplished by
means of two steps or processes, distinctly, and yet closely

and inseparably connected. The one is, the preliminary step,

which consisted in the perfect obedience rendered by the
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Messiah to divine law. The second is, the atonement pro-

perly so called, which consisted in the self-sacrifice of the

Son of God, by which not merely were the demands of

law satisfied, but law itself was at once and for ever, exhaust-

ted.

First, or preliminary, step.
The perfect obedience rendered by the Messiah in pure

flesh and bloody to divine laiv.

Two laws, properly speaking, are all that have ever ema-
nated from the Most Hisrh. The one was of the nature of aO

prohibition to the first man
;
was given to him immediately

after his creation
;
and was by him soon violated.—The other

was, what is commonly denominated the law of Moses. Its

summary, indeed, its express language, was, Thou shalt love

the Lord thy God, with all thy heart, &c. This law is

generally supposed to have been issued to the nation of the

Jews
;
and there is a sense in which the supposition is per-

fectly correct. It was given to them ostensibly, and in the

first place ;
and this, 1st to briug out, and make manifest

their inability to fulfil it. The laiv entered that the offence

might abound. Rom. v. 20. 2nd. As a schoolmaster to

rein in, and chastise, them, until he by whom it was to be

fulfilled, should make his appearance. Gal. iii. 24. But it never

was given to the Jews, for the purpose of being fvdfilled by
them as a nation, or by any ordinary individual, or indivi-

duals, among them. This leads me at once to the real ob-

ject of that law. It was ordained by angels, in the hand

of a mediator. Gal. iii. 10. In plain English, it was the law

of God to Jesus of Nazareth, the second man, the Lord from
Heaven.—The law imposed on Adam, the creature, was the

most trifling ;
that on Jesus, the Creator, the most difficult

;

that can be conceived. The one, to abstain from violating
a prohibition which scarcely imposed any restriction at all,

the other, not only to abstain from violating every conceiv-

able prohibition, forbidding sins of heart as well as life, but

actively to fulfil the summary of divine law already quoted.
The object of all this was, to bring out the complete dif-

ference subsisting between the respective natures of the two.

The nature of the former, was unable to resist the slenderest

of temptations; the nature of the latter, triumphed over

every temptation and every obstacle. The nature of the former,

could yield no obedience to divine law as such
;

the nature

of the latter, could do nothing else than obey divine law,
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that law was within his heart, or constituted his very

being. T 3, then, was the law of Moses given. Ee
was a Jew : and, as such, by fulfilling it, he emancipated his

Qtrymen externally from its yoke. He was a man, the

man Christ - 1 and as such, his obedience redounded

internally to the advantage of the human race.— Numerous,
marked, and beautiful, allusions to the Messiah, and to the

obedience which In- was to render to this divine law, consti-

tute the v pie of the Old Testament Scriptures. It is

almost always couched in the singular number, as addressing
him : Thou shalt Iove the Lord thy Ood

}
< He is set before

.e sole fulfiller of it, in the loth, and 2 lih, and other

psalms.
— In a word, the law of Moses, was the law of the

iah : a 1 Iressed to him, understood by him, obeyed by
him, ieh. From violations of its prohibitions, he ab-

stain 3 injunctions, he fulfilled. In heart, no less than in

I he complied with it. In this way, did he prove himself

to have been made under the law; or, as emphatically ex-

by the same
'

le elsewhere, to have been the

of it. Eom. x. 4.

Second, or finishing, step.
The sacri > the Messiah of the nature by which divine

law ha

The obedience rendered, by the Lord Jesus, to the divine

law, while he retained his earthly life, was in every respect
but one, complete. By him, all evil, external and internal,
had been avoided. By him, all the types and ceremonies of

the Law which referred to the .'

'

ih, with the exception of

those which prefigured his sacrifice as the pure victim, had
been accomplished. Jesus, as the perfect man, had fairly
entitled himself to the everlasting continuance of his earthly
life. No //tan takethmy lifefrom me. John x. 18.—By retain-

ing that earthly life, however, instead of exhibiting perfect
love to Grod and man, the Messiah would have exhibi

the most in! 38j justice and truth having ren-

dered necessary the forfeiture of this present life by every
human . and the continued life of the Messiah upon
earth, had he chosen to retain it, implying, therefore, his own

solitary :ice, and the dro] the successive gen-
erations of the family of man around him, into the gulph of

utter and irremediable destruction. Besides, had he retained

his earthly life, his obedience to the law of God would have
been incomplete ;

for the sacrifice of the pure earthly e
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tence of the Messiah, constituted, in type, one of the most

important features of the Mosaic economy, as well as was the

express commandment which he had received of the Father.

And, lastly, except by dying, he could not have fulfilled his

own voluntary offer, Lo, I come to do thy will, God. Psalm

xl. 7, Heb. x. 7. The grand reason, however, of the sacrifice of

his pure flesh and blood nature by the Son of God, was this :

that as human nature or human beings, had been summed

up naturally in Adam, for the purpose of sinning and dying
in him

;
so human nature, or human beings, were summed up

supernaturally, in a far closer and stricter union, in the Creator

manifest in flesh
;

that in him that nature might be exhibi-

ted perfect, abstaining from every species of evil, and fulfilling

every divine requisition ;
that in him, by his sacrifice of it,

it might be thoroughly exhausted, be brought at once and

for ever to an end
;

so as to render it impossible for it ever

to exist again as human nature
; and, lastly, that in him, it

might be raised, changed, and glorified, no longer being hu-

man nature, but having been conformed by him to his own

native, and original, glorious, divine nature : life everlasting,

or divine life, thus, in and through the sacrifice and resurrec-

tion of Christ Jesus as the second Adam, becoming the por-
tion of those who had previously forfeited the life that now

is, in and through the transgression of the first Adam. That

is, the necessity and glory of the atonement consist in this :
—

God could compromise none of his attributes, could alter or

reverse noue of his threatenings ;
death had been denounced,

as the wages of sin, against the whole family of man, and death,

therefore, in one way or another, behoved to be executed up-
on all of them. Jesus came not into the world to interfere

with a single divine threatening. He found the world con-

demned, justly condemned, on account of sin
;

and therefore,

by his conduct, so far from impeaching, he confirmed the

justice of the divine conduct. By the sacrifice of his pure

earthly nature, even while taking sin away, he made a prac-
tical confession of sin, of the justice and propriety of the

the sentence denounced against it, and of the inherent worth -

lessness of the nature by which it had been committed.—
Thus, then, human nature, as such in its purest possible form,

came, by means of the sacrifice of the Messiah, to an end.—
But although he could not rescue human nature from the con-

dition righteously denounced against it, and never attempted
to do so

j
he could, by changing human nature in himself
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into hi> own divine nature, without in the slightest degree

interfering with the righteous earthly forfeiture which lie

allows to give it a direct righl to heavenly
This hat he does. Ee presents hu-

man nature r iled to G-od, not as such, for as such it is

enmity againsl '->>n\ and was destroyed by his atoning sacri-

fice, but as changed in himself into his own divine nature.

He allows the sentence of death denounced against sin to

take held on every one of Adam's descendant 3
;
and yet by

his sacri ice of himself, and his resurrection from the dead to

the resurrection of his own proper divine nature, he renders

the execution of the sentence of death upon them as human
b sings, perfectly compatible with their enjoyment of life ever-

one with him.

Through the atonement, then, God, -is not, as popular
rel conceive, abating somewhat of the rigour of his

righteous sentence, and saving human beings from torments

which they otherwise must have endured, a scheme which

repr< sents God as chaugeable, and his law capable of being
modified by circumstances ; but, through the atonement of

Christ, God can, while he executes every deserved and

threatened judgment upon Adam's descendants, to the

ry uttermost, thereby vindicating his justice and truth,

also bestow upon them, freely, life everlasting. The atone-

ment is that which shews God to be just, even while he is the

jnstifier of the ungodly.
In all this, we ha kingly presented to us, the differ

ence between Soul and Spirit. Soul, or earthly mind, as soon

the opportunity, wij >w to the gratification of

-

Ifishness, broke the law, which ha tied to it in the

shape of hibition ; and, when a series of divine

laws were afterwards given forth from Mount Sinai, there

was me: -led an additional opportunity for the same

fleshly mind, to manifi thorough and rooted enmity to

God by the abounding of the offence.— Spirit, or heavenly
mind, on the contrary no sooner had the opportunity afforded

to it, by the assumption of a pure flesh and blood nature, of

displaying what it was, than it shewed itself disposed, and

able, not merely to abstain from the violation of prohibitions

merely, but to love the Lord, its God, with all, &c. O, how
love I tin/ law; it is my study all the day. And not only so,

after having thus obeyed divine law, Spirit, with a farther

view to the glory of God, and the ulterior advantages thence
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to accrue to tlic family of man, voluntarily sacrificed the

pure fleshly nature by which that obedience had been render-

ed.

Few have suspected, much less observed, that the whole
scheme of the atonement is to be found shadowed forth, by
our blessed Lord, in his discourse with the rich young man,
recorded Matt. xix. 16— 22.—The first question is, Good

matter, what good thing must I do, that I may inherit eternal

life? To this, the answer is, If thou wilt enter into
life, keep

the commandments . Thou shalt do no murder, &c. In other

words, our Lord here informs his querist, that abstinence

from all evil, and the observation of every divine precept,
constituted the preliminary and indispensable step towards
the attainment of his professed object. Strange to tell ! so

low was the young man's opinion of the extent of the de-

mands of divine law, and so high his estimate of his own
attainments, tint he durst say to Christ, All these things have

I keptfrom my youth up. Well did Christ detect his igno-
rance of God and self, under which this poor man laboured,

when, at the very outset of the conversation, he had hinted

to him, that goodness was a divine, not a human attribute.

Why callest thou me good. Thou who, by thy question, evin-

cest thine ignorance of my character, as the being by whom
alone divine law can be fulfilled, and exhausted

;
there is none

good but one, that is God. To his vaunt of having perfectly

obeyed divine law, in so far as abstinence from all evil, and
the fulfilment of all commands, were concerned, the young
man subjoins, what may be denominated his second question,
What lack I yet ? In answer to this comes forth the as-

tounding injunction :
—

If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell that

thou hast, &c. That is, as if our Lord had said, the perfection
with which eternal life stands connected, no doubt consists,

in the first place, in acquiring such a stock of merit as to

entitle the performer to the continued and everlasting enjoy-
ment of the life that now is

;
but more particularly, in the

second place, in voluntarily parting with the whole of the

earthly rights and privileges thus acquired, rendering them
available thereby to the poor, and thus aspiring to a heaven-

ly, instead of resting contented with an earthly reward.

The young man understood not Christ thoroughly. All he

could conceive of was, that in order to be perfect, he re-

quired to dispose of and give to others, his great earthly
wealth. This he could not prevail on himself to do. He
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we/it away sorrowful, for he had &c. 'That
is, he was made

his thorough ignorance of divine law, and the

thorough selfishness of the motives by which in hia obedience
1 had been actuated. But we now, in the light of t ho

Testament as a whole; can understand what Christ

We perceive that, in his answer to the second

query, he was pointing to the generosity, and thereby the

spirituality, of the nature, by which alone eternal life could

liredj in other wordSj was pointing to the crowning
[spiritual ,

of his own atonement. He, by hia

ibedience to divine law, during the period of his

abode upon earth, acquired such a stock of merit, as to

enable him to set death, except by his own act, at defiance.

Wo man taketh my life from me. Hut he acquired this

tk, only to part with it. He sacrificed the nature by
which law had been obeyed. This sacrifice was of the na-

tun ale or exchange. For the joy that was set before

him, he endured the cross, despising the shame. He be-

came obedient unto death, even the accursed death of the

-: wherefore hath God highly exalted hira. He sold

the earthly life, and all the earthly advantages, which he
had.—This sale or disposal, of his earthly life, was, that he

it have to give to the poor. These are the children

of men; who are poer indeed, in so much as, they have

forfeited, in there earthly head, the life that now is, and

have, in th . es no right to any higher life. By parting
with his earthly life, -Jesus acquired a life of which he could

make them partakers. And this, the Old Test. Scriptures had

prophesied he should do. He hath dispersed ; he hath given
to the poor j his righteousness endureth for ever.—And last

of all, the . had treasure in Heaven. He volun-

tary rthly life, with all its privileges and

advantages, that is, all treasure on i arth; and instead there-

of, he received a Heavenly life at God's right hand for ever-

more, where he has his redeemed ones, the travail of his

soul, for his everlasting treasure and inheritance.

13. A necessary digression concerning law.

I am convinced that the preceding section, and even

many other parts of this treatise, must have been in a great
asure unintelligible to numbers of my readers, for want

of not comprehending the principles of law, and not seeing
their application to the case of ( 'hrist .

The object of all law, whether human or divine, is two-
fold :—
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i. To define and prohibit evil ;
that is, to point out what

is wrong, and to forbid the commission of it.

ii. To rein in, or restrain from the commission of the

evil prohibited, by means of a sanction, or the threatening
of punishment, annexed.

These things being premised, it may be observed far-

ther :
—

i. That laws are not required for the righteous, but for

the unrighteous ;
not for the good, but for the bad

;
1 Tim.

9, 10, the righteous, or good, being influenced by principle
and thereby constrained to the doing of what is right, needs
no law

;
the unrighteous, or bad, being only capable of being

restrained from the doing of what is ivrong, by the dread
ofpunishment, cannot dispense with law.

ii. That a man who is under law, owing obedience to it,

can never, by his obedience, entitle himself to any positive
reward at the hands of law. All that he is entitled to lay
claim to, in the event of his being thoroughly obedient,

—
and this he may with the most perfect right and confidence

insist on—is, that law shall let him alone, or, that he shall

be exempted from punishment.
Does not every human being, gifted with common sense,

who may peruse this treatise, know, that, under whatever
form of government he may live, he is necessarily subjected
to certain laws or prohibitions ;

that to the breach of these,

penalties are annexed ; that if righteous, or guiltless of

breach of law, he can set their penalties at defiance
;
and yet,

that if righteous or guiltless, that is, abstinent from evil, he
can lay claim to no other and no higher reward, than mere

exemption, front punishment?
—Is the principle of the last pos-

tulate any way ambiguous ? The negative good, of abstinence

from evil, surely can lay claim congruously to no other reward
than one which is negative likewise, or corresponding to its

own nature, such as is exemption from punishment : that is,

it can lay claim, properly speaking, to no reward at all. Luke
xvii. 9, 10. And yet, learned theologians, forsooth, suppose
the divine administration, although as they conceive an ad-

ministration of law, to be conducted by means of rewards,
as well as punishments ! What nonsense, in matters of

religion, will not the gravest, the most learned, and the

most talented, of the human race, talk. 1 Corinth, ii. 14*.

If, with a view to get rid of the absurdity which I attempt to fasten on
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ry lawyer, advanced no farther than the firsl stage of

lii> professional studies, knows, thai a law, or prohibition,

unaccompanied by a sanction, or the threatening of a penalty
in the t\,ni of its being transgressed, is perfectly nugatory :

i-. in fact so much waste paper. And no sanction, indeed,
did the most learned jurisconsult, ever hear, or dream of,

ji the sanction of punishment. What would lie thought
of the wisdom of the legislature of a country, in which acts of

abstinence from murder, robbery, falsehood &c, should be
declared positively tewardable in every case bymoney, goods,
lands, and so on? You laugh ;u the idea? And yet, ignor-
ant, impudent, hypocritical that you are, you can represent
that as perfectly consistent for the wisdom of God to do,
which you laugh to scorn when represented as emanating
from the mere wisdom of man I 0, the impudence of the

soulical mind in spiritual matters! God rewarding with

positive benefitsj the mere negative avoidance of evil! Quid
risum teneatis?

Now to apply \\\q foregoing principles.

Adam, and the Lord Jesus, were both under law. The

ter, was put under it, as a creature. The latter voluntari-

ly subjected himself to it, as the Creator. What has been
laid down concerning law, if correct, must be found verified

in the cases of both. And this, upon examination, it will be
found to have been.

The law to which Adam was subjected, consisted of a

single prohibition, with the sanction, or penalty, of death

annexed. Of every tree of the garden, ike. Gen. ii. 16, 17.

Applying our principles, it is obvious, that the only Tight-
ness he ever attained to, or ever was capable of attaining

to, was abstinence from the breach of this single prohibition.
And also, that, as subject to law, he could deserve no posi-
tive reward ; the only reward to wdiich by any possibility,

supposing him to have abstained from transgression, he
could have acquired any right, having been merely, so long
as the abstinence lasted, the negative one of exemption from
the penalty threatened ; that is, continued existence in the

them, they say, that they regard the divine administration as an administra-
tion of grace, and think themselves entitled to speak ofrewards on that prin-

ciple,
—

they are no way thereby, helped. For, if rewards be out of the

question in a mere administration of law, still more so, in one of grace.
Its blessings are not rewards, but favoun> (jratu'douslij bestowed.
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state in ivhich he had been originally created. And yet,

Divines, as if desirous to evince the utter worthlessness of

mere human speculations on the subject of religion, have

imagined, that, by abstaining from transgression for a

certain limited time, our natural progenitor might have

acquired a positive right to a higher state of existence!

Mere delirium ! As well, suppose, that by abstaining from
murder for a certain limited time, I acquire a positive right

to a throne ! What protestant, avowing such notions, dare

cast the doctrine of supererogation in the teeth of a Roman
Catholic ?

The law to which the Lord Jesus subjected himself, was

that commonly called the Law of Moses. Gal. iv. 4. That

law, although in a certain sense given to the nation of the

Jews, was in reality given to him the Jew, or seed of Abra-

ham, par excellence. See Galatiius, 3rd chapter, throughout.
Had not the Creator intended to undertake, and had he not

actually undertaken, the performance of Moses' law himself,
as it could never have been fulfilled by the creature it would
have remained unfulfilled for ever

;
and the promise of bles-

sings to be bestowed unconditionally on the families of the

earth made to Abraham, through his seed, would have remain-

od unfulfilled likewise. But Jesus was the end of Moses' law

for righteousness. Rom. x. 4. To him it pointed ;
Psalm

xv. throughout; Luke xxiv. 26, 27, 44; upon him it was

imposed; Deut. vi. 5, compared with Psalm 8, Psalm lx.

cxix. 97, and Hebrews x. 5—10
; by him it was fulfilled.

John xix. 30. The law which Jesus undertook to fulfil, he
summed up in these words, words, indeed, addressed to him-
self:—Thou sha.lt love the Lord thy God, &c. Matt. xxii. 37—
40.—Now, while under this law, Jesus, no more than Adam
while under his one prohibition, could not merit any positive
reward. All his obedience was due to the law under which
he had been made

; and, therefore, by rendering that obedi-

ence he could only keep up to the standard of its require-

ments, not go beyond it. Luke xvii. 9, 10. If, while subject
to law, he could have desarved any positive reward at its

hands, law, in that case, must have altered its nature. Instead

of a rigid and uncompromising exactor of obedience it would
have assumed the character of the divine attribute of Grace.—But, the fact is, that while subject to law, Jesus entitled

himself to no positive reward. He merely deserved, and re-

ceived, the ordinary negative one; abstaining from evil, he was
o
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ipted from punishment. Under such circumstances, no

one, no, nol even God himself, could have taken bis life

iV.nn him. Therefore, in so far as law was concerned, lie

mighl ha its penalties al defiance; retaining his life,

and continuing upon earth for ever. Ee had entitled himself
to the highesl reward which mere law can confer, viz, a com-

plete righl of exemption from punishment. Bui higher right
than this, while the subject cflaw, he neither had, nor pre-

ded to have.

1 1 will be obvious from all this, if understood, thai there
was no possibility of Jesus entitling himself to a positive re-

ward, while he continued I'm subject of law. And, under such

circumstances, it was equally impossible that he could, be-

come the subject of Grace; for, as the rightful subject of one

5 vereign, he could not Lawfully conn under the jurisdiction of
anothi r. How could ho withdraw himself from the authority
of law ?

There was lmt one way in which Jesus could cease to be
the subject of law, and could become the subject of positive

vards. Thai was, bis destroying, in obedience to the com-
mands of law, the nature which had been subjected to laiv, and
which had in other respects yieldt d obedience to it. The doing of

this answered two most important ends or purposes. First.

It withdrew the nature from law's jurisdiction ;
death being

necessary termination of all authority. Rom. vii. 1—4.

Secondly. The very act of destruction, or sacrifice, of the

nature subject to law, having been itself an act of obedience

to law, and the highest possible act of obedience, John x.

18, end, Philip, ii. 8, left law without the possibility of any
farther requirement. Law, like the fabled venomous insect,
had pointed its sting against itself. Thus, in sacrificing or

destroying himself, Jesus at one and the same moment ex-

hausted //>> nature subject f<> Ian- ami exhausted law itself;

bringing both by one and the same act to an end. What
an astonishing, what a glorious, consummation !

Henceforward, the principle of positive reward, had full

scope to operate. There being no longer any law to exact

obedience—that law having been exhausted, and swallowed

up by the Messiah in his death—Jesus became now the sub-

ject at once of positive reward, and of grace. Of positive re-

wanL, as due to an obedience so perfect as to be capable of

despising the mere negative one of <:><' n
/>/

inn from /lauishment.

Phil. ii. 6—11. lleb. xii. 2. Of grace, as flowing from the
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free purpose of God to one who had been originally the sub-

ject of law. Hence, the resurrection from the dead to the

power of an endless life.—In a word, Jesus rose to the enjoy-
ment of eternal life, not as the subject of law, and obedient to

it while under- it; for, as such, continued exemption, from 'pun-

ishment was all he had a right to : but, by ceasing to be the

subject of law, through the medium of such an obedience

to it, as destroyed at once both his earthly nature and it.

14. Deductions and illustrations.

Some curious, striking, and instructive, facts, stand con-

nected with the principles which have been just laid down
and developed.

i. The very circumstance of God's having placed Adam
under law at his creation, implies, independently of every
other consideration, that his nature was an unrighteous
one.

'

Knowing this, that the law, or law, is not made for
a righteous man. but for the lawless and disobedient. 1 Tim.

i. 9.'

ii. Law was given to Adam, not that he might be-

come righteous, and acquire a title to eternal life, by his

obedience to it, as is commonly but erroneously suppos-
ed

;
but that, by his inability to abstain from violating

it, his nature might be shewn to be unrighteous and de-

serving of punishment. Gen. iii. 1—6, 19. Rom. v. 20
;

viii.

3.

iii. Christ's human, or flesh and blood nature, which, as

sinless, deserved to live for ever, having been sacrificed,
^

or

brought to an end, did not receive the exact reward which

was its due. That reward was, the negative one, of exemption

from death. To have been suitably, or appropriately, recom-

pensed, the righteousness wrought out upon earth, should have

stood connected with life
continued upon earth. But the right-

eous flesh and blood nature having been sacrificed, was ac-

tually and violently deprived of its due. The just died for the

unjust. 1 Peter iii. 18.

iv. From the nature of law, it appears, that the Messiah

could not possess two lives at one and the same time. I

mean, a life upon earth
;
and a life in Heaven. Either, he

behoved to retain the life subject to law, at the expense
of never rising to the heavenly life, or he behoved to

attain to the higher life, at the expense of parting with

the other. It was impossible that two lives, one subject

to law, and another not subject to law, could co-exist. How
o 2
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evident from this, that, as in dying the Messiah brought

completely and for ever to an end, thai is, entirely destroyed,
;

3 pure earthly existence, the term sacrifice, applied to his

death, is neither unmeaning, nor inert' figurative, phraseolo-

v. Absurd, indeed, in the light oi the views just present-
ed, appears to be the popular theory, respecting the right
which Adam would have acquired to a higher state el' exis-

tence, in the event of his having persi vered in abstaining
from evil for a time. Even the Creator manifest in Jlesh, we
have seen, neither acquired, nor could have acquired, any
such right. All thai Jesus of Nazareth was entitled to as

'ding
>

vil, was " from punishrm it. Nor claimed he

more. He entered into heaven, not by mere abstinena from
evil, but by sacrificing himself, which no mere creature either

had a right, or would have been inclined to do. But if ev< a

the Creator, by abstaining from every species of evil, could not

have earned for himself a title to eternal life, are we to be

expected to swallow and digest the egregious nonsense, that

the men dun might, by abstaining for a timi from the

violation of a single trifling prohibition, have been able to do
so?

vi. It follows that there is no possibility now of any man,
or set of men, being subject to divine law,

—
yielding obedi-

ence to it,
—or having works performed in obedience to it, re-

warded in a higher state of existence. And the reason is

that divine law, as such, no longer exists. It is extinct.

It found its end in the Son of God. When the Lord Jesus,
in obedience to law, destroyed the nature which had been

subject to law, he destroyed at the same time law itself.

To pretend to be subject to divine law, then, is to pretend to

be subject to that over which the .M< -~iah triumphed in his

cross, and which he swallowed up in his resurrection. Love,
the principle of law, Rom. viii. 4, and xiii. 8— 10, may be im-

planted, and is implanted in the mind of every believer, con-

stituting in him the first fruits of Spirit, or Spiritual mind.
Law itself, however, he cannot be subjected to, it having
been brought to an end by the Son of God.

vii. Law having no rewards to bestow, and merely denounc-

ing punishment in the event of its being transgressed,
how absurd the notions of such human beings as on the

ground of law venture to anticipate rewards hereafter. The
utmost that such persons were ever entitled to look for
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from law, was, exemption front punishment if guiltless
—

punishment if guilty. But guilty they are. Therefore,

forfeiture of the life that now is, as the punishment threat-

ened by lair, is what alone from it they can receive.

15. Spirit shortly defined.

Spirit is mind which sees, with absolute and infallible

certainty, the truth of Christ's death, and resurrection from
the dead, in the light of, and in necessary connection with,
our own death and resurrection from the dead. Likewise,
to such a mind, the two things are inseparable. It sees that

with the body with which Jesus appeared upon earth, which
he sacrificed, and with which glorified he rose again from the

dead, and not the body of Adam, to be that with which we
have a vital union, and in the immortality of which we are

immortal. By faith, therefore, it sees itself even raised

with and seated with it, in heavenly places. Can such a mind
feel conscious of being subject to law, and exposed to condem-
nation ?

16. Were Christ's body and mind, while he was upon earth,
the same as what they are now ?

All that has gone before must yield, in point of impor-
tance, to the subject which we now proceed to consider directly.
I say directly, for indirectly it has already been presented in

a great variety of shapes to the notice of my readers. To

persons superficially acquainted with religion, what follows

may appear to be more curious than useful
; and, to the

great majority of mankind, complicated, and difficult. But
the complete understanding of it is so closely connected with
the purgation of the conscience, and the removal of all its

perplexities is by means of scripture, so easy, that, to the

follower of the Lamb who has once thoroughly mastered it,

it will be ranked among the most valuable of his religious

acquisitions. Few subjects display more of the manifold
wisdom of God.

To an objection urged some years since by my dear and

highly respected friend, Mr. T. C. Cowan of Bristol, to my
views regarding Soul and Spirit as they were brought under
his notice in the vague and undefined way in which they
first stood in my own mind, and which at the time I found
it impossible honestly and satisfactorily to answer, I am
indebted, under the teachings of God's word, for that com-

paratively distinct and enlarged apprehension of the subject
which I now possess.
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What is the answer to the question proposed at the head
of tin- -i ction '.'

There is a sense in which it may be said with peri

truth, that the body and mind of Christ new, aiv different

fiom what they were 1

,
while he was upon earth. There is a

sense in which i; may he averred with equal truth, that they
are the same. It is for want of attending at once to the dif-

ferences, and the samenesses, that this subjeel has been in-

volved in so much perplexity.
There is a sense in which it may he alleged with truth,

thai three distinct bodies, and three distinct minds, are

spoken of in scripture. 1. These are the bodies and minds
which ordinary human beings have. These are earthby, liable

to suffering, and mortal. 2. There are the body and mind
which Jesus had upon earth. These were, heavenly, and yet
in the earthly term; not deserving to suffer, and yet capable
of suffering; not deserving to die, and yet capable of dying'.
3. There are the body and mind which Jesus now has. These
are heavenly, incapable of suffering, and incapable of dying.
To express the whole in few words:—we have three distinct

bodies and minds set before us in Scripture. 1. Man's body
and mind. 2. Christ's earthly body and mind. 3. Christ's

heavenly body and mind. In this sense, Christ's body and
mind now that he is exalted to glory, are different from what

they were during the period of his sojourn upon earth.

There is a sense in which it may be alleged with equal
truth, that there are only two bodies and two minds spoken
of in Scripture. These are, 1, The bodies and minds of hu-

man beings as Adam's descendants. And, 2, The body and
mind of the Lord Jesus as now exalted to glory. What, in

that case, it, may be enquired, do you make of the body and
mind which the Lord Jesus had, during his earthly abode?
To this I answer :

— 1. The body and mind of the Lord Jesus,
while on earth, were not, properly speaking, a distinct body,
and a distinct mind

;
but a body and mind compounded, and

thereby partaking of the joint properties of, earthly body
and earthly mind on the one hand, and heavenly body and

heavenly mind on the other. With the former, it had flesh

and blood, was capable of suffering, and capable of dying :

with the latter, it had the qualities of purity, incorruptibility,
and substantiality. 2. Upon examination, it will be found,
that in every respect in which the body and mind of the Lord

Jesus, while in flesh, resembled ours, they differed from his
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present body and mind ; and, on the contrary, in every res-

pect in which they differed from our bodies and minds, they
resembled his present body and mind. But a body and mind
which thus possessed no qualities, but such as were common
to it with one or other of two distinct bodies and minds,
cannot themselves be spoken of as a distinct body and mind.

Do not these facts and observations lead to the conclusion,
that there is no real difference between the body and mind of

Christ while on earth, and his body and mind now
;
the only

difference being, his having dropped certain circumstances

which assimilated his body and mind while formerly on earth

to the bodies and minds of ordinary human beings.

Perhaps the shortest way of expressing the whole matter

is :
—the body and mind of the Lord Jesus now, are the same

as the body and mind which he had while he was upon earth
;

but their state and circumstances are entirely changed.
In connection with the subject matter of this section, the

following things will now be easily understood.

i. That as regards the body and mind which he had while

upon earth, the Lord Jesus appears strikingly in his capacity
of [uscrirr^ mediator, or middle-man. It was neither the body
and mind of Adam, nor the body and mind which Jesus now
has, but stood between both, forming the connecting link

between one and the other. As thus connecting earthly

body and earthly mind, with heavenly body, and heavenly
mind, the body and mind of the Lord Jesus in their earthly
state served a most important and glorious purpose in the

divine economy.
ii. That the body and mind of the Lord Jesus in their

earthly state, were never intended to form the models of the

body and mind of any other. They positively stand alone.

Having been assumed for a temporary purpose merely, as

soon as that purpose had been accomplished, they were des-

troyed, and destroyed for ever. Thus viewing the subject,
it turns out that we were perfectly right in averring, that,

properly speaking, there are only two distinct bodies and
two distinct minds. 1. The earthly body and mind of Adam,
after the nature and model of which all human bodies and
minds are formed. And, 2, the present heavenly body and

heavenly mind of the Lord Jesus, after the nature and model
of which the minds and bodies of his people are new-formed
or new-created. In one case, and in one case only, then,
that of our blessed Lord, did pure body, and pure mind,
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appear in the earthly form
; never, when once that form had

d brought to an end, to appear in it again! Such a body
and such a mind, as Jesus had while upon earth, never ex-

1 before, and never can exist again.
17. >'/ 'rit in Christ, while i rth, was in the form of

We now approach to the consideration of a subj
which but for preceding obs< rvations and illustrations, would
have been perfectly unintelligible ;

and yet which, notwith-

standing ;ill that has been said, I despair oi making plain to

the majority of my n ad

Spirit, or the mind df Christ, is presented to us in Scrip-
ture in two totally distinct stab's, and under two totally dis-

tinct aspects.
i. In the state in which it was during the period of his

incarnation.

ii. In the state in which it has been since his resurrec-

tion, and in which it is destined to continue for evermore.
Of the former of these, we treat in the present; of the lat-

t'
r, in the immedi itely following, si ction.

i. The state in which Spirit was, and appeared, in our
blessed Lord, during the period of his abode u] bh.

During the whole period of Christ's incarnation, Spirit
in him appeared in the form of Soul.—Even then, the mind

itself to have been spiritual not soulical, ly
such tacts as those: It came direct from God, he having
had no human father—it was connected with abstinence

from all evil, from his earliest infancy
—it exhibited itself in

love to Cod, and desire to execute his high behests, even
while tl -iah was to appearance a mere boy. Luke ii.

46—50.—It drew down, while young, the favour of God and

man, Luke ii. 40, 52.— It led him to submit to baptism at

the hands of his forerunner, Matt. hi. L5.— It resisted and
overcame temptation of every kind when presented to him
from without, Matt. iv. 1— 11.—It came out in contempt

worldly h and advantages, disposition to do good
to the bodi minds of men, control over the elements,
and ability to cure diseas well as raise the dead—and,

ill, it led to complete fulfilment of Moses's law, by
himself as the end or object of it, and this, even to the vol-

untary offering up of himself, a sacrifice without spot unto

God, as the anti-type of all the victims which its priesthood
were continually sacrificing.

—But if the mind of Jesus, even
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while upon earth, was spirit, or spiritual, it was spirit, not
in its proper form, but in the form of soul, or creature m
It was connected with flesh and blood—it was subject to

law—it was fitted for an existence upon earth alone—and
it was capable of being subjected to sufferings and death.

These and many others, which if necessary might have been

enumerated, are all properties of soul; they all appeared in

the Lord Jesus, during his incarnation; and the possession
of them by him proves, that his mind, while he was upon
earth, was fairly entitled to the appellation of soul.

Hence we find him saying, during the days of his flesh,

My soul is exceeding sorrowful, even unto death; hence it

was declared by the Psalmist, speaking in his name, Thou
wilt not leave my ,-<<>ijI in hell; and so on.

These things being premised and understood, I observe,

That, in the Lord Jesus, during his earthly state, Soul,
or earthly mind, appeared pure and substantial, having been
assimilated to itself so far by heavenly mind

; just as in him,

during the same period, earthly body appeared pure and

substantial, having been assimilated to itself so far by his

heavenly body likewise.

That the soul and body of the Lord Jesus, while on earth,
did not consist merely of two natures brought into juxta-

position, as the Nestorians, and even the orthodox suppose ;

but were a compound, if one may so speak, of the nature of

the creature, an 1 the niture of the Creator, exhibiting the

form, the flesh and blood, and the limitation of the one, in

c nnbination with the heavenly attributes of the other; the

assimilation to itself so far of the flesh and blood nature

which the Messiah assumed, during its earthly state, shew-

ing, that when appearing in the likeness of sinful flesh, it

was neither necessary nor possible, for the Creator to put
himself exactly upon a level with the creature.

And that Spirit appeared in the form of Soul, in the Lord

Jesus, during his earthly state, not that it ever could or

might so appear in the case of any other, but that having
in its soulical form, obeyed divine law, sacrificed itself, and

accomplished the other purposes for which its manifestation

took place, it might thereby pave the way for, and become
the means of, the appearance of Soul in the form of Spirit,

for evermore.
18. Spirit in Christ, since his resurrection, has appeared in

its own proper form.
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To form positive conceptions of what the Lord Jesus is

now, and has been, since he quitted this our world, and as-

led into glory, is nol within the power of man, constitu-

ted and situated as he now is. Indeed, it is only by faith

that the subject can in any way whatever b< thought of. It

doth not yei r what wt shall b his we know, this is

the province of faith and faith alone, that when fa shall appear
Wi shall &< lih him, for u/< shall see him as he is. 1 John hi.

2. At the same tune, the word of God hath furnished ns

with so many clear and explicit negative declarations, that is,

declarations of what the state of the Lord Jesus now is not

a- to enal 1
 as to think and speak at least intelligibly, con-

cerning the subject.

Thence, we know that :
—

Pure Spirit in Jesus now, is heavenly mind unconnected with

N ; unconnected with what had h < n flesh; fi ir his fleshly

body Jesus hath carried withhim into heaven; but unconnected

with what is now flesh; for in rising from the the dead, he rose

with his fleshly body, changed into spiritual and heavenly body,
and thereby fitted for its ascent to glory, and everlasting

residence above. Jesus is not, therefore, now both God and

man in two distinct natures for ever, as certain protestant
formularies most absurdly teach

;
but he is the Creator who

was once manifest in flesh, and who with flesh and blood,

no longer such, but changed and glorified in himself, hath

ascended t<> his throne in the heavenly mansions.

Pure Spirit in Jesus now is heavenly mind not subject to

law. To the law of God the pure Soul or the Spirit of Jesus

when in the form of Soul, had been subjt cted. Hut having
1 :.

.
 lient even unto death, that is, even to the sacri-

fice of hi- pure earthly nature in obedience to divine law, he

hath freed bin im 1 w, and from all its demands, for

ever. Divine law found its end, or termination, in the

death oft!
- of God. Jesus now appears as the source,

or principle, not the subject of law. Spirit in him now is

pure love; and as such it goes fort 1' and exhibits itself, not

in acts of obedience to law, but in acts of beneficence and

mercy toward- the guilty children of men.

I 'me Spirit in Jesus now is heavenly mind not liable to

sufferings and death. Our blessed Lord appeared in flesh to

suffer ainl to die. lint having died unto sin once, he now,
and for ever liveth unto God. He hath swallowed up death

in victory ;
and he now appears, therefore, as the destroyer
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of death, and the source of life everlasting. I am he that

liveth, and ivas dead ; and behold, I am alive for evermore,
Eev. i. 18, is the manner in which he describes his present,

glorious, heavenly state.

If I have been successful in conveying my ideas respect-

ing this subject, it will now be obvious

That the grand difference between the state of the Lord
Jesus while on earth, and his state now, is this :

—In coming
down to earth, he was conforming himself to the nature,

state, and circumstances, of the creature. Hence, although
in reality Spirit, his appearance, while on earth, in the form
of Soul.—Again in rising to heaven, he was conforming the

nature, state, and circumstances, of the creature, to the na-

ture, state, and circumstances, of himself the glorious Crea-

tor. Hence, his causing what in him had formerly been

pure Sold, thenceforward to appear in its own proper form
of Spirit. Thus, then, even while in flesh, in appearing to

conform himself to human nature, by assuming Soul, he was
in reality to a certain degree conforming human nature to

himself, by rendering soul in himself pure. And, when he
had sacrificed his pure fleshly nature, in rising from the

dead he was merely carrying out and completing the be-

gun process of conformity, by converting pure Sold into

Spirit.
19. Christ's two births.

Do my readers enquire for the meaning of this appar-
ently quaint phraseology ? Can none of them, from what
has preceded, anticipate what I am now to place before

them ?

Unless the subject of the two births of the Messiah be

apprehended, it is perfectly impossible to understand the

scriptures, or to reconcile one part of them with another.

The Messiah, in the first place, was born into time. In
the second place, he was born into eternity.

By this former birth, of the Virgiu Mary, he became
the son of man. He was undoubtedly even then also, in a

very important sense, the Son of God, having had God not

man, for his father. But it was as the son of man, that,

properly speaking, he was during his earthly career revealed ;

and Son of man is the term that generally in his conversa-

tions with his disciples and others he applies to himself.

As Son ofman,h.e stands distinguished from Adam, his na-

tural progenitor, who was man, but not man's son. And as
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r,tan
}
he stands distinguished from himself, in his own

proper and heavenly character, as Son of Ood. By his first

birth, then, he was manifested as Soil of man. In this capa-

city, he was forming a connection with, taking hold of, and

conprehending, human uature in himself. His pure flesh

ly was the substance of all the shadowy bodies of

mere human beings. His pun soul was the substance of all

/ minds. God therefore, by becoming the

I' •'. r of thai pure and holy thing, which was born of the

Virgin Mary, actually substantialized buman nature in it.

.I,>u- having thus, as it were, gof hold of, or grasped, hu-

mify in his own single person, having thus got power over

all flesh, John xvii. 2, could dispose of il as lie pleaseil. Ibid:

And his pleasure was, after having exhibited human nature

for once pure and perfeel in himself, to destroy it, or bring
it fco :ni end, in hiuisclf. His pure am! substantia] body and

mind, had a full and entire grasp of human nature; and,

when In.' had sacrificed tin'- pure body ami mind, he got, as

it were, to the very bottom of it, so completely destroying and

subverting it, that after death there is no possibility of its

ever again subsi human nature. He took away sin,

and, as a matter of course likewise, the nature from which

sin necessarily proceeds, by the sacrifice of himself. Heb. ix.

26. By his firsf birth, then as son of man, the .Messiah took

hold of flesh and blood, purified and perfected it, and then,

by the sacrifice of it, brought it at once and for ever in him-

self to an end.

By his second birth Jesus became, or rather was mani-

fesf d to be, the Sou of Go I. Having burs! forth from the

womb of time and the grave, he rose as the first fruits of a

new and heavenly creation. In his former birth, he had

appeared as the substantial, as distinguished from the

shadowy, man
; taking hold of human nature; and pre-

paring for the extinction of man, and of every! bing connected

with man's present state and condition, in bimself. In his

cond birth, be appeared as having -shaken off, and brought
to an end, whatever in him had been human and earthly;
as the conqui ror of law, in, and death, and as the changer
in himself of beings naturally fitted to live only in time,

into beings snpernaturally fitted to live throughout eternity.
i a-, ban again, in order that he mighl thetravailof
his soul, by the coinunication of eternal life to his many re-

deemed ones, andm ight thereby fa satisfied. Isaiah liii. 11.
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Thus was he declared to be the Son of God with power, ac-

cording to the spirit of holiness, by the resurrection from the

dead. Rom. i. 4. His birth into this world, was to the Creator

unnatural, and, therefore, merely temporary. But his birth

into the heavenly state, was the resumption of the situation

and circumstances which were natural to him, and was there-

fore, to him the commencement of a glorious dignity des-

tined to be everlasting. By his first birth, he appeared with

pure soul ; by his latter birth, with pu re soul converted into

spirit. By his former birth, he had been shewn to be
the head of the old creation ; by his latter birth, he became
head of the new. Shall we, under such circumstances, won-
der to find the Apostle applying to the latter birth, or to his

resurrection from the dead, those remarkable words of the

2nd Psalm, addressed to the Messiah: Thou art my Son,
this day have I begotten thee? Acts xiii. 33. Is it not, as if

his Heavenly Father had said to him :
—" Born into time,

however miraculous thy generation, thou wert not, properly

speaking, Son of God, but Son of Man. All thy obedience,

nay, thy very life, then, were due to those among whom, and
as one of whom, thou didst make thy appearance. But,
now, by thy death, and resurrection from the dead, thy con-

nection with time hath ceased. Rather, now thou appearest,
not as thou formerly didst, the subject of time, but as the

conqueror of time, and as thereby containing it, and all thiugs
besides, in thyself. Thou now appearest in thy proper
character, as the undying one the everlasting Jehovah, the

Son of God. Hail therefore mighty conqueror ! Ascend
the throne prepared for thee of old

;
and there sit, raising

thy brethren to a footing of equality with thyself, until thou
shalt have completed thy triumphs, by the subjugation of

all things to thyself." Psalm ii. 7, to the end.*

Jesus, thus, in his first birth, conformed himself to the

old creation, that in himself he might grasp it, purify it,

and bring it to an end. In his second birth, he was con-

forming the old creation to himself, as the first fruits, earnest,
and head, of the netv creation.

20. One sin of Soul, one righteousness of Spirit.
One great object at which I have all along been aiming,

has been to shew, that upon one sin, the death of Adam and
all his posterity depends ; just as upon one righteousness,

* Read, in illustration of this subject, Coloss. i. 15—21.
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the possession of eternal life by Chrisl and all his posterity

depends. This is the scope of the argument prosecuted by
the Apostle, in the 5th chapter of the Epistle to the Romans
from the 12th verse to the end. So important is the due

apprehension of this topic, thai if not understood, all my
previous statements have been absolutely thrown awayj
and the consideration of the nature of Spirit in believers,

as distinguished from the nature of the mind which our

ssed Lord had whilst he was upon earth, the next subject
to be treated of, may at oner be abandoned.

First. Son] was originally exhibited pure in the crea-

ture Adam. This purity of the creature, however, as has

appeared from the result, was merely negative. It consisted

not in the impossibility of doing- evil, and the necessity of

doing well, the nature of the positive purity which was after-

wards displayed in Chrisl Jesus, but merely in the fact of

the creature no! having been brought into the world a trans-

gressor and ofhis havii g for a time abstained from the only

transgression of which in his then circumstances he was ca-

pable. This creature purity of soul was exhibited, as the

result shew* d, and as scripture informs us, for the purpose
of acquainting us practically with the melancholy truth,

that the creature, even in his best estate, is altogether vani-

ty. Soul, as pure in the creature, was tried by one tempta-
tion, and that of the most trifling kind. Before that one

temptation, it instantly fell; violating thereby the exceed-

ingly slight prohibition under which it had been placed.
The consequent

< was. thr i-ntranee of sin, and thereby of

death, into our world
;

and the passing of death upon the

whole human race. Of this the reason is, the oneness of

Adam with his posterity. By generation, he transmits to

each one of them a body, and thereby also a mind, springing
out of, connected with, and the same as, his own. It was
from his nature, a nature, consisting of mind dependent
upon flesh, that the one transgr< ssiou Unwed; and wherever
this nature of his, communicated by him to his posterity,
is found, death attaches to it as the transgressing nature.

Let it appear in infants, or in adults, it matters not. It is

in both equally the nature of the one transgression, and con-

sequently the nature of death. As with the one transgres-
sion of Adam, and with his nature as the guilty source of it,

death stands connected, it follows, as a mattter of course,
that wherever that nature is found, whether in child or in
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man of mature age, in sinner or in saint, it is obnoxious to

death, and the individual possessing it must submit to the

penalty whenever God, in the course of his providence, may-
see meet to inflict it.

It appears, then, that death is not the result of any
transgression or series of transgressions, which have been

committed by any person since Adam's time. It derives its

origin from the one transgression of its natural progenitor,
and from it alone. All the other sins which the human race

have since committed, so far from having been causes of

death, have been merely effects of that same fleshly nature,
from which the one sin of Adam, and consequently the

deaths of himself and his posterity, originally took their rise.

This the Apostle proves most conclusively, in the 5th chapter
of the Epistle to the Romans, by shewing, that, although,
from the time of Adam to Moses there was no law in exis-

tence and consequently no possibility of any one sinning af-

ter the similitude of Adam's transgression, death nevertheless

continued to reign. But death, being a punishment, or pen-
alty, could not with justice have been inflicted upon any
except as chargeable with guilt or violation of law. To say,

then, that death reigned, from Adam to Moses, during the

whole of that intermediate period, without the existence of

any law which mankind were capable of violating is, accord-

ing to the Apostle's argument, to trace sin and death at once

to Adam's first transgression; and to shew, that human

beings die not in consequence of actual guilt committed by
themselves, but in consequence of their possession of a

nature from which guilt originally sprung in the case of

him with whom they have a natural and necessary connec-

tion.

Pure soul appeared originally in the creature not to mani-
fest its power of attaining to a higher state, but its want of

power to retain even the state in which it was originally

placed. One act of transgression was quite sufficient for this

purpose. For, this one act having been perpetrated by soul

while pure, what was to be expected from it after it had
become impure ? What, while pure, it could not retain, sure-

ly, after becoming impure, it could not recover; much less

could it, under such circumstances, raise itself, by any efforts

of its own, to a state higher than that in which it was origin-

ally placed. One transgression committed by soul while

pure, was therefore sufficient to stamp guilt upon it thence-
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forward and for ever; and, committed by him who is natural-

ly one with all by whom soul is possessi '1, the guilt which in

him it contracted, ami the death which in him it thereby

incurred, necessarily attach to ami will continue to attach to

it.

Si condly. Soul was again exhibited pure in the person
oi't! itor manifest in lY.-h. the Lord Jesus Christ. But

the purity now was positive, m>t negative ; and hence the Soul

of the Messiah v. f fulfilling law in the utmost
ut and intensity of its demands, and of resisting tempta-

tions, whatever their number and magnitude might be. It

the substance of the shadowy purity which had previously

appear d in the creature Adam. And it had its origin in

the fact, that the mind of our blessed Lord was not merely
that of Adam was; but was Spirit, or heavenly

mind, man in the form of Soul, a fleshly mind. This

Spirituality of Soul, if J may so express myself, was what

gave rise to that perfect obedience to divine law which char-

rized the Messiah, during his earthly career; an obedience

not limited to compliance with its dictates while he continued

in flesh, but extending even to the voluntary offering up of

his pure body and soul, as a sacrifice for sin. By this means,
soul which, in the creature, had become unrighteous; ap-

peared, in the Creator, bringing in a perfect and everlasting

righteousness. And thus, what, in the creature, had, by
transgression, incurred death

;
in the Creator, by righteous-

ness, became entitled to life everlasting. This righteousness
of the Messiah benelit;s us creatures, in consequence of his

oneness with us. Even the mere creature, Adam, lias such

a oneness with his pos as to be able, by means of

transmitting to them his nature, to fasten guilt, and thereby
It, upon them. And if so, surely much more must the

Creator, Christ .Jesus, as not merely partaker of flesh and

blood with the creature, but as having exhibited the na-

ture of the creature substantial in himself, have such a one-

ness with them, as to be capable of communicating to them
his righteousness, and elevating them to the possession of

his life. And the righteousness through which these blessings
is one. It is the one righteousness, of that one

Soul, which appeared pure, perfect, and heavenly, in the

Lord Jesus Christ. As by the one sin of Soul, committed

by the creature, sin and death entered ; so by the one right-
eousness of Spirit in the form of Soul, performed by the
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Creator, righteousness and life everlasting entered. And as,

not by our own personal transgressions, but by our possession

of the nature from which Adam's one transgression flowed, we
are constituted guilty, and become obnoxious to death

; so,

not by our own personal obedience to divine law, but by our

having conferred upon us, whether here or hereafter, the nature

from which Christ's one obedience to divine law flowed, we are

constituted righteous, and become partakers of life everlast-

ing. This complete parallelism between sin and death as

entering by one transgression, and righteousness and life

everlasting as entering by one act of obedience, is singularly

beautiful, and forms the basis, as well as substance, of the

reasoning of the Apostle Paul, in that passage of the

Epistle to the Romans, to which reference has been already
made.

The reason of the impossibility of more than one right-
eousness being performed by Spirit, is, that righteousness

signifies obedience to divine law ; and that Spirit, in order to

be able to perform righteousness, required to be subject to di-

vine law j which it never was, and never will be, except in

the case of the Lord Jesus Christ, manifest in fiesh. It was
to Soul, in the case of Adam, that the one law of paradise
was originally given. It was to Spirit, as manifested in the

form of Soul in the person of the Messiah, that the law issued

from Mount Sinai, requiring perfect love to God and man,
was subsequently given. The law given to soul was violated,

by the perpetration of the only crime which, while pure, it

could commit. The law given to Spirit, in the form of Soul,
was obeyed to the very utttermost ;

and this, even to the

sacrifice of its pure flesh and blood nature, the grand act of

obedience which was exacted from it, and the only act of

righteousness by which perfection of love to God and man
could be displayed. It was by Spirit, thus subjected to di-

vine law in the form of soul in the Lord Jesus, that obedience

to divine law, or righteousness, was thus performed. And
Spirit, in the form of Soul, having thus completely obeyed
divine law, and exhausted all its demands, in other words,

having brought in a perfect and everlasting righteousness,
there is no necessity for, no possibility of, spirit being ever a-

gain subjected to divine law. Spirit in whatever other form
it may now appear, cannot at all events appear in subjection
to law, and as requiring to obey it. As having been once

subject to law in the case of the pure Soul of the Son of

p
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God; and :is having, by the sacrifice of that pure soul, satis-

fied the atmosi demands of law
;

the law of Cod as sitcA is

actually no longer in existence, and consequently there is no
:1m1ii\ of Spirit being subjected to it. There is no possi-

bility, therefore, of the existence of any righteousness, under-

standing by righteousness thai perfect obedience to divine

law which Spirit in the form of Soul is alone capable of ren-

dering, except the one righteousness of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Tims, with the completion of the righteousness of the Lord
Messiah on the cross, the possibility of being righteous, in the

sense of yielding obedience to divine law, came at once, and
for ever, to an end. And thus, as the pure soul of the crea-

ture was never capable of committing more than one trans-

gression; so, the pure Soul of the Creator, or Spirit in the

form of Soul, wras never capable of exhibiting more than one

right* ousm ss.

Anticipated I mv-\ have been by many of my readers,
in the remark with which I intend closing this section.

Adam, so far from having been able to attain to a higher
state, was, as we have just seen, unable even to retain the
state in which he was originally placed. Jesus, on the con-

trary, was able, not merely to retain, had he so pleased, his

earthly state, but to attain to a higher and more glorious state

of being. In this is displayed most strikingly the difference

between Soul and Spirit. Soul, placed in the earthly para-

dise, was unable to keep it. Spirit, in the form of Soul,

although it came into the world like other beings in the
human form deprived of the earthly paradise, was nevertheless

able to procure for itself and others the heavenly one. Can

persons, capable of comprehending what I say, ever after-

wards allow themselves to talk of God's restoring to us,

through Christ, what we lost in Adam ? Why, what we lost

in Adam, were merely earthly blessings. What are bestowed

upon us through Christ, are heavenly ones. To render the

forfeiture of the former, subservient to the bestowing upon
us of the latter, is surely any thing else than to restore the

former. Let us hope that christians will, in future, become
wiser than to employ a phraseology so absurd and so unjusti-
fiable. As Soul is a principle which is incapable of retaining
inferior and shadowy blessings, and Spirit is a principle
which attains to and confers superior and substantial ones;
and as what Soul lost by its one transgression, was totally
different from what Spirit, by its one righteousness, is the
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means of conferring ;
need I insist on the fact, that to speak

of the divine righteousness and everlasting life of the Son of

God, as a restoration of the creature righteousness and earthly
life which Adam forfeited, is to he guilty of one of the gross-
est solecisms in language, which can by any possibility be
conceived ?

24. The finite, the indefinite, and the infinite.

What is contained in this section is intended solely for

those who, besides being acquainted with the glorious gospel,
are able and accustomed to reflect. The greater portion of

my readers, if many shall have read thus far, may pass it over

without much detriment to themselves.

Supposing myself to address persons, possessed of tolera-

bly distinct views of divine truth, and desirous to have set

before them in a brief and condensed form what throughout
the greater part of this chapter I have been labouring to

establish, I propose satisfying them in the following way.
The creature, both as to body and mind, is necessarily

finite or bounded. The Creator as to both is necessarily
infinite or unbounded. In regard to beings thus discordant

as to their respective natures, a certain purpose is aimed at.

It is proposed to change the finite nature of the creature,
into the infinite nature of the Creator, or to communicate to

the nature of the creature, the nature of the Creator. Now,
how is this to be accomplished ?

It is obvious, that the finite, and the infinite, have nothing
in common with each other. Nay, that so far from this, they
stand diametrically opposed to each other. A direct inter-

course, then, between the one and the other, is absolutely

impossible. But is there no way in which a communi-
cation between them may be opened up and established ?

This, briefly expressed, is, it appears to me, the very
problem which the gospel is intended to solve, the very ques-
tion which it gloriously and satisfactorily answers. The con-
nection desiderated is, scripture informs us, effected by
means of the indefinite.

That is, the finite and the infinite, never have been, never
can be, brought into direct and immediate contact. There
is nothing in common between them

;
no point, no connect-

ing link, which might afford a means of fastening the one on
the other. In this apparent emergency, the Lord Jesus
Christ appears, not with a finite nature, for his flesh and
blood body and soul, were capable of being developed into

p 2
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infin
'

not with am infinite nature, for his flesh

and blood body and soul; while they continued such, were

rily confined to time; bnt with a nature, neither finite,
: with a nature compounded, and partaking of

the pro] of both
;

allied to, and connected with, both;
ble of appearing as Unit* , and yet capable of being raised

to the rank of in in a word, with a nature, the only

appropriate term to be applied to which, is the indefinite.

The object aimed at, ol> is to convert the finite into

. or, in other words, to confer upon the finite, infi-

This, through the medium of tin indefinite, is

pimply, beautifully, and gloriously accomplished. The Crea-
tor cannot make himself a creature, but he can appear in the
form or likeness of a creature. He can appear as possessed
of ilf finite natun . In doing so, he both shews the oneness
of the creature, with himself, and the substantiality which
the nature of the creature is capable of acquiring not in itself,

but in him. He shews, that, although, in appearing as a

creature, he cannot become like a creature finite, he can

nevertheless thereby give an indej to the nature of

the creature which in itself as r it does not possess.

Thereby preparing it for ulterior results. He then throws off

tho creature form, or indefinite nature, which he had assum-

ed; that is he brings to an end tl which in himself he
had converted into the ind ; manifesting, that it was
not a finite, but an indefinite nature, which, during his ap-

pearance in flesh, he had possessed, and which he threw off,

by converting it into the infinite. This, it is evident, thefinite
re of the creature never could have done. It could never

have raised it-elfto the level of//"- infinite
mil are of the Creator.

But the Creator, himself, after having first rendered the

finite nature of the creature indefinite in himself by his as-

sumption of it, and after having thus given to what was in it-

self.//"''/'., a capability of infinite development, proved that he
had done so, in first bringing it to an end in its ind<finite

form, and then by running it up into the infinite. Of a

change and elevation like this, only the infinite being, himself,

by a previous conversion of the finite into the indefinite, in

himself, was capable.
The finite, having thus by its substantialization and sacri-

In the indefiniU ..
been elevated to, and converted into, the

infinite, in the Messiah himself, the remainder of the process
is perfectly easy : Jesus as once the indefinite, now the infinite
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being, havdng got an entire hold and grasp of the finite, is

now engaged in changing the finite into his own infinite na-

ture, and shall continue to do so, until time, and space, and

everything else that is created, having been clothed with

his own uncreated nature, the finite is, as it should be,

ultimately lost and swallowed up in him the infinite.

25. Spirit in believers, not subject to law.

Having now at very great length, and to many of my rea-

ders no doubt tediously, considered what spirit was in the

Messiah himself, both while he appeared in flesh, and

after his resurrection, I now proceed to state what that

spirit is, the first fruits of which are possessed by believers

now, and the full enjoyment of which is reserved for them
hereafter.

Let the difference between Spirit as it appeared in the

Messiah while in flesh, and Spirit as it exists in him since

his ascension to glory, be remembered. If Spirit, existing
as it- did under these two distinct forms, be confounded,
all that I have written hitherto has been unavailing,

—faint

views of the gospel, if any, can at the utmost be possessed,
—

and the reader, unless willing to undertake the task of going
over again what precedes, may just as well here close the

book. As Spirit in the believer, neither is, nor can be, the

mind which Jesus had during the period of his incarnation,

but is the mind which since his resurrection from the dead

he has possessed, he who has not yet apprehended the dis-

tinction between the one state of mind, and the other, has

yet to learn the A, B, 0, of Christianity.

Perhaps the simplest and most intelligible way of pre-

senting to my readers a subject scarcely ever thought, much
less treated, of, will be to consider, first, what Spirit in be-

lievers is not
; and, secondly, what it is. A view, first, of

the negative, and, secondly, of the 'positive, sides of the ques-

tion, combined with the lengthy observations on Spirit as

it existed in the Messiah himself which have gone before,

will exhaust what I have to say respecting it.

In the first place, then, we shew what Spirit in believers •

is not.

It is not subject to divine law.

This, it is not, for several weighty and substantial rea-

sons.

i. What the law of God requires, and what alone it

will accept of, is perfect obedience. This the creature is not
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capable of yielding. Rom. viii. 7. This the Creator himself,
manifest in flesh, has yielded. Rom. viii. 3,4; \. I. It",

then, believers were subjecl to divine law, divine law would
be continuing to require from them, what they cannot give,
and what it has already recoil But is it conceivable, in

the first place, that God should be so chargeable, with
a mockery of his creatures? And, that he

should so dishonour the work of his own well be-

loved Son, as to continue to require from creatures an im-

perfect obedience, with a view to the completing of that per-

/ i obedience which by him has already been rendered ?

The questions answer themselves. God's law has been

obeyed perfectly by the Creator himself, and has thereby
been honoured. That law then, does not expose itself to a

charge of being weak and inefficacious, nor the obedience

of the Creator to a charge; of being imperfect, by continuing
to demand from the creature, what the creature cannot give,
and what, if he could give, would pour contempt on and

render luous, the work of the Creator.

ii. If believers were subject to divine law, required
to obey it, and capable of obeying it, then, instead of one

righteousness whereby scripture informs us sinners are justi-

fied, there would be man// righteousnesses, interfering, and

sharing the glory of salvation, with the work of the Son of

God. Human beings, in that case, instead of being indebt-

ed for life everlasting to that righteousness which was

wrought out by the Lord from Heaven, would owe that

blessing to themselves. Glorying only in the Lord, would
be impossible, in consequence of this. He who found himself

able to act up to the requirements of divine law, would, as

a matter of necessity, glory in himself. All these conse-

quences, and many others of a similar kind, follow, the

•moment it is supposed, that believers are subject to divine

law, and required to obey it. Of course, the absurdities to

which the hypothesis in question conducts us, prove its

best confutation. Jesus, manifest in flesh, was as the second

man, subject to divine law, and obeyed it. By this obedience

of his, righteousness was brought in. And as by him alone

divine law has been obeyed, or can be obeyed, of necessity,

there can exist no righteousness but his. That is, there is,

there can be, only one righteousness. But this righteous-

88 being ours, on account of our on with him by whom
it was performed, it follows, that the supposition of God's
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subjecting to law, with a view to their obedience to it, beings
who are already righteous, and consequently already possess-
ed of life everlasting, in their heavenly head, is not less pre-

posterous, than would be God's vouchsafing a chance of

escaping natural death to the same beings, who are already

sinful, and consequently already dead in virtue of their con-

nection with their earthly head.

iii. Believers cannot be subjected to divine law, be-

cause divine law no longer exists. The one law given to

Adam in Paradise came to an end in every respect, except
as to the consequences of violating it, the moment that it

was transgressed. Just so, the law, given to the second

Adam from Mount Sinai came to an end in every respect,

except as to the consequences of obeying it, the moment
that the Lord Jesus finished the work of righteousness by
the sacrifice of himself. His pure flesh and blood nature,
and divine law as imposed on and fufilled by that nature,
had one and the same termination. When Jesus exclaimed,
it is finished and gave up the ghost, pure human nature, and.

divine law, at one and the same moment ceased to exist.

He was thus the end of lawfor righteousness. Rom. x. 4. If

so, how absurd the idea, that to divine law any individual

now can become subject ! Even the Jews, before the com-

ing of the Messiah, were subjected to that law only extern ally
and in appearance, and with a view to bring out, not their

ability, but their total inability, to keep it. In regard to

them, it entered, that the offence might abound. Rom. v. 20.

But once fulfilled, it is obvious, that no human being could

thenceforward even exU rnally be brought under it. Ac the

cross of Christ its very existence terminated. From that

time forward it became a nonentity. In the scriptures, no

doubt, it still makes its appearance. But the same scrip-
tures which proclaim it, also proclaim the fulfilment of it.

Consequently, no man but a Jew, or a Gentile labouring
under Jewish notions of divine truth, can imagine that a law,
not only fulfilled, but swallowed up by the Son of God

eighteen hundred years since, can any longer exist, and can

any longer possess the power of exacting obedience. Melan-

choly, indeed, is the aspect of what is commonly denomina-
ted the christian world, with regard to this very subject.
Those to whom the appellation of believers is commonly
given, are persons who, in their own apprehension, and in

that of others, are subject to divine law. That is persons
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who suppose themselves situated as the Lord Jesus Christ

himself was during his abode upon earth, and as such called

like him, to yield obedience to the law of God. "Dreadful
infatuation] The liberty wherewith Chrisl maketh his fol-

lowers free, ye know not, and with your present views, never

can know. Into it ye never can enter, except by being

gives to Bee thai law fulfilled, and, consequently, no longer

existing, to which with so much slavish diligence, and self-

righteous labour, ye are now striving to subject yourselves."
So far, indeed, from believers being subject to divine

law, to be subject to that law could never be predicated of

any human beings whether unbelieving or believing. While

ignorant of the truth as it is in Jesus, mankind, as the

Apostle shews in the latter part of the seventh, and the be-

ginning of the eighth chapters of the Epistle to the Romans,
are subject to the law of flesh, that is, to their fleshly nature

considered as a law
;
the nature of every animal constituting

the law to which it is subject, and man, although at the head
of the animal creation, forming no exception to the general
rule. When divine truth is known, or when faith enters,
this truth instead of operating by means of the imposition
of law, operates as a principle, or as the first fruits of the

communication of the divine nature to the conscience. Tims,
the only laws which human beings can know and be subject

to, are, on the one hand, if ignorant of the gospel, the law of

human nature; and, on the other hand, if acquainted with

that gospel, the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus, or

of the divine nature. To the law of God, as a command, or

series of commands, in neither state are they, or can they be

subject. Did the law of God, then, never come into contact

with a nature which was subject to it, and obedient to it?

Yes, it did
;
but once, and once only. Subjection to it, and

obedience to it, it never found in a mere creature. Man is

so decidedly and thoroughly enslaved by the law in his

members, or the law of his ileshly nature, Bom. vii. 23, that

i" is not subject to tht law
<>J God, neither, indeed, can be.

Rom. vii i. 7. The law of his nature acrpiired by birth the

ascendancy over him, and 11 .ndancy it retains, and
must retain, until dispo I of it by the introduction of

some other and higher nature. The law of God will not
overcome the law of human nature. On the contrary, that

law, by resisting, irritates it, and thereby stimulates it to

more powerful and incessant workings. Rom. vii. 23. Law is
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weak through the flesh. Rom. viii. 3. But at last a being
made his appearance of whom subjection and obedience to

divine law constituted the very nature. Thy law, says that

being, the glorious Messiah, is within my heart. Psalm xl. 8.

That is, it is not addressed in the shape of a command mere-

ly, but it finds in me a disposition and ability to comply with
it. This o'lorious beino* was in the likeness of sinful flesh.

Rom. viii. o, but, as subject to divine law by his very nature,
he was without sin. Heb. iv. 15. By him, divine law was

obeyed, once, and for ever. Until he appeared, it neither

was obeyed, nor could be obeyed, because human beings
had been previously subjected to the law of flesh. Since

he appeared it has not been obeyed, nor does it require to

be obeyed ; seeing that, having exacted obedience from him,
and having received it, it has nothing more to require. Nay,
as we have seen, it no longer exists. As obeyed by the

Messiah, it found its end in him. The law of G-od, does not
now come demanding obedience, but is proclaimed to us as

fulfilled law; or, rather, the Messiah is proclaimed as the

fulfiller of that law. The perception of this as true, is the

belief of the gospel ;
and is the introduction into the con-

science, not of the divine law, but of the first fruits of the

divine nature. The gospel is thus, not the imposition of

law, but the means of the communication of principle. To
sum. up : the mind of man, is either, as in the case of the

great
-

majority of human beings, mere soul influenced by
fleshly principles, or the law of its fleshly nature. Or, it is,

in the case of a few, to a certain degree, influenced by divine

principle, in consequence of the introduction into it by faith,

in the fulfilment of divine law by the Messiah, of the first

fruits of the divine nature, and this by the manifestation to

it of divine law as fulfilled by the Messiah. In neither

case, however, is the mind of man subject to divine law. To
have been subject to that law by his very nature, and to

have fulfilled it, was peculiar to the Messiah as incarnate.

And thus, as in flesh subject to divine law, does Jesus appear
in the character of the mediator or middle-man, connecting
the nature of soul as subject to the law of flesh, in mankind
in general, with the nature of spirit, as subject to the law
of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus in a few chosen ones in

particular.
26. Spirit in believers is not a compound principle.

My meaning in this title will be understood, if it be re-
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in mbered, thai the nature of the Lord Jesus, while on earth,

was shewn to be a compound one. Mis body was flesh and

blood; but flesh and blood rendered pure, substantial, and

incorruptible. His mind was soul
;

but it was soul Bubject
to divine law. sinless and perfect. His body and mind were

thus a compound of the nature of the creature, and the na-

ture "f tin- Creator, h was no! the nature of the creature

tending one way, and the nature of the Creator another, a

state of things which would have rendered it improper to

speak of the two natures as compounded; but it was the

nature of the creature, so assimilated to that of the Creator,

by the fact of the Creator having assumed it, as to have ac-

quired one mind, and one will, with that of the Creator him-

self. The nature of the creature, and the nature of the

Creator, thus became one in Christ Jesus incarnate.

This never happened before, this can never happen again.
And the reason is that the nature of the Creator, so far Prom

tending to form a compound with, tends to the destruction

of, the nature of the creature. The nature of the Creator,
in opposition to its tendencies, mixed itself up with the na-

ture of the creature only once, and this merely temporarily,
and for a particular purpose. Its object was, to form a strict

and everlasting union between the nature of the creature,

and its own nature. Having accomplished this, by the as-

sumption and purification of the nature of the creature, it

destroyed it, but destroyed it in such a way, as to change it

into a higher nature, and elevate it to a higher state of ex-

istence. The Creator by rendering his nature one with that

of the creature for a time, communicated to the nature of

the creature such a worth, dignity, and elevation, as ren-

dered it fit to become one with his nature for evermore.

By believers, spirit, or the first fruits of the divine na-

ture, are pi id. But in them spirit, or the divine na-

ture, is not compounded or mixed up with human nature,

as it was with the Lord Jesus during his earthly career. To
those who require specific re;; < n fortius remarkable differ-

ence between the state of Christ while on earth, and that

of his believing people, the following may be submitted.

1. Jesus was by nature the Son of God, as well as the

Son of man; and, therefore, received by his very birth a

nature compounded of the two distinct natures of his heaven-

ly and earthly parents. Whereas believers are by nature

merely the offspring of earthly parents ; and, therefore, the
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first fruits of the divine nature, when conferred on them,
find them already possessed of a nature merely and entirely
human. But it must be obvious, that a being, who is by his

very birth a compound of soulical and spiritual principles,
must be very differently situated from beings, who are by
birth merely soulical, and to whom the spirituality afterwards

superinduced, comes as a principle entirely foreign to their

original nature.

2ndly. In Jesus while on earth, Spirit pervaded every

part of his body and soul, rendering the former, pure, sub-

stantial and incorruptible, and the latter, subject to law, sin-

less, and heavenly. Spirit was thus compounded, or mixed up
with, every part and faculty of his earthly nature. Not so

with Spirit in his believing people. With their consciences,
and with them only has it to do. Their bodies, and their

mental principles otherwise, are totally and entirely fleshly ;

free from, and unable to receive, the slightest admixture of

what is spiritual. Need I insist on the difference between
the nature of Jesus, every part of which, even while fleshly,
was spiritualized ;

and ordinary human beings, whose whole
nature except in so far as conscience is concerned, is fleshly,
and fleshly only.

3rdly. Even conscience in believers, although spiritual,
is not a compound principle. It is spiritualized, not by the

mixing up of the mind of the Creator with the mind of the

creature, as happened in the case of the Messiah while in-

carnate; but in so far as the spiritualizing process extends,

by the swallowing up of the soul or the mind of the crea-

ture, in spirit, or the mind of the Creator. Let me try if I

can simplify this subject. The tendency of the divine na-

ture is to the destruction of mere human nature. The bur-

den of divine law, human nature is unable to bear
;
much

less to throw off that burden, and rise superior to it. The

pressure even of the little finger of the divine nature, on
the pure human nature of Adam in paradise, was sufficient

to crush it. Hence, had not the nature of God mixed itself

up with the nature man, enabling it thereby to obey, satisfy,
and bring to an end, divine law, under the crushing pres-
sure of that law originally violated, human nature must have
continued for ever. But the compound nature of the crea-

ture and the Creator having fulfilled divine law, threw it off,

and rose superior to it
;

in doing so, throwing off also its

compound form, and rising, no longer the nature of God
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mixed uj> with the nature <-l* man, but the nature of God

simply. The nature of God had, in the man Christ Jesus,
unil i it- !

;

' '

;• ever the nature of man; and having
:ted this uni m, its nexl step was to elevate the nature

of man, to the nature of God. This it accomplished by the

ure in its compound state; that sacri-

iiir the destruction of it in its compound form,
and the preparation of it thereby for the change which by

subsequently to undergo. Through faith,

that divine nature is introduced into the conscience. This
ir finds merely human or creaturely; acquainted with no-

thing but law, convinced thai it is subject to it, and bound to

y it, and yet conscious of having disobeyed it. With

creaturely principles, the divine nature does not mix itself

up. Onthecontrarv.it destroys them. It does not, as in

the case of Jesus while in flesh, inspire the conscience with
love to divine law, and furnish it with ability to obey it.

This would be to render the conscience in believers, what
it was in Christ, a compound principle. But the operation
of divine truth in so i'ar as it extends, is to destroy natural

conscience. It swallows up thus the mind, naturally prone
to suppose itself subject to law, although unable to fulfil it,

in the mind of Jesus as having fulfilled law. That is, the

mind naturally prone to grovel at the feet of a law which
condems it, seeing divine law fulfilled by the Son of God,
and seeing itself to be one with him by whom that law has
been fulfilled, finds itself set free from the obligations of law
at once and for ever. Peace is spoken to it by the blood
of the cross

;
as the last and crowning act of obedience,

ition to fulfil law is discovered to be superseded

by the complete and ev< ;g righteousness of the Mes-
siah. But this is the destruction of natural conscience alto-

gether. Not th ruction of it, in the sense of annihilation
;

but in the sense of converting it into a higher and more

glorious principle. This is, in fact, the commencement of

that process in the believer which shall ultimately terminate,
not in the complete compounding of his present nature with

the nature of God, but in the complete swallowing up of his

present nature in the nature of God. It is the first fruits

of the new creation. See 2 Corinth, v. 17. When then, I

allege, that conscience is spiritualized in the believer, I do
not mean, that spirit appears in him in the form of natural

conscience, as it did in the Messiah while in flesh, thereby
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rendering conscience in him a compound principle ; but I

do mean, that, by the manifestation to the conscience of

divine law as fulfilled by the Son of God, that the principle
of natural conscience in them is swallowed up and destroyed

altogether. Conscience in them is thenceforward divine ;

that is, is in them, not as it was in the Messiah, the sense of

obligation to fulfil divine laiv, but the conviction of divine law

being fulfilled and thereby superseded. In one word, the

spiritualization of conscience in the believer, is not the com-

pounding of the nature of God with the nature of man
;

but

is the first fruits of that destruction of the nature of man
by the nature of God, which consists in the change of the

nature of man into the nature of God, and which shall ulti-

mately issue in the complete conversion of human nature

into the divine nature.

27. Spirit in believers, is not Spirit in the form of Soul,
but Soul in the form of Spirit.
We have seen, that the Lord Jesus, during his abode

upon earth, was possessed of pure soul
; or, that spirit in him,

during that period, appeared in the soulical form. This was
rendered necessary by the nature of his character as the

Messiah, and the purposes which he came into our world to

accomplish. Unless he had conformed himself so far to us,

as to appear in a flesh and blood body and with soul, divine

law could not have been fulfilled in the likeness of the na-

ture by which it had been transgressed, and life everlasting

through man could not have been brought in. But the ob-

ject of the manifestation of spirit in the form of soul having
once been accomplished, by the sacrifice of the nature in

which spirit had thus been manifested, the manifestation of

spirit in the form of soul any more, became as unnecessary,
as it was impossible.

The process which since the ascension of the Lord Jesus

has been going on, and which until time shall be no more
shall continue developing, is, not the conforming of spirit

to soul, but the conforming of soul to spirit. That is, spirit-

ual principles do not now appear in the form of soulical ones,
but soulical principles appear in the form of spiritual ones.

If any human beings could possess now what the Messiah did

while in flesh, it must be by their inheriting from their very
birth a compound nature as he did

; by their coming into

the world capable of fulfilling divine law as he was ; and by
their being able to save both themselves and others, which
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glorious characteristic. 1 > u t nil this is clearly out

the question. Hence, to have spirit communicated to

them in such a way as nol to conform itself to soul, but to

ml i" itself, is tin' only result which now can lake

place in any of the human family, Instead of spirit in be-

lievers subjecting soul to law as it did in the Lord Jesus

while he was up' v. earth, the first effect of the entrance

spirit into their minds is to set them free from law; in-

l of spirit causing them to endeavour to work out right-

eousness, a- ir li'd the I. "id Jesus while in flesh, it constrains

them to rejoice in the righteousness which by his one obe-

dience Jesus hath brought in; and, instead of exciting in

them painful fears as to whether they shall be able to possess
mi- accomplish that upon which salvation depends, by the

manifestation of the work of salvation as already and glori-

ously accomplished by the Son of God himself, it dispels
s respecting futurity at once and for ever from their

consciences. Now these are not the natural tendencies of

soul, nor could these effects by any possibility follow if spirit
in believers were manifested in the form of soul. The na-

tural and necessary tendencies of soul, or fleshly mind, are

itself subject to law; to try to obey law, as a

fouudation of hope towards God, even although law should
condemn it; and to be filled with doubts, fears, and sus-

picions, lest the obedience rendered by it to law should not
be sufficient. And if spirit in believers were manifested in

the form of soul, it would be, as it was in the case of the
.Mi asiah while in flesh, the confirmation of these tendencies

of fleshly mind, and the furnishing of it with ability to act

up to them. Uut to have all tendencies of the fleshly mind
undermined and destroyed, by the communication and im-

plantation of principles of a spiritual kind, a privilege
vouchsafed to every believer of the gospel, so far from being
the conforming of spirit to soul, or the rendering of the

fleshly mind able and disposed to act up to its own natural

soulical principles, as the Messiah did while in flesh, is on
the contrary the conforming of soul to spirit, or the destruc-

tion of soulical principles, as absolutely worthless and in-

efficacious, by the introduction into the conscience of such as

are spiritual and divine.

Well do I know, that this is not the view of the subject
which is commonly taken by men who make a profession of

Christianity. The soulical mind, supposing itself to be natu-
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rally subject to law, supposes the religion of Jesus to be

merely a confirmation of this its natural state. Hence the

gospel, which is in reality the proclamation of a privilege

freely bestowed on the creature, is, by the soulical mind, re-

garded as a command, or series of commands, requiring to be

fulfilled by the creature. In a word, the soulical mind sup-

poses Spirit to be now, what it was in the Lord Jesus while

upon earth once, the manifestation of Spirit in the form of

Soul. And it is really astonishing, how much light and en-

largement the soulical mind even while it continues soul, is,

from spiritual things, capable of deriving. What is spiritual,

or divine, in itself, understood by fleshly mind in a soulical,

or creaturely, sense, is no doubt contributing to render that

mind more and more averse to what is spiritual, is no doubt

gradually strengthening its dislike of, and opposition to, the

things of God as they exist in themselves, and as they are re-

vealed in the divine testimony,
—but what is spiritual in

itself, thus erroneously understood, is, nevertheless, often

wonderfully enlarging fleshly mind upon its own principles.

My decided impression is, that the capabilities of the soulical

mind to take hold of spiritual things in a soulical sense, to

drag them down to its own level, and to become enlarged
and enlightened as mere soul thereby, have never yet been

thoroughly developed. Views of divine law as requiring the

inmost and utmost obedience of our hearts,
—natural religion,

that daring and impudent plagiarism of the divine attributes

as they are revealed in scripture, for the purpose of setting
them forth in the form of a system excogitated by mere hu-

man reason,
—and the progression and development of the

human mind, and advancement of human society, of which

modern times so much boast—are all dependent on one and

the same principle, the enlightening and enlarging of mere

soul, or creature mind, by truths in themselves spiritual, un-

derstood by it in a soulical sense, and after a soulical fashion.

This, however, although favoured by the majority of serious

and religious characters, is a state of things the very reverse

of Christianity. That consists, not in the bringing down of

spiritual principles to the level of soulical ones, but in the

raising of soulical principles to the level of spiritual ones.

The man whose soul, or fleshly mind, has been most enlarged

by the plunder of revelation, understood in a soulical sense,

and thereby degraded from its true and legitimate meaning,
is likely, from that very circumstance, to be the greatest op-
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" of Spirit, and spiritual things, as they appear in the

light of revelation itself. And the reason is, thai bhe intro-

h as i;
is,

would stump ignorance and in-

consistency upon his
|

: state of mind, a consequence at

which of course the pride of Soul naturally revolts. But all

the efforts of such a man to stretch the limit of soul beyond
the bounds of time, will issue in disap] . He will en-

large soul by his so doing, but to acquire Spirit thereby is ut-

terly impossible. The merest babe in divine things is in a

spiritual point of view, such a man's superior. But the su-

periorly of such a one, as it consists in having soul conform-
ed to spirit, by the destruction of soulical principles by spirit-
ual ones, so it will be carried on by, and will never extend
further than, the swallowing up of the soulical mind in spirit-
ual principle.
Am I understood ?

If not, let me try at once to condense and simplify the

Bubj<
lirit in Jesus, while he was in flesh appeared in the

form of Soul. Were Spirit in his people to exhibit the same
form, it must be under the same circumstances. They
must in that case be required and enabled to obey law; they
must exhibit perfect purity of heart and life ; they must be

capable of sacrificing themselves
;

—and they must bo able

thus to become both their own saviours, and the saviours of

ps. All this was implied in Spirit appearing in the form
of Soul in Christ Jesus, and the same things must be implied
in Spirit appearing in the form of Soul in his followers. But
it is not fact that Spirit dwells in believers after this fashion.

On the contrary, as entering into their consciences, it sets

them free from law, causes them to rejoice in Christ's fulfil-

ment of it, and enables them to see their salvation perfected,

by him. Now this is exactly the r
 of the way in which

spirit operated in our blessed Lord while he was upon earth.

And if the one be thus the opposite of the other, what term,
can we find so appropriate to express the difference, as to say,

either, that in believers, instead of the mind of the Creator

being conformed to the mind of the creature, the mind of the

creature is conformed to the mind of the Creator
; or, that, in

them, instead of S] lirit appearing in the form of Soul, Soul

appears in the form of Spirit.
28. Spirit, in rs, the mind of the risen Jesus.

"What may have appeared obscure to any of my readers in
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the foregoing section, will, I hope, be found cleared up in
the present.

Having shewn what Spirit in believers is not, we now
proceed,

In the second place to point out what it is.

Two subdivisions will exhaust all the remarks which I have
to offer under this head.

i. Spirit in believers is the mind of the risen Jesus ; that

is, of the Lord Jesus as raised from the dead.
I have endeavoured to shew in the preceding part of this

chapter, that the mind of our blessed Lord, like his body is

represented to us in the New Testament Scriptures as hav-

ing existed in two distinct and separate states. First. In an

earthly state
;
when he was possessed of pure flesh and blood

body, and a pure soul.
_
And, secondly, in a heavenly state

;

when he appears invested with his pure flesh and blood body,
converted into spiritual body, and his pure Soul, converted
into Spirit. These two states are perfectly distinct from one
another

;
and if we would either acquire, or communicate, a

clear idea of what Spirit is, the distinction between them
must never be lost sight of.

The former state of the Lord Jesus, or his state while up-
on earth, as possessed of pure flesh and blood body and pure
soul, was peculiar to himself. It is shared with him by none
other. As has been shewn already, at great length, his one

grand object in appearing upon earth was, that he might be-
come the connecting link between the earthly body and mind
of the creature and the heavenly body and mind of the Crea-
tor. Having, by the assumption of earthly body and mind
pure in himself, the exhibition of them as perfectly submis-
sive to divine law, and the ultimate sacrifice of them, effected
this object, his pure earthly body and mind came to an end,
never afterwards in that form to be assumed by himself, or to
be possessed by any other. In him, and in him alone, was
the nature of the creature to be exhibited pure and perfect.
Under these circumstances, the possession of Spirit in the
form of Soul, that is, the possession of the mind which the
Lord Jesus had while he was upon earth, by any of the hu-
man race, must be an utter impossibility.

But the Lord Jesus is also set before us in Scripture, in
another state, totally distinct from, and infinitely superior to,
his earthly one, namely, that to which he has been elevated

by his resurrection from the dead. In it, neither his body,
Q
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nor his mind, preserve their earthly form. That, in dying,
hi> threw off; tint, in rising again from the dead, he did not
resume. On the contrary, he rose with his pure earthly body
changed into heavenly or spiritual body, and his pure earthly
mind changed into heavenly or spiritual mind. With this

spiritual body, and this spiritual mind, he now lives and

reigns at his Father's right hand. And to us it is interesting
to know, that this body, and this mind, are not peculiar to

himself. We cannot possess the mind of Christ, in the sense

of having that mind which he had while he was upon earth.

Bui wo can possess the mind which he now has. He can

share, nay, blessed be his name, he docs share, this mind with

his believing people. To them he communicates the first

fruits of his present spiritual mind, even while they are upon
earth

;
and the entire possession of this mind, as well as en-

tire likeness to his present spiritual body, at the period of
their resurrection from the dead.

Wherein, it will now be asked, does the mind of the risen

Jesus consist
; or, what is that Spirit in him now, as he com-

municates it to the members of his Church ?

Our only conceptions of it, as wc gather them from scrip-

ture, and as they are opened up to our minds thereby, are

the following :
—

The mind of Jesus as exalted to glory consists of,

i. Knowledge that by Himself, as the Messiah, the law of

God has been fulfilled and honoured, and an everlasting

righteousness brought in. Nay, that his righteousness, by
the sacrifice of his earthly life, and body, has been rendered

so complete, as to set at defiance the possibility of any addi-

tion being made to it. He is the end of the law for righteous-
ness.

ii. Its being in a state of triumph, as distinguished from
its former state of submission. While on earth, obedience to

divine law, even unto death, was Christ's nature and duty.
But now triumph in his own resurrection from the dead, as

evincing his conquest of law, as well as sin and death, is his

unspeakable glorious privilege. Having died unto sin once,
he now liveth unto God. Having been raised from the dead,
he dieth no more. Nay, having once submitted to death, he
now constrains death to submit to him. He swallows up
death in victory. Hence he can now triumphantly say, I am
alive, and was dead ; and, behold, I live for evermore.

iii. Its communicative nature and tendency. Obedience
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to divine law, in heart and life, by abstaining from evil, and
the sacrifice of himself, a thing merely personal to the Mes-
siah, was the mind and occupation of the Messiah while upon
earth. Exhibition of love, by the new creation of his people,
and then to the rest of the human family, of the divine na-

ture, is his present glorious employment. The former, or

obedience to divine law, although necessarily subservient to

the latter, could only, so long as he remained on earth, di-

rectly benefit himself personally ; the latter, is directly the

source of benefits to others. The latter constitutes his pre-
sent mind. Even while Spirit in the form of Soul, as it was
in the Messiah while on earth, it was love ; for love to his

neighbour as himself, the only means of evincing love to God,
dictated the Messiah's obedience to divine law, and especially
his sacrifice of himself. But it is since the Messiah rose

from the dead, and has been imparting his present life to hia

people, that the communicative nature of love has begun to

make its appearance. The employment of Jesus while on

earth, was to acquire a personal right to the heavenly glory—his employment now is to communicate to others the right
to which he himself already personally acquired. To obtain,

then, was the earthly mind, of the Messiah. Not to obtain,
but to give, is his present mind, or spirit as it now exists in

him.

Such being Spirit, or the mind of the Messiah now,
or Spirit as it has existed in him since his resurrection from
the dead, such also is the mind of his people, or the first

fruits of Spirit as they exist in them during their earthly
career.

a, They all know, that divine law has been thoroughly
fulfilled by the Lord Jesus ;

and that such a righteousness
has thereby been brought in by him the Creator, as super-
sedes the possibibility, as well as necessity of any addition

being made to it by them, mere creatures. He^ and he
alone is to their minds the end of the law for righteous-
ness.

b. As one with the Messiah, his people are not merely com-
forted by, they positively triumph in, his righteousness.

Every notion of the necessity of their becoming obedient
to divine law, in order to their acquiring", or establishing
a title to eternal life, is, by their knowledge of the complete-
ness of Christ's work, at once and for ever, banished from
their consciences. But this is not all. Seeing themselves one

Q 2
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with him, they enjoy by faith the conviction, that they are

even already raised up with him, and seated with him in

heavenly places. Reckoniv-g themselves dead unto sin; they
reckon themselves alive unto Ood, hy Jesus Christ their Lord.
Horn. vi. 11. They are thus, by the anticipation of faith

and hope, already seated with their Head upon his throne,
and thus already sharers with him, in his triumphs. Is it re-

markable if, under such circumstances, doubts, fears and

anxieties, respecting- a future state, can find no place in the

consciences of believers ?

c. Spirit in believers, like Spirit as it now exists in their

head, is a communicative principle. Their Head now has no
law to obey. No more have they. The work of salvation

is complete. Knowing, then, that they are saved, believers

have not salvation to seek for. As one with Christ, the glori-
ous Creator, they are themselves partakers of the righteous-
ness and life of God

; and what more can they desire ?

There remains but one employment for them now
; and

and that is, to give away. Christ appeared on earth to ac-

quire for himself and us a title to the heavenly glory. This,

by his obedience unto death, he has effected. Now, having
nothing to acquire, his present occupation is to give. And
his spirit, as risen from the dead, is now displayed in gwmg
eternal life ; that is, in imparting to others a share in that
blessedness of which he himself is already in possession.
Just so, is it with his people. As having acquired eternal

life in him, they have nothing to obtain. Nothing now
remains for them but to give. In imparting to them the

knowlege of himself as their righteousness and
life, Jesus

necessarily destroys in them the principle of seeking to obtain

these blessings. But he does more. As having secured to

them eternal life, he excites in their minds a disposition to

become in his hands instrumental in the communication of
it to others. In other words, leaving them noticing to desire,
he creates in them thereby his own disposition to give ; or,
makes them partakers of the divine principle of generosity.
Thus it is, that as Spirit in the Messiah now, is not, as it

was in him while on earth, a desire to obtain eternal life

for himself and others, but a disposition to bestow it, as al-

ready obtained by hi in, upon those who constitute the travail

of his soul ; so, in his people, as partakers not of his mind
while he was upon earth, but of his mind as it at present
exists, Spirit consists, not in any desire to obtain eternal life,
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but, as knowing that they themselves already possess it

in him, in the desire and disposition to become the means
of imparting the knowlege of the same glorious fact to

others. They have the same disposition to give away, which

characterises the present mind of the Messiah
;
and thus the

first fruits of Spirit dwell in them, not as Spirit itself once

did, but as it now dwells in him.
29. Spirit in believers, merely knowledge of divine truth.

Having thus ascertained, that Spirit in believers, is,

not the mind which Christ possessed during the period of

his incarnation, but his mind as it has existed since his re-

surrection from the dead : and that this mind in Christ and
his people consists, in their knowledge of his divine right-
eousness as the sole and complete fulfilment of divine law ;

in triumph in this righteousness of his as that by which all

his and our enemies are already overcome, and in a disposi-

tion, not to acquire eternal life for ourselves, but to be the

means of imparting it to others ; we now proceed,
2. To shew that Spirit in believers is neither more nor

less than that knowledge of divine truth, which all of them
in various degrees possess.

Let me call the attention of the reader, supposed to

possess some acquaintance with divine truth, and to be ca-

pable to a certain degree of reflecting on the subject, to the

following facts :
—

Firstly. That the bodies of believers, while on earth, nei-

ther undergo, nor are capable ofundergoing, any change what-
ever of a spiritual kind. They continue to be, what, before the

reception of the gospel, they were. They are, what the bod-

ies of other men are. Stories of spiritual changes of a bodily

kind, effected by what is commonly denominated conversion,

have, in the course of my reading, been brought under my
notice. But I should deem myself guilty of trifling with

my subject, were I to take the trouble of formally confuting
them.

Secondly. That the tendencies of the minds of believers,
in so far as they are fleshly, or constitute soul, undergo,
while they are on earth, no change of a spiritual kind.

Their bodily appetites are the same—their earthly affections

are the same—their intellectual capabilities are the sam&
These, as possessed by them, of course, are it is admitted,
liable to be modified by accidents, by advancing life, and by
various other circumstances, just as they are in other men.
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But spiritual as body, and spirit mil ns bodily affections, are,

we know upon divine authority, destined at the period of the

resurrection to become,—body and affections being then at

once and thoroughly assimilated to those of our already risen

head—this also we know, upon the same divine authority,
that, while we remain in our present earthly state, change of

body, and change of mind in so fax as dependent upon body,
or fleshly, into what is spiritual, is an utter impossibility.
Ee who fancies that his body, or his affections as dependent
on body, have already undergone any alteration of a spirit-

ual kind, is deceiving himself, or deceiving others or perhaps
both.

A large proportion of the errors prevalent respecting the

changes supposed to be attendant on conversion, are clearly
traceable to ignorance of these facts:—first, that the body
and mind of the Lord Jesus, wero, by their very origin, pure,

by having been begotten of Spirit; whereas, in the case of

believers, there is merely a superinduction of spiritual princi-

ple upon minds which, as begotten of flesh, are originally

impure; and, secondly, that, while Spirit was amalgamated
with flesh in the case of the Lord Jesus, the nature of the

Creator having, by the begetting of pure and holy flesh, con-

formed itself for a time to the nature of the creature, in reali-

ty the tendency of Spirit is, not to mix itself up with what is

fleshly but to consume it as is shewn in the sacrifice of the

Son of God, and in the resurrection of what is now flesh

and fleshly, no longer such, but spiritual, and thereby
conformed to the glorious nature of the Creator him-
self.

Phrenology, with all its defects, when scripturally and

spiritually understood, suggests some most valuable hints,

in reference to our presenl subject. Man's body is fleshly,

and, upon the fleshly organization of brain, his soul, or natur-

al mind, depends. The cerebral mass, when examined into,

appears to consist of three grand and distinct divisions. The
lower and posterior portion, which is connected with the ani-

mal propensities; the cerebral, with the sentiments and affec-

tions
;
and the upper and anterior, which is incontestably the

seat of intellect. Upon brain, the natural mind, as a whole,

depends. And, as being thus dependent upon brain, as a

le it is, and ever must be, fleshly. In order to it, or any

part of it, becoming spiritual, that is, in order to its rising
above its naturally soulical or fleshly state, there must be a
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possibility of mind, or of some department of mind, being-

able to rest on some other basis or principle than brain.

This, scripture informs us, the understanding, or conscience,

may be made to do. Its basis originally is flesh
;
and conse-

quently, with flesh and fleshly objects, it is naturally and

necessarily conversant. But let Spirit, and spiritual things,

the substance, of which flesh is merely the shadow, become the

principle, basis, or foundation of conscience, that is, let the

conscience of man be brought to rest or repose on divine

testimony, and immediately, in so far as it rests upon this

higher basis, a spiritual character is imparted to it
;

or in

other words, it comes to partake of the nature of its princi-

ple. The shadowy, immediately, as it should do, gives place
to the substantial. This susceptibility of being shifted

even now from a shadowy to a substantial foundation, and of

having shadowy views of things even now swallowed up in

substantial ones, is, however, while man is on earth, peculiar

to his understanding or conscience alone. No other power,

faculty, or propensity, of which he is possessed, during his

earthly state, shares in it. All the rest of them continue, as

they were, fleshly. Hence in knowledge, and in knowledge
alone, can the possession of the first fruits of life everlasting,

by any of the human race, while on earth, consist. John

xvii. 3. 1 John v. 20.

The principles already laid down are capable of being ex-

tended still farther. As, in order to God's acting in a manner

suitable to his own dignity, the faculty in man to which he

appeals, in the manifestation of himself, is necessarily the

highest of which man is possessed, so is the knowledge which

he communicates necessarily the highest which man is capa-
ble of receiving. It cannot be knowledge which man, by
dint of his own exertions, and in the exercise of his natural

faculties, might attain to. Because, if so, God would do

something in vain. The emergency would not, in that case,

demand, or justify, his interference. Farther ;
it cannot be

trifling or unimportant knowledge ; because, to suppose God
to impart such, would be to impeach his infinite wisdom, as

well as his infinite love. No knowledge but such as man
himself by his own efforts could not have attained to. and

such as was of a supremely important kind, could God havo

condescended to impart. Does the knowledge of Divine

Testimony deserve to be thus characterised ? We shall see.

i. The knowledge of divine truth, is the knowledge of
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1 himself. This is, beyond all controversy, the highest
Lea of knowledge which tin* creature is capable of receiv-

And it is a science in which from the very nature of

the case, the creature must be unable to instruct himself.

Prom God al >ne, can the knowledge of God proceed. What
man knoweth the things of a man, save the spirit of man

u is in hi. a '.' Even so the thiioj* of God kaonutlt no mam,
but the spirit of God, 1 Cor. ii. 11, is, in reference to this

subject, the unanswered, and unanswerable, challenge of the

inspired apostle. When, therefore, God condescends to open
up views of his glorious character to the minds of any of his

fcures, as he is making them acquainted with the most
sublime of all subjects, and that in the only way in which
information concerning it can be received by them, it must
be evident, that he is not chargeable with doing that which
is in vain. Is not divine knowledge then considered in this

point of light, such as it is suitable for God to bestow ?

ii. The knowledge of divine truth, is, to those who are

possessed of it, the first fruits and earnest of life everlasting.
This renders it the most valuable and important of all acquisi-
tions. Other sciences merely respect time. The knowledge
of divine truth, and it alone, has a direct bearing on eternity.
Where it is, the first fruits of the divine nature are possess-
ed. To communicate to any one then the knowledge in

question, is, to communicate to him, even while on earth,
the earnest of a divine and spiritual nature. But to do so is,

we have just seen, the act of God. The enjoyment of the

knowledge of divine truth, being thus the possession of the

first fruits of an und}'ing principle, how impossible to repre-
sent God as doing that which is in vain, when he interposes
to confer upon any of his creatures a privilege so unspeaka-
bly great and glorious.

Another way of representing the same subject, and arriv-

ing at the same conclusion, is as follows :
—

Divine knowledge, being superior to, and distinguished

from, knowledge of every other kind, God alone is able

to bestow it, and it is worthy of him to do so. The su-

periority, and peculiarity, of divine knowledge may be con-

sidered :

i. With reference to its subject matter. That is, the

character of the glorious Creator. Need I insist on the fact,

that this is, of course, superior to, and different from, every
other topic with which man naturally is, or can become, ac-

quainted ?
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ii. With reference to the manner of its communication.
This is, by the teaching, not of man, but of God. It is, not

by the exertions of our natural faculties, that we attain to it
;

on the contrary, we possess it in consequence of the illumi-

nation of our understandings by God himself. In the re-

ception of it, we are not active, but passive. God who com-
manded the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined in our

hearts, to give the light of the hicivledge of the glory of God,
in the face of Jesus Christ. 2 Corinth, iv. 6. The conse-

quence of this is, that, as light, divine knowledge neither

admits nor can admit, of any evidence of its existing in the

mind, beyond the bare fact of its existing there. While
other branches of knowledge may have light thrown upon
them from a variety of quarters, divine knowledge necessari-

ly carries all its light in itself. In this, it is superior to, and
differs from, knowledge of every other kind.

iii. With reference to its effects. Divine knowledge is

necessarily productive of absolute certainty, perfect peace,
and unmingled joy. Being the result of the testimony of

God, doubts respecting its truth cannot exist
;

1 John v. 9 ;

being the manifestation of God as love, it completely, and for

ever banishes fear from the conscience; 1 John iv. 18
; and,

consisting in the certain prospect of life everlasting, it in-

spires with a joy, into which it is impossible for suspicion to

enter. 1 Peter i. 8. From what other species of knowledge
can such effects proceed?

In the introduction of divine knowledge into the mind,
it thus appears, that there is communicated, what surpasses

knowledge of every other description, as to its subject mat-

ter, its manner of communication and its effects. This, surely,
it is worthy of God to bestow—this, surely, it is worth while

for man to possess. If the first fruits of Spirit which be-

lievers enjoy while on earth, consist merely in knowledge,
as most unquestionably they do ; yet surely a knowledge
which embraces the character of the Creator himself, and
involves in it the possession of life everlasting with him

hereafter, it is obvious, cannot be ranked with, or reduced
to the level of, any other species of knowledge which man
during the period of his earthly career is capable of acquir-

ing.
I cannot leave this subject without observing farther

that the principle of God doing nothing in vain—of his never

interfering except in circumstances which demand his inter-
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position -being once well understood, on the one hand, sets

aside what is denominated Natural Religion, and on the

other hand, explains why, not by direct and immediate
miraculous interference, bul through such a medium as the

Holy Scriptures, God sees meet now to make himself known.— Natural Religion, or a system of Theology professing to

be excogitated by mere human reason, independently of

revelation, is inadmissible
;

because were the fundamen-
tal principles of that imaginary science correct, Revelation

would, in so far as Natural Religion extends, be superfluous.
'That is, to suppose the mind of man to be capable by itself

of finding ou1 any truth which God in his word hath seen
meet to reveal, is to pay God the infidelish compliment of

having put himself to a vast deal of unnecessary trouble.

Of course, every enlightened believer of the truth, re-

jects with abhorrence, such an idea as blasphemous ; and,

consigns Natural Religion to that sphere, whither, as Milton
informs us,

Like aerial vapours flew

All things transitory and vain, when sin

"With vanity, had tilled the works of men.
Paradise Lost B. 3. 1. 445.

A course of procedure on the part of Christians still farher

justified by the fact, that Natural Religion, when examined

into, in so far as the system is correct, is actually found
to be neither more nor less than a mass of views and prin-

ciples, plundered without acknowledgement and without

remorse, from the volume of inspiration.
—And, as God does

nothing in vain, so, whenever the revelation of his character
in writing was complete, miraculous interposition becoming
unnecessary, was immediately and for ever brought to an
end. What the scriptures could do, it was superfluous for

God by miracles to have effected. .Miracles, therefore, have
for more than 17 centuries ceased. And the scriptures now
constitute the sole medium of conveying divine knowledge,
because no other medium of doing so, is any longer required.
Thus, the single and simple principle, that God does all that

under any given circumstances is necessary, but does nothing
in vain, enables us both to reject the vagaries and plagiar-
isms of Natural Religion, and to rejoice in the scriptures as

the sole, because the all-sufficient, source, of acquaintance
with the divine character.
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33. Sucinianism, Irvingism and Quakerism.
These three systems, although in many respects differing'

from one another, possess certain features in common.

They all mistake, as to the nature of Jesus in flesh, and the

principle of spirituality.
Of the Socianian theory, which, although first in the list,

stands at the bottom of the scale, little need be said. Whether
it appear in the form in which it was originally propounded by
Socinus and his immediate followers, or in the still more un-

scriptural, but perhaps more self-consistent one, in which it is

maintained by modern Unitarians, its essential doctrines are

the same. It regards and represents Jesus of Nazareth as a

mere creature, and spirituality as synonymous with the higher

qualities and operations of intellect. The older Socinians, it is

true, allow, that the natural powers of man are capable of be-

ing aided and stimulated by the Holy Grhost. What, however,
is Spirit, in their system, when examined into, but an empty
name ? Modern Unitarians, more correctly, I think, discard

the notion of spiritual operations altogether. The second

man, the Lord from Heaven, reduced to the level of the first

man, of the earth, earthy, and Spirit stripped of all that can

distinguish it from Soul, constitute the main pillars of So-

cinianism. Such a system, it must be confessed, has con-

siderable pretentions on the score of simplicity. But we are

sadly puzzled when we try to reconcile it with the scriptures
or attempt to discover with it for our guide, what is the

link that connects time with eternity. It attempts to palm
upon us, the appearance of a mere creature, as having satis-

fied the glowing language of prophecy respecting the future

manifestation of the Creator
;
and ascribing to mere moral

virtue, a spiritual origin and character, it would fain persuade
us, that what cannot ensure to its possessor even the con-

tinuance of the paltry life that now is, may, nevertheless in

some way or another, exercise an influence in introducing
him to the heavenly mansions.

Mr. Irving, of London, during his short, but brilliantly

painful, career, gave a body, and systematic form, to errors

respecting the manifestation of the Creator in flesh, which
had for centuries been floating in the minds of the religious,
and had been exercising a strong, but unsuspected influence,
over their sentiments and writings. His leading proposi-
tions may be thus condensed :

—that the nature of the Lord

Jesus, while in flesh, was in itself sinful, like the nature of
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her from whom it was taken ; and that only by the indwell-

ing of the Holy Ghosl was he enabled to triumph over the

tendencies of this his fleshly nature, and to exhibit it in him-

pure and spotless. And that, as having thus, in sinful

. by the indwelling of Spirit, personally overcome every

temptation to evil, he hath left an example and encourage-
ment i«> his believing people, how they, in sinful flesh, may
be enabled to achieve a similar conquest. There is so much

verbiage, so much looseness of writing, and such a redun-

dancy of wild, ungoverned, imagination, in the productions
of Mr. Irving, that I have experienced some difficulty in

satisfying myself as to his meaning in many of his state-

ments. It strikes me, however, that what is above laid down,
is a fair—I am sure, that it is an intentionally fair,

—abstract

of his most prominent dogmas.
The founder of the sect of Quakers, or Society of friends,

as they are fond of being styled, have furnished us with the

following scheme of religion. In Christ, while in flesh, there

dwelt the Spirit of God without measure. By means of this

he combated with, and overcame, every temptation present-
ed to him, manifesting himself, by his obedience unto death,
to have been the spotless lamb of God, that should take

away the sin of the world. But this Spirit of Christ was
not peculiar to himself. Over and above the fleshly prin-

ciples which mankind possess, there is given to every one of

them a measure of this Spirit to profit withal. The heaven-

ly inmate prompts continually to obedience to its dictates,
and checks, by exciting remorse, whenever it is violated . It

may, notwithstanding, be resisted and overborne. By Adam,
although originally created pure and holy, it was withstood

and overcome, in Paradise
;
and in his descendants daily it is

resisted and treated with contumely, to their own wrong
and aggravated condemnation. Christ, or the light within, is

but too often, to use a favorite allusion of theirs, pressed down
in the conscience as between two bundles of sheaves. The

Spirit, if its gentle stirrings be attended to, and its motions
be complied with, invariably leads to Christ

;
on the con-

trary, if withstood, its strivings become fainter and fainter,
until at last when thoroughly provoked, it withdraws and
leaves us to ourselves. Thus, according to the system of

Quakerism, Spirit is not a principle, peculiar to Christ, but
common to him with every human being; and its grand
office is merely auxiliary and subservient to the enforcing
divine law upon the conscience.
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Having thus placed before my readers a brief abstract

of the sentiments of these three sects in so far as we are at

present concerned with them, I observe,
In the first place, that they all mistake as to the nature

of Spirit.
In the second place, that their mistaken notions respect-

ing the nature of Spirit, have their origin in one and the

same cause. None of them conceives of the nature of Jesus
as a nature essentially distinguished from that of Adam.

In the third place the mistake of Socinians, Irvingites,
and Quakers, is in reality and essentially the same. They
all regard Christ as a creature; and all ascribe to what

they denominate Spirit, the mere attributes of Soul.

Summing up the preceding animadversions, I observe,

1, that by ascribing to the Son of God the possession of

principles the same as those which actuate other intelligent

beings, these different sects all concur in degrading that

glorious personage to the level of a mere creature
;
and 2,

that by ascribing to Spirit the office of prompting to obe-

dience, restraining from evil, and exciting remorse when
its dictates are violated, and above all, by representing it as

capable of being overcome, they shew themselves to be con-

founding the operations of Spirit, with those of natural con-

science, and thus to be unable to rise in their concepions
above Soul or the creature mind.

In opposition to the errors thus animadverted on and ex-

posed, the truth, as we have endeavoured to shew in the

preceding part of this work, is :
—

1. That the Lord Jesus, while in flesh, was like to but not
the same with, ordinary human beings.

The Serpent which Moses elevated on the pole, at God's

command, was not one of the fiery serpents by which the
Isralites had been bitten

;
but was an image of brass, exactly

resembling one of those serpents. That is, it was in every
respect like those serpents, but it was not the same as
them.

That the Lord Jesus was the antitype of the brazen ser-

pent, we have his own authority for asserting. John ih.

14— 17. From the whole allegory, viewed in the light of the
Saviour's comment, we learn that the serpents were the types
of human beings, and the nature of the serpents, the type
of human nature. Had Jesus, then, appeared in mere hu-
man nature, or with the same sinful nature which ordinary
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human beings have, he would most assuredly have corres-

ponded as antitype to the serpents which stints But not so.

He was manifested as the antitype of the serpent which
cured. Thai is he appeared as the antitype of the serpent
of brass, not of the iiiry serpents. What is this, however,

except to maintain, in other words, the doctrine of the

Apostle, that the Son of God was sent forth in the likeness

of sinful fli sh ; Rom. viii. 3.

According to the different sects just spoken of, Jesus

appeared with the same flesh and blood which human beings
ha.

Socinians, by making him a mere man, expressly say
so.

Mr. Irving and his followers, who glory in maintaining
that his human nature was sinful like ours, of course say so

likewise.

And Quakers, by regarding Adam's nature as having
been originally spiritual, and Christ as having come to restore

that nature, as a matter of necessity, represent the fleshly
nature of Christ, to have been the tame fleshly nature which
Adam himself originally possessed.

Now, according to the scriptures, it is not true, that
Jesus appeared with flesh and blood, either in the same state

which Adam originally possessed it, or the same state in
which it is possessed by his posterity.

He had a body of flesh and blood. In this he was like to

Adam, and is like to us.

He had a soul. In this respect likewise he resembled
both.

He had this body and soul imparted to him, by his con-

ception and birth of a human female. Here also the parallel
or analogy holds.

But as a set off against these resemblances, there are
also most marked differences

; for,

1st. He was not begotten as we are. If a woman was
his mother, God himself was directly his father. Who
sees not, in a moment, that this circumstance of itself pre-
cludes the possibility of his nature having been the same as

our.- ?

2ndly. His body we learn, as a matter of fact, was pure,

substantial, and incorruptible. Whereas our bodies are im-

pure, shadowy and corruptible. Again. His soul was pure,

holy and thoroughly obedient to divine law. Whereas our
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souls are impure, unholy, and totally incapable of being sub-

jected to divine law. Rom. vii. 12 to end, summed up in

viii. 7.—Is any thing more required to draw attention to

the difference between a fleshly body and mind such as those

of the Son of God, and fleshly bodies and minds such as

ours are ?

The conclusion from the whole is, that Jesus, although
a man, and, therefore in every respect like to Adam, was
nevertheless a man who was in no respect whatever the same
as Adam. Adam was a typical or shadowy man

;
Jesus an

antitypical or substantial man. Adam was an earthly man
;

Jesus a heavenly man. Adam was a mere creature
;

Jesus
was the Creator.—Who can with truth say of beings whose
natures were thus essentially different, that, however like

they might be to each other, the one could be the same as

the other ?

In a word, Adam, as having been the figure of him that was
to come, Rom. v. 14, must in all respects have corresponded
to, or been like to Jesus, but as a mere figure it was impos-
sible for him in any one respect to have been the same with
the Lord of Glory.

In the second place. In Christ, while in flesh, Spirit
condescend to appear in the form of Soul ;

in Christ's peo-

ple, while in flesh, Soul is made to appear in the form of

Spirit.
This opposition between the state in which Spirit dwelt

in Christ, and that in which it dwells in believers, is a subject

concerning which the sects in question, and not only they but
almost every religious body in existence, shew themselves
to be entirely ignorant. And as the result of this ignor-
ance, they necessarily confound the state and circum-

stances of the Creator while in flesh, with those of his crea-

tures.

i. Jesus' mind, while he was in flesh, was Spirit in the

form of Soul
;

that is, was the mind of the Creator in the
form of the mind of the creature.

It was Soul. TJiou shalt make his soul an offering for
sin. Isaiah liii. 10. He hath poured otd his soid unto

death. Ibid. 12. My soul is exceeding sorrowful unto death.

Mark xiv. 34.

It was a principle superior to ordinary Soul. This it

must have been, because, 1st, He was the Son of God, as

well as the Son of man. 2ndly. When temptation was
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presented to him, instead of having been overcome by it na

Adam was, and as all Adam's posterity are, he on the contra-

ry i vercame it. 7/< did no sin, neither was guile found in

//. 1 Peter ii. 22. And, Srdly, altho' as Soul it

conld die, it could do, what ordinary Soul is not capable of,

rais s lts( It' from the dead.— Besides Spirit is expressly ascrib-

ed to him. Upon the cross he exclaimed, Father, into thy
ds I commend my Spirit; Luke xxiii. 46

j
and with a

ce to his essential character, a character which he
I not part with even when manifest in flesh, he is deno-

minated in contradistinction to Adam, a quickening Spirit. 1

C p. xv. 45.

To express myself otherwise : as possessed of Soul, Jesus

capable of being subjected to divine law, and of dying ;

and as possessed of Spirit in the form of Soul, his subjection
to divine law implied his complete fulfilment of it, and his

dying, implied his rising again by his own native power from
the dead.

As possessed of Soul, he was man
;
as possessed of Spirit

in the form of Soul, he was the substantial, as distinguished
from ihe shadowy man.

As possessed of Soul, he was one with the human family ;

as possessed of Spirit in the* form of Soul, his union was a
real and substantial, not a shadowy one.

As possessed of Soul, he could die like others
;
as possessed

of Spirit in the form of Soul, not only was his dying his own
voluntary act, but he could do, what others could not,

—raise

himself from the dead
; and thereby turn to account his ne-

cessary and inseparable union with others, by raising them
also.

i. That Spirit in Christ while he was upon earth, was des-
ci

ii'liiuj; whereas Spirit in his people is asnnuJing. Spirit in

Christ appeared in the form of Soul or fleshly mind, in order
to grasp, or take hold of, the creature. Spirit in Christ's

people appears in its own proper form, in token of their head

having, by his resurrection from the dead and ascension
to glory, succeeded in his having grasped the creature, and
in his now drawing that, which, while in flesh, he took hold

of, upward to himself.

• If so, however, who can overlook the fact that the nature of the
Creator appeared in Jesus, while he was in flesh, in union with the na-
ture of the creature.
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ii. Spirit in Christ, while in flesh, was conforming itself

to the nature of the creature. Spirit in believers now is con-

forming the nature of the creature to its own proper nature.

Union of Spirit with Soul, in the Messiah himself, was the

result of the former. Consumption of Soul by Spirit, imply-

ing the conversion of Soul into Spirit, or the elevation of

the mind of the creature, to the possession of the first fruits

of the mind of the Creator, in the Messiah's people, is the re-

sult of the latter.

Of these principles, and of the conclusions to which they

lead, plain and satisfactory as they are to every enlightened

Christian, none of the sects in question possess the shadow of

an idea.

Socinians, even those of the better class, shew themselves

to be destitute of it, by professing to regard the minds
of Christians as being, except in degree of excellence

and purity, situated exactly as the mind of Christ himself

was.

So also do the followers of Mr Irving. For, as, accord-

ing to them, Jesus, in sinful flesh, was enabled to overcome

evil, so also are his people, in sinful flesh, enabled by the

same heavenly agent, influencing them after the same man-

ner, to overcome it likewise.

And so also do the Society of friends although after a sort

of inverse fashion. The Spirit which, according to them, in

Jesus himself overcame sin, was merely a larger measure of the

same principle which in various measures dwells in every
one that cometh into the world, and in every one is more or

less overcome by sin.

Christianity rejects with abhorrence all such perversions
of its doctrines : shewing us,

1 . That not more different was Jesus while in flesh, from

Adam his prototype ; than is Jesus now, from what he was

while in flesh. While in flesh, Jesus was the substantial, as

opposed to the shadowy man; now that he is elevated to

glory, he is the triumphant Lord, as opposed to the suffering

servant. In other words : Adam's shadowy nature, was to

Christ's relatively substantial nature upon earth, what Christ's

relatively substantial nature while upon earth, is to his abso-

lutely substantial nature now.
2. Jesus appeared upon earth, to take substantial flesh

and blood nature alone. According to Irvingites, whatever

nature and privileges Jesus had while he was upon earth, he
R
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Bharea with those who believe in his name. According to

Bociniana and Quakers, he shares his earthly nature with

\ human being. : ripture repudiates both ideas.

Christ's earthly nature was, according to the word of God, so

peculiar and confined to himself, thai of ii, uo human being,
whether believer or unbeliever, can by any possibility par-
take.

3. The nature which Jesus now possesses, and not the

nature which he possessed while upon earth, is that which he

communicates to his people. He gives them hereafter, nei-

ther tht pure shadowy flesh cud blood body, which Adam had

original!) in Paradise, nor tht pun substantial flesh and blood

, with which he himself appeared while upon earth.

They have their present vile bodies, fashioned hereafter like

unto, not his pure earthly, but his present glorious, heavenly,

body.
—He gives not to believers either here the first fruits,

or hereafter the full enjoyment, of the pure fleshly mind of

Adam previous to his transgression; or the pure fleshly mind

subject to divine law, which was the substance of the other,

and which he himself during his earthly abode possessed.
But he confers on us, by faith now, the first fruits of his

present heavenly mind as Love ;
and thereby paves the way

for the full enjoyment of that same mind, in his own immedi-

ate presence hereafter.

In plain English : Christ gives us the first fruits of his

pres( rd nature, not of the nature which ho had while on earth.

This excludes, union of his present nature with our fleshly

natures, subjection of our nature to divine law, and the

slightest degree of purification of it. It implies, elevation of

our minds to where Christ now is, and this implies not union

with our nature, but the consumption '/our nature in so far as

it extends. lie is divine; our minds, in so far as enlighten-
ed from above, are rendered divine likewise. Not, divine-

on.

W'c see then that the divine nature, and not a divine human

nature, being what the Lord Jesus rose with from the dead, and

now possesses ;
the divine nature, and not a divine-human

nature, is the principle, the first fruits of which he imparts to

the minds of his people. That is, the revolution which takes

place in the mind when the knowledge of the truth is com-

municated, is the exact counterpart of what took place in the

resurrection of our Lord from the dead. In connection with

our Lord's rising again there occurred, first, the destruction
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of his divine-human nature
; and, secondly, his leaving the

grave with his previously compound nature, changed and ele-

vated into the divine nature. Just so, in believing the gospel,

although in the inverse order, there takes place, first, the

communication of the first fruits of the divine nature, and,

secondly in the very instant of these being communicated,
the destruction, in so far as they extend of the principles of
mere human nature. The sameness between Christ's resur-

rection, and the communication of faith, consists in this, that

both are the communication of the divine nature ; the differ-

ence in this, that, whereas in the case of our blessed Lord,
the descent of Spirit into union with flesh, behoved to be fol-

lowed by the descent of the united nature to the regions of

the dead, before a resurrection could take place ;
on the con-

trary, in the case of mere human beings, the ascent of Spirit

having already taken place, all that is requisite is to com-
municate to them the principle of Spirit as ascended-, which

implies on their part not as in Christ the previous, but the

subsequent destruction of Soul. But except that, in Christ's

case, the destruction of divine-human nature, preceded the

imparting of the divine nature ; and that, in our case, the im-

parting of the first fruits of the divine nature precedes the des-

truction in so far of human nature; the analogy between
Christ's resurrection, and our belief of the gospel, is com-

plete. See the resemblance brought out by the Apostle, in

his epistle to the Ephesians, chapter first, verse 19.—Now,
ordinary religious characters, instead of perceiving the insep-
arable connection which subsists between Christ's resurrec-

tion and what took place at the period of the communication
to us of the principle of faith, fancy to themselves an analogy
between the communication to us of faith, and what took

place at the period of Christ's birth. They have a vague no-
tion of what is true, that Jesus when he appeared on earth,
was uniting himself to flesh

;
and that his object in effecting

this union was, that he might thereby improve and purify
flesh. That Spirit still unites itself in some mysterious way
to flesh, by imparting the principle of faith

;
and that, by

this union, flesh still is improved and purified ; seems to be
the import of the notions ordinarily current. Alas ! for the

grievous blindness and ignorance of such. Little are they
aware, that the purification of human nature, by its union
with the divine nature, in the Son of God manifest in flesh,
was preparatory, not to this purification becoming the model

e 2
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of God's procedure in the case of culinary human beings but

to his shewing, by the sacrifice of the nature so purified, and

surrection under another and higher form, that, except
in himself, and in consequence of its union with the divine,

purification of human nature was an utter impossibility j

and that the purification of it in himself was merely subservi-

ent to his personally possessing, and imparting to others, the

divi

31. Spirit swj 'es, by swallowing up, Soul.

Although the principles to be laid down in the present

bion, have already been referred to in a former part of this

work, their importance is such as to justify a more ample
consideration.

Soul, or creature mind, is tJw subject in which all our

thoughts, feelings, and volitions, inhere. It constitutes to

every one of us, the I, or individual. To it, as to a com-

mon centre, in which it meets, and around which it turns,

every thing else converges. Of it, as their common sub-

stance, all other things are necessarily regarded as so many
attributes. That is, the various objects which exist around

us, and with which we are daily conversant, have nothing
to do with us, have indeed to us no existence, except in

proportion as they become to us subjective or a part of our-

selves. Mankind are practically disciples of Berkeley in

their sentiments. To the great majority of them, even the

name of that celebrated metaphysician may not be known;
but, even without being formally acquainted with his philo-

sophy, like Moliere's fictitious personage who talked prose
without knowing it, they all act on his leading principle.

Their own minds, that is, they themselves, are conceived of

by themselves, as so many real substances. To their own

minds, in consequence of this, immateriality and immortality,

free will and independence of character, and other attributes

of real substance, are as a matter of course ascribed. In

their own minds, as so many real substances, all other things

appear to exist, and come to be regarded. Surrounding

obj< cts are seen by them only in connection with them-

and as deriving all their importance from that con-

nection. Hence it is, that self is to every one of us naturally

the highest being whom we know, the principal being in

whom we take concern, and the only being from their great-

er or less connection with whom, other beings and objects

inspire us with any interest.
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With Spirit, or the mind of the Creator, on the contrary
our natural feelings and cogitations have nothing whatever

to do. When spoken of, or presented io us, it is merely as an

object; but an object altogether foreign to our apprehensions.
It is the mind of God. As such, it cannot be taken in or

apprehended, by the mind of man. If it should come to

have any connection with us, it must be not by us as the

inferior, comprehending it
;
but by it, as the superior, com-

prehending us.—Natural objects, we have seen, are the mere

satellites of soul, or natural mind. They move around it

as their common centre. Nay, they have no existence io it,

except as existing in it.
—

This, however, by the very necessi-

ty of the case, can never happen to Spirit, or divine mind.

Spirit may be itself a centre
;
in it other things may exist ;

(I use hypothetical language; but I mean not, that what
I say, is hypothetical : it is certain ;)

but it is impossible for

it as Spirit, that is, as what it is, the mind of God, to be-

come the dependant of Soul, or to exist in Soul. When
spirit, and spiritual tilings, become objects of Soul, it is never

as what they are ; on the contrary, being looked at through
the medium of the deceptive atmosphere of Soul, or creature

mind, they are necessarily regarded as belonging to the class

of souli-cal tilings. In order to our having the knowledge of

Spirit, and spiritual things, communicated to us, our minds

themselves, must, in the very act of communication, be ren-

dered spiritual; that is, Soul, or the mind of flesh, must, in

so far as spiritual views are imparted, be swallowed up in

Spirit, or the mind God ; this new mind, becoming in us the

light in which spiritual things are apprehended, the sub-

stance in which they cohere, and the centre around which

they turn.

If I have been understood in these statements, then it

will be apparent,
1 . That Soul, or creature mind, is at once the subject of all

human ideas, and the object of all human beings, naturally.

They, as such, possess nothing more than Soul. In soul,

therefore, as their only subject, all the ideas of mankind na-

turally must inhere. And as our own ideas are, properly
speaking, the only objects with which naturally our minds
are conversant, it follows, that towards Soul, as containing
in itself all our ideas, our thoughts and reflections must

naturally and exclusively be directed. Under such circum-

stances, it is impossible that Soul can have anything what-
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ever to do with Spirit, either subjectively, or objectively. Not
the former; for Soul is by the terms of the supposition the

subject, which it would cease to be the moment that Spirit
ame so; Spirit, or the mind of God, as the superior,

ming subjectivt in our minds only by supplanting Soul,

or the mind of man, as the inferior, and substituting itself

in its place. Not the latter; for Spirit as such can never

ome an i

*

of Soul, ii being imposssible for the limited

to apprehend the unlimited
;
and thus Spirit, when stripped

v\' its distinctive character, aa it necessarily is when eon-

templati d by Soul, ceases to deserve the appellation ofSpirit.
 —Thus, although, in popular phraseology, we may speak of

spiritual things being presented objectively to Soul, or na-

tural mind, the language is necessarily inaccurate; what
are in reality presented to Soul, while it continues such,

being merely at the utmost new combinations of the soulical

or natural, ideas which it already possesses.
2. Thai Spirit or divine mind, is at once the subject, and

object, of all spiritual ideas. It is their subject; for in mere
natural mind, it is impossible for what is supernatural to

inhere. It is their object j for they alone are worthy of oc-

cupying
1

it, and to it alone can they be presented, and by it

alone can they be apprehended. 'The fact is, that the resur-

rection of Christ, if attended to and understood, furnishes us

with the only correct views which we arc qualified to tako of

this extremely interesting and important subject. .Jesus,

in rising again from the dead, and appearing as the divine

being, swallowed up in himself the inferior nature which

while on earth he had possessed. His mind is now Spirit.

such. In- is the substance and centre of all spiritual as

well as natural things. And ; s he who is one with us, and
in whom we live, move, and have our being, he merely re-

quir< e to swallow up our soulica] minds, in his own spiritual
mind, to give us I think and feel, as he himself does.

Now this is exactly what happens, when to any one of us

there are imparted the firsi fruits of Spirit. Jesus entering
our minds as Spirit by the manifestation to us of his

character, renders Spirit, as far as il enters, our mind; and

as divine, it -wallows up in itself, in the degree to which
i: enters, our former creature mind. That is, the very same
effect t lace in US to a certain degree when the truth

bed to our consciences, which took place in Christ

himself when he rose from the dead. In both cases, the
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inferior nature is swallowed up in the superior. Soul,
whether pure as in Christ, or impure as in us, is exchanged
for Spirit. And his divine mind having once become ours,
or dwelling in us subjective!;/, divine things presented to this

mind as objects are apprehended by us accordingly. If these

divine things be contained in, and appear as conclusions from

spiritual views already possessed by us, they are apprehended
by the degree of spiritual understanding which had been

previously conferred on us. But if new discoveries of divine

truth, and consequently, exceeding the measure of our pre-
sent spiritual views are presented, then they are not appre-
hended by the degree of spiritual mind which we already

possess, for the inferior cannot take in the superior, but

themselves form, when bestowed, an addition to, an enlarge-
ment of, our present measure of spiritual understanding.
The very same resurrection, or swallowing up, process, being
observable in the subsequent communication of every su-

perior degree of spiritual truth, which was observable in the

communication of the very lowest degree of it at first. Spirit
is never apprehended by Soul, but Soul is always appre-
hended, and thereby absorbed, by Spirit. Thus does Spirit

progress in us. As existing subjectively to a certain degree
in each one of us upon whom the knowledge of God has been

bestowed, it is enabling us continually to apprehend such

spiritual objects as fall within its present range ;
and as exist-

ing subjectively in the Lord Jesus, in an infinitely higher de-

gree than it exists in any one of us, yet is it made from time
to time, to have a higher subjective existence in each one of us,

according as he is pleased in the exercise of his good plea-
sure to communicate it to us in larger degrees out of his in-

exhaustible fulness.

The preceding observations and reasonings tend to shew
the utter incompatibility of Soul and Spirit. Where the one

is, the other is not.—Where Soul alone dwells, spiritual prin-

ciple, even in the minutest proportion, cannot occupy a place.

Soul, under such circumstances, constituting the subject or

basis, of mind, and the point in which all our ideas, feelings,
and interests, centre, it is only as partaking of the nature of

Soul, that any object whatever can be apprehended. A sha-
dow herself, soul can only be conversant with shadows.
Hence it is, that Spirit, as substantial mind, necessarily
eludes her grasp. Spiritual things may, popularly speaking,
be presented to her as objects ; but subjects, that is, parts and
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portions of herself, while Bhe continues soul merely, it is ab-

solutely impossible for them to become. On the other hand,
in exact proportion as

Spiril occupies any mind, Soul is

thence superseded, The moment that Spirit becomes the

subject, and basis, of our minds and the central point of our

thoughts and feelings, it enables, nay, constrains, us, to con-

i

bjects in a manner suitable to its own superior na-

ture. Ab substantial, it cannol i I on, nor can it be content

with, mere shadows. Hence, while all truly spiritual ideas

are found to bo perfectly adjusted to, and strictly consistent

with, the
•//

outlines sketched by Soul, it is not as sha-

dowy that the spiritual mind apprehends them. Spirit, as

sul al, necessarily swallows up, and supersedes, even in

time, Soul, and all its ideas, as shadowy ; thereby preparing
the way for that ultimate and complete absorption of Soul, in
>

irit, that is, of shadow in substance, which shall distinguish
another and a higher state of being.

In a woid, Soul and Spirit cannot co-exist—We all natu-

rally possess Soul, and to it, while left to the operations of
our own minds, we cling, bringing down all our ideas and in-

terests to its level. It is shadowy, but it is nevertheless the

fitting centre of the shadow 1/ bvliajs in which it dwells, and the

shadowy l>< ings by which it is surrounded. We neither can
rise above it naturally, nor are we desirous of rising above it.—The entrance of Spirit is the effecting of a complete mental
revolution. It is, in so far as it extends, the substitution of
the substantial, for the shadowy. Jt is the mind of the Crea-

tor, asserting its native supremacy by superseding the mind
of the creature.—Thus is the co-existence of the two minds
shewn to be impossible. The shadowy, soul, implies the ab-

sence of the substantial, Spirit. The substantial, Spirit, must,
if it (liters, and in proportion to the degree in which it en-

ters, supersede, by absorbing it, the shadowy, soul.—If your-
self 1 ed of Spirit, reader, you know that this very
revolution has taken place in your own mind.

''<-. Etna, ui' I ]\<;

There is nothing which is so much calculated to strike a

mind enlightened from above, as to observe acute and origin-
al understandings becoming, without being aware of it, the

auxiliaries of divine truth. Philosophers have seldom, or

never had any intention to promote its success. Indeed,
imetimes avowedly tho very reverse. Their purpose has

been to undermine the authority of the Scriptures; and to set
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up the reign of nature, or human intellect, in their place.

Perhaps, to advance the cause of scepticism in general is all

they aim at. How delightful, as well as astonishing, to per-
ceive the researches of such men overruled by him in whose
hands are the hearts of all flesh, to be the means of clearing

away the rubbish of human inventions, and preparing matters

for a brighter display of his glory, than had ever previously
been vouchsafed.

David Hume, and Emanuel Kant, rank high among the

number of those to whose labours the enlightened followers

of Jesus must ever consider themselves as lying under no
common obligations. They were sceptics, but they were ra-

tional ones. Unlike the members of the scoffing French
school of infidelity, they went seriously to work. The for-

mer, not only made an open avowal of his scepticism, but has

furnished us with the grounds upon which that scepticism
rested

; thereby, not only bringing under our notice many
interesting facts in ps}

r
chology with which we were jDrevious-

ly unacquainted, but, what is of far more importance, ex-

posing the hollowness of all those principles upon which,

independently of revelation, men pretend to found their con-

victions of the existence of God and divine things. The

latter, without having been so avowed a sceptic as his prede-

cessor, belongs obviously to the same school. But he has

accomplished what Hume did not. Hume's mind was better

fitted to destroy than to build up. Hence while the acuteness

of his analysis must ever delight, as well as surprise, all who
are qualified and disposed to prosecute metaphysical re-

searches, in his attempts to construct he is far from being
successful. In this last respect, he is surpassed by his dis-

ciple. With at least equal power of analysis, Kant has not

only gone to the bottom of the human mind, which Hume
did not, but has shewn likewise under the form of a most

profound, and yet most luminous, synthesis, what its

structure and functions actually are. The philosophy of

this eminent foreigner may be developed and followed

out. Kindred minds, like that of Cousin in France, may
devote themselves to the elucidation of its obscurities—but

in its leading features, and main discoveries, the system of

Kant appears to me to possess all the constituents and essen-

tial elements of durability.
When Hume evinced, that all important truth, the abso-

lute impossibility of any experience however enlarged and
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protracted, becoming the basis of necessary deduction, there-

japping the foundations of the puerile, common sense,

philosophy, although, c< rtainly, at the same time, reducing

ything connected with mind to a Btate the most debas-

ing and d plorable, he was merely acting as the pioneer of

Kant. This remarkable man, taking up matters where

Hume had left them, succeeded in discovering and establish-

ing a distinction in the human mind, which, if suspected,
at all events had never been presented in a light so masterly
and philosophical before. Ee shewed, bhat mind* consists

of two parts, understanding and reason
;
the former, inferior,

the latter superior j
the former, conversant with objects of

experience merely, the latter having, in his apprehension,
for its appropriate objects its own ideas. It is of his dis-

covery, not of the objects to which he applies it, that I now

speak. It is enough for me, that he has proved the exis-

tence, in the human mind, of a capacity to indulge in specu-
lations which transcend the limits of bare experience; and
that he has brought to liodit the various functions of which
it cons! These are three in number. Reason, as dis-

tinguished from understanding, has, according to him, a

capacity to form conceptions of—first, substance, secondly,

liberty, and thirdly, necessity ;
the three classes of concep-

tions or ideas, so formed being denominated by him, respec-

tively, psychological, cosmological, and theological. That is,

in the three logical forms of the human mind, or in the capa-

city of the miud to construct sj-llogisms, as categorical,

hypothetical, or disjunctive, does Kant discover the origin of

the ideas of Reason, as distinguished from the mere concep-
tions of the understanding. And these three forms, or func-

tions, take in and exhaust all the metaphysical or transcen-

dental capacities of the human mind. In plain English, they
embrace all the faculties of man which go beyond the bounds
of the objects and results of experience.

I cannot convey to my readers any adequate idea of the

pleasure which the perusal of Kant's "
Prolegomena to Me-

taphysic" has afforded me. An article which appeared in

Tart's .Magazine first induced me to look into the work. Its

author, the opium eater, speaking of the Kantian system,

expresses his regret, that
"

all its doctrines are negative
—

liing, in no oase what we are, but simply what we are

• Soul or the natural mind, I mean, for of it I am now speaking.
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not to believe,
—and that all its truths are barren." This

very circumstance wis what stimulated me to farther en-

quiry. Divine tuition, derived from the scriptures, had long
before satisfied me, that every thing connected with man
as such, is of necessity negative

—
particularly his understand-

ing and his morality, and I felt anxious to see what so cele-

brated an author, with no particular bias that I was aware
of in favour of revelation, could have to say on the same side

of the question. The result has not disappointed me. With-
out adopting every one of Kant's conclusions, I have been
struck with the general truth of his premises. And I now
cannot help regarding him as haviug been specially raised

up, in the course of God's adorable providence, to go to the
bottom of the human mind itself upon its own principles,

(which as nearly as mere man can, he has done,) and thereby
to shew, how worthless in itself mere Soul is, and how com-

pletely unfitted for any other, than its present state of exis-

tence.

For many years, I now perceive, that I had been in a

course of training for the reception of some of the leading
principles of the Kantian philosophy. The word of God had
convinced me in general of the distinction subsisting between
Soul and Spirit. Soul in itself, I had observed, was a mere
animal principle ;

and yet I had observed, also, that it was
a principle which was capable of having superinduced upon
it, or rather of being superseded by, Spirit, a principle of a

superior because heavenly nature. In this very capability
of the reception of Spirit, not in anything possessed or ex-

isting in itself, had I observed the grand superiority of Soul,
 

or the mind of man, over the minds of the inferior animals.

It had, therefore, for some time, been a settled point with

me, taught by the word of God, that man possessed a cajoaci-

ty for the reception of divine truth, though in what that

capacity consisted, I was unable to satisfy myself. Let
the reader observe what I say. A capacity for the

'

reception
of Spirit, not a power to confer Spirit upon himself. I am
particular as to this distinction

; because, unless I succeed
in conveying it to the mind of the reader, he will as a matter
of necessity fail of comprehending my meaning. In respect
to the capacity of which I speak, I never regarded the mind
of man as being more than passive ; that is, not as able to

confer, or to take any step towards conferring, the knowledge
of divine truth upon itself, but as being so constituted, as to
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ble to receive divine truth, whenever it might please
God to bestow it upon him. Now, what in general J had

held previously, the philosophy o\' Kani has been the means
of opening up to me in detail. In the logical forms of the hu-

man mind or the functions of distinguished from
those of understanding, it has shewn me that upon which

Spirit lakes hold, and through which it is manifested. In

them, I saw thai passsive capacity (1 use the terms conjoint-

ly, to obviate my beii tood,) of which I had so

long been in search, indeed the real science of metaphysics,
I now perceive clearly, is theology, or divine revelation itself;

what is commonly called metaphysics being merely at best a

of shadows, with which the human mind may amuse

f, but with which it never can be satisfied. The logical
forms of the human mind are evidently so many moulds

existing in man ready prepared for the reception of divine

truth
;
and until divine truth be cast into them, they must

remain destitute of that which by their very nature they are

adapted to receive.

What, in so far as our present subject is concerned the

philosophy of Kant has done, and wherein it has failed,

may be brought out in a very few sentences. The point
where the word of God steps in and imparts what philosophy
cannot, may then be briefly elucidated.

Philosophical investigations had enabled the Kdnigsberg
professor to ascertain what many had seen before him, that

the mind of man, besides possessing an ability to observe,

compare, and judge of, external phenomena, possesses like-

wise the power of observing and judging of what is passing
within itself. The things observed, however, being in both
cases equally phenomena or appearances, whether these be

rnal orinternal, there is in reality no difference between
the powers which the mind in the two different cases exerts.

Jt is with matters of experience that in both cases the mind
is conversant. But the mind, in addition to its ability to

rve what is passing within, has likewise the power of

making its own structure and constitution the subject matter
of its reflections. Tin's i- a power different from that of

merely observing phenomena ; and in order to its succcssf'nl

cultivation requires the po ion of intellect of a very su-

m. If pro I successfully it leads to the
most valuable discoveries. The ultimate powers of the hu-
man mind are thereby discovered tc bo three in number :

—
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first, a power of observing what is ; secondly, a power of

observing the relations which things bear to one another ;

and, thirdly, a power of combining the various objects which
it has observed, in one whole.

Considered subjectively, these powers, faculties, or capaci-

ties, may be easily ascertained to exist in the human mind.

But when we come to examine them objectively, or with a re-

ference to the topics with which they are conversant, the food

if one may so express oneself, with which they are supplied,
it is then that our difficulties begin. In so far as mere phe-
nomena or appearances are concerned, there is not one of

these three powers which therewith can be satisfied. To be-

gin with the first of them, or that which has substance for its

object. Whether the objects with which this is conversant

be external or internal, they are to it mere phenomena, or

appearances concerning which, although it may pronounce
that they seem to be, it dare not say positively that they ac-

tually are. And this, because its own existence, which is to

itself the most certain of any, and that in connection with

which alone other things have to it any existence at all, is a

matter concerning which it cannot pronounce with absolute

certainty. Itself a being of yesterday and destined to pass a-

way to-morrow, how dare it assert positively its own being ?

May not that after all be a dream ? And if its own real exis-

tence be questionable, is not the real existence of other

things thereby rendered questionable likewise? Similar

observations fall to be made with regard to that power of the

mind which considers relations. These are, not the neces-

say connections of realities, but merely the occurrence of

phenomena in certain series
;
some preceding, some follow-

ing ;
some constant, some occasional ; some independently of

others, some in dependence upon others. But if it be impos-
sible to be certain, concerning the existence of the pheno-
mena themselves, equally impossible must it be to speak with

confidence respecting the existence of their relations. Take,
for instance, the relation to other things which the conscious-

ness of liberty, or the power of spontaneous motion, seems to

confer upe'u us. To it we are undebted unquestionably for

the only idea which we have of the relation of cause and

effect. Now, will any one presume to say, that this very

phenomenon,
—for phenomenon it is,

—may not after all be

deceptive ? In our volitions, we appear to ourselves to be

free. But in supposing ourselves to be so, may we not be
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dupes, and be in reality the Blaves of the very nature which
\\ t

.

possess? and the circumstances in which we are placed?
And if thus Liable to be deceived in regard to one relation,

and tlii^ too the leasl likely to impose on us, as being that

with which we are the most likely to be acquainted, how can

we rely upon the information conveyed to as, by our senses

and otherwise, as to the relations subsisting :miong other

things themselves?— In the third and last place, we are able,

to combine the phenomena which we have observed, in one

whole. Even this leaves us dissatisfied. As the parts com-
bined are mere phenomena, that is, are supplied to us by
experience merely, the whole can be no more than a combin-
ation of phenomena. And if when the phenomena them-
selves are presented in detail, they cannot inspire with

confidence, can any combination of them whatever do so?—
Ami. besides, what is the whole which is thus combined?
The collection into one, of the objects which we have observed,
and the relation subsisting among these objects, with which
we have made ourselves acquainted. This, it is evident, lias

no existence, as a whole, except in our own minds. It is a

mere idea. And an idea, too, which as susceptible of in-

crease, is necessarily imperfect. Is it to be wondered at, that

no combination of mere natural phenomena, however accur-

ately and extensively made, can satisfy our minds?
But are these three ultimate powers, or functions, of the

human mind conversant with nothing more than mere phe-
ena, or appearances. According to Kant, they are con-

versant with something farther. Their appropriate objects
are the pure conceptions of Reason, or the transcendental

ideas. Viewing the human mind as consisting of two dis-

tinct parts, Understanding, the inferior, and Reason, the su-

perior, he represi nts pht nomerui, or appearances, as the objects
of the latter. The conceptions of Reason contain, in the first

place, the idea of the complete subject, or the substantial;

2ndlyj the idea of the complete series ofconditions
;
and 3rdly,

the determination of all conceptions in the idea of a complete

complex of the possible. That is, the ideas of substance, rela-

tion, and perfection. Such ideas, he maintains, exist, and as

transcendental go beyond any with which experience supplies
us

;
but they are of no use, indeed, rather detrimental, in so far

experience is concerned, are barren of all practical results,

and are in themselves perfectly unsatisfactory.
Thus Kant exhibits to us the human mind as consisting
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of ultimate faculties, which, neither in phenomena, or appear-

ances, nor in noumena, or mere ideas, find anything to satisfy

them. The phenomena do not come up to, or exhaust, their

requirements. The noumena are mere barren and fugitive

abstractions. And the result of the whole is, a discovery of

the inability of the human mind to be satisfied from any class

of objects which may be presented to it : that is, a discovery
of its thoroughly negative character.

Having followed this surpassingly acute metaphysician
to the utmost verge of his alleged discoveries, and shewn the

unsatisfactory result in which they terminate, I now observe,

that by the scriptures we are enabled to appreciate their

value, and to pronounce positively upon their truth or false-

hood.

In maintaining, that there exist in the human mind ca-

pacities which cannot be satisfied by mere experience, Kant
seems to be completely borne out by Revelation. And that

these are the identical powers, or faculties, which are con-

versant with the ideas, denominated by him pure concep-
tions of reason, or transcendental, there is nothing in the

word of God to contradict. But at this point any confirma-

tion which his theory is capable of receiving from scripture
terminates.

For, first, abstract and barren as the transcendental ideas

are admitted by him to be, even they, have not the mind of

man, but divine revelation, for their original. Observed

subjectively, they are mere human ideas, I admit. And, as

commonly cherished and maintained, there is nothing more

required, in order to the consideration of them, than the

exercise of mere human faculties. But they are human ideas

originally suggested by revelation. That is, viewed objec-

tively, they were originally communicated by God himself.

Whence the possibility of any ideas of substance, dependency,
and perfection, unless God had been pleased to furnish man-
kind with the first hints of them ? From no objects of ex-

perience could they have been derived. A transient world,

could never have supplied us with views of permanency ; a

scene of apparent confusion, with the notion of complete

system j and imperfection of every kind, with the idea of

perfection. Once suggested, the mind of man is capable, by
its own powers, to a certain extent, of following out these

ideas. But unless suggested by revelation, whence could

they have arisen ? In the absence of revelation, experience
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must have been the only source of all human conceptions;
and experience, ii has been shewn by the acutesl minds

If furnish as with the ideas {4' substance,
. and

;

Hon.—"There is no danger," says Kant,
"of the understanding spontaneously making an excursion

wantonly beyond its own bounds into the field of the mere
creatures of thought, without, being inpelled by foreign
lay True. What, then, arc tho ign laws? Not
any thing in the mind r to prove, thai

"
Reason

i jatisfied with the use of the -

[< uce of
: understanding," is a very different thing

i proving, that reason of herself is able to know the
source whence the dissatisfaction of which she is con-

as, is to be removed. And if not reason, there is no-

thing else within the mind of man capable of giving impulse
to the understanding. AY here, then, are we to look for
" laws" foreign to the human mind, and at the same time

capable of impelliug it
"
to make an excursion into the field

of the mure creatures of thought," except in Revelation
itself?

Secondly. There exists a complete difference, not mere-

ly in degree, but also in kind, between the abstract, or

transcendental, ideas, the acquisition of which Kant repre-
sents as the effect of the highest exercise of the functions
of Reason, and views which accord with revelation itself.

It will have been noticed, that although objectively I have
traced the origin of these ideas to divine Revelation, I have
admitted that subjectively they are in themselves merely hu-
man. Whatever be the origin of the transcendental ideas

however, they are by Kant's own statement, mere creatures
of thought, having no existence except in the mind of him
by whom they are conceived, and, consequently, finding
no tiling to confirm them within the limits of human experi-
ence. At this point, the difference and superiority of the
views with which we are furnished by the word of God, make
their appearance. They are not mere ideas, for they are tho
result of objects presented to us; and objects, too, which, al-

though not connected with human experience, of themselves

lay the foundation of, and constitute a higher, that is, a di-

\ce. These objects satisfy, by filling up, the
functions of Reason, which objects of ordinary experience
never can ; and having a real substantive existence, they
take our views out of the category of mere ideas. This may
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be easily shewn. If the highest empirical notion of substance,
be the ego, or the mind of the individual himself, that is, the

mind of a being whose existence began yesterday, and will

end to morrow, and if what is transcendental in our notions

respecting this subject, be a mere noumenon, or creature

of thought, on the other hand, there is presented by Re-

velation in the person of the Son of God, that which com-

pletely satisfies the logical function which is conversant with

substance, his existence being from everlasting to everlasting,
and he being the same yesterday, and to day, and for ever.—
If the highest notion of the relation of cause and effect with

which experience furnishes us, be the consciousness of our

volitions as spontaneous, and of the effects which flow from

them, and if all beyond be a mere idea,
—

scripture again, in

the person and work of Jesus Christ, as the author both of

the Old and the New Creation, as he who is before all things,
and by whom all things consist, and above all as that being
who stands in every conceivable relation to his creatures,

gives to the second syllogistic function of Reason an object so

appropriate as to meet and exhaust all its requirements.
—

And, in the third and last place, if, by the highest stretch of

our minds in attempting to combine the objects of our know-

ledge in a whole, we are merely combining phenomena, or

giving a species of unity to the objects of our experience,
and if all beyond be an idea of mere existence as barren and
valueless as either of the two others, Revelation, again,
when it interposes to make us acquainted with the character

of God, as manifested in the face of his well-beloved Son,
introduces into our minds views of him as the great and un-

changeable I am, by whom every attribute is possessed in the

highest perfection, and of whom all the objects which suiTound
us are merely so many manifestations. Thus, instead of mere
human experience, and ordinaiy phenomena, which necessar-

ily leave the logical functions of Reason unsatisfied, and mere
ideas which are confessedly barren and negative, Revelation

confers views of God, through the medium of his manifesta-

tion in flesh, which, as phenomena, present the mind with

adequate objects leaving it no longer barren as the mere
ideas of Reason do, and, as divine phenomena, satisfy its larg-
est and most extravagant requirements. Under these cir-

cumstances, I am surely justified in saying, that there must
be a complete difference, not merely in degree, but also in

kind, between the barren, transcendental, ideas of Kant, the

s
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uttermost which lie can ascribe to human Reason, and these

views of God, as the substantial being, as the cause of all

things, and as the infinitely perfect one, for which Christians

undebted to the volume of inspiration.

But, thirdly and lastly, the transcendental ideas of Rea-

son, differ from the views introduced into the mind by Reve-

lation, not only objecUv< ly, but also subjectively ; that is, they
not only differ in then s, but they differ also in the

and consequences which they respectively produce in

the human mind. The ideas of pure Reason, although ori-

ginating in Revelation, when received, are attended with no

alteration in the mental powers. It is the mind as soul, or

fleshly mind, which conceives of them. The logical functions

are put forth in the grasping of such ideas, just as they are

in the acquisition of any of our other mental creations. In a

word, the human mind, in seizing on the transcendental

ideas, or pure conceptions of Reason, is active. But if active

in so doing, the activity of soul ends h> It can reach no

higher. Subjectively we have got to the logical forms or

functions of Reason, that is, to the utmost limits of the mere
human mind

; Objectively we have got to the barren ideas of

Substance, Relation, and Completeness in a whole, the high-
est objects, within the range of its conception, which human
reason is able to take in. Here we are at a stand still. But
these ultimate functions of the human mind, although incap-
able of putting forth any higher efforts, that is, of actively

exerting themselves to any greater extent, are nevertheless

capable of being still farther acted upon passively. This is

what Revelation does. It introduces itself into the mind

through the instrumentality of these very functions. They
are the opening afforded by Soul to the entrance of divine

light; and through it, when God pleases, that light pene-
trates into the inmost recesses of natural darkness. But

although the functions of Reason, or ultimate faculties of

man, are, in one sense, capacities for the passive reception of

divine truth, in another sense they are not. Through them
alone Revelation can enter ;

and into them alone, as so many
moulds fitted and prepared for its reception, Revelation can

be cast
;

but by them, as they naturally exist, Revelation

cannot be contained. The barren metaphysical ideas of Sub-

stance, Relation, and Perfection, are the highest which the mere
human mind receives, or can receive. To receive real sub-

stance, to become possessed of the principle of real freedom
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and power, and to know him in whom all things stand com-

plete, transcends the utmost reach of the mere human facul-

ties. But Revelation accomplishes what in these respects is

necessary. Not merely is it objectively presented to the mind
of him who is enlightened by it, but subjectively it takes up
its abode in him. It actually, in the very moment of its

reception, and in the degree to which it is received, new
creates his rational faculties. Entering into a mind which by
nature is fitted only for the reception of mere human ideas,

and which at the utmost can only grasp ideas of truth merely
under a transcendental or metaphysical form, that is, as

mere barren speculations, revelation actually qualifies it for

the reception of truths which are divine. The moment in

which revelation is apprehended objectively, is the very mo-
ment in which the faculties which apprehend it, are new
created subjectively. And the degree in which objectively it is

apprehended, is the exact degree in which subjectively it

new creates the mind by which it is apprehended. There

are at one and the same moment new objects presented to the

mind, and a new mind is created capable of understanding
these objects. If Christ as true substance, as the cause of,

and related to all things, and as the being in whom all things
as a whole consist, be the object which spiritual, as distin-

guished from soidical, mind, apprehends, real objects, being
embraced by the former, and mere barren ideas, by the latter—the first fruits of substantial principle, of divine freedom,
and of certainty of oneness with God himself, are by spiri-
tual mind, as the subject, possessed likewise. And thus to

know God to any extent objectively, is to have the nature

of God to the same extent formed in our minds subjec-

tively.

Such are some of the leading views of that original in-

genious, and profound, writer, Kant
;
and such, when right-

ly understood, is the wonderful congruity of his system with

scripture. The forms or functions of reason, find nothing
in human experience corresponding to them, or capable of

satisfying them; aud, when they attempt to go beyond ex-

perience, they grasp nothing but barren ideas. But over

and above the notions of experience, and the pure concep-
tions of Reason, we are capable of becoming acquainted
with views of which Revelation is the source, which, enter-

ing the mind by the opening afforded by the functions of

Reason, new create it, or render it divine, in the very act

s 2
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of their entering, and thereby fashion it.su as to qualify it

for recers ad entertaining them. The divine objects,

thus introduced into the mind, lay the founda-

tion* •

hichj on account of these being

realities, or not mere ideas, exactly satisfies its new -created

icities; and which, as being true, are continually as-

tonishing and delighting the mind by t lie new and harmon -

relations which they involve and disclose. To explain

myself:
—

objectsofa dv . introduced into the mind,
at one and the same time supply it with a divu rience,

whii certain and necessary, is distinguished from, and

the substance of, mere human ; and also, with

ing among the various objects presented to

nd between these objects and itself as the subject, which

in. and necessary, and of every conceivable descrip-
I . shew themselves to be the substance and reality of those

Ihematical relations, which have no existence except stib-

', of in the human mind itself. Scripture presents to

us in the Lord Jesus, 1, true substance, and thereby the

lity of all the shadows with which naturally we are

conversant; 2, true liberty, as himself the uncaused cause of

all phenomena, whether natural or spiritual ;
and 3, true

i, as he in whom all things are summed up, and by
whom all things consist. And these views of the Lord

Jesus, entering into the mind, instead of mere faculties or

functions of Eeason, which are fitted only for the reception
of shadowy notions, which with all their deceptive feelings

of liberty are naturally the slaves of their fleshly nature, and

which are naturally self-worshipping, or self- idolatrous, are

the means of.conferring upon us faculties, or functions, sub-

'v\ ly adapted to the reception of their own objective re-

alities, viz. -'"
,

—a consciousness of freedom

from law, sin, and death,
—and the first fruits of love, or di-

vine nat are.

Spirit can apprehend Spiritual firings.

This is merely to assert in other words the principle

which has been stated and developed in the preceding sec-

tion.

Soul, or the mind of the creature, is, considered subjec-

tively, or in itself, earthly; and, therefore, considered ob-

vely, or with a reference to the ideas which are presented

to it, it is only capable of apprehending earthly things. Un-

der these circumstances, to suppose that earthly mind should
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be capable of apprehending heavenly tilings, is to imagine
to ourselves a flat contradiction. It is to suppose the lesser,

capable of taking in, and containing, the greater. Spirit,
or heavenly mind, is alone fitted to apprehend heavenly

things ; and, therefore, unless the mind of man can, some-
how or other, be rendered spiritual, the idea of spiritual

things being apprehended by it, must be abandoned, as in-

volving in itself an utter impossibility. Now the purpose of

the immediately preceding section was to shew, that as, in

conformity with the results of the soundest and most pro-
found philosophical analysis, the mind of man, subjectively

considered, has been found to possess for its highest or ulti-

mate faculties, the forms of Reason, and, objectively con-

sidered, has for its highest or ultimate conceptions, the pure
but barren ideas of Reason ; so, without contradicting this,

and in conformity with the declarations of the word of God,
when higher views than those of Reason, even the dis-

coveries of Revelation, are presented to the mind objectively,

they are the means, when they enter into the mind, and in

proportion to the degree in which they do so, of conform-

ing that mind subjectively to themselves. That is, in the

very act of entering into the mind, they render its faculties

fit for their reception. They do not introduce themselves
into the mind as it exists naturally, that is, as it is Soul,
for as such, it is incapable of receiving and entertaining them.
As Soul it is adapted only for the reception of earthly ideas.

And of these, the very highest which it can take in, are the

pure conceptions of Reason. But spiritual things entering into

the mind as objects, new create that mind as a subject, rendering
it fit thereby for their reception ; and this new-creation they
effect, just in proportion to the degree in which they them-
selves enter. Spiritual things are not one whit farther conceived
of by any mind as a subject, than they exist in that mind as ob-

jects of conception ; the reason of this being, that as the spiri-
tual and renovating process, is begun, not by the humanly
subjective mind, conforming the divinely objective things to it-

self, but by the divinely objective truths, conforming the mind

subjectively to them, so it is carried on in the same way.
We do not at first conceive of spiritual things as possessed
of Soul, but on the contrary, as possessed of Spirit which

they themselves entering with power are the means of form-

ing within us
;

and just so, we never after/cards conceive
of higher views of spiritual things, by means of the lower
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>f spiritual mind already formed within us, and pos-
'1 by iK, but always have a m< re enlarged portion of

spiritual mind subjectively formed within us, by means of
the very entrance of the more enlarged spiritual views them-
selves. In other words, Soul is too confined a subject or

principle, to admit of spiritual things; and, therefore, the
mind must be enlarged, or new-created, in order to the

admission of them in the smallest degree : and just so an
tor degree of spiritual mind, can never as a subject, ad-

mit superior spiritual views; but must, in the very act of
their entrance, become enlarged subjectively to their own
dimensions. In this way there is brought out a striking
contrast between Soul and Spirit. Although in the case
of Soul, or creature mind, the subjective conceives of the ob-

jective, the subjective, or the forms or functions of Reason, con-

stituting the ultimates of creature mind; in the case of

Spirit or divine mind, it is the objective, which imparts to

the subjective the power of apprehending it ; the objective

thus, as it should do, running up into infinity itself, and it

being impossible to point out, or prescribe, any bounds
within which, as divine mind, it is capable of conforming
the subji dive to itself.

Thus does it appear, from the very nature and necessity
of the case, that, so far from Soul being able to apprehend
Spirit, it is by Spirit, or spiritual mind, alone, that spiritual

things can be apprehended.
But is not fact at variance with this theory? Are we

not continually brought into contact with individuals, who,
although possessed merely of Soul and soulical principles,

appear nevertheless to have acquired notions of spiritual

subjects ?

Not at all. On the contrary, the views of the indivi-

duals in question when examined into, confirm in the most

striking and conclusive manner, the accuracy of the state-

ments which have just been made.

Upon this subject I observe in general, that the ideas

which are commonly conceived to be and denominated

spiritual, are in reality mere ideas of Soul; and that by
those who are themselves possessed of any enlarged measure

of spiritual principle, those spurious spiritual ideas, may writh

the utmost ease be traced to their source.

Considered subjectively, no ideas ever deserve to be deno-

minated spiritual, which proceed from soul as then' origin.
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Now Soul, or the mind of man constituted as it naturally is,

is of itself fully competent to the right discharge of the two

following functions. First, in all men, more or less, it can
observe phenomena, or appearances ; and, secondly, in a few,
who are gifted with faculties of a reflective and philosophic
kind, it is capable of generalizing its conceptions, and form-

ing abstract ideas. All these views, then, which owe their

origin to actual observations, and the reasonings founded

thereon, as in the exact sciences ; and all systems which are the

result of the exercise of those powers of abstraction where-
with the human mind naturally is endowed, as is the case

with Mathematics, Metaphysics, and so on
; as they sprung

obviously from the exercise of the mere human faculties, so

most absurd would it be to trace them up to any other and

higher source. Are the faculties of man sufficient to account
for his possession of any notions which he has ? Never, in

that case, let us travel out of the human mind in search of

their origin. Nothing can justify us in ascribing to any
ideas of m;m, a supernatural origin, but the fact of our inabil-

ity to explain their existence upon natural principles.
But it is only when we come to consider the matter

object! veh/, that the value of the caution suggested in the pre-

ceding paragraph can be duly appreciated. To these powers
of observation and reflection wherewith the mind of man is

endowed, the ideas of religion with which he is ordinarily
conversant in the world, are easily traceable. He lives from
his earliest infancy, in circumstances in which it is next to

impossible for him not to hear the subject spoken of. The

perusal of the scriptures is prescribed to him as a task,,

psalms and hymns are committed to memory ;
catechisms are

learned ; religious observances are practised ; sermons are
listened to

; conversations respecting divine things take place
in his hearing ;

and thus, his powers of observation, however
slender and feeble, are from his earliest years stimulated.

And, if possessed of abstract and reasoning faculties of a

superior description, he is almost necessarily systematizing,
in his own mind, the multifarious religious views and obser-

vances which for so long and interesting a period of his life

have been obtruded on his notice. Thus, in order to be re-

ligious on ordinary principles, the possession of no faculties,

superior to those which are human, is required. If a man
have any intellect at all, he must observe the practises of

those around him, and become himself acquainted with their
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sent. . [f endowed \\ it li even a very slender modi-
cum  

faculty in;"! help drawing conclu-

sions from wh rs. But in all this, there is

nothing spiritual. His ol bions and reasonings are such as

the fact of mere Soul qualify him to make and indulge
in. On the very same principles, he would have been a Hea-
then if born in China, and a Mahometan if born in Turkey.

me of what are commonly regarded as the pro-
fonndest reasonings on the subject of religion which, the

world has produced, such as those of a Clarke, a Butler, and
a Warburton, it might be shewn with the utmost ease, can

lay claim to no higher origin than the exercise of the mere
natural iaculti he human mind. Such reasonings may,
by those who know no better, be denominated spiritual;
but, as implying the exercise of no higher powers than those
of Soul, or natural mind, it is perfectly ridiculous to ascribe

them to any higher source.

Taking the observations last made, along with the scope
of the foregoing part of this work, it will be ob1 that as

ideas, to the acquisition of which the ordinary faculties of

Soul are competent, and which can be shewn actually to

have been acquired by the exercise of such faculties, forbid

our ascribing to them a d origin, so views which sur-

pass those with which we are furnished by observation and

experience, are not only traceable to a higher
source than mere hunan nature, but in order to their appre-
hension require i >ely the possession of higher faculties

than those with which man is naturally endowed. That Soul,
or natural mind, of which every man is possessed, is fully

competent to conceive of soulical, or animal, things. But
S . or supernatural mind, as it does not exist in any man

iod of his birth, so it requires to be brought into

tence subsequently by spiritual things themselves, and
this in the very morn it of, and in proportion to the en-

trance of such things into the mind. / is properly
the creator of .<: things; but al things create

S\
When we proceed to review the whole subjt ct, the two

following propositions may be regarded as exhibiting a faith-

ful summary of my views respecting it :
—

First. That spiritual th Lch, never yet have been,
and by the very necessity of the case never can be, conceived

of by Soul, or natural mind. Spiritual things may be, nay
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constantly are, obtruded in words on the notice of Soul. It

hears of them, it reads of them, it can even converge respect-

ing them. But as what they are, that is, as spiritual things
it cannot apprehend them. The soulical man receiveth not

the things of the Spirit of God because they are foolishness unto

him ; neither can he understand them because they are spirit-

ually discerned. 1 Corinth, ii. 14. Although he may think
and speak of things which are in themselves spiritual, it is as

soidical that, by the man possessed of Soul merely, they are

conceived of. That is, Soul, when it thinks of topics in

themselves spiritual, necessarily strips them of all that consti-

tutes their spirituality or superiority, in order to bring them
down to the level of its own apprehensions. The nature of God
and man united in Christ manifest in flesh, it either repre-
sents as mere human nature directly, or does what is the same

thing indirectly by separating the human nature from the

divine. The Salvation of the gospel which was finished on

Calvary by the Lord Jesus himself, and the benefits of which
flow unconditionally to the creature, it represents as a bles-

sing the enjoyment of which is in some way or another de-

pendent on a con
i,

or on conditions, to be fulfilled by the

creature. The law of God which was brought to an end by
that last grand act of obedience to it on the part of the Lord

Messiah, the sacrifice of himself, it represents as still exist-

ing, and as still obligatory on the mere creature. In a word,
the soulical mind cannot rise to the conception of the nature
of Christ as he appeared in flesh, when it was the union of
flesh and spirit ;

much less to a conception of the nature of

Christ as now elevated to his throne, when it consists of pure
Spirit. All the religion of such a mind, is, like the source

from which it flows, merely soulical : consisting in the substi-

tution of a creature as Saviour, for the glorious Creator
; of a

Salvation requiring in one form or another to be wrought out

by the creature, for that which the Creator himself has com-

pleted ;
and of an obedience to divine law which the creature

is by his very nature unable to render, for that fulfilment of

divine law by the Son of God, which brought law, sin, and

death, in himself to an end, at once and for ever.

Secondly. Seeing that spiritual things, although never re-

ceived by mere Soul as what they are, are nevertheless capable
of being conceived of by soul upon its own principles, and ac-

cording to its own natural modes of conception, we have sugges-
ted to us thereby, an explanation of a fact, otherwise quite
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inexplicable, viz. the comparatively enlightened notions re-

Bpecting morals, politics, and religion, which are prevalent
in countries, and among communities, where a profession of

Christianity is made. The number of those who possess
any real understanding of divine things is exeeedingly small,
and the number of those whose understanding of such sub-

jects is particularly profound, is of course much smaller. But
the persons who thus know divine truth, that is, those in

whom -

'

things have created spiritual capacities adapt-
ed to their reception, are surrounded by multitudes of indi-

viduals who, without understanding divine things as what

they are, neverb] understand these things as what they

appear to them to be.—Such persons, it is true, are only un-

derstanding divine things upon natural principles; or by
means of the soulical capacities which they naturally possess.
But still, it cannot be denied, that thy are the subjects of a
certain hind aud degree of illumination. Their natural facul-

ties have presented to them in the statements and r< asonings
of scripture, a class of topics with which otherwise they could
not have been conversant

;
and topics too, which, even to

the natural mind, appear to involve in th Ives considera-

tions of the utmost magnitude and importance. The scrip-
tures do not, in such  :ome the means of opening
up to the mind those true and spiritual views of God,
which constitute their real signification ; but they are never-
theless made the means of suggesting even natural ideas

which otherwise could never have occured to the mind, and

thereby of enlarging and :ning it upon its own prin-

ciples. They raise the standard of natural conscience; they
give precision and effect to the demands of natural equity;
they leas respecting the divine attributes, and a

future and they tend to the amelioration of the earth-

ly state and condition of man. How paltry, but for the law
of Moses, and the sermon on the Mount, would have been
the notions of divine law, possessed by the natural con-

science ! But for the disclosures made in divine Revelation,
and the examples which it proposes even to the natural mind,
how could that astonishing progress have been made by
society, which all around us is so visible ? Whence that

knowledge of the natural equality of mankind, of the rights
of man, and of the protection due to all from law ; whence
the abolition of slavery, the improvement of the criminal

code, the rapid advancement of commerce, the institution
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of hospitals, infirmaries, and workhouses, and the existence

of public establishments for education
; whence the concep-

tion of constitutional Governments ; and whence that miti-

gation even of the evils of despotisim which so obviously and

gloriously characterise modern times ? When we contrast

christian communities with the state of heathen countries,
whether ancient or modern, is it possible to refer each and
all of these phenomena to any other source, than the power of

Christianity to enlarge and illuminate, even upon its own
principles, the natural mind of man ? It cannot be denied that

even the arts and sciences, have not been without their share
in the advantages attendant upon Christianity, as a means of

cultivating and improving even the earthly faculties of man.
Have not painting and statuary borrowed from the scriptures
some of their most striking and effective subjects ? With-
out the materials which Revelation affords, by what possi-

bility could such a poem as the Paradise Lost of Milton have
been composed ? And whence, except from the statements
of the inspired record, respecting the divine attributes, could

powerful, natural reasoning minds, have plundered materials

for the construction of their various discordant systems of

Theism and Natural Religion ? The fact is, that by means
of the topics presented to their notice in the Holy Scriptures,
the mere Souls, or natural minds, of men, have acquired an

expansion, have attained to a strength, and have become

possessed of an illumination, which, although connected

with, and implying, no change in the nature and constitu-

tion of their natural faculties, would by any other and in-

ferior methods have been entirely out of the question. This
illumination of mere Soul, or enlargement of the natural

faculties as they are, shews itself, to be sure, to be essen-

tially different from that which consists in the new-creation
of the mental powers, by spiritual truth, and this by its ten-

dency, not to diminish, but on the contrary, to increase that

enmity to God, and the things of God, which is the natural

and necessary characteristic of Soid. Rom. viii. 7. That is,

the mere illumination of mere Soid, so far from leading to

God, or preparing for the reception of spiritual things, seems

merely to be a means of furnishing it with more ample and

enlarged opportunities of testifying and indulging its hosti-

lity to the God of Revelation. Still, there is a kind of men-
tal illumination effected, by spiritual things, even where no

spiritual faculties, and, consequently, no spiritual understand-
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imr. .tv communicated. Without;, it the mind of man never
could have displayed that grasp of thought, and never could

have made those wonderful discoveries, which as mere mat-
ters of fact arc continually forcing themselves on our notice.
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CHAPTER II.

The Phenomena op Spirit.

DIVISION FIRST.

The phenomena op Spirit considered directly.

SECTION I.

Faith, Hope, and Love.

Nothing can be conceived more simple in itself and yet

nothing has by the ignorance and perversity of professing
christians been rendered more complicated and unintelligible,
than the relation in which the three spiritual graces of faith,

hope, and love, stand to one another.

According to the general run of writers on the subject,
love is regarded and treated of merely as one of the iruits

and effects of spiritual principle. Such writers when remon-
strated with, endeavour to shelter themselves under the de-

claration of the Apostle, Galat. v. 22. But in restricting
themselves to this view of matters, they are obliged to shut

their eyes to, and put aside passages of scripture equally ex-

plicit,
in which love is declared to be the source from which

all spiritual and heavenly graces flow. It is asserted, by the

Apostle, in 1 Corinth, xiii. 7, that love believeth all things, and

hopeth all things. In other words, that love, so far from

being an effect, is actually the root and cause of every
spiritual grace. Finding ourselves thus situated between

apparently conflicting authorities, are we not forced to the

conclusion, that there is something erroneous,
—

something
at all events narrow and contracted,

—in the popular system
respecting the nature of divine love ;

and that to the scrip-
tures themselves we should repair for farther elucidation of

this otherwise obscure and intricate subject ?
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Nor need the elucidation sought for lie long- concealed
from the spiritually enlightened mind. All difficulty is re-

in- -wd by the discovery, that love is at one and the same
time the root and the offspring of faith.—That love is at one
and the Bame time the cause and the consequence of Spirit.
Should I not rather Bay love is Spirit itself? God is love,
1 John iv. 8, 16. Qod is likewise Spirit. John iv. 24. But
love and Spirit being thus both of them terms expressive
of the divine nature; »urse in the existence in the be-
liever of love or Spirit, the possession of divine principle by
every real follower of Christ must consist. And as where
1 or spiritual principle is, the effects of love or spiritual

principle must follow,
—as whatsoever is born of the Spirit,

must be Spirit,
— shall we bo surprised to find love spoken

of, as not merely the root of all that is spiritual, but as

likewise fitly designating the effects and consequences which
from that heavenly principle derive their origin ?

To me, therefore, the subject appears to present no diffi-

culty whatever ; understanding as I do love to denote, some
times, the cause, and sometimes the effects, of the existence

of spiritual principle.
Here let me try to guard myself against misapprehension.

In a preceding part of this Essay we have seen, that the
miud of a christian is one into which a divine and spiritual
nature has been introduced

;
this nature in him being sus-

ceptible of indefinite growth and increase, according to that
measure of spiritual illumination of which he is the subject ;

and yet never in him, while he is an inhabitant of this pre-
sent world, going beyond the mere enlightening of the un-

derstanding, and consequently the possession by him, of

the mere earnest and first fruits of heavenly principle.
But this is not the view of matters to which we are com-

monly treated. Mankind ever prone to extremes in other

respects, manifest that tendency here likewise. To judge
by the representations of some writers, it would appear that

the mind of every believer must be thoroughly spiritualized.

Taking for our guides the representations of others, equally
acute and talented, we should be apt to conclude, that

there neither is nor can be, on the part of a believer, any
possessum of spiritual principle at all. The one class speak,
as if from the moment of conversion tJu fleshl I were

entirely annihilated by being absorbed in the spiritual. The
other class, as if mere fleshly principle, improved and stimu-
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lated, were amply sufficient to account for wbat are common-

ly regarded as spiritual phenomena. Neither of these ex-

treme opinions is correct, and, therefore, neither of them
can by an enlightened believer be acquiesced in. The mind
of a believer is at the utmost only partially spiritualized ;

and yet the beginning of a spiritual creation has in him been

effected. Hence it is, that no phenomena of spiritual mind
can be regarded by us as correctly observed, but such as

correspond with, this partial, and yet real transformation.

This last paragraph I have introduced, that I may set

myself right with my readers, and, as far as possible, pre-
clude every chance of misrepresentation. The principle of

love, or the divine nature, dwells in the Christian, and without

the possession of it, his pretentions to the christian character

were vain
;
but love dwells in him only after a measure, that

measure beiug greater or less according to the degree of

divine illumination of which he is the subject, and, to what-

ever extent it may reach, being always susceptible of a still

farther indefinite increase. Can I express myself more de-

cidedly ? But to resume.

Love, I have stated, is, in the Christian, the cause

or root of all spiritual phenomena. A very few remarks

will suffice to shew why it must be so.

Love is the nature of God himself. God is Love. 1 John
iv. 8, 16. From love, then, as their cause, all the acts of

Jehovah himself, must, as so many effects and consequences,

proceed. His dealings towards the children of men in par-

ticular, must be developments of that heavenly principle.
And so in scripture, they are declared to be. The glorious
work of salvation, is there expressly stated to be the effect

and manifestation of what God is. God is Love ; and in this

was manifest the love of God, &c. 1 John iv. 8, 9.

Now as from love, or the divine nature, all the acts of the

Creator himself proceed, so from the same principle of love

all that is truly divine in the acts of the creature must pro-
ceed likewise. To the production of divine effects, there is

requisite in the creature, as well as in the Creator, the exis-

tence of a divine cause ; otherwise, from two opposite and
self contradictory causes, the same effects would flow ; which
were absurd. Love, and love alone, therefore, must in the

Christian be the root and source of all really spiritual pheno-
mena. But love in him originally is not. On the contrary,
hatred to God and man, the offspring of selfishness, is the
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his S nature. Rom. viii. 7.

Greek) 2 ,ril, then,
that enmij I which c tea the very essence of
soul, or fleshly mind, be i the pos of love, and

of love, must be

irely out oftheqn ad thi  of the natural

enmity of the human mind towards himself, is what God, in

tlio case of every individual belonging to the number of his

ially re Tiny, like others, naturally
1 with ion; because conscious of opposition

t i him, they cannot help conceiving of him as opposed to

them; thereby ascribing to him their own nature and char-

r. Psalm 1. 21. Hating him, they fancy that he hates

m. But God is in reality Love. Hatred, therefore,
dwells not in him. This fact he makes known, when and
where it pleaseth him, by revealing himself to the conscience

as what he is. In such cases he shews himself to be love;
lies the mind upon that head; and this, through the

medium of the work of his well beloved Son. God being
henceforward apprehended as Love, that is, as what fa

there is slain thereby that enmity of the creature to him,
which consisted in the creatures ignorance of his chic

and, apprehended as Love, or, as what he is, his nature being
thereby necessarily communicated to the creature, love to

him is drawn forth from the creature in return. We love

him, because
' '

loved 1 John iv. 19. Love, or the

divine nature, which, previous to this manifestation never had
more than an objective existence fo the creature, has now a

 existence in the creature, to the degree to which
the manifestation of the character of the Creator has extend-

ed
; or, in other words, there has been a conversion of the

I of the '•/• 30 far into the mind of the Creator. The
individual li3s been so far /. d by the renewing oj his

mind. Rom. xii. 2. His own mind, in so far as it has been
made new, and the mind of God, as being both love, are now
and henceforward identified. And having in him the princi-

ple of love, or the divine nature, he is not merely capable of

bringing forth the fruits of the divine nature, but is sweetly
and yet efficaciously cons!run," 1 to do so. 2 Corinth, v. 14,

15.

The principle of Love, or &spirihial nature, being thus im-

planted in the mind of a child of God, its existence there, is

indicated by corresponding spiritual phenomena. Among
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these, the two which first and chiefly arrest our attention

are the graces of faith and hope. Although by many regard-

ed, and treated of, as the source of love, they are in reality

its offspring. They are the necessary result of love enter-

ing into, taking possession of, and quickening, the under-

standing.

Few, comparatively speaking, have observed the nature

of the statements and arguments to which the Apostle Paul

has recourse in the 13th chapter of his first Epistle to the

Corinthians. Let me call attention to a brief abstract of

these. Love, or the divine nature, has there a preference

given to it above every thing besides, and that for the three

following substantial reasous :
— 1st Apart from love as the

root, conduct, however excellent and praiseworthy other-

wise it may be, is absolutely worthless
;
and this, because,

under such circumstances, it can only have Soul, or fleshly

principle, for its origin : verses 1—3:—2ndly. From love

as their source all spiritual phenomena proceed : verses 4— 

7 :
—and 3rdly. Love alone, involves in it a principle of

permanency, everything else passing away as being merely
connected with this present world. Verses 8 to the end.

Perhaps, in fewer words :
—

Faith and hope are neither more nor less than outgoing
of divine principle in accomodation to the time state of the

people of God. T_jOve, as being the divine nature, is itself

necessarily permanent
—is necessarily identified with un-

changeable and everlasting existence. God lives neither in

the past, nor in the future ;
his grand characteristic being,

that he lives in the present. His life is essentially present life.

His name gloriously expressive of his nature, is the / am.

Hence before time began, while time is, and when time shall

be no more, it holds true in regard to him, that, as Love, he

is without variableness, or the least shadow of turning. But,

supposing him to introduce his own nature into man, it can-

not be as it exists in himself, but must, from the necessity
of the case, be in accommodation to the state and circum-

stances of man, as a being who has no existence except in

the 'past, and the future. Man, as has been already seen, lives

not in the present. His whole being consists of recollections

and anticipations. Faith and hope are thus modes in which
of necessity the divine nature must make its appearance in

him. That is, as faith, the divine nature in him deals with

the past, looking back on the testimony which God hath given
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concerning hii while as hopt ii has bo do with the fu-
. looking forward to the fulfilmenl of the

\

'

s which
i ' "1 hath cans,', I to be put upon record. Faith and hope, it

thus appears, do uot themselves, properly speaking, consti-

spiritual principle; but are !

:

'

phenomena, or

appearances, springing from and indicating the existence of,
•I

princi} They are spiritual principle making its

appearance in a way of accommodation bo bhe time state of
the Christian. Ami in exact proportion bo the degree in

which spiritual principle dwells in the Christian, will be the

degree in which the spiritual phenomena of faith and hope
make themselves manifest.

\\ In n all this is understood, how simple and luminous
does the 13th chapter of 1 Corinth: already altered to, ap-
pear. To love., or spiritual principle, do faith and hope owe
their origin; for it is love which believeth all things, and

hopeth 'ill things. 6, 7.—Love, however, is not merely the

source of faith and hope, but, as constituting the nature of

God himself, ir is also a permanent principle, which faith and

hope as mere effects of love are not. They are merely the

adaptation of heavenly and divine principle to beings situated

in this present world, and, consequently, are destined to pass

away with it. Now, or in this time state, abide these //tree,

faith, hopt , and love ; but, as even now the source of the two

former, and as destined hereafter to swallow them up in it-

self, the greatest of these is love. vcr. 13.

If I shall have succeeded in making myself intelligible,
such of my readers as are conversant with theological contro-

vi rsy will have observed, that, without formally discussing it,

I have been pretty clearly indicating my views respecting
that much agitated question, Does Regeneration precede
faith? Or, does Faith precede regeneration ? Bearing in

mind the principles just laid down, the solution of any diffi-

culties which may be connected with the subject is extremely

easy. The regeneration of the child of God is, while he re-

mains in flesh, confined to the understanding. The eyes
of his understanding, and they only, are opened. It is the

understanding, then, that Lore, or the divine nature, enters;
and it enters, through the medium of giving birth to faith
and hope. The moment that love, or spiritual principle, has

taken p ion of the mind, its existence there is indicated

by the necessary and cotemporaneous existence, of these

other graces. Thus faith and hope are the necessary effects
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of spiritual principle ;
the phenomena by which it necessarily

manifests itself: but they are more
; they in a sense consti-

tute the very essence of the principle of love, as it exists in

the christian during his time state. They are love or the

divine nature, in so far as it exists, or can exist, in a human

being while he is in flesh. As much, faith, and as much hope,
as a christian possesses, just so much love does he possess :

and not one particle more. Thas faith and hope, are unques-

tionably the results of regeneration, or of the individual be-

ing born from above
;
but they are the results of regenera-

tion in such a sense, as also to constitute regeneration itself;

or they are the effects of love in such a sense, as to be also

the principle of love itself as accommockited to the time state

of the Christian.

Robert Sandeman, and his followers, alas ! but too nu-

merous, including many adherents, both of the Establish-

ment and amongst dissenters, have committed two grievous
mistakes in connection with this subject :

—first
;

in suppos-

ing hope, to be the principle of faith, with the super-addition

of the idea of our own personal interest in the blessings tes-

tified of and promised. And, secondlj
r
, in supposing, that

while faith may be perfecty confident in looking at the di-

vine testimony itself, hope will always be attended with more
or less of doubt, on account of the very notion of personal
interest which it involves. Never was a theory more base-

less. Not even can a plausible array of scripture texts be

adduced in its support. It is thoroughly vicious in both

respects:
— 1. It is not true, that hope implies a convic-

tion of personal interest in the divine testimony, while

faith does not
;
for both do so, as is plain by innumerable

passages of the sacred volume. The distinction between
faith and hope is the simple one just stated, viz. that faith

looks backwards to what God testifies concerning Christ

as having already accomplished in our behalf, while hope
looks forwards to what he is yet to accomplish on our be-

half, agreeably to his promises. 2. It is not true, that faith

implies certainty while hope implies doubt; for both, in him
who is enlightened from above, are equally strong. We
admit that, the word hope, as used among men, implies a
certain mixture of doubt ;

but so likewise does faith : and,
therefore, if human usage were to determine the divine ap-
plication of these two terms we could predicate certainty of
neither. But if the testimony believed in, be divine; so also

t 2
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are the promises, the fulfilmenl of which we anticipate. And,
consequently, if th

'

and hope be divine, with not more

certainty does the christian believe in the glad tidings con-

cerning the work which Jesus finished upon Calvary, than

he rejoices in hopi of the glory of God. How many ingeni-

ous, and fine-spun, but cobweb-like, theories of divine truth,

are, by these simple facts, thoroughly dissipated.

SECTION II.

Faith tends to destruction, Love to consummation.

(< He must increase, J must decrease" said John the

Baptist, when contrasting the future fortunes of his Divine

Master with his own. A similar observation may be made
as to the respective tendencies of faith and love. While love

in the believer is receiving constant augmentations, and

tends towards its consummation in glory, faith and hope
arc undergoing an incessant aud remarkable process of dimi-

nution, and are destined ultimately to be swallowed up in

the immediate vision of Jesus, and the full enjoymrnt of

the heavenly state. The reason of this diversity of events is

obvious.

The diminution of faith and hope arises from the inces-

sant tendency of these graces to beget, and thereby to be

absorbed in spiritual knowledge or understanding. Nothing
is more puzzling to the mere soulical mind, than the inver-

ted genealogy of faith and understanding spiritually con-

sidered ;
and yet nothing is more true. By the natural

mind it is conceived to be necessary that understanding
should precede belief; and in natural things it is most cer-

tain that this is the case. To a mind possessed of nothing

higher than natural principles, it appears that the same pro-
cess must obtain in regard to spiritual subjects. And yet
such an idea is completely erroneous. Until, God become
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the direct and immediate witness of the existence and truth

of his own testimony to the conscience, that is, until the prin-

ciple of divine faith be introduced, there is no possibility of

the existence in the mind, of the smallest portion of divine

understanding. It is only by doing God's will, that is, as our

blessed Lord has explained, it by believing in God's revealed

testimony, that any man can know of the doctrine, whether it

be of God. John vii. 17. Hence that remarkable axiom in

divine things, that it is not by understanding, we believe,

but by believing, we understand. By faith, says the Apostle,
toe understand, not by understanding we believe, that the

worlds were made by the word of God. Heb. xi. 3. That is,

the moment that divine testimony enters my conscience as

such, or the moment that I believe it, that moment only do I

acquire the first understanding which I have, or can have,
of divine things. But if so, is it not evident, that the more
divine truth enters my conscience in the shape of faith and

hope, or through the medium of divine testimony and promis-

es, the more must I understand it; and the more I under-

stand it, the less must it appear in my conscience in the

forms of faith and hope, and the more must it assume the

higher form of hnowledge. Instead of being merely believed

in, or hoped for, divine things must be becoming to me daily
more and more matters of understanding, knowledge, or self-

evidence. I must, according to Christ's declaration already
adverted to, be not merely believing, bat actually Inn/ring,
that the doctrine is of God. That is, the very increase of

fa ifhand hope, must be tending to the destruction of faith
and hope, by their being the means, while he is on earth, of

the increase in the Christian of the higher principle of sight

or knowledge; and by this very increase tending ultimately to

their being superseded by, and swallowed up in, that higher

principle. Still, however, spiritually considered, the faith
must be in the mind, before the un nding can be there ;

and the increase of the faith, must while the christian is on

earth, be the means of the increase of the understanding.
But increase of understanding, is increase of a principle su-

perior to faith, and which as such, is necessarily superseding
and supplementing it. Faith and hope, therefore, paradoxi-
cal as the expression may appear, are in their very increase,

actually diminishing ; every advance in divine faith, being
an advance in divine understanding; and understanding

being a principle which gradually superseding faith and hope
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here, is thereby paving the way for their ultimate and com-

plete extinction hereafter. Now we walk by faith ; but then

'. 2 Corinth, v. 7.

Not so however, with the spiritual phenomenon of love.

It. in t!i" Christian is c instantly on the increase. And this,

from the very necessity of the case. Love, we have seen, is

the basis of spiritual principle. Love also constitutes the

f faith and hope, these, considered in one point
of view, being the manner in which Spirit dwells in Christ's

people during their tinv just as, considered in another,

they are the primary and itial phenomena of Spirit.
, to the exhibition of love in outward act, the indwelling

of spiritual principle in the Christian, and its operation

through the medium of faith and hope, constantly tend.

But if so, love, it thus appears, is the all and in all of spiritu-

al principle. It constitutes its beginning, its mode of opera-
tion its end. And whit is this but in other words to say,

that the more spiritual principle there is in the Christian, the

more love? That thi e spiritual understanding enlarges
in him, through the me< of the enlargement of faith and

hope, t". iusI tb( principle and operation of love be

enlarged Likewise? Thus love, as it is the source, so is it

also the end, of all spiritual operations in the people of God.

They are by means of it, made partakers, even while on

earth, ofthe divine nature. 2 Peter i. 4. Towards the increase

of the possession of this heavenly principle by them on earth,

and the full enjoyment of it by them in glory, all God's dis-

pen- And. therefore, although it is most

true, that the enlargement of faith and hope, by the conse-

quent and necessary enlargement of understanding, tends to

the ultimate destruction of the former principles by their ab-

sorption in the latter, it is equally true, on the other hand,
that the enlargemenl of love upon earth so far from tending
to the introduction of any other and higher principle, is,

from it faint dawnings, to its br I displays, in

time, merely contributing towards its own full and blessed

consummation, throughout eternity.
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SECTION III.

Difference between faith in Christ, and faith in us.

That the Lord Jesus was during his earthly career a be-

liever in the divine testimony, indeed, that it was by faith in

the divine origin of the Old Testament scriptures as speaking
of him, and as addressed to him, he achieved his mediatorial

triumphs, is probably known already by many of my readers,
and when stated will with equal probability be acquiesed in

by the great majority of those who have never yet reflected

on the subject. In order, however, that I may not have the

appearance of assuming as a fact, what the sacred volume a-

bundantly demonstrates, I observe :
—

1. That our blessed Lord is, in the New Testament Scrip-

tures, by means of an express allusion to the Old, enumera-
ted among believers. We having the same Spirit of faith, as

it is written* 1 believed and therefore have 1 spoken, we also

believe, and therefore speak.
2. After a striking and splendid allusion, by the author

of the Epistle to the Hebrews, in his Uth chapter, to the

conquests effected by faith, on the part of the Old Testament

saints, Jesus, as the author and finisher of faith, is, at the

beginning of the 12th chapter, placed at their head
;

and a

declaration is subjoined, that, not by what he saw, but under
the influence of what he believed, for the joy set before him,
he endured the cross, despising the shame.

3. and lastly. The righteousness which Jesus brought in

is expressly denominated, the righteousness of faith. And
this, not on account of its being received by faith, on the

part of Christians, although that is most true, but on account
of faith on the part of the Messiah himself having been the

principle from which this righteousness derived its origin.
Hence both in Eomans 3rd, and Galatians 2nd, that right-
eousness of God, whereby his people are justified, is distinct-

ly declared to have been through the faith of Jesus Christ
;

not through our faith in Jesus Christ, as is by the majority of
readers thoughtlessly supposed ;

but through the personal
faith of Jesus Christ himself, as, by carefully perusing the

* Psalm cxvi. 2 Cor. iv. 13.
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passages themselves, and observing the marked contrast

there set down between Christ's faith as th< source of the di-

vine righteousness, and our faith as thai whereby we perc< ive

our interest in thai righteousness, will be most evident. For

righteuusn ss of (in,/ being from faith to faith, it was

wrought o'.u by the personal faith of the Messiah himself, and
is introduced into the conscience by the personal faith of each
one of his disciples.

But although we are thus, on scriptural grounds, war-
ranted in regarding the Lord Jesus as a believer, nay, as oc-

cupying the most distinguished rank among believers, there

are differences subsisting between his faith and ours, which,
unless adverted to and understood, leave us under the inilu-

of grievous mistakes. An acquaintance with the views
which were given in the former chapter, respecting Christ's

nature while on earth, will be found to be indispensable to an

understanding of the present subject.
Let mo call attention, then, to the following marked dif-

ferences between the faith of Jesus, and the faith of his fol-

lowers.

First. Faith in Jesus sprung from Spirit in the form of

Soul, that is, from the combination of Soul and Spirit; faith

on our part is the offspring of pure Spirit merely. This

may by a few remarks be rendered obvious. As by man,
divine law had been broken, so by man, divine law was to be

fulfilled. And as by man, death, had been introduced, so by
man, death was to be swallowed up in victory. But the ap-

rance of a second man, shaduwy and figurative like the

first, was altogether out of the question. Such a man, it was
evident from what had already taken place, was totally unfit

for the glorious purposes intended. It was requisite, if

righteousness and life everlasting were to be bi-ought in, and

the consequences of transgression and death to be got rid of,

that the second man should be the superior of the first one,

which could oidy happen by his being the substance and anti-

type, of the former. And yet, he behoved to be a, man; for

as by a man, the dishonour to the divine law had been offer-

; man, that law required to be magnified and made
honourable. How were elements apparently so discordant to

be reconciled? Here lay the difficulty. And gloriously has

it been surmounted. A soul, or mind of flesh, had broken

;
a soul or mind of flesh, required to obey it. But the

soul, which obeyed law, while fleshly, also required to be
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something more ; for from faith alone the divine obedience

required could proceed, and faith is a principle which in

the mere fleshly mind has no existence. Matt. xvi. 15— 17.

The Lord Jesus then appeared with this fleshly mind, and yet

appeared with it invested with qualities which the fleshly
mind of Adam did not possess. As the child of God and

man, and as thus possessing the divine and human natures

united in himself, he was exactly the person which the exi-

gency required. His mind was neither mere soul, nor mere

Spirit ;
hut it was the compound of both. It was Spirit in

the form of Soul. As spiritual, there was in his mind the

only principle from which faith could proceed ;
and as souli-

cal, the faith produced was that of creature mind, the very

thing required. In Jesus, therefore, soul, or the mind of the

creature, exhibited what it had not done in the case of Adam,
the existence and influence offaith ; and exhibited it, too, in

perfect exercise. But the divine-human nature of Jesus, by
which faith had been displayed, having been sacrificed, and
the nature, the earnest of which he communicates to his peo-

ple, being the divine nature, or that with which he rose from
the dead and now possesses, of course, not as in himself while

on earth from the divine and human natures combined, but

from the divine nature only, does faith in Christ's people pro-
ceed. From the divine and human natures, as forming one

nature, in Jesus, did his faith proceed ; but the human na-

ture in Christians, does not form one nature with the divine

in them, and, therefore, so far from the human co-operating
in them with the divine nature, in the production of faith,

the human is the deadliest foe of the divine nature. Every
step in advance made by the believer, that is, every new
measure of Spirit conferred, upon him, and every new view
of divine truth disclosed, so far from producing any inclina-

tion on the part of his fleshly nature to yield and coalesce,

causes, on the contrary, its increased, and increasing opposi-
tion. Faith being opposed to sense, as tending to its de-

struction, sense is, therefore, the enemy of faith. The flesh in

Christians lusteth against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the

flesh; and these two are contrary the one to the other. Rom.
7. Thus from Spirit, or the divine nature alone, in believ-

ers, not only without any assistance from, but in direct oppos-
ition to, their fleshly natures, does faith proceed. Have I

been successful in making myself understood ? Can my rea-

ders perceive the difference between faith as proceeding in
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tli > M - tab and in the M sssiah only, from the united natures
•.' . and faith, in US, as an effect of thi wiin

'

ij
? If so, then they may be able to form some con-

ception of the absnrdity o\' those who fancy, that, in the m re

, flesh may be pr 1 on to become the auxiliary of

spirit.

•nelly. The faith of - ! ms sprung from the principle
of faith dwelling s '/in him from his very origin;
whereas faith in as ly, or in cod  

>qu sn 'o

of being introduced into our minds from without. To com-

prehend this distinction, the understan lino- of t lie fill wing
facts is all that is require 1. In -Jesus, the divin i nature was
united with the human, from his very conception. In us,
there is nothing, as we come into the world, bub human na-

ture : and, therefore, that earnest of the divine nature, of

which all the family of God Ivcouie while on earth partakers,

•methingj not native to them, but sup srindn sed upon the

ire which they solely and originally possess. From this

it evidently follows, that whatever divine principles our bles-

s td L >rd had, he had by birth ; as having been by nature the

Son, the only begotten Son, of God. Whereas, whatever di-

vine principle his people possess, they acquire subsequent to

birth ; it being, not by nature, but by adoption, that they are

the Sons of God. Is it not clear from all this, that faith, as

springing from divine principle, must have been natural to

Jesus, and must be unnatural to us?—By another method of

stating this matter, we may be able to render it still more
obvious. Jesus was the embodied word, that is, the embo-
died sense of the Old Testament Scriptures. In him the

i was made flesh. J3ut in our minds, as fleshly, the word
of God has natm'ally no place, whatever. We are fit only to

be the receptacles of the word, testimony, or reasonings, of

man. When, therefore, Jesus is
|

bed and opened up to

our minds as the embodied word, or sense of the Old Testa-

ment Scriptures, which he is through the medium of the

writings of the New Testament, we have introduced into our

minds a word, or testimony, to which all their natural forms

and conceptions are thoroughly alien. Thus, again, as hav-

ing been by his very origin the embodied word of God, faith

7 to Jesus; as made the recipients of the word of

God, in opposition to the capacities and tendencies of our

fleshly minds, which are fitted only to take in the word of

man, faith is u ral to us.— Still farther in illustration of
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this subject, I may observe, that on the part ofJesus faith res-

pected h imself as the fulfiller of the divine word
;
whereas faith

in us respects, not ourselves but Jesus, as the fulfiller of that

word. It was because the word of God dwelt in the Lord
Jesus subjectively as the very principle of his nature, that
faith towards it objectively was exhibited by him. The very
reverse of this obtains in our case, for it is through the med-
ium of the word of God being presented to us objectively, that
it is made to dwell in us subjectively, or that faith is made to

spring up in us. Jesus, as the embodied word, and as thus

having the sense of the Old Testament Scriptures dwelling
by nature in him, by means of this, and not in consequence
of any communication from without, believed himself to be
the person towards whom these Old Testament Scriptures
pointed, and by whom they were to be fulfilled. We, on the

contrary not having the word of God at all in us by nature,
and, consequently not understanding by nature anything of
its sense or meaning, can only, by means of the New Testa-
ment Scriptures ext i nally presented to us, and of their sig-
nification from without imparted to us, be brought to believe

that Jesus was the subject of Old Testament Prophecy, and
be able to recognize him as its fulfiller.—In a word, faith, in

Jesus, sprung from his own nature; faith, in us, springs not
from our nature, but from his: —faith, in Jesus, respected

himself as the destined fulfiller of divine law; faith, in us,

respects not o artel res, but another, (even Jesus himself,) as

having fulfilled that law.

Thirdly and lastly. Faith on the part of Jesus was a
conditional principle, faith on our part is an unconditional

one. When I say, that faith on the part of the Lord Jesus
was conditional, I desire to draw attention to the following
circumstances. In Jesus during his earthly state, there ex-

isted in combination the natures of God and man. These
two natures, in regard to salvation, as in regard to every

thing else, tended to two distinct and totally opposite re-

sults. The nature of man, can only view divine favours as

bestowed conditionally ; the nature of God, can only bestow
them unconditionally . What was the consequence of those

two natures meeting, and constituting one nature, in the

Son of God ? I can scarcely find terms to express myself
intelligibly ;

and yet, if I were to characterize the faith of

Jesus in regard to salvation as having been conditionally

unconditional, strange and incongruous as the union of the
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tonus may appear to be, 1 should nol be very far from
the mark. The conditionality was connected with the human
nature; th ility with the divine; and the con-

xality was the resull of those two natures

having been united in himself. It was by the fulfilment of
bis part

—
by his acting up to the require-

ments of the divine law or testimony, in every respect,
and by his exhausting these requirements by the sacri-

of himself—thai salvation was to be effect* I. And
yet, the fulfilmenl of these conditions being on his part
certain and necessary, it turned oui thai the whole plan was
in reality, merely the method adopted by (iod ,<>r the pur-

pose of displaying the absolute unconditional ity of the bless-
- which he sees meet to bestow on the children of men.

God being the prescriber of the conditions—and (iod in flesh

th  

fu[
;

'

r of them —is not God thereby clearly made known
as favouring us, in si) far as we ourselves are concerned,

'y ? 'What, thus, to our fleshly minds, appear
to be ns of salvation, are, in reality means of making
known, and conveying, to us, salvation unconditionality. Now
faith, in Jesus, was, we have already seen, the union of

the principles of conditionality, and unconditionality. He
believed that he himself was appointed to fulfil, and that

he required to fulfil, the conditions of salvation; but he
believed also that he should certainly fulfil them, and that

by means of fulfilling them he should become the means of

manifesting the necessary unconditionality, in so far as mere
itures are concerned, of the enjoyment of divine and

spiritual blessings. In him, therefore, faith respected the

necessity of his fulfilling the conditions of salvation, in the

place; and the tinty of the display of the divine

character thereby as unconditionally bestowing salvation,
in the second place. What, on the other hand, is faith in

us? So far from its being a belief that we require to fulfil

or po nditions of salvations, nay, so far from its

permitting the idea of the possibility of such conditions

being fulfilled by us, it is the belief that eternal life is un-

conditionally bestowed upon us, and this through the medi-

um, and in the light, of seeing all its conditions already and

iously fulfilled by Chrisl Jesus. And the reason of this

is, that faith, in the christian, is not the result of the mixture
of the divine and human natures, as it was in Christ while
he abode upon earth

;
but is in them the offspring of the
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divine nature only. If the divine nature could mix up with
the human, in the christian, then unquestionably, his faith

would, like the faith of his divine head while he was upon
earth, be conditional. But as the faith of the christian springs
from the divine or spiritual nature only, that is, not from
the mind of Jesus while on earth, but from the mind of Jesus

as having fulfilled every condition and as having- thereby
risen to his Father's right hand, it, like the mind of him from
whom it is derived, sees eternal life in present possession,

and, consequently, requires not to 'fulfil conditions for ob-

taining that which it already possesses. Instead of looking
upon eternal life, therefore, as Christ himself did while he
was upon earth, viz, as that which by means of conditions

to be fulfilled by himself was to be procured,
—the Christian

looks upon it as a blessing already procured, nay, as a blessing
of the earnest of which, he is already in possession. To the faith

of the Christian, salvation is not, as it was to the faith of Christ

himself, a prize to be contended for, but is a gift freely be-

stowed
; it is not, as it was to Jesus, a privilege to be looked

forward to hereafter, but a blessing which is already enjoyed.
This is to the Christian tlte record that God hath given, freely
and unconditionally given, to him eternal life, and that this

life is in his Son. 1 John v. 11. Thus, while the faith, of

Jesus, looked up, through conditions to be fulfilled by him-

self, to the certain enjoyment of life everlasting by himself
and his people ; faith, in his people, looks upon life everlast-

ing as unconditionally bestowed
; having made the discovery,

that the fulfilment of every condition by the Son of God,
was merely the appointed and necessary means of disclosing
to our minds this all-important fact. Faith, in Jesus, was,
that he himself was the fulfiller of conditions ; faith, in us,

is, that, every condition having been fulfilled by Jesus, eter-

nal life is to us necessarily, certainly and unconditional-

ly the gift of God. Rom. vi. 21.
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SECTION IV.

TH] \  

• OF FAl I'll.

T now proceed to speak of a subject at once the most

important and the leasl understood; of those which occupy
the attention of private christi and theologians by pro-
fession. I mean, the persona] certainty of si Ivation.

This is nor merely a fruil of Spirif ; one among the nu-
merous other effects which flow from thai heavenly principle:
but it is emphatically the fruil of Spirit ;

that which, where

Spirit is, ever will be found, and, where Spirit is not, ever

will be wanting.
Personal certainty of salvation may, without any hesita-

tion be assumed, nay, will by every enlightened disciple of

I, as the pos ion of christian principle,
[s the mind merely soulical ? Does it meddle with religion
as a m< re human system, to be learned like any other? Or
i< ii religious upon pharisaical principles? There, the per-

•

certainty of salvation is not and cannot be. On the

contrary, doubts, fears, and anxieties, respecting futurity,
are the necessary and unavoidable portion of such a mind.
And the more conscientious it is on natural principles, the

stronger and the more disquieting will such feelings be found

by it to be. But is the mind really spiritual? Have views
of the truth as it is in Jesus been opened up to it by God
himself; and, in consequence of this, is the individual who
was formerly darkness, now light in the Lord ? Then as

the first, the necessary, result of such divine communications,
and of such a change having been undergone, doubts and

rs respecting futurity are at an end. The individual,

being justified by faith, has peace with God. Seeing sin

taking away by the sacrifice of the Son of God, and life ever-

ing bestowed freely through his resurrection, the person
privileged, finds that of condemnation which natural'

bai ids connected with his
pi ion of the Adamic na-

ture, swallowed up in that sense of justification which super-
naturally results from the di 3COvery made to him, that he is

one, eternally and necessarily one, with his righteous, living,
and glorified, Lord.

That the assurance of faith, is personal certainty of salva-
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tion, is necessarily involved in, and an indispensable con-

sequence of, the divine testimony being believed, is a point
which has been held by many in different ages. Even in

remote periods we catch glimpses of it in the sentences pro-
nounced by the Apostate Church of Rome upon those whom
she has been pleased to stigmatize as heretics. Luther held

and gloried in it. By dint of proclaiming it, and thereby

assailing in its strong-hold
" the doubtsome faith" of the

papists, the earlier reformers appear to have achieved their

triumphs. With that tacit, and, afterwards more open,
abandonment of this blessed doctrine which characterized

the progress of the reformation, it came to a stand-still. But
for the upholding of it by a few obscure sectaries, a re-union

of the Reformed Communions with the Church of Rome
might have taken place. And it is by the prominence
given to the assurance of faith within the last century, by
some of whom the world teas not worthy, that we are indebted
for the whole professsion of religion not having become
one entire sink of deadness and pollution. By urging often

upon unwilliug ears, the necessary connection subsisting
between faith and certainty of salration, the waters of pro-

fessing Christianity have from time to time been stirred

up, and a healing influence has thereby been imparted to

them.
It must be acknowledged that the doctrine of the assur-

ance offaith has not been always judiciously and scripturally
maintained. The absurd doctrine of the appropriating act,
so strenuously insisted on by the Marrow-men, and Scottish

Seceders, about a century since, gave occasion for the casti-

gations of Sandeman; and the still greater absurdities

of the Row and Irving schools of divinity, have laid the
foundation of the apparent triumphs of men ignorant of the

gospel in our own times. But all who have treated of this

subject have not been equally erroneous. John Barclay of

Edinburgh, the founder of the sect of the Bereans, and such
of his followers as comprehend his views, express themselves,
on the whole, with scriptural accuracy in regard to it. The
Assurance of faith vindicated, of Barclay, brief and in many
respects imperfect as it is, will as long as the English lan-

guage lasts, and vigorous, masterly, scriptural, logic is capa-
ble of being appreciated, continue to be a bulwark against

religious scepticism, and a source of edification to the people
of God.
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Having written on the sul of faith
at greal Length in a work which bears these words for its

title, I am unwilling t i travel again over the same ground,
and embark in details which may fairly be dispensed with.

Suffice it i i say, thai in the 3rd, 1th and : >i!i chapters of the

treatise allu le 1 to, especially in the last of th m, the ration-

alia of the doctrine will be found to be 'lev. loped.
What I have to observe al present with respect to the

doctrine of the assurance offaith, may bo comprised in three

or four paragraphs.
Assurance of personal salvation is not, as many calling

themselves divines have contended, a mere adjunct or acci-

dent offaith : it is. on the contrary, faith itself When di-

vine testimony is externally presented to the mind, one or

two effects must follow :
— Either the mind puts a soulical or

natural construction upon that testimony; or that testimony
becomes the means of introducing its own real and spiritual

meaning into the min 1. In the former case, assurance is

not to be expected, for human views and reasonings being
the only basis upon which what is denominated divine

I imony is received, tin; confidence can never be stronger
than the human views and reasonings themselves, directly
considered warrant, and are calculated to inspire; and as,

in regard to God and a future state, the mere fleshly mind

actually knows nothing, a belief of divine testimony, which
has for its source human suggestions and reasonings,

only, must, like all other pretences to conviction which
have their origin in ignorance, be worthless and unavailing.
In the latter case, nothing but assurance can be the result :

for, by the very terms of the supposition, it is as divine testi-

mony that what we believe in, enters into the mind
; and, if

we admit, that, in a great number of cases, the mere testi-

mony ofman is capable of producing a conviction scarcely

distinguishable from absolute certainty, surely absolutely cer-

tainty itself is the very least effect of which the testimony of
God can be productive. If tve receive the witness of men
the witness of God is greater. 1 John v. 9.

Still farther; this certainty of personal salvation flows

directly from the nature of the means by which divine truth

is introduced into the mind. God does not tell us abstract I
>/

that be is love; nor does he proclaim abstractly his intention

I tve us. Still less, does he call upon us to make out his

gracious purposes towards us through the medium of promi-
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ses laid down, and conclusions drawn by our own minds. So
far from this, God's character as love, is embodied in a series

of facts; and these facts, as having taken place on our be-

half, and our interest in them as already existing, merely

require to be communicated to our minds in order to produce
their due effects upon them. The Son of God appeared in

flesh, as one with us
; bearing our sin, although himself sin-

less, and dying to take sin away, although himself deseiwing
to live

;
and he rose from the dead to a glorious and heaven-

ly life, in which, as one with him, it is our privilege to share.

Thus as sin and death came upon us by the act of another,
even our natural progenitor, Adam, so do righteousness and
life everlasting flow to us by the act of another, even our

spiritual progenitor, Christ Jesus. And it is not by
any reasonings of mine, that I discover this oneness as sub-

sisting between Christ and me. It is matter of fact, pro-
claimed to me on divine authority, that I am one with a be-

ing denominated Adam, whose one transgression brought
condemnation and death on himself and me; it is equally
matter of fact, proclaimed to me on the same authority, that

I am one with a more glorious being, Christ Jesus, whose
one righteousness is to himself and me the source of justifica-
tion and life everlasting. I am passive in the reception of

the guilt, and of the justification ;
of the death, and of the

everlasting life : and I am equally passive in having these

matters of fact opened up to my conscience by the Holy
Ghost. Concerning God as love, I know nothing either na-

turally, or by my own reasonings : but, in the light of certain

facts made known to me, seeing myself saved with an ever-

lasting salvation, and made an heir according to the hope of

eternal life, in Christ Jesus, I have, at one and the same mo-

ment, my own certain and everlasting salvation, God's char-

acter as love, and the truth of his testimony, disclosed to me.
These three things are inseparable. God becomes a witness

to my conscience, by shewing himself to me as what lie is ;

and he shews himself to me as what he is, viz., Love, in the

light of the blessings which he hath conferred on me through
his well beloved Son. Thus certainty of personal salvation

is of the very essence offaith ; because, so far from indepen-
dently of, it is through the very medium of, seeing our own

personal salvation accomplished, that we are enabled to see

and believe in God as he is. God is love. But how do I

know that he is so ? In this, says, the Apostle, as if antici-

u
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pating tlif vi iry question, in this was manifest the love oj God
st that God sent his only begotten Son into

tin world, that wt might live through hi/n. 1 John iv. 8, 9.

Personal certainty of salvation thus springs from the

character of the testifier, apprehended in the light of the

subject matter of his testimony. The testifier being God, his

testimony is infallibly certain
;
and it being the grand topic

ofthe testimony, that 1 am certainly the subject and recipient

of blessings, the nature of which implies the existence and

operations of a being superior to man, it is through the testi-

mony, as speaking peace to my own conscience, and filling

me with joy that is unspeakable and full of glory, that I

become acquainted with the character of the infallible testifi-

er. Rather, divine testimony is, by the very necessity of the

case, of the nature of light or self-evidence
;

the divine testi-

fier being no more believed in, than his testimony is under-

stood
j

and the apprehension of the testimony being also

necessarily the apprehension of the character of the testifier.

Thus is the grand objection urged by the ingenious author of

the Essays on the formation and publication of opinions, in

the last of another series of Essays since published by him, an

objection originally broached by Hume—entirely got rid of.

There is not, according to the system now advocated, any

attempt to push human testimony, and human experience, be-

yond their legitimate bounds. For, it is admitted cheerfully,

that upon ordinary experience our conviction of the truth of

human testimony must ultimately rest. And farther, that as

hm/ian testimony, has human experience for its basis, it can

never be employed legitimately to prove a testimony profess-

ing to be divine, unless at the same time it be admitted that

divine testimony may depend ultimately for its support upon
human experience.

—Therefore, instead of coming under the

lash of Mr. Hume and Mr. Bailey, I assume, that a divine

testimony requires as its basis, and in order to its being be-

lieved as what it is,
divine facts or a divine experience. In

other words, God in the character of a witness never was re-

ceived and never can be received through the medium of

human facts and human testimony. It is only by condes-

cending to impart the knowledge of facts of a divine and

supernatural description to our minds, that the idea of God

as the witness to the truth of these facts can be suggested to

us.

And such a divine witness, even God himself has, to the
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minds of all of us by whom the truth as it is in Jesus is be-

lieved in, been suggested. He is love. Not changeably, but

unchangeably, so. It is his revealed character that he is the

I am, the being who is from everlasting to everlasting, the

same,—without variableness or the least shadow of turning.
Hence a hope which is founded on, not what we are, but what
he is, must resemble his own nature in being unchangeable
also. I see myself safe for eternity, because God is love;
not because he may be, or will be, so, but because he is so :

and as this is God's real character
;

as he can never change,
and can never reveal himself except as what he is; and as

a view which has really truth for its basis can never be expell-
ed by one which is erroneous

;
of course this certain know-

ledge of personal salvation must abide with me for ever.

SECTION V.

Peace, Joy, and the other direct phenomena op Spirit.

" The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering,

gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance," Gal. v. 22.

Such is the language employed by the inspired apostle
when contrasting the fruit, or results, of Spirit, with what he
had previously enumerated as the works of flesh, or results

of fleshly principle. My intention is not to go over and
examine each one of these in succession. More time and
room would be required for that purpose than I can well

spare. Besides the scope of my work does not demand such

particularity. Suffice it for me to confine myself to a few

general observations on the phenomena of Spirit, or spiritual

principle, viewed as a whole.

Properly speaking the only direct phenomena of Spirit
are faith, hope, and love. All the other effects of that

heavenly principle, some of which are enumerated in the

above catalogue, are secondary and intermediate; that is,

u 2
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it is through the production offaith, hope, and love, as tlie

primary results of Spirit, that the others start into exis-

tence and are exhibited. For instance, peace exists through
faith ; both looking backwards; faith as crediting the divine

bi itimony respecting the taking away of sin by tlie sa-

crifice of the Son of God, and peace as the result of

believing that sin has been taken away, and the enmity

thereby slain. Again jay has existence through hope ; both

looking forwards-,— hope as anticipating tin 1 certain fulfil-

ment of the divine promises concerning life everlasting, and

joy, (in thf prospect of the glory thus to be revealed,) as

being the feeling which such an anticipation is necessarily
calculated to produce. Hut although derivative, and, viewed
in this light, not direct eff< cts of Spirit, peace and joy
are nevertheless direct, in so far as they are not of the

nature of tin-" reflex actings or operations of Spirit of which
it is our intention to speak in the immediately subsequent
division of this chapter. They proceed from Spirit, or divine

principle, viewed as what it is in ifself, and are not to be
classed under the head of the effects to which Spirit gives
birth when brought into contact and collision with fleshly

principle. Therefore it is that 1 have introduced them under
the present division.

Peace, joy, and the other phenomena of Spirit, are ex-

pressly distinguished from all those phenomena of Soul

which in ordinary language bear tlie same appellations. The

following remarks will, it is hoped, contribute towards ren-

dering- apparent the differ* nee between the two classes of

phenomena.
First. All spiritual phenomena have their origin in faith.

They are all the resull of manifestation to the conscience

from above. While natural affections exist and operate inde-

pendently of the understanding, there is no possibility of the

existence of a spiritual affection except through the medium
of the enlightening of the understanding. Through the un-

derstanding, spiritual a! lections must enter; through the un-

derstanding, they must operate. Indeed, properly speaking,
there is nothing spiritual or divine in a christian, except faith

or knowledge. Therefore, whatever emotion obtains an en-

trance into, exists in, and is displayed by, the mind, which
is not capable of being traced directly, and unequivocally, to

the manifestation of God's loving character, through his

well-beloved Son, as its cause, may without any hesitation
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be set down as merely one of the results of soulical princi-

ples.

Secondly. As a corollary from the foregoing it may be

stated, that the measure of the extent of spiritual pheno-
mena, will always be the degree to which the eyes of the

understanding have been opened from above. The effects

of Spirit in the believer may not come up to this standard ;

but beyond it they cannot go. No more can weakness in

any case exhibit the qualities of strength, than can weak

spiritual understanding be productive of enlarged, vigorous
and effective spiritual emotion. Hence we have no occasion

to put ourselves to any .trouble, with a view to ascertain the

truth or falsehood of those pretensions to high toned spiritu-

ality, which neophytes, or new converts to Christianity, are

so ready to set up on behalf of themselves and their feelings.
We know that spiritual such feelings cannot be. The

glowing, fiery, impetuous, zeal which they exhibit; their

self-confidence
; their overlooking of obstacles ;

their prone-
ness to condemn those who are in reality their superiors ;

make it manifest to the enlightened, and, if the principle of

spirituality exists in them at all, will in due time make it

manifest even to themselves, that the fire with which they
are glowing is stranqe fire? lig-hted, not from the altar of

Jehovah, but from the devilish burnings of mere fleshly

principles. Of the wisdom that cometh down from above,
it is expressly declared, that it is first pure, then peaceful,

gentle and easy to be entreated, full of mercy and good
fruits, without partiality and without hypocrisy ; but an

enlarged measure of such wisdom, and of the affections neces-

sarily implied in, and resulting from, it, a small measure
of spiritual principle never yet produced, and never can pro-
duce.

In the third and last place, so far from spiritual pheno-
mena or affections being consistent, and capable of mixing
with such as are soulical, the two classes of affections are

completely opposed to and irreconcileable with each other.

This being a subject scarcely, if at all understood, I may be

permitted to dwell at some length upon it. There are two
notions prevalent respecting spiritual affections, both of

which betray the most complete ignorance of the facts of the

case. The one is, that spiritual affections tend to enlarge,

strengthen, and mature, what are considered to be the more

praiseworthy class of soulical or natural affections. The
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other is, thai all natural affections being in themselves sinful,
there is no possibility of their being indulged in by a chris-

tian. The latter of these views, the majority of my readers

may at once be inclined to stigmatize as extravagant, and,

therefore, untenable; but the fact is, that, although ap-

parently contradictory to each other, they arc both equally
false. 1. It is not true, although very commonly maintained,
that soulical or natural affections are improved and amelio-

rated by the introduction of spiritual principle into the

conscience. And the reason is, that the two classes of affec-

tions are absolutely incompatible. The one springs from

earth, and the fleshly nature of man
;
the other, from heaven,

being the manifestation of the character of God, through.
Christ Jesus. Distinct as the two classes of affections, the

spiritual and the soulical, thus are in their origin and na-

ture, they are kept equally distinct in their phenomena.
They never mix. They exist in the same individual; but
their distinct operations are observable in the same individual.

The fact is ;ts was shewn in the foregoing chapter, it is not

with a view to the advance and improvement of Soul or

fleshly mind, but at the expense of fleshly mind, and there-

by of fleshly affections, that spiritual mind in its earnest is

communicated. As long and as far as Soul and Spirit con-

tinue flowing in two distinct channels, that is as long as

soulical affections continue going out in connection with na-

tural objects, and spiritual affections in connection with

spiritual objects, the incongruity and incompatibility subsist-

ing between the two classes of principles and affections may
not very decidedly make its appearance. But let natural

affections as pointing earthwards, be brought into contrast

and collision with the views and tendencies of the spiritually

enlightened mind as pointing heavenwards, and then it is

tha', instead of being allies, we discover them to be deadly
foes. Then it is that the flesh, or fleshly mind, is found to

lust against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh.; and
that these are contrary the one /</ tin otht r. Gal. v. 17. Love to

natural relations, a fleshly principle, is then found to be at

variance with love to God, as having first loved us
; peace

with God, to be at variance with peace with the world
; joy

in hope of the glory of God, to be at variance with rejoicing
in earthly advantages ;

and so on. Then is it that we dis-

cover experimentally the truth of our blessed Lord's words:
/ ./ „M/// A-/,/- father, motheTj $x. lie cannot be my dis-
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ciple. In other words, when brought into collision with each

other, affections springing from flesh, and affections spring-

ing from Spirit, so far from incorporating, and so far from

tending to mutual increase, nay, so far even from being
compatible, actually tend to the destruction of each other.

Flesh, and fleshly affections, hate Spirit as their destroyer ;

and Spirit hates flesh, and fleshly affections, as naturally and

necessarily opposed to God. 2. It is not true that a Chris-

tian is prohibited the indulgence of the praiseworthy class

of sonlical affections. Although they are fleshly, and like

the principle from which they spring perishing, they are

nevertheless useful, when kept in their own place, and when
rendered subservient to their own purposes. They qualify
for the enjoyment of the things of time and sense; and,
let it be borne in mind, that christians are permitted to use

this world, although not to abuse it, knowing that the fash-

ion thpreof fast passeth away. Christians, then, are not

forbidden the indulgence of all fleshly affections, or of all

affections which have their origin in mere Soul, when such

indulgence is proper, necessary, and becoming; but they
are forbidden to indulge them in opposition to the dictates

and tendencies of Spirit. This opposition offleshly to spirit-
tual affections may appear in a great variety of ways :

—
1st,

when love to the creature would dictate a line of conduct

inconsistent with love to the Creator; 2ndly, when, from
the strength of natural affections, the indulgence of which is

deemed praiseworthy by the world, we are induced to draw a

conclusion as to the corresponding strength of spiritual prin-

ciple ; and ordly, when, from the strength of praiseworthy
natural affections, and that external correctness of conduct

of which it is the cause, we are tempted to advance a claim

upon the divine approbation, and to suppose the acquisition of

a title, more or less imperfect, to eternal life. In all such

cases, a "get thee behind me Satan, for thou savourcst not the

things that be of God," may well be addressed by us to such

stirrings of fleshly affection, however amiable and praise-

worthy in the estimation of the world they may appear to be.

Natural affections have nothing whatever to do except with

the things of time ; they can only be indulged in, with a

view to the advancement of earthly objects, and they can

never, by all the refinements of which they are susceptible
be taken out of the category of the fleshly, and rise to the

dignity of being classed among, the spiritual affections.

Bom of the flesh, they are flesh, and continue to be so.
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1 ve, peace, joy, and those other affections which have
their origin in Soul, are thus seen to be essentially distin-

guished from love, peace, joy, and bhose other affections

which constitute the phenomena of Spirit. The former are

but the shadows of the latter. The latin- us connected with
~

:

<tui'<<il principle, tend to the action of the former ;

and tins, as always happens where there is increasing and

advancing Light, by the swallowing Up of the shadowy in the

substantial.

SECTION VI.

Counterfeit Spiritual Phenomena.

Whatever phenomenon has for its origin the Jmowledgi
Christ and him i-mripcd, and the knowledge of God thereby
revealed as love, that is, whatever phe om snon springs from
the manifestation of God to our consciences as having loved

us from everlasting, and as loving us to everlasting, in and

through hJs Son ( ihrist Jesus., ranks unquestionably among
the phenomena of Spirit. Whatever arises not from this

knowledge of God as its source, is fleshly or soulical. There
is in fact no intermediate point between the two principles

Soul and Spirit. I fcs have Spirit, or spiritual

principles for their origin. All besides flow from Soul.

For, as whatsoever is born of Spirit, is Spirit; so whatsoveris
not born of Spirif is born of fh

Abundantly simple and iptural is the distinction which
has been just stated. Had it been generally understood,
and had the consequences which it implies been uniformly at-

tended to, what volumes of controversies, on the New Birth,
and kindred topics, might have been spared.

But mankind in general, ignorant of divine truth, and

yet fond of meddling with it, not having attained to scrip-
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tural apprehensions of the subject, have substituted for it

the coinage of their own imaginations. The term Spirit,

and spiritual things, have been familiar to them as household

words. From their earliest infancy, in conversation, from

the pulpit, in books, they have been habituated to the

use of them. Never, having had the real meaning of

such phrases opened, up to them, however, they have neces-

sarily put upon them meanings of their own
;
these meanings

being almost as various as. have been the minds of those

who have had their attention drawn towards the subject.

And such visionaries have never wanted followers. For

there is scarcely any view of this subject, however baseless,

which, when propounded, will not be found to touch a re-

sponsive chord in the breasts of thousands.

The common practice of the supporters of all those false

and heterogeneous theories has been to ascribe spirituality

to persons and things which are utterly undeserving of the

name. And, as a necessary result of this, either to overlook,

or positively to deny, the existence of spiritual principle,

where alone it is to be found.

There are two principal ways in which the native igno-

rance of the human mind with regard to what spirituality is,

betrays itself :
—

1. By representing the object of the gospel to be the

control and right direction of the views, sentiments, and

conduct of individuals, with reference to this present world
;

and, consequently by representing well regulated desires,

correct conduct, and general respectability of deportment,
as the attainment of this object. Strictly moral behaviour,

and the results of spiritual principle, are thus identified. To
be observant of all the decencies and proprieties of human
life

;
to avoid whatever might compromise character, and

transgress the limits of conventional decorum
; and,

by the constant exhibition of good sense and correct feelings,

to set the assaults of calumny at defiance ;
constitute the

acme of religious and spiritual attainments on such princi-

ples. A good respectable man, a virtuous man, a spiritual

man, must, in the vocabulary of the persons now spoken of,

have precisely the same signification.

The representation of the kingdoiu of heaven, as thus con-

sisting in the control of depraved propensities, the cultiva-

tion of domestic and social morality, and the amelioration of

human character, is what distinguishes the productions of
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the very ingenious and plausible author of The true plan of a

living Tern] i< . My old house, or the doctrine of changes, &c. &c.

Flattering a> >' ; s
gysl (m is to the natural pride of the human

heart, and occaa min
j
no sacrifices which are inconsistent

with ourtemporal comforl and respectability, il must ever be a

favourite with mankind, especially with thai portion of them
who move in refined society, and are in comfortable worldly
circumstances. The works in question are, indeed, a beauti-

ful and luminous expose* or method rauaine'e of the light in

which religion among the worldly and respectable has been
irded in every age. They embody, indeed, more fully

and more perspicuously than heretofore, the code of worldly

religion and morality. It would be a waste of time to set

ut formally proving that such a system is, neither in its

principles nor in its results spiritual. Although spirituality

may among themselves occasionally be predicated of its vota-

ri 's. and although a vague notion that the term is rightly

applied in such cases may float in the minds of many, no idea

of their conduct springing from principles superior to those

of mere human nature, is ever for a single moment entertain-

ed. A well regulated self-love is capable cf explaining the

whole. And as self-lore is the leading principle of sovl—
rosity being that of Spirit

—why trouble myself farther to

shew, that certain effects are not spiritual, which, by admit-

ting that they have their origin in selfishness, the principle of

Soul, is sufficiently proved already?
I cannot quit this branch of the subject, without express-

ing my earnest wish, that those who are really spiritual,

would, in so far as external conduct is concerned, scruple not

to take a leaf out of the book of the worldly respectable.
il jher authority than that of man has said whatsoever things
are pure, &c. Phil. iv. 8. By a course of conduct corres-

ponding to these injunctions, to what an extent might not

believers of the truth be enabled to adorn the doctrine of God
their Saviour in "II things !

2. Those who identify the obvious results of were natural

principle with spiritual phenomena, may with comparative
ease be guarded against. The grossness of their ignorance
lies on the very surface. But there is a more refined class of

perverters of the truth, who. by their high pretensions, and

noisy zeal for the divine word, have in every age disturbed

the spiritual Israel; and who, for the sake of those who
have been, or may be, their dupes, require to be exposed. I
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allude to those who, admitting in words, the existence of a
distinction between natural and spiritual phenomena, contrive

nevertheless in fact to nullify completely, that all important
distinction.

This is done, by representing* phenomena which are in

reality merely soulical, as having a spiritual origin. Into
this mistake persons entirely ignorant of the gospel, and con-

sequently themselves unpossessed of spiritual principle, as a

matter of necessity fall. They have heard of Spirit and

spiritual operations, and they have perhaps even thought of,

spoken on, and written concerning them • but having only
soul, or the mind of the creature, themselves, soulical opera-
tions are all that in reality they can conceive and treat of.

Nor is the mistake confin d to them. Even men, endowed
with a certain measure of spiritual knowledge and attain-

ments, have been found sometimes countenancing the delu-

sion. Knowledge of Christ, particularly in its earlier stages,
does not imply the possession of much spiritual discrimina-

tion
;
and it frequently happens to persons so situated, as it

did to the Grahitians of old, to be brought for a time und^r
the bewitching influence of fleshly statements and fleshly

reasonings.
Let it be remembered, that it is not of soul, as conversant

with topics which are merely and avowedly soulical, we are
now treating. It is ofSoul, as pretending to meddle with Spi-
rit, and spiritual operations, and to be able to discriminate be-
tween them and such as are soulical. The folly and presump-
tion of the mere fleshly mind, here thoroughly expose them-
selves. That the mind of man, even when operating within,

its own sphere, is liable to err, is known to every one; that it

should mistake when it ventures to intrude into a sphere
which does not belong to it, is a matter of absolute necessi-

Every genuine spiritual phenomenon has its soulical

counterpart. It has been stated in the former part of this

work, that Sold is the shadow of Spirit ; and that every soul-

ical principle is the shadow of some corresponding spirit-
ual one. The views then presented, however, had refer-

ence principally to those soulical phenomena, which make
their appearance in man, in his ordinary intercourse with

society. What we now direct attention to, are soulical phe-
nomena connected with the subject of religion, and assuming
the rank and appellation of phenomena which are spiritual.
Now concerning these, we observe, that there are phenomena
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. falsely r ! as spiritual, which are analogous to

those which are truly and genuinely so. And this, to such
an ex\ it, '.

:

erj real effect of Spirit, has Its soulical

com Under these circumstances, need we be sur-

prised i blunders into which i In- most acute and prac-
I

ly understandings have fallen respecting this sub-

ject?
Ti i insl mce what I mean :

—
1st. Faith as a sjtiritual phenomenon, has an analogous
Heal one. The former, rests on, and springs from, divine

imony alone, having Jehovah himself, as manifested in

the conscience through his word, witness to the truth

of what is believed; and is unsusceptible of either in-

>e or diminution, from the testimony of man. Hie
latter is produced by and is always in proportion to, the

strength and weight of human testimony alone. It has
the authority of parents and guardians, the

influence of customary associations, the power of conscience,
or in some rare cases, the perusal of v written in defence

of Christianity ; delighting itself especially in the product:
of Grotius, Lardner, Paley, Watson, and others. hi minds
of a peculiarly strong and ed intellectual calibre, such
as those of Paley, and Brougham, this count rfeil faith gives
rise to systems of Natural Religion ; that is, to sysrems
which ascribe to the mere Soul or reason of man, discoveries

which the men ;

i in the school of Christ, sees to be duo
to the Spirit of God. In minds of a naturally serious and

religious cast, the counterfeit faith rests on, and is the result

of, certain supp
-

I internal experiences. In many, particu-

larly among those commonly d inated Ivangelical,
this spurious faith is the spawn of natural conscience engen-
dering with natural rel on coming iut, md making its ap-

i much c riou of d -portment, com-
bined with attempts to prop up the besti if God, by
external evidences or the f ay of man.—Faith, when a

spii race, scorns all alliance or intercourse with ihesoul-

counterfeit; having to do with the testimony of Jehovah,
with it alone; and receiving a conviction and satisfaction

from the m ion of God as Love, in the light of his

own word, that is, from the manifestation of God, as at once
the  natter of his own testimony,* and the sole testifier to

• The tubject matter of his own testimony, as alone deserving to be so;
the testifier to ill (ruth, as alone capable of being so.
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its truth, which, as it cannot be impaired by, so it can receive

no addition from, the testimony of wan.

2ndly. The principle of Hope is similarly circumstanced.
As a spiritual phenomenon, it has no other cause, and can be
referred to no other origin, than the divine promise. God
who cannot lie, being its author, it is a principle of absolute

certainty ; and the promise which he hath promised, even eter-

nal life, being declared to be a gift, it is as a gift,
or as beiug

unconditionally bestowed, that it is viewed and rejoiced in.

But the sottlical, or counterfeit, hope is essentially different.

It rests on the supposition of some change or improvement
having taken place in ourselves, by which we are warranted
in entertaining it

; and, therefore, it is both conditional and
uncertain. The mind, before such a hope can be cherished,
must suppose itself to be possessed of, or to have performed,
some good thing, which renders it conditional, and as it can
never be absolutely certain that the supposed condition has
been fulfilled, of course a doubtful and hesitating anticipation
of futurity, is all the hope, that under such circumstances, can
be attained to. How different this, from that good hope which
is through grace, let every Christian judge !

Srdly. Again, the love of the truth, or love viewed as a

spiritual phenomenon, differs vitally and essentially from the
soulical counterfeit which, among the natural and the undis-

cerning, usurps the name. Love, as consisting in sentiment,
and the strong stirrings of affection, is a mere fleshly prin-

ciple. And it proves it to be so, by the consequences to

which it leads. It shuns suiTering, it courts worldly enjoy-
ment and consideration, it delights in excitement, it exhibits

itself in the strength of the domestic and social attachments,
and, in its most refined form, it takes a deep interest in alle-

viating the miseries and promoting the comforts of the family
of man. But all this may exist in connexion with intense,

deep-rooted, and unmitigable, hatred to the truth. Natural,
or fleshly, love, is, indeed, at bottom a murderous principle ;

for, to the preservation, prolongation, and amelioration, of a
life that is already forfeited, it would at any time, sacrifice the

possession and enjoyment of life everlasting. Now love, as a

divine principle, and spiritual phenomenon, is distinguished
by properties exactly the opposite of all this. It enters

through, and in inseparable connection with, the enlighten-
ing of the understanding from above. It is love to God ;

and is the result of our knowing that God hath first loved us.
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1
• hn iv. 19. While soulical love pretends to cherish at-

tachinenl t<> the Creator, through the medium of the creature,

sj iritual Jove, on the contrary, goes out to the creature,

through the medium of the Creator. Soulical love would, for

tlu' promotion of tht apparent good of the creature, sacrifice

at any time th< truth of tin Creator; spiritual love rejoices to

knoM that, through the tn-l/i
<>f the Creator, the r<"/ good of

tin' creature is secured and promoted. Spiritual love is, in-

deed, emphatically, love to the truth
;

and love to others, for

tic i sake. In :i word, soulical love, pretending to be

itual, may be detected to be what it is by this test, that

tin truth of God is always and necessarily in its estimation

secondary; whereas t ho essemial feature of spiritual, love is,

its supreme and exclusive attachment to the truth of God.

The soulical nature of the love professed often betrays itself,

in a great anxiety to reconcile the word of God with well-

established human facts, and cogent human reasonings
founded thereon; and this, even a L tho expense of the divine

veracity being compromised and encroached on. The lan-

guage of love which is, indeed, divine and spiritual, is,

/ God be true, although every man should pro ve to he a liar.

Eom. iii. 4.

4thly, The spiritual graces of peace, joy, &c. have like-

wise their soulical imitations. Peace, when spiritual, is de-

rived solely and exclusively from the blood of the cross ; hav-

ing no other source, and knowing no other foundation, than

slaying of the enmity thereby. In like manner, spiritual

joy is solely the product of our knowing, upon divine autho-

rity, that Jesus hath risen from the dead, the first fruits of
them that slept, that in his resurrection, we are raised—and
that in his life, we live. Because I live, ye shall live also,

is one of those precious declarations to which this joy is in-

debted for its birth, and by which, during our abode upon
earth, it is maintained. And so, of the other phenomena
of Spirit. They all spring di and exclusively from
the manifestation to the conscience of the character of God,

through the work of Chrisl Jesu I so, however, with

the countej >f those graces. '! hey all have their origin,
under one form or another, in self. A which is soulical,

depends on our supposing o to have undergone the

change, to be p »ssessed of the qualifications, or to have per-
formed the condition-, by which alone we conceive that it can

become ours. Sonlical joy is derived from the good opinion
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of others, abstinence from gross vices, calmness and modera-
tion of character, the supposed orthodoxy of our doctrinal

sentiments, confirmed habits of natural piety, long persever-
ance in a religious profession, and, above all, from supposing
ourselves at some one period or another to have been the

subjects of spiritual operations. To which spurious graces,
a resemblance is borne by the rest of the sisterhood. Need
we be surprised to find mere soulical phenomena failing their

possessors in the horn* of extremity? A peace which is

spoken by the finished work of Christ, can undergo no altera-

tion
;
and a joy which springs from the knowlege, that as Jesus

is our head, wlten he sluill appear we shall be lilce him, for we
shall see him as he is, sets all the assaults of men and devils at

defiance. But of what value are the peace and the joy which
have no other foundation than an idea of my own superiority
to my neighbours ? Let temptations assail, let conscienee be

violated, or let the near prospect of eternity be obtruded on
the mind, and where are those comfortable, self-complacent

feelings, wherewith, under ordinary circumstances, naturally

religious characters continue to delude themselves ? Alas !

in the hour of extremity when support is most needed, they
are found to fail.—True it is, that the peace and the joy
which the Creator himself imparts, not being in our own

keeping, nay, not being in any respect whatever dependent
on ourselves, can neither by ourselves, nor by any other

creatures be taken away. But the peace and the joy wmich
have only a creaturely origin, may by the creature itself, or

by creature circumstances, a,t any time be brought to an
end.

May not the difference between genuine and counterfeit

spiritual phenomena be summed up in the following words ?—Phenomena of Spirit, which are really such, are the effects

of the manifestation of the character of God, in Christ, by
the Spirit, to the conscience and of that alone. A spiritual
man is one to whom, iu a greater or less degree, Christ has

been made known as his wisdom, righteousness, sanctifica-

tion, and redemption; and spiritual phenomena are the

genuine and necessary results of this knowledge. On the

other hand counterfeit spiritual phenomena are the produc-
tions of the mere Soul, or fleshly mind. They have for their

basis the supposition that the individual either may become,
or has become, better than he formerly was ; that he has

thereby acquired a somewhat better claim than he formerly
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ed tot! ur : and that by persevering in

in the course which I pted and so happily begun, he
in due time attain to the enjuymenl of everlasting

ity. The notions of i ality entertained by such a

man, are thus notions d thing or good dispositions,— to which he pays the compliment of having been implant-
ed by grace, which are possessed by, and existing in him-

self; and a review of th I dispositions, as the only
means which he lias of ascertaining Ids spiritual advance-

ments, and the safety of his state, he is from time to time

instituting. Ee delights to dwell on Avhat he imagines
to be the evidences oi his being a i-lnnnjaJ, and tkere-

by a spiritual man. Need I add, that the growing spi-
ll phenomena of such a man, that is, his counterfeit spi-

ll, because really soulical, phenomena, his faith, his hope,
Ids love, his peace, his joy, and so on. are all the result not of

his good opinion of Christ, but oi' the good opinion of him-
. and oi' his state, which he has been enabled to form, and

that they grow with the grouch of the delusion under which
he is labouring. Where the mind, and its phenomena, are

really spiritual, Christ alone is looked to and rejoiced in.

Where the mind is merely soulical, and its pretensions to

the display of spiritual phenomena are false and counter-

. self', changed and ameliorated perhaps, but still self—
self under one or other of its almost infinitely diversified forms—

is, whatever compliments in words may be paid to Christ,
in reality the ground of hope, and source of rejoicing.

Eave any of my readers ever perused that exceedingly

popular work, Edwards on Religious Affections? If so, will

allow me to ask them, whether the tendency of the

book be to commend Christ, or to commend themselves?
Should they, as if honest and enlightened believers they
must do, answer that the latter is decidedly its tendency,
it being a systematic atti at the withdrawal of the eyes
of the creature from the glory and finished work of the Crea-

tor, in order to fasten it .rds upon sell'—what shall be

said or thought of men, calling themsi Ives preachers of the

gospel, by whom such works, and the doctrines which they

advocate, are regularly enforced on the attention of their

hearers ? By substituting the mere operations of Soul, for

the <renuine phenomena of Spirit, surely such men, and the

works which they countenance, can be regarded in no other

light than as the efficient and devoted agents of the Prince

of this world.
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section vii.

Rationale of Religious Sodlical phenomena.

Passing by altogether those soulical phenomena which
have to do obviously and directly with the present world only,
and confining our attention to the phenomena which result

from Soul being brought into contact with Spirit and spiritu-
al things, I observe, that

There are only three conceivable ways in which Soul can
have to do with Spirit.

1. Soul, continuing such, may be conceived of as trying
to operate on Spirit : that is, when subjects which are in

themselves spiritual are presented to it, it may make an at-

tempt to conceive of them ; but as being and continuing to

be, Soul, it cannot conceive of such subjects as spiritual, or

as what they are, but must conceive of them as soulical, or

after a fashion corresponding to its own nature.

2. Soul maybe conceived of as united to, and mixed up
with, Spirit : the result of which will be, that phenomena,
neither such as the mere Soul of man can exhibit, nor such
as are purely spiritual, will be the result. Soulical-spiritual
notions will, if I may he allowed the expression, be conceiv-

ed, and soulical-spiritual phenomena be exhibited, by a

being who is so situated.

3. Soul may be conceived of as operated on by Spirit :

in which case, in exact proportion to the degree in which

Spirit operates, the ideas, and consequently the phenomena,
will be purely spiritual. Spirit, in those on whom it oper-
ates, does not unite itself to, or mix itself up with soul ; but

destroys it. The reason being, that Soul is a shadowy princi-

ple ;
and that whenever Spirit, which is its substance, comes

to be realized in any mind, the shadow is always, as a matter
of necessity, so far from being mixed up with, actually swal-

lowed up in, the substance.

The second case I dismiss with a very few observations.

It was that of our blessed Lord while he was in flesh ; and
it was peculiar to himself. In none, except in him during
his earthly state, were Soul and Spirit mixed, or did these

othenvise discordant principles unite. In the case of all

others bearing the human form, either Soul vainly attempts
x
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to conceive of Spirit, the shadow, notwithstanding all its

efforts, merely grasping shadows like itself
j

or Spirit in real-

ity conci ives of Spiril and spiritual things, and thereby also

soul ; the substance, Spirit, as the light of (ruth advances,

absorbing in itself the various soulical shadows. In our

blessed Lord himself, while on earth, by the union of Soul

id Spirit
—of tii mind of the creature, and the mind of the

Creator— the shadowy was actually substantialized. Hence,
all the phenomena iwiiii [ted by aim, were those, not of a

shadowy, but of a substantial, man. Of the substantial, as

d stinguished from the shadowy, man, I should rather say.

Rom. v. it. But this union of the shadow, and the substance,

in himself-— this substantializing of the shadow, rather,
—took

place, not for perpetuity, but that, when the purposes of it

had been accomplished, ic might be dissolved. And this dis-

solution was effected by the death of the Lord Jesus.

Thenceforward tht shadow no longer appeared united to, and

therebj
-

I by, the substance; but, as it should

be, swallow* d up in the substance. Jesus rose from the dead,
not with Soul mixed cm with, and united to Spirit, but with

soul swallowed up in Spirit. And he who, while on earth,

had exhibited the phenomena of a mixed nature,
— of Spirit

in the form of Soul,
—now that he is exalted to glory, exhi-

bits personally, and enables his people to exhibit, the pheno-
mena of pure Spirit merely.

It is important to remember that this second of the cases

above mentioned in which Soul has to do with Spirit, or the

state of the Lord Jesus, while on earth, as an exhibition of

soulical and spiritual principles united in himself, was not

only the sole medium through which salvation and life ever-

lasting could be enjoyed by the guilty children of men, but

is also th medium through which God's character can
be understood, and spirituality can be possessed, by any
human beings while on earth

;
in other words, remembering

that the union of soul and spirit m *

Ihrist, and in him alone,

during his earthly state, is the line of demarcation which

separates between the possession of mere Soul, by all men

naturally, and the possession of Spirit, by a few men super-

naturally ;
the rationale of such phenomena of Soul as are

of a religious kind, on the one hand, and the rationale of

spiritual phenomena, on the other, respectively, become abun-

dantly manifest :

—
I. The religious phenomena of Soul, do not come up to
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the line of demarcation. Soul in vain attempts to conceive

of Spirit, and spiritual things ;
and this, among other rea-

sons, because it attempts to conceive of them as they are in

themselves, and not as they were temporarily united, and

brought to an end, in Christ.

2. The phenomena of Spirit, rise above the line of de-

marcation. This happens, through there having been made
known to the mind by divine testimony, the temporary uni-

on of Soid and Spirit in Christ Jesus, the disruption of that

union by his sacrifice, and the swallowing up of Soul in

Spirit by his resurrection. To apprehend all these facts, es-

pecially the last, in the light of divine truth, is to have Soul,
so far, swallowed up in Spirit, in ourselves

;
and is thereby,

not to stand on the level of the state which Christ occupied
while on earth,

—a state peculiar to himself,
—but to be ele-

vated to the level of the state which he now occupies .

We consider, then, the first, and third, of the cases, above
mentioned in which Soul has to do with Spirit namely, 1st,

that in which So id, continuing such, attempts to operate on

Spirit; and, 2ndly, that in which Spirit operates on Soid.

The consideration of the former, will occupy the present ;
of

the latter, the following, sections.

1. Soul, continuing such, attempts to operate on Spirit.
This case is realised in every man who, although merely

soulical, meddles with, and attempts to conceive of, spiritual

things. It may appear under an almost infinite variety of

forms. Men may, from education and custom, concern
themselves with, and fancy that they have attained, to correct

conceptions of, religious topics. Anxiety of mind, whether
occasioned by violations of conscience, or by temporal losses,

may also result in soulical apprehensions, of what can only in

reality be spiritually, that is, in their own light, apprehended.
The urgency, eloquence, and influence, of popular preachers,
may also contribute towards the same result. Added to

which, the subject being one which, in a country like this,

is constantly obtruded on our notice, in conversation, from
the press, and by means of political discussions, need we
wonder at the number of discordant, because soidical notions,

regarding it, which are afloat ? Such notions must be as

diversified as are the minds of those by which they are enter-

tained.

But the case is realized not merely in those who are alto-

gether soulical. Believers of the truth themselves, likewise,
x 2
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furnish us with examples of it. By such persons, spiritual

things are apprehended but partially. They sec (hem in

part, and thej know them in part. Eence il is, that, al-

though their
sj

Aritual apprehensions are in so far as they go,

correct, yet, having in them, also, from (lie partial extent of

their illumination, soulical apprehensions of divine things,
these soulical apprehensions of them are, just like the

soulical apprehensions of others, necessarily erroneous.

Soul, or fleshly mind, in the believer, no more than in the

unbelieving portion of mankind, is capable of apprehending
Spirit.

Soidical apprehensions of spiritual things, whether in be-

lievers, or unbelievers, give rise to those counterfeit pheno-
mena of Spirit, of which we have already spoken. They
produce the spurious faith, the spurious hope, the spurious

Love, the spurious peace, the spurious joy. Do I fancy my-
self to be a believer in Christianity, because my conscienco

lias been fearfully agitated
—a law-work has passed upon

me—a certain kind and degree of religious experience has
been gone through

—a certain profession has been made—
and certain external observances have been attended to by
me ? or because I have studied to my own satisfaction Gro-

tius, and Lardner, and Paley, and Watson, and the host of

others, who, having written on what are called the evidences

of Christianity, are supposed to have silenced their adversa-

ries for ever ? or because my fellow men are pleased to think

highly of me ? Such a faith, however diversified in different

individuals, or even in the same individual, is in all these

different cases spurious, because soulical; true faith being
a spiritual principle, and as such having the divine testimony

concerning Christ Jesus, and nothing else, for its cause ; and

being produced and strengthened, not by any exertions, or

reasonings, or applauses, on the part of the creature, but

solely by the manifestation of the truth of his testimony to

the conscience by the Creator. A similar difference, too, ob-

tains between soulical and spiritual hope, love, and so on.

pious manifestation which has Soul or the mind of

the creature, for its origin, is spurious; none are genuine
which spring not from, and which are not manifested

through the creation of Spirit, or the mind of God him-
self.

Perhaps my readers are by this time prepared for my
stating briefly, that the rationale of religious soulical pheno-
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mena, is Soul, presuming on its capability of being active in

spiritual matters. It is shadow attempting to grasp sub-

stance. It is the finite conceiving itself to be able to con-

ceive of the infinite. It is the mind of the creature fancying
itself able to comprehend, nay even to have comprehended,
by dint of its own native energies, the mind of the Creator.

Hence the supposition of our ability to ascend by means of

our own understandings from the works of nature, to nature's

God ;
and of our being able through attachment to the crea-

ture, to manifest attachment to the Creator. We are, spirit-

ually considered, so many Titans, who by heaping up our

natural reasonings, and our natural affections, anticipate our

being able ultimately to scale the throne of Jehovah. And
all this in marked and diametrical opposition to the declara-

tions of Holy Writ, that the soulical man, or man ivith a

soul, receiveth not Sec. 1 Cor. ii. 14
;
and that if any man

love the world, or the things that are in the world, the love

of thefather is not in him. 1 John ii. 15. The natural, or

fleshly mind, perceives not that as no number or accumula-
tion of finite beings, can amount to an infinite one, so no con-

ceptions of creatures, however accurate, extensive, or sub-

lime, can afford the slightest approximation to a conception
of the Creator ; and that as no creatures can possess qualities
in common with the Creator

;
so no love to creatures, how-

ever intense and apparently well directed, can have anything
in common with love to the Creator. Nay, it perceives not,
that to assume creatures as our standard of the Creator, and
creatures as deserving to be the objects of our love, is ne-

cessarily to beguile ourselves in the most important of all

matters ; or, in the expressive language of the Apostle, To
sport ourselves with our own deceivings. Creature thoughts,
and creature affections, of a religious kind, being thus ne-

cessarily imaginations of, and attachments to, mere limited

beings like ourselves, it is abundantly manifest, that to ex-

pect from the mere mind of man, either ideas of God, or love

to God, is to convict ourselves of the most egregious stupid-

ity. If the Glorious Creator, be in reality one and the same

being with the mere creature, and may be identified as such
in the human mind, then may those ideas of, and affections

towards, the creature, which man is confessedly capable
of acquiring, be identified with ideas of, and love to, God.
But if the creature, bo in reality but the shadow of the Crea-

tor, as taught by scripture we know ho is, then, surely, upon
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every principle not merely of Revelation but even of common
sense, knowledge of and love of creatures, can, at

the utmost; amount to no more than conceptions of shadows,
and affections cherished towards shadows. No; the mere

creature, notwithstanding all his boasts to the contrary, 1ms
\<i ascended, by all his efforts, either in his thoughts

or affections, from the creature to the Creator; and he uever
will. Revelation, nol creature efforts, is the ladder by which

mount to Deity. Necessary failure characterises every
: on the part of Soul to operate on Spirit. And this,

I mse tlu 1

part of Soul, when brought into contact with
S rit, is not to be but passive. In the case of the

when in flesh, it was not Soul that conformed

Spirit to itself, but Spirit which for a time voluntarily con-
formed itself to Soul. And, the purposes for which this

temporary con y of Spirit to Soul had taken place, hav-

ing been accomplished, Spirit swallowed up Soul in itself, or

the shadow was absorbed in the substance, the only way in

which, in the creature, any union between Soul and Spirit
can be effected.

N
I 3uch, however, are the views of mere

Soul. In ignorance of that necessary law of Revelation, that

i in being united to Spirit, is passive; that the only
union which can obtain between Soul and Spirit in the crea-

ture, is through the destruction of Soul by its absorption in

Spirit; and that Soul never was united to Spirit after any
other fashion except in the Creator himself\

and this by his

own voluntary act
;

I say, in ignorance of this law, Soul pro-
is upon thi h principle of attempting to unite Spirit

to itself, that is, upon the principle of attempting to bring
uperior to the level of the inferior; thereby realiz-

ing in its. If the fable of the frog and the ox; and with the

;he frog burst in its attempts to

swell il to the dimensions of the ox, so does Soul, or

fleshly mind, destroy itself, in its vain attempts to lay hold

of, and comprehend Spirit, or the mind of the infinite Jeho-
vah.

In few words
;

the rationale of soulical relig pheno-
mena is Soul's attempting to rise out of its own sphere, and
to be active in a matter in which, by the very necessity of

the case, it must be passive; and its mistaking the mere
;

apprehei / things which result from
such attempts, for phenomena which are really spiritual.
The manifestation of Christ in flesh, and of the purposes for
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which this manifestation took place, must be opened up to

the mind, before the slenderest measure of spirituality can be

possessed by it
;
and to become acquainted with this subject,

is not in consequence of Sovl operating on Spirit, but of

Spirit operating on Soul. Ignorant therefore, is Soul, even
in its most religious moods, of the utter incompatibility of

Soul with Spirit in the creature, aud of the utter impossibili-

ty of any union between the two being effected, except in

the person of the Creator himself; and ignorant farther is it,

that this union having been once effected in the Lord Jesus
while in flesh, and subsequently dissolved the only fate which
Soul now can look forward to—and, ! how blessed and glo-
rious a Euthanasia— is to be by Spirit, swallowed up for ever-

more in itself.

I do not wish to leave this branch of my subject, without

making another effort to be understood. For this purpose,
let me try in somewhat varied language, to express the sub-

stance of what has gone before. In the manifestation of the

Son of God in flesh, such of us as are divinely enlightened,
and have been rendered spiritually attentive, behold two
discordant principles, Soul and Spirit, the mind of the crea-

ture, and the mind of the Creator, temporarilly conjoined or

united
;
and we further behold, in his sacrifice, a disruption,

of the union thus formed, as we behold in his resurrection,
a swallowing up of Soul or the mind of the creature, in

Spirit, or the mind of the Creator. Now the discovery
thus made to us upon whom the earnest of Spirit is conferred,
is not made to others. And as destitute of the knowledge
implied in this discovery, they necessarily think and act as

if Soul, or creature mind, were the all in all. Hence neither

Pharisees, nor Sadducees, form, or can form, any conception
of the difference subsisting between Soul and Spirit. To both
of them, Soul and Spirit necessarily appear to be one and the

same principle. To both of them, Soul necessarily appears to be

substantial, and, therefore immortal. To both of them, the

preservation of Soul as what it is, or, to use their own lang-

uage, the preservation of its identity, necessarily appears to

be the all and in all of salvation. As shadows, themselves,

they are attached to their shadowy existence, and anxious to

retain it. Next to retaining it, the prospect of recovering
it, either as it is, or as restored to its pristine purity, is the

loftiest of their religious aspirations. Now all this, to the

mind of him who has been spiritually enlightened by the
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manifestation of Christ, is sheer nonsense. Such an ono
perceives, that those who entertain such absurd notions,
although possessed merely of Soul, and consequently unable
by means of that principle to conceive of more than souli-
cal things, and of these, too, merely after a soulical fashion,
are nevertheless attempting to conceive of Spirit and
spiritual things, and are expressing themselves as if they
had actually done so! They use language, which mi -lit

have suited the lips of Martha under the former dis-

pensation ; and they fancy, forsooth ! that they speak like
those to whom Jesus has been made known as the resurrec-
tion and the life ! Alas, for their ignorance ! Soul is mero
shadow; and the shallow of Spirit. As shadow, Soul neither
can be preserved, nor is it worth the preserving. As a

fleshly principle it is fitted only for time, and the things of

time, and for nothing besides. But these facts, simple and
obvious as they are to the believing mind, Soul, under no
form, and in no circumstances, ever yet understood, or even
can understand. Hence the religious soulical phenomena
common to the Pharisee with the Sadducee. Differing from
each other as they do, you may to be sure, by a few well

pointed observations, throw in the apple of discord between
them. Tell them, for instance, that Soul or fleshly mind,
is not now essentially different from what it originally was,
it never having been, even when it came pure from God's
hands, other than fleshly

—and you are commended by the

Sadducee, but condemned by the Pharisee. Tell them, how-
ever, that such a change did come over human nature,
and the human mind especially, by Adam's ono trans-

gression, and that man now is not what he was origi-
nally, and the Phariseo applauds, while the Sadducee
condemns. Hitherto, you have not been taking the fleshly
mind out of its depths ; or, rather, out of its shallows.
You have been merely playing off one form of it against
another. But advance a step farther, and tell them both
that there exists an essential difference between Soul and
Spirit

—that Soul purified, in the creature, never was, and
never can become, Spirit

—that it is an utter impossibility
to unite the one principle with the other in the creature—
that a temporary union between them was effected in the
Creator himself, Soul by means of that union having been
once and for ever purified

—that this united principle was
destroyed by the sacrifice of himself by the Lord Jesus—and
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that there is effected thereby, not the preservation, but the

destruction, of Soul, by its being swallowed up in Spirit :

tell them, in a word, that Soul, or fleshly mind, as a worth-

less, impure shadow, neither is, nor can be immortal, im-

mortality being a predicate of the substance, Spirit; and
not more cordially did Herod and Pontius Pilate, notwith-

standing their previous dislike of each other, unite in un-

holy confederacy against the Son of God, than Pharisees
and Sadducees, however strong their mutual dislike, will

shew themselves combined in deadly hostility to you.

SECTION VIII.

Rationale op Spiritual phenomena.

2. Spirit operates on Soul.

That is, the mind of God operates on the mind of man,
not the mind of man on the mind of God. And when I say
so, one recently enlightened from above, would be apt to

think, that I was uttering one of those truisms, which had

only to be enunciated in words, in order to command uni-

versal assent.

So far, however, from this impression being correct, to

very few, indeed, is it given even to understand the propo-
sition which begins this section. The very idea of any other

mind than the soul of man existing, and being concerned
with spiritual conceptions, is scouted with contempt as well

by the religious as by the irreligious. If I am not to under-
stand divine things with the mind which I have naturally,

pray how am I to understand them at all ? is deemed a

complete poser to persons like myself, by our ordinary
thinkers and writers on religious subjects. And yet, unless

another mind does exist, and is communicated, scripture
never can be understood, if scripture itself is to be relied
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<>n as an authority. The man with a soul (avQpuntog d>vy^iKos)

r
•

'vet}  

'/ the things of the spirit of Ood, for they are foolish-
unto him ; v  

',an //•' know them, because theyarespi-

rilually dis I. 1 Cor. ii. 1 I-. And unless another mind
had existed, of which we have been allowed to participate, we
who dow to a certain degree apprehend divine things, must,
as to such topics, ha\ i remained in total andjjjirremediable

kness. But why argue on this subject? The moment
any man alleges that with his Soul, or fleshly mind, In 4 either

may apprehend, or lias apprehended, spiritual truths, he is

merely furnishing us with an illustration of tho very fact

which he Btoutly and strenously denies. If he contend
for the existence of no other mind than Soul, and for the

ability of Soul to comprehend spiritual things, he can have
n o reasonable objection surely to our taking him up on his

own avowed principles, and speaking of him as a soulical

man.
The truth is, the manifestation of the Son of God in flesh,

is the Shibboleth of Christianity. No soulical mind ever yet
adi .1 it ; an I no soulical man was ever capable of

propounding it. But, blessed be God, that manifestation is

carried home, by divine power, to the consciences of some;
them it enlightens, at the very moment that in them it is

the creation of a new and divine mind; and by means of

this manifestation developed more and more to their con-

sciences, the divine and spiritual mind which it was ori-

ginally the means of communicating and implanting, be-

alarged, matured, and strengthened. It is the word
of God recorded in the scriptur ned up in its meaning
t i the in !

-
i i li

ig, an 1 nothing else, in which this di-

vine and spiritual mind consists.

Thi wor 1 ghout of Jesus of Nazai'eth. Tho

testimony of J< as is the spirit of prophecy. To possess Spirit,
or divine mind, then, is to understand who Jesus is—what
he hath done, is doing, and will do—is, in short, to have

the meaning of the divine testimony, as concerning God's
well- beloved Son, and our oneness with him, dwelling in us,
in consequence of its having been imparted to us. How
simple, and yet, when scripture itself is understood, how
correct, tlrs view of the subject!

Now all this an lersjbanding of divine truth, and conse-

ion of Spirit by us, is the effect of Spirit operat-

ing upon Soul, and thereby conforming Soul to itself. It is
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not by Soul operating on Spirit, that the slightest particle of
divine truth has ever been apprehended by us. Soul has to

do with the letter, not the spirit of scripture. Whether with
the Unitarian party, a man suppose his soul, or soulical

powers to be of themselves sufficient to grasp religious sub-

jects; or, with the evangelical party, that by study of the

scriptures, prayer, and the devoted performance of duty,
he shall be able to attain to the understanding of divine

things ;
in both cases equally he shall (unless sovereign

grace interpose), be made to experience the awful conse-

quences of his mistake. Men, putting forth the efforts of

their fleshly minds to understand religion, reap, as the re-

sult, fleshly views of it. Sowing, in this, as in other re-

spects, to the flesh, they, of the flesh, reap corruption. They
never, at the utmost, get beyond the mere letter of scripture."
They,"

"
forsooth, are using the means of salvation." That

is, they are acting as if Christ's salvation were not already

complete
—as if God, through the medium of that work, had

not revealed himself to be, what he is, love—and, above

all, as if they, by the steps which they are taking, could bring
the Creator under some sort of an obligation to them. Vain
and deluded men ! Not so, however, when the Creator him-
self interposes. He, then uses the means of illumination.

And as means in the hands, not of the creature, but of the

Creator, they are of necessity efficacious. These means he

uses, not by encoi ; but by superseding, creature efforts.

And this is accomplished, not by Spirit causing Soul to put
forth efforts which are finally crowned with success, as re-

ligious soulical men suppose ;
but by Spirit as the mind of

Cod revealed in scripture, being made to bear, with all its

divine power and efficacy, upon the conscience. In spirit-
ual illumination, God, not mun, is the actor. The result in

such cases is, that, as a matter of necessity, the scales fall

from the eyes of the understanding. The mind of God, or

Spirit, is thus by God himself, as alone it can be, introduc-

ed into the conscience ; superseding, in so for as it enters,

Soul, or the mind of man. For, it is substance, absorbing
shadow. And thus, as the result of the whole, he who was
sometime darkness, is now light in the Lord.

1. Viewed as to their origin, spiritual phenomena are al-

ways and exclusively the result of the operation of the mind
of God, upon the mind of man. That is, there neither is,

nor can be, any activity on the part of man in the produc-
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tion of what is spiritual, And this to such an extent, thai

human i sertions, even the minutest, are inconsistent with

the very ex of spirituality ; Spirit, in all its workings,

superseding the activity of Soul. The mind of man in di-

vine illumination is passive. It is so, in the first operations
of spiritual principle; it Is so, in all the subsequent opera-
tions of which it is the subject. For Soul, or fleshly mind,
to exert itself in divine things, is fatal to Spirit. I care not

what the nature of the efforts put forth by Seal may be.

Whether reading the Bcriptures, engaging in prayer, and
attendance on public worship

—or repenting of sin, accepting
of Christ as he is freely offered in the gospel, and appropriat-

ing him to ourselves with all the blessings of his salvation,

if a simple effort be made, great or small, internal or exter-

nal, intellectual or moral, with a view to secure to ourselves

a good not yet po 1 by us, that effort indicates the ac-

tivity of Soul, or fleshly mind, and is, therefore, inconsistent

with spirituality. When S,
|

'rates the activity of Soul

ceases. Not that the activity of Soul ceases previous to the

putting forth of spiritual power, and the reception of spirit-

ual influence, as some mystics have alleged ;
for that would

still imply activity on the part of Soul, in putting a stop to

activity: but thai activity of Soul ceases in consequence of

Spirit operating, and u nee of the workings of Soul

being thereby superseded. This supersession of the activity
of Soul, by Spirit, is the grand characteristic of spirituality,

And the supersession in question is always in exact propor-
tion to the degree in which Spirit operates, and in which

Soul is thereby subjected to its influence. Thus Soul never

takes, never can take, the initiative in spiritual matters. Is

Soul active ? Is it putting forth religious efforts ? Is it at-

tracting notice by its goodness, its piety, its professed ardent

desires after God, and conformity to his will ? Depend upon
it, the individual is, in every such case, deluding himself,
and deluding others. Instead of having made, or being
likely to make, advances towards God, he is, while he con-

tinues in such a state, receding farther and farther from
him—he is going about, perhaps under a very refined form,
to establish his own righteousness, and thus refusing to sub-

mit himself to the righteousness, of God—he is plunging
deeper and deeper in the mire of fancied creature ability and
creature goodness, and thereby blinding himself more and

more to the glory of the revealed power and goodness of the
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Creator. Every fresh attempt to draw near to Qod made by
the creature, is thus a still farther departure by him from the

fountain of life and happiness. In a word, for the creature

to act in divine things, is thus necessarily to act amiss. And
the more intense, and ardent, and perservering, the efforts

made by the creature, to come to the Creator, the more decid-

ed the hostility thereby manifested towards the Creator.

God must act, before the first measure of spirituality can be

possessed by the creature ;
and if God should see meet to with-

hold the working of his mighty power, it is in vain for the crea-

ture to think to supply the defect by the putting forth of

any puny efforts of his own. The very first effect of God's

operating on the mind of the creature is, to shew that no

operations on the part of the creature are required. In su-

perseding creature efforts, he shews that they are supersed-
ed. He manifests the work of salvation as already accom-

plished.
"
It is finished," is the first spiritual view introduced

into the conscience.
" Do something,- in order to be saved,"

is the suggestion of the fleshly mind. " Behold the work of

salvation completed, and therefore do nothing/' is the lan-

guage of Spirit continually.
" Use the means of salvation/'

whispers flesh.
" Salvation is of the Lord alone, in its plan,

in its progress, and in its consummation,—in its fulfilment

by Christ, and in its manifestation to the sinner—and, there-

fore, God, not man, employs the means of salvation/' is the

substance of the information which Spirit communicates.

When Spirit operates upon our minds, and spiritual views

are thereby imparted to us ;
we discover, that all our previ-

ous reading of the scriptures, prayers, and religious exercises,
had not advanced us one step towards the knowledge of God.
And this, because instead of disposing us to acquiesce in his

revealed character, they had been merely flattering the self

righteous notions and tendencies of our minds, and thereby

leading us away farther and farther from him. Instead of su-

perseding our creature activity in divine things, they had
been specimens of that activity, and had been prompting to

still greater exertions of a similar kind. All these religious
exercises of ours therefore, we now discover, had been mere-

ly pious methods of calling God a Liar. And we now see,

and are ready to confess, that there was no necessary connec-

tion between the most religious step which we ever took,
and the most religious act which we ever performed, at the

dictate of our fleshly minds, and our having had the know-

ledge of the gospel imparted to us.
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'2. \Vh mi the means of the production of spiritual pheno-
mena is made the subject matter of consideration, we find

that these are always ami necessarily exhibited through the

opening up to the conscience el' what was implied in the ap-

pearance of the Son o'~ Godin flesh. God, not man, wehave
situ, is their author. B ? Thia is the question which
we are about to ansvi It can.' e by God's prescribing

any thing to be done —any act in be performed
—
by the ci

ture, whether, negatively, abstinence from evil, or, positively,

ling the Scriptures,
i ing in prayer, or attendance on

religious es i; f, it < anot even be to exert an act of

of faith, and, thereby, to appropriate to ourselves the blesings
of salvation: for, if so, as something would require to be

done, God in that case, instead of repressing and overcoming
soulical activity, would be stimulating it into the most vigor-
ous exercise. No more can it be by God's holding up to

view the preservation of our souls, or the resurrection of our

flesh and blood bo lies, as such, to be the amount of the pri-

vileges and advantages which it is his intention in a future state

tn bestow : for, if so, God, instead of overcoming, would be

confirming, that attachment to Adam's life and Adam's na-

ture, which we all of us as human beings cherish; and which

attachment, no less than the nature and life themselves to-

wards which it is directed, God hath pronounced to be ac-

cursed. God, it thus appears cannot impart Spirit, by en-

joining acts of obedience
;
or by holding up the preservation

and perpetuation of an immortal (?) soul, as the prize to be
contended for. What, then, is to be done ? If God, in im-

part in
if the first fruits of Spirit, be himself the actor; and

ugh the medium of stirring up creature activity,
and conforming the natural notions of creatures respecting

spiritual subjects, he cannot operate; to what expedients
must he have recourse for the accomplishment of his gra-
cious purpost 3 ? ^hy, in the first place, the tendency of

the creature mind to act must be overcome, by the manifes-

tation to it, that there is nothing to be done; and, in the

nd place, the importance which man naturally attaches to

Soul and the things of Soul, and the false estimate which he

thereby necessarily forms of Spirit, must be overcome by
views, which, presenting spiritual things as they are, that is,

as the destroyers of Soul and the things of Soul, shall be the

means of casting our natural and exclusive attachment to

soulical matters, out of the conscience. And this is exactly
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the line of procedure which God, in the implanting of spirit-
ual principle, an 1 the production of spiritual phenomena,
hath seen meet to adopt.

—In the first place ;
he implants

Spirit, not by commanding the creature to obey any law, but

by manifesting to the creature the perfect obedience to divine

law, which hath been already yielded by him who is one with
the creature, even his own well-beloved Son. His language
to the man whom he enlightens is not, perform any thing,
whether act of faith, or act of love, as the condition of my be-

ing favourable to you; but, be it known unto you, that

through this man, Christ Jesus, is proclaimed unto you the

forgiveness of sins. That is, on such a person he enjoins no-

thing to be done ; but manifests, or makes known to him,
the glorious work which his own Son hath already done. To
behold this, he opens the eyes of the previously dark under-

standing. The individual who was formerly darkness, is ren-

dered thus in an instant light in the Lord. Conditions

infinitely more severe and stringent than any which he
had formerly conceived of, are seen by him to have been ful-

filled ; and, therefore instead of any conditions of salvation

remaining to be fulfilled by him, he finds that salvation

hath been bestowed upon him unconditionally, in so far as he
is concerned, through the medium of the work which Jesus
hath accomplished. He has had information communicated
to him, which, at once and for ever, supersedes all actions of
his own. Jesus hath laboured ; and, instead of any addition

to these labours being required from him, or, indeed, being
possible, he finds that he is introduced already into the en-

joyment of the benefits which have resulted from them. He
hath, without any efforts of his own, and merely by the infor-

mation given him, entered into Christ's labours. Thus, then,
is every tendency to act on the part of creature mind, over-

come and superseded, by the manifestation to it of an action

having been performed by the Son of God, which as of itself

to him the source of eternal life, renders every attempt at ac-

tion on his part as unnecessary, as it would be insulting and

unavailing. Consequently, no Christian asks, what shall I do
to be saved ? or what shall I do to inherit eternal life ?—or
wherewithal shall I come before the Most High God ? all

such questions being left by it to the mere fleshly mind ;

but rejoices in the inheritance of eternal life, as having been

already and gratuitously bestowed on him, through the

righteousness, death, and resurrection of the Son of God.
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8. As fco the nature of spiritual phenomena,
—the third and

last point connected with the rationale of them of which I

posed to treat, 1 obs rve, that these phenomena hear an
exact and

perfect resi mblance to the medium ofmanifestation

by which tney are produced. That medium is the resurrec-

tion of Christ. In it, the n.it uro of the creature, temporarily
taken into combination with the nature of the Creator, is

d up in the nature of the Creator.

The prima: t of the manifestation of this fact to the

i 3cience, is to produce a change or transformation, on it,

precisely a ponding to itself. Like the seal on wax, it

makes and leaver its own impression on the mind. The
sense of transgression, and the fear of death, are the two
most remarkable features disclosed by mere Soul, when its

ideas and reflections take a religious turn. And as mere
soulical religion advances, so far from mitigating or remov-

ing, its tendency is to strengthen and deepen these two im-

pressions. But the sense of sin, and the fear of death, are

in our minds immediately and necessarily swallowed up in

the knowledge of righteousness, and the enjoyment of tho

first fruits of life everlasting. A guilty conscience, and a

dread of future vengeance, cannot coexist in the mind, with

the knowledge of Christ as risen again. There is an absoluto

incompatibility between the two things. Perceiving that

Jesus became for a time one with us, that he might make us

for ever one with him, we perceive, that whatever occurred

in him, from this essential union subsisting between him and

us, necessarily occurs in us likewise. But Jesus has already

brought in everlasting righteousness, and is already in pos-
session of everlasting life. The consequence of this fact being
divinely disclosed to us is, our perceiving, that our enjoy-
ment of the privileges of righteousness and life everlasting
with our head is not merely and properly speaking a blessing
which remains to be conferred on us at some future and dis-

tant period, but that in reality we enjoy these privileges
with him even already. For now are we the sons of God.

1 John iii. 2. As even now one with him, we perceive that

even now his righteousness is our righteousness, and his life

is our life. Thus then, even while residing in bodies which

are liable to death, and with minds which in so far as they
are Adamic are contracting and charging us with, guilt

continually, we are actually, by faith in Christ Jesus, pos-
sessed of a righteousness which in our mind swallows up all
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sense of guilt, and of a life which in our minds swallows up
death in victory. We find that there is to us no condemna-

tion, as being in Christ Jesus, and as, consequently, not walk-

ing after the flesh but after the Spirit. Kom. viii. 1. We are,

thus, even already seated in heavenly places with Christ. We
are even already perfect and accepted in his righteousness.
As knowing that he who hath believed in Jesus hath ever-

lasting life, and, therefore, can never die, we are even al-

ready enabled to say triumphantly, we hioiv that if the

earthly house of this our tabernacle were dissolved, we have
a building of God, an house not made with hands eternal in

the heavens. Thus, then, the medium by which God operates

upon the conscience, in the production for the first time
of spiritual phenomena, being the manifestation of Jesus as,

in his resurrection, swallowing up in himself the nature of
the earthy in the nature of the heavenly, the first spiritual

phenomenon thereby produced, is the swallowing up in the

conscience of earthly views and feelings, in such as are spirit-
ual and divine. And as spiritual phenomena thus begin, so

are they carried on. Spirituality never confirms any of our

soulical, or natural notions of divine things. Cn the con-

trary, it uniformly and necessarily subverts and destroys
them. It is the breaking up of all our natural sentiments
of religion. Every new spiritual view, that is, every new
and more enlarged view of what ic contained in the scrip-

tures, always involves in it the destruction, and swallowing
up, of some old soulical one. This process of the swallowing
up of Soul in Spirit, of creature mind in the mind of the Crea-

tor, and consequently, this gradual asssimilation of our
minds to what is implied in the resurrection of Christ, the

grand medium of all divine knowledge, goes on and in-

creases; until, at last, the scene is changed from time, where
we are absent from the Lord, to eternity, where we are intro-

duced into his immediate presence ;
and the degree in which

we take with us spiritual mind into the realms of glory, is

just the degree in which, while on earth, Soul is in us swal-

lowed up in Spirit.
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SECTION IX.

-. i \ rs El N \1\ED.

Principles which have been laid down, and developed,
in the preceding part of this Essay, serve, when applied, to

explain certain facts, which can scarcely fail to have attracted

the notice of the more enlightened and reflecting portion of

my Traders.

First. Nothing affords more frequent and reiterated sub-

ject matter of complaint, than the very small and unsatis-

factory progress which the science of' mind has made in

modern times, when compared with the gigantic sti-ides

taken by physical science. A series of abortive attempts
distinguish, I might almost say constitute, the former; a

succession of constant triumphs over popular and previous

ignorance, and a career of advancement and improvement
to which it seems to be impossible to assign any limits,

characterise the latter. How is this difference to be account-

ed for ?

To a Christian, the explanation of this marked difference

is perfectly easy. The various topics which constitute Na-
tural Philosophy are contemplated under every aspect, and
on all sides

j mind, however, on the other hand is looked at

only under one, or at the utmost, two out of three, distinct

aspects which it presents; and under all of which it may,
nay, if meant to be thoroughly understood, it must he con-

templated.
Soul, or natural mind may be looked at

1. Upwards, from matter, or the bodily organization
with which it is connected, and on which it is dependent.

2. Directly, that is, it may make itself, without refer-

ence to any thing besides, the subject matter of its con-

templation. Or
3. Downwards from Spirit, or the mind of Christ, of

which we have shewn that Soul is the shadow, image, and

representation.
Now in every age of the world, and in our own age as

decidedly as in any other, mind has been contemplated un-
der either the first or the second of these aspects. Some-
times, although more rarely, attempts have been made to

combine both views of it. Put the contemplation of Soul, or
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natural mind, as the shadow of spirit, has scarcely, if ever,

yet, been thought of. It has been viewed religiously, I ad-

mit often enough. Men of pharisaical character and senti-

ments, whose ideas reach no higher than to what they

suppose the mind of man originally to have been, and to

what they suppose it to be capable, through what they call

grace, of again becoming, have from time to time favoured

us with their lucubrations on the subject. These, as mere

figments of their own brains, have been rejected with con-

tempt, by acuter, and profounder, and more practised, meta-

physicians. And with justice. For if natural mind is to

be looked at in the light of natural mind—and Pharisees

can pretend to do no more—let us look at it as ivhat it is,

not as ivhat ive mag imagine it to have been.

Remark, I do not object to

1. Looking at natural mind through matter, or through
its fleshly organization. That is, I do not object to receiving
Soul as originating with, affected by, and conformed to, the

brain, and physical frame in general.
This is what materialists, as they are commonly called,

have done. And in their footsteps, but with more accurate

observations, and with better prospects of success, phreno-
logists, or the followers of Gall and Spurzheim, have more

recently been treading. By the line of conduct which they
have pursued, very important advances in the science of

mind, it strikes me, have been made. By comparing man's
cerebral mass with his mental manifestations

;
and by ob-

serving that, as the inferior animals are deficient in certain

portions of the cerebral mass which man possesses, so

they are also deficient in some of the mental faculties,
which most eminently characterize man; an amazing
step has been taken towards the most surprising and
valuable discoveries. Soul, or natural mind, so clearly and

decidedly takes its cue from the organization of our brains

and our temperaments—so obviously are our thoughts and
feel ngs, as are the permanent and present states of our

bodily frames, that to throw out of view, or overlook, mind's

dependence on matter, in our investigations into its nature and

functions, would be the extreme of folly. Besides, man's mind
is in scripture expressly denominated the mind offlesh, Eom.
viii. 5—7

;
see the Greek

;
and that of itself is sufficient to

justify, nay, demand, our attention to the constitution and
circumstances of that physical frame upon which it is depend-

y2
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out. But because Soul is fleshly, fco make it nothing more
than y/c-A, is to be guilty of the grosses! abuse of language.
The very circumstance of its being denominated miml, and

thereby distinguished from matter, renders it impossible to

speak of it as matter. Hence materialists; as they are called

have uniformly failed; and ever must fail; in thoroughly

satisfying either themselves, or others. Mind, if not looked

at through the medium ol matter, is, I admit, viewed incom-

pletely. Numbers of its phenomena, unless we consider

them as the result of its connection with flesh; are thorough-

ly inexplicable. Hut mind, as such, points upwards from mat-
ter. It is fleshly, but it is not flesh. And, therefore, while

to contemplate Soul as material, or fleshly, is fair enough,
and attended with many advantages ;

to contemplate it as

matter, or flesh, is to violate the meaning of language,
as well as to belie the convictions of our own minds.

2. I do not object to our making Soul, or natural mind

itself, directly, apart from any consideration of its connection

with our bodily frames, the subject matt' r of our considera-

tion. This was the system of Des Cartes;- and it is the sys-
tem which has been in several respects so happily prosecuted

by our Scotch metaphysicians. Nor is this to be wondered
at. When confined to the mere observation of phenomena
it is toiling in its legitimate province. And, therefore, as

might have been expected, ive are indebted for many most
valuable accessions to our stores of psychological knowledge.
But in furnishing us with facts, and enabling us to classify

these, this mode of philosophising exhausts itself. It can go
no farther. Should it attempt to speculate concerning the

causes of the phenomena with which it makes us acquainted,
it merely covers itself with ridicule. The mind of man being
never known to me, except in connection with flesh, what

importance can I attach to theories, which, as their funda-

mental position, pretend to abstract it from flesh altogether.

Again; the mind of man being never known to me, except
in connection with things which are transient and shadowy,
and as itself a being whose existence began yesterday, and
terminates to-morrow, can I do aught besides than laugh at

philosophers who profess to treat of Soul as if it were a sub-

stantial and immortal principle? Psychological investiga-
tions which take mind, apart from flesh, as the subject of

their consideration, however valuable as means of directing
our attention to phenomena otherwise likely to have been
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overlooke 1, and as means thereby of supplying
1 us with facts,

are, in so far as theorizing is concerned, utterly valueless.

They end in a complete cul-de-sac. Of the origin, na-

ture, and destiny, of mind, they can tell us nothing. This
has been confessedly the result of the speculations of Hume
and Kant, two of the acutest, most enlightened, and most

honest, of modern Pneumatologists. If others, pretending to

be mental philosophers, have appeared to advance farther, it

is merely because they have contrived to deceive themselves,
or are attempting to deceive others. Well would it have

been, if men of considerable genius, but of ill-regulated ima-

ginations, had allowed themselves to stop where Hume did.

We should not, in that case, have had the mere coinage of

the human brain palmed on us, as a substitute for well ascer-

tained facts. At phenomena of mind, Hume stopped; say-

ing, with equal truth and honesty, "for the causes of these

phenomena, you must seek elsewhere. Mind itself does not
and cannot, furnish you with them." In the hands of Lord

Brougham, however, mere conjectures, as to the origin of

Soul, and its phenomena, having no other foundation than
the mere wishes, and feelings, and poetic aspirations, of a

highly gifted mind, would fain arrogate to themselves the

respect which is due only to truths elaborated by the strictest

scientific investigation. How ludicrous, were it not painful,
to find his Lordship, in his Introduction to Paley, pretending
to establish the immateriality and immortality of the Soul on

principles so weak and worthless, that there is not a school-

boy on the fourth form capable of being imposed on by
them. In detailing his speculations, the noble author ap-
pears to indulge even in the very language of triumph. And
commended for this by the Edinburgh Review, too ! Are
his Lordship, and his Reviewer, desirous of playing off a little

gentle banter upon their readers ? This is scarcely to be

supposed. A tone of seriousness runs through his Lordship's
remarks, which disposes as to regard him as the dupe of his

own delusions ! As overmastered by the mere creations of

his own genius! Or, rather his he not been desirous, in

this, as in other respects, to strike out a path that is new and

original? May he not have contemplate! the possibility of

carrying forward the boundaries of pneumatological science be-

yond the boundaries which Hume and others, have assigned
to it

; and, thereby, of achieving a triumph which was denied
to them ? If so, he has signally failed. He, and those who are
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disposed to 1:0 along with him, require to be to]
I,

thai i
;

mi!!.. I. which are founded on its fleshly origin and ni -

tun-, have something like facts to recommend them to our
. tice. But such theories as represent mind to be both im-
material and immortal, in the first place, do violence to/acts
which evince Soul to In 1 neither the one nor the other; ajid,

in the second place, to scripture, from which we Learn that

immateriality ami immortality, arc the peculiar and character-

istic attributes of a mind of a very different description.
What 1 contend for

3. Is, that without looking
1 at Soul downwards, or from

tli*
•

heights of Spirit, it is absolutely impossible to under-
stand its origin, nature, and functions. The materialists

necessarily interpret the existence and phenomena of Soul

upon fleshly principles alone. On the other hand, the essen-

tial differences subsisting between the phenomena of Soul,
and those of ordinary matter, while they justify psychologists
in demurring to the mere earthly origin of Soul, leave tin m,
while declining the aids of Revelation, without any positive
theories of their own to substitute for what they reject. The
Christian, and the Christian alone, understands, and can ex-

plain, the whole. Instructed by scripture in the everlast-

ing and heavenly existence of Spirit, he is also instructed to

regard Soul as deriving its temporary and earthly existence

from it. Soul was brought into being in the image, or as

the shadow of Spirit. Hence Adam, the soulical man, is

expressly said to have been the type, or figure, of Jesus, the

spiritual man. Rom. v. 14. From Spirit, then, as shadow
from substance, Soul derives its origin.- -And as is the be-

ginning, so also is the nature, of Soid, explained by that of

Spirit. Spirit being immaterial and immortal, Soul, although
neither the one nor the other, must nevertheless, as Spirit's

shadow, possess the outlines, and exhibit the form, of im-

material and immortal existence. Hence, when Soul is look-

ed at in its own light, and under the influence of high na-

tural faculties and attainment-, no wonder that the semblance
should so frequently be mistaken for reality. It is Spirit,
alone which, entering the mind as substance, can dissipate
the illusions of Soul, the shadow. For then it is. and then

alone, that Soul, although seen to resemble Spirit, is seen

nevertheless to be in all resp Ltially diffident from
Spirit. And, farther,it is the knowle Ige of Spirit alone which
enables us satisfactorily to illustrate, the faculties and opera*
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tions of Soul. In Spirit or the mind of God, when it is

opened up to us by his word, we recognize three remarkable

phenomena. 1. It has the attribute, or quality, of self-origi-
nation. 2. Of self-comprehension. And 3, of self-assimila-

tion. In other words, all its operations arise from its own

depths
—
by it, all things consist, and in it all things are com-

prehended
—and to it, all tlr'ngs are ultimately and neces-

sarily conformed. Thus it is, that speaking of him whose
mind Spirit is, the apostle delivers the sublime and condensed

truth; of him, and through him, and to him, are all things.
Kom. xi. 36. Now Soul, or the mind of man, if it be, as I

assert, the image or shadow of Spirit or the mind of God,
must resemble it in these three different respects. And so

it does. 1. Soul has apparently a power of self- origination.
It is capable of willing; and its volitions, to all appearance,

spring from its own depths. This, no doubt, is deceptive ;

for they are, in reality, in one sense, the offspring of flesh,

and, in another, of Spirit. As produced by earthly motives,
and as tending voluntarily and intelligently to earthly results

they shew themselves to be born of the former
;

as fulfilling

the purposes of God, and as pointing instinctively to heaven-

ly results, they indicate their derivation from the latter. All

our volitions then, or the results of the faculty commonly
denominated the. will, constitute the shadows of the self-ori-

ginating, and supreme, will of Jehovah. 2. The intellect of

man, is a beautiful figure of the all-comprehensive nature of

God. Need I insist on this fact ? The school of Berkeley
in modern times, and such of the ancient philosophers as

took a view of matters similar to theirs, in maintaining, that

an external world has no existence except in the human
mind, would almost seem to have intended to speak of Soul

as in this particular the type of Spirit. True, the compre-
hensiveness of the human intellect has its limits ; being de-

pendent on flesh, and, like flesh, necessarily bounded. But

knowing as we do, that Spirit, considered with a reference

to its wisdom and love, has a height, and a depth, and a

breadth, and a length, which pass all created understanding,
we discover in the indefinite power of the human intellect,

and in the expansive character of the human affections,

enough to satisfy us, that the faculties of Soul can only be

thoroughly appreciated, when viewed in connection with,
and in the light of, their glorious prototypes. 3. The tenden-

cy of Spirit, or the divine nature, is to assimilate all things
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to itself. So by the human mind is possessed the power, by
means of its statements, reasonings, and eloquence, of con-

forming the views of others to its own. .Mind operating

upon mind, and therebj effectuating its purposes, is thus

Been to be the striking
1 and appropriating image of Spirit, as

exercising its mightier, because complete, power of assimi-

lation. And yet it is merely an image j
for if capable of

influencing minds similarly constituted with itself, it is itself

continually influenced by its own fleshly constitution, and
the circumstances in which it is placed.

—Now self-origina-

tion, all comprehensiveness, and assimilating energy, exhaust

our ideas of Spirit, or the mind of Jehovah ;
so do will, in-

tellect, and active power, exhaust our ideas of Soul, or the

mind of man. Not that these features of the divine charac-

ter alone, have left their impress upon the Soul; for there is

no view of Spirit presented in scripture, to which something
belonging to Soul will not be found to correspond, and from
which something concerning the nature and properties of

Soul may nut be learned. But what 1 have stated is

sufficient for my present purpose; and under the heads
of shadowing forth the self-origination, the comprehensive na-

ture, and the conforming influence of Spirit, everything con-

nected with Soul may be classified. My meaning is, that Spirit

understood, the functions and operations of Soul become

intelligible; the latter by the very constitution of its nature

reflecting the former; whereas if Spirit be not understood,
we must be content, either to explain the phenomena of

Soul on fleshly principles alone, as is done by materialists ;

or, without pretending to be able to account for them at all,

to observe, arrange, and classify them, with the more acute

and enlightened psychologists.

SECTION X.

The New Birth.

We deny that Soul, in any state, or under any circum-

stances, can produce spiritual phenomena.
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It could not do so as originally created. For, as y>ure, so

far from having been identical with, it was merely the sha-

dow of Spirit, and, as pure, it was not only destitute of spi-

ritual principle, but incapable of receiving it. It was actual-

ly necessary that the primeval purity of Soul should pass

away, before an opening could be made for the entrance of

Spirit. No spiritual operations, therefore, could exist, pre-
vious to the existence of sin. What, under such circum-

stances, becomes of the romances of Boston and his follow-

ers?

Soul, as it now exists in the great majority of the human
race, cannot exhibit spiritual phenomena. The reason of

this is obvious. If, while pure, it was incompetent to the

production of spiritual effects
;
how much less now that it is

impure ? If, previous to its transgressing, all its acts and

feelings were of necessity acts merely of Soul, can they be
less so, now that it is loaded with guilt ? This point, however,
I need not labour to establish. It is probable, that I shall

encounter small opposition to my averment, that Soul, as

it exists in the majority of mankind, plunged in ignorance
and sensual gratifications, is unable to give birth to spiritual
effects and consequences.

Lastly, Soul cannot give rise to spiritual phenomena ;
im-

prove, purify and refine, it as you may. Observe, what by
the terms of the supposition you improve, purify and refine,
is Soul, or creature mind, still. But Soul, as such, is under
the curse. Thus runs the divine declaration : the soid that

sinneth, it shall die. And as sin attaches to every soul,
therefore is every soul under the curse, or obnoxious to

death. But that which is accursed, cannot give birth to

effects which are acceptable to God. It cannot produce spi-
ritual phenomena. Consider the case of our blessed Lord.

By taking Soul, and taking it out of a sinful creature, he

brought himself under the curse
;

for although sinless him-

self, sin attached to the Soul which he assumed
;

and from
the curse attaching to Soul he had no means of extricating

himself, but by destroying it. Take notice, destroying it. He
had previously, by uniting Soul with Spirit, improved, puri-

fied, refined, aye even spiritualized it. But all would not do.

He behoved to sacrifice, that is, to destroy it, before by him-
self even, as the Son of God, pure, spiritual phenomena could

be exhibited. For, while in flesh, his actions proceeded nei-

ther from mere Soul, as in ordinary men ;
nor from mere
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Spirit, :

: but from Spirit united to Soul, or the mix-
ture of Soul and Spirit. Bui if the acti us of the Sou of

God himself in flesh, so Ww from springing from the mere

improvement of Soul, had their origin in the compounding of

Soul with Spirit; and if even his compounded nature could
not bring forth spiritual phenomena in an unmixed state;

how much less can mere Soul, or the mere mind of the

creature, to whatever extent it may be improved, pro-
duce phenomena of a spiritual kind? Plain and simple, in-

deed, is the state of matters as laid down in the sacred vol-

ume. Whatsoever is I of the flesh or of the fleshly

mind, is flesh, says the S m of God. Can Pelagians, Unitari-

ans, Arminians, and even religionists of a somewhat superior
class, confute this? And if not, why say, or insinuate, that

from Soul, which however much improved or refined, is flesh-

ly mind after all. spiritual effects can proceed?
I am so far from intending to deny, by the preceding re-

marks, the gradual improvement of Soul, and the temporal
advantages thence accruing', that 1 regard Soul as having
been in a constant state of progression from the first ages of

the world until now
;
and that if there be one thing more

than another which gladdens my heart in reference to the

present aspect of Society, it is that the progress of the human
mind just now appears to be evidently going forward with a

rapidly accelerating pace. Art and science, after a compara-
tive slumber of ages, are now, in combination with literature,

thoroughly awake. Their devotees prosecute their researches

with the most intense and unwearied activity. Thus it is

that improvement treads on the heels of improvement. To
the onward march of discovery, i; is impossible to assign any
bounds. And all this, to the man:!' st improvement and in-

ise of the human race. Who can help feeling an interest—a deep and lively interest—in events so conducive to the

happiness of man ?

Nor do I deny, that, to this improvement of Soul, and
this onward march of human comfort anil happiness, the

scriptures have contributed. From the sacred writings, we
derive all that can be safely relied on as historical facts,

in regard to the remote ages of antiquity ; by them, our no-

tions of moral rectitude are enlarged and purified; and by
them, the human mind is furnished with topics of the most in-

-" and exciting inter* st, the c ration of which is calcu-

lated at once to sharpen the intellect, and correct its metaphy-
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sical and moral notions; these effects the scriptures are fitted

to produce, and actually have produced, wherever they have
been circulated, irrespective of the understanding of their spi-
ritual meaning altogether. In proof of this, let the state and
condition of countries where the Bible is unknown, be com-

pared with the state of communities, where Bible reading,
and Bible morality, are in full operation: the most superfi-
cial cannot fail to remark the difference. The deplorable ig-
norance and brutal vices of the former, contrast strongly and

strikingly with the enlightened views, the high-toned feel-

ing, and the comparatively correct notions of duty which are

prevalent among the latter. Let me not be understood,

then, as depreciating the advantages which even the literal

meaning of scripture is calculated to confer
;
or to discourage

the perusal of its pages, and the enforcement of its precepts,

by men who are ignorant of the gospel, and may never at-

tain to the knowledge of it themselves. They, and society
in general, will benefit thereby. The destined heirs of salva-

tion may from time to time be brought to the knowledge of

the truth thereby. And that is enough.
But I do deny, that, in this natural and gratifying pro-

gress of Society, any thing spiritual is involved ;
that the

most enlarged understanding of the literal meaning of scrip-

ture, or the highest Biblical attainments, necessarily im-

ply any acquaintance whatever with the real signification
of the sacred volume ; and, that the advancement of the

fleshly mind, whether by means of the scriptures or other-

wise, contributes directly in the slightest degree towards the

reception of divine truth. Nay, so far from thinking that it

does so, 1 regard the human mind, as it advances in natural

knowledge and attainments, aye, and in Biblical discoveries

too, to advances in hostility to the truth as it is in Jesus like-

wise
;
and I anticipate that the most advanced state of that

mind, and the moat advanced state of human society, will be
found to be that in which the most deadly hatred to the truth

will be evinced. Tlie world, by wisdom, knew not God. This

held true in ancient, it holds equally true in modern, times.

Natural knowledge, it is probable, will continue to advance,
as it hitherto has advanced, among the many, "pari passu,
with the progress, among the few, of vital Christianity. But
while the grand cause of the progress of natural science, will

be the progress of Christianity, natural science will not, vice

versa, contribute in the slightest degree towards the pro- .
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f Christianity, Indeed, the very reverse . Although
b :ience is fo tered by th( I. being in lebted for its most

importani discoveries and most brilliant triumphs either

more or loss directly, to revelation, thai is, either to the

light which it sheds, or to the habits of mind which it in-

science nevertheless hates revelation. And this, be-

cause re its nakedness, and lays it under an

unwilling sense of obligation. Its hatred to the word of God
science will exhibif more and more. And thus future ages
will go on displaying still more strikingly, a phenomenon
which h mnded all who are ignorant of its cause, and,

excepl for the scriptures themselves, utterly inexplicable, viz.

Christianity in its onward progress continuing to shed the

most important temporal blessings on those whom it does

not spiritually and savingly enlighten, and yet more and

more cordiallj hated by those whom it is thus laying under

constantly increasing obligations.
The fact is, that a new birth, and new creation, of the

mind, is indispensable to the production of the first, and most

trifling, spiritual phenomenon. No improvement of mere Soul,
to whatever lengths it may be carried, can accomplish this.

Nay, the most serious views, and the most intensely devout

feelings, which the mere mind of man can cherish, necessari-

ly come short of it. Rather, such dews and feelings directly
contradict it. They lead to satisfaction with self—whereas

the vei*y essence of Spirit consists in the discovery of tho

worthlessness, and the consequent annihilation, of self. Spi-
rit must exist, before the effects of Spirit can be produced.
But the mind of man naturally is not Spirit. It is Soul, or

fleshly mind. A new mind, therefore, must be created—a

new and living principle must be implanted
—the individual

must be renewed, or made new, in the Spirit of his mind—
in a word, he must be born again, and born from above, be-

coming, through his heavenly parentage, a partaker of a na-

ture essentially dim rent from, and infinitely superior to, that

which he inherits from Ids earthly parents, before fruits and
effects different from, and superior to, those of mere human
nature can be brought forth by him.

If spiritual phenomena, then, be displayed by any, it is

because they are po 1 of Spirit; and if possessed of

Spirit, it is not because they have derived it from their

first and natural birth, but because they have been born a-

gain.
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With regard to the necessity of this new Lirth, the means

by which it is effected, the nature of it. the persons who are

privileged to participate in it, and the blessed consequences
which result from it, the scriptures are so full and explicit,
that there is occasion to do little more than quote their phra-

seology.
Its necessity is thus asserted by our Lord himself:—

except a man he born again, he cannot sec the kingdom of God.
John iii. 3. And by his Apostle :

—If any man have not

the Spirit of Christ he is none of his ; Rom. viii. 9; and, if

any man he in Christ, he is a new creature or creation, old

things are 2^st away, hehold, all things are hecome new. 2

Corinth, v. 17.

As to the means by which the new birth is effected, we
have equally explicit declarations :

—It is by Spirit, says
Christ. For, that which is born of the Spirit, is Spirit. John
iii. 5, 6. The signification of Spirit, he himself condescends
to explain :

—The words that I speak unto you, they are Spirit,
and they are life. John vi. Qo. In complete conformity
with which one Apostle declares, that we are born again not

of corruptible, seed, but of incorruptible, by the word of God
which liveth, and abideth for ever. 1 Peter i. 23. And ano-

ther, that of his own will begat he us with the word of truth,

that we should be a kind of first fruits of his creatures. James
i. 18. In different language, to have the meaning of the di-

vine word introduced into our minds, or perhaps more accur-

ately, to have our minds introduced into the meaning of the

divine word by being swallowed up in it, is to be begotten or

born, again. / live, says the great Apostle of the Gentiles ;

yet not I, but Christ liveth in vie. Galatians ii. 20.

The nature of the New Birth consists in faith, or the be-

lief of the divine testimony. Observe, of the divine testi-

mony as stich, or on its own, authority ; not, as the majority
of those who make a profession of believing it do, on the au-

thority of custom, parental teaching, or the most cogent

grounds, arguments, and evidences of mere human origin.

Different, however, is faith as a divine principle. God ivho

at first commanded the light to shine out of darkness, commands
the light of the knowledge of his glory in the face of Jesus

Christ, to shine into the mind. 2 Cor. iv. 6. And thus is

faith of the direct and immediate operation of God. Faith is

produced by the word ;
for of his own will begat he us by

the word of truth : its very nature consists in the indwelling
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of the word; for God dwells in our hearts by faith : and its

growth is through the medium of the word
;

for we grow in

grace, as we grow in the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour
- ( liri-t. li is in consequence of the nature of the new

birth consisting in faith, thai faith is, throughoul scripture,

represented as in time, the all and in all of salvation, we

justified by faith, we walk by faith, we live by faith,

and so on. The fad being, thai the degree in which any one
is possessed of faith, is the exacl measure of the degree in

which he is born again, or is a partaker of the divine na-

ture.

Those who are privileged to believe the divine testimony,
and thereby to be born again, are not those who will and

run, to use the emphatic language of scripture, but. those to

whom God is pleased to shew mercy. And such persons
were chosen in Chrisl before the foundation of the world. It

is in consequence of their having been foreknown and pre-
destinated to be conformed to the image of God's Son, that

he might be the first born among* many brethren, that they
in due time Likewise receive the nature of divine sonship, by
being born again, and this by being called, justified, and glo-
rified. Rom. viii. 29, 30. Thus only the spiritual Israel,

God's chosen ones, those who are from everlasting to ever-

lasting beloved of him, become, in time, partakers of the di-

vine nature, and heavenly calling, lltromjh sanctification of the

Spirit, and belief of the truth. 2 Thess. ii. 13.

The grand effects, or lending characteristics, of this New
Birth, are love to God, and love to the brethren. We love

God, because he first loved us. We love one another, out of

a pure heart fervently And this because the end of the

commandment is love, out of a pure heart, and a good con-

science, and faith unfeigned. This love is a spiritual effect,

and, therefore, can only have Spirit for its cause. Love of

relations, una other affections of a similar kind, have Soul, or

fleshly mind, only, for their origin ; and, when carried to any
very greal extent so far from implying the existence of spirit-

ual principle, but too generally indicate its total absence.

The love which has Spirit for its origin, is love to the truth,
that is, love to God as he is revealed in his own word which is

truth
;

and love to others, not for natural considerations, but

for the truth's Bake which dwelleth in them, and shall be
with them for ever. This principle has no existence in man
naturally ; he, as he comes into the world, being enraptured
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merely with shadows and, therefore, it requires to be commu-
nicated to him, before he can possess it, or exhibit its effects.

But no sooner does the testimony of God, which is truth, enter

his conscience by faith than does the love of God as love of the

truth, discover its existence there likewise, and does it begin
to make its appearance outwardly in the shape of various spi-
ritual phenomena. Being born again, the fruits and effects

of a new birth are immediately and necessarily brought
forth.

Have I succeeded in making nryself understood ? If so,

then the two following things must be apparent.
—

1. That the amelioration, nay, the enlightening even, of

mere Soul, is not regeneration and never can become so.

You may improve natural mind to an almost inconceivable ex-

tent. You may even, by means of the scriptures, so enlighten
the natural conscience, as to make it remarkably tender,
and render it scrupulous with respect to almost every action

which it should perform, and almost every thought which it

should indulge. And yet, if this be all, it is as far as ever

from having become the subject of a new birth, and a re-

generating process. It is still natural conscience. It is still

in its sins. It is still Soul. And Soul, unless divine grace
interpose, it will continue to be. In truth, all attempts by
abstaining from evil, and obeying law, (whether the law of

works, or the law of faith,) to purify Soul, and thereby qualify
it for the production of spiritual phenomena, are virtual

attacks on the character aud work of Christ Jesus ; spring-

ing from ignorance, that his pure Soul alone, as the Soul of

the Creator manifest in flesh, was capable of abstaining from
from evil, and obeying law

; and that by the obedience which
his Soul rendered to law, even unto death, the necessity of

obedience to law, on the part of our impure souls, was su-

perseded at once and for ever. The pure Soul of Christ hav-

ing perfectly obeyed divine law, and perfect obedience of his

pure Soul being ours in consequence of our oneness with

him, how absurd, as well as criminal, to attempt, by the

obedience of our impure Souls, to add to what he hath per-
fected. To suppose that the impure soul of the creature

can do, what it required the pure Soul of the Creator to ef-

fect, is absurd
;
and to suppose that the acts of impure Souls

are requisite to complete the work of the pure Soul of Christ,
is worse than absurd— it is blasphemous. Divine law has
been fulfilled, and brought to an end, by the pure Soul of
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(In- - one with us. tin's fulfilment, and exhaustion, of

law by him, is ours—divine law therefore, neither remains,
nor requires, to be fulfilled by the impure Souls of us crea-

tures. And, be it observed, thai in fulfilling divine law, the

pure Soul of Chrisi came to an end. His last act of obedience

law, was t" sacrifice it. // made his Soul an offering
<in. In rising from the dead, therefore, he rose not with

Soul even pure. He rose with Soul swallowed up in Spirit.
He had sacrificed his pure Soul, or pure creature nature;
and, therefore, with Soul, or creature mind, he could no

longer appear. In plain English, his resurrection from the

dead, as the swallowing up of Soul in Spirit, was his new
birth; and as such he became the first fruits, as well as

model, of that wherein the new birth consists in all his peo-
ple. But if Soul, as it appeared pure in the Son of God in

flesh, alone could obej law; and if even pure Soul in him
could not pass into glory, and enjoy spiritual privileges, but
behoved to be first sacrificed, and then si;! sequently swal-

lowed up in Spirit; then think how absurd the notions of
those who fancy, that the impure souls of creatures may, as

such, be so improved as both first to become spiritual them-

selves, and also capable of bringing- forth spiritual pheno-
mena ! The Soul of the Lord Jesus, the Creator, could not
become spiritual, except by being swallowed up in Spirit,
and thereby being born again, in his resurrection

; and yet
mere creatures, forsooth, imagine that their souls may be-
come spiritual, and capable of producing spiritual fruits, con-

tinuing as they are, and without undergoing the same re-

generating process of being absorbed in Spirit ! The truth
that ordinary religion, in its attempts to improve human

nature, and thereby recommend it to the divine favour, is

merely engaged in the vain attempt to make the Ethiopian
change his hue, and the leopard his spots

—is merely under-

taking the worth] k of whitewashing loathesome sepul-
chres. Consequently all such religion is an exhibition of

ignorance, not knowledge; of folly, not wisdom; of pride, not

humility; of an erroneous estimate of the powers and capa-
cities of human nature, not of the reception of the divine
nature. It is the attempt to substitute, and pass off, the old

man, Adam, and his deeds, which are corrupt, under a some-
what altered aspect, for the New Man, Christ Jesus, as
he is formed in the heart by faith. This is spurious re-

generation. It is merely the act of the creature ; springing
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from the operations of natural conscience, sermons, good opin-
ion of others, and so on. True regeneration, is the act of

the Creator.

2. It must be apparent, still farther, that to possess Spir-
it, and to be capable of exhibiting spiritual phenomena,
implies our having become partakers of a nature, or, perhaps
more correctly, of the earnest of a nature, essentially dif-

ferent from that which we bring with us into the world. In
other words, if we are spiritual, it is because we have been
born again, or a second time. At first our minds were flesh-

ly only
—

fleshly, as imparted through flesh—fleshly as de-

pendent on flesh—and fleshly, as conversant only with flesh-

ly or earthly topics
—and this, as derived by natural genera-

tion from Adam, the fleshly man. But now they are, in

certain respects, and to a certain degree, heavenly ;
the mind

of Jesus, the heavenly man, as he now sits at God's right
hand, having been imparted to us, by faith in his glorious

testimony, and we, as having thereby the incorruptible seed

of the word thus dwelling in us, having been begotten, or

born, again. The possession of the earnest of this heavenly
mind, on our parts, implies these things :

—1st. That the eyes
of our understandings have been opened; and that we have
been brought thereby out of the darkness of nature's igno-
rance, into the marvellous light of the knowledge of God's
revealed character. 2ndly. That this enlightening of our

minds bears a resemblance to what occured in the resurrec-

tion of oar blessed Lord
; the same power which was put forth

in quickening him, by raising him from the dead, being put
forth in quickening us, by raising us from our previous and
natural state of mental death likewise. And, 3rdly, that as

Christ, in rising from the dead, swallowed up his fleshly na-

ture entirely and for ever in his spiritual and heavenly one,
so the effect of Spirit, or the mind of Christ, being communi-
cated to us is, not to improve our fleshly minds, but to kill and

destroy them, by swallowing them up in spiritual mind; the de-

gree in which Spirit, or spiritual mind, is possessed by us, be

ing just the degree in which Soul, or the mind of the creature,
is in us swallowed up in Spirit, or the mind of the Creator.—
This being the case, Regeneration, or the new birth, is so far

from being the mending, tinkering, or improving, ofhuman na-

ture, that its very essence is the killing, or destroying, so far,

of human nature. It is the introduction of a principle en-

tirely new, and gloriously divine, even the mind of God him-
z
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Filt', into the conscience. Tt is a being born, not as we natu-

rally are, of flesh, but of Spirit. ]t is the result, not of cor-

ruptible but of incorruptible seed. It is an enlightening of
OUT minds, not in regard to the things of time, but in regard
to those of eternity. It is not the elevation of our minds, to

the heights of human science, but the introduction into them
of the understanding and enjoyment of the first fruits of a

higher state. It is not conferred by ourselves. It is not in-

creased by ourselves. As Adam was, independently of any
act of ours, oim natural

; so is Christ, independently of any
act of ours, our spiritual, father. Of his own will begat he

us, by th* word of truth. And this, not by giving a bent or

direction, to our old, or Adamic faculties, but by swallowing
up these, in a new and heavenly principle. That is, he does

not, in regenerating us, merely enlarge the old mind of

Adam, and thereby qualify it for the reception of divine
truth

;
but he supersedes in so far that old and fleshly mind,

by that earnest of his own new and heavenly mind of which
he makes us partakers. The reason of this being, first, that

the fleshly mind is totally unable, by any species of teaching,
or any species of enlargement, to conceive of topics superior
to those which concern the life that now is; and, secondly,
that were the mere human mind as such to be enlarged, and

spiritualized, and thereby rendered immortal, the work of

Christ, in his death and resurrection, would be completely
nullified, that work consisting, not in the sparing, and perpe-
tuating of his own pure Soul and body, but in their utter de-
struction and swallowing up in his own divine and heavenly
nature; a result which implies, that a nature which was un-

worthy to enter into glory, and live for ever, even when pure
in the Creator himself, must be still less worthy of being glo-
rified, and rendered immortal, in mere creatures. Besides, if

regeneration in us consisted in the enlargement, improve-
ment, and preservation, of human nature, how could those
who are regenerated ever come to know a distinction be-

tween human nature, and the divine nature; between an old

nature, and a new ? How could they practice self denial,

mortify their members which are upon the earth, crucify the
flesh with its affections and lusts, and in other respects put
off, and part with, their old nature, except through the medi-
um of their having previously become possessed of one that is

To apply the term regeneration, or a new birth, to

what was merely the carrying out and perfecting of a nature
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which we already possess, would be obviously the height of

absurdity. We could become the subjects of no new birth,
and the possessors of no new nature, in that case. We
should be obliged to cling to, and love, human nature, and
not part with it. Nay, the very terms—new birth,
new nature, new man, and so on, would be perfectly

unintelligible to us. But, blessed be God, there is such
a thing as regeneration. And it is, what its name implies,
a new begetting, and a new birth. It is our becoming
the children of God ; by faith in Christ Jesus. It is our

thereby becoming possessed of the mind of God; and as

such, it implies our having superseded in us, to the degree in

which we possess it, the mind of man. In that case it is not
we who live, but Christ who lives in us. This new nature is

a principle which, so far from mixing itself up with, hates,

assails, and aims at the destruction of, the nature of man
;

and that, even when his fleshly nature, puts on its best, its

most amiable, and its most attractive forms. Regeneration,
in a word, is not the perpetuating of human nature

;
its very

essence is the destruction of human nature. It is the princi-

ple of spiritual mind; and it is only where it exists, that spi-
ritual phenomena can be exhibited.





ERRATA.

1. By some mistake, the subjects numbered under the 2nd section of the

1st chapter of the 2nd part of this work^-pass from 20 to 24. As this is only an
error in figures, this explanation will show the reader that it does not at all

interfere with the subject of the work itself.

2. On page 227, instead of 33 read 30.

Page 9 line 10 for acqnisce read acquiesce.
  22 10 for begining read beginning.

29 21 for immortality read immateriality.
46 24 place the word of before perspicuity.
47 21 /)/• eversteps read oversteps.
48 20 for acceding read acceeuing.
64 8 for or read in and for in read or.

82 2 for on read in.

10S 13 for hinself read himself.

135 19 for instinction read instruction.

153 1 for conception read conceptions.
162 2 for might read must.
212 23 for condems read condemns.
218 37 for unspeakable read unspeakably.
226 23 for farher read farther.

229 24 for concepions read conceptions.
-235 11 for in read is.

243 7/-"" inpelled read impelled.
266 14 for altered read adverted.
295 19 for naturally read natural.

299 1 read line of demarcation.
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